
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Forgiveness in Kierkegaard‘s Ethic of Neighbor Love 

 

John B. Howell, III, Ph.D. 

 

Mentor:  Robert C. Roberts, Ph.D. 

 

 

 I argue that Kierkegaard contributes to the contemporary philosophical discussion 

concerning forgiveness in at least two ways.  First, he grounds his understanding of 

forgiveness in neighbor love so that neighbor love is a necessary condition for 

forgiveness.  Second, he views forgiveness as morally obligatory.  In the course of 

making these points, I review the current philosophical literature on forgiveness and 

explicate Kierkegaard‘s conception of neighbor love.  I also defend his view of 

forgiveness against the objection that it condones wrongdoing, and in doing so compare 

Kierkegaard‘s view with that of Jacques Derrida and John Caputo.  Finally, I argue that 

Kierkegaard‘s Christian commitments are essential to his understanding of forgiveness 

and that his understanding of forgiveness is superior to those in the contemporary 

philosophical literature because of those commitments.  In doing so I consider the ethical 

status of Socrates and compare Kierkegaard‘s conception of forgiveness to that of Joseph 

Butler. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Current Thinking on Forgiveness 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 Marietta Jaeger and her family had been looking forward to their ―once-in-a-lifetime 

grand family vacation,‖ in which they planned to travel and camp throughout the state of 

Montana for a full month.
1
  Marietta and her husband packed up their five children and, 

after a week of travel, arrived at their first campsite, the Missouri River Headwaters Park.  

On the last night before their departure to the next site, Marietta went into the tent to calm 

down the children.  Her youngest child, seven-year-old Susie, climbed over siblings and 

camping gear in order to kiss her mother goodnight.  This moment was the last time 

Marietta saw her little girl.   

 During the night, the Jaegers discovered that Susie was missing, a hole slashed in 

the tent near where she had been sleeping.  They searched vainly themselves before 

enlisting the help of the town marshall, who called the FBI and the local sheriff‘s 

department.  After a week, a man called the home of a deputy assigned to the case, 

identified Susie by an unpublicized birthmark, and demanded a ransom.  But the 

instructions left for the ransom were incomplete, and Marietta made a public plea, asking 

the man to call back, and offering to pay any ransom he deemed fit.  As days passed with 

no contact from the kidnapper, as the search continued without results, and as officials 

                                                 

 
1In what follows I will be summarizing and paraphrasing the story found in Marietta 

Jaeger, ―The Power and Reality of Forgiveness:  Forgiving the Murderer of One‘s Child,‖ 

in Exploring Forgiveness, ed. Robert D. Enright and Joanna North (Madison, WI:  The 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1998):  9-14.  The phrase in quotation marks is from p. 9.  



 

 

2 

 

dragged the nearby river for Susie‘s body without success, rage began to seethe inside 

Marietta.  She believed she could kill this man who had taken her daughter with her bare 

hands if she could just identify him.  And she expressed this verbally to her husband.  But 

even as she did so, she ―knew that to give [her]self to that ugly mindset would violate the 

principles and value system [she] held.‖
2
  Nevertheless, Marietta felt justified in her rage, 

and thought that she should have some say concerning the kidnapper‘s punishment when 

he was caught.  She was utterly convinced that he should die, and thus ―round and round 

[she] went, wrestling with the worst and the best of [her]self.‖
3
  Finally, Marietta made a 

decision to forgive the kidnapper, whoever he might be.  And yet she understood that this 

forgiveness was not a completed task, but something she would have to come to do, a 

standard of character which she set herself the task of achieving.  For now, all she could 

do was make a choice to try to forgive, and this choice lifted a burden from her heart; she 

was able to sleep soundly for the first time since Susie had been taken. 

 Eventually the Jaegers were forced to return home to Michigan.  Three months later 

the kidnapper called again, but only to say that he still intended to exchange Susie for 

ransom, although he had not figured out how to do so without getting caught.  Almost a 

whole year after the kidnapping, the media in Montana decided to do a story on Susie, 

and on how such a long time without news of their daughter had affected the Jaegers.  

The story quoted Marietta as saying that she was concerned about the kidnapper and 

wished that she could talk to him herself.  The man viewed this as a challenge.  The night 

the report appeared, the kidnapper called Marietta at her home—one year to the minute 

from the time when he had taken Susie.  He was arrogant and defiant, telling Marietta 

                                                 

 
2Ibid., 10.  

 

 
3Ibid., 11.  
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that he was in control, that no one would ever catch him, and that there was nothing she 

could do about it.   

 From the time a year before when Marietta had decided to forgive the kidnapper, she 

had continually reminded herself of three things:  that the kidnapper was as valuable to 

God as her little girl, that the kidnapper was a son of God and because of his humanity 

had dignity and worth, and that as a Christian, she was called to pray for her enemies.  

When Marietta conveyed this to the kidnapper, he became less hostile, and stayed on the 

phone for over an hour, despite voicing worries that his call was being traced.  When 

Marietta finally asked him how she could help him, he began to weep.  He could not bear 

―this burden‖ anymore, he said, and he wished he could be rid of it.  Despite knowing 

what ―this burden‖ could mean, Marietta realized that, in addition to Susie‘s return, she 

also really wanted to help the kidnapper.  The call finally ended without the man 

confessing anything or divulging his identity or location.  An attempt to trace the call had 

failed.  But Marietta had remembered to tape the conversation, and an analysis of the tape 

revealed enough information about the man that the FBI was able to identify him.   

 Before his arrest Marietta was given the opportunity to forgive the man face to face, 

as well as to plead for his confession.  He insisted on his innocence, however, and even 

succeeded in passing both lie detector and truth serum tests.  Upon searching the man‘s 

home, authorities found irrefutable proof that he had murdered Susie, and that he had 

done so not more than a week after her abduction.  But by this time, Marietta 

 had finally come to believe that real justice is not punishment but restoration, not 

necessarily to how things used to be, but to how they really should be.  In both the 

Hebrew and Christian Scriptures whence my belief and values come, the God who 

rises up from them is a God of mercy and compassion, a God who seeks not to 

punish, destroy, or put us to death, but a God who works unceasingly to help and 

heal us, rehabilitate and reconcile us, restore us to the richness and fullness of life 
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for which we have been created.  This, now, was the justice I wanted for this man 

who had taken my little girl.
4
 

 

Marietta recommended an alternative sentence to the death penalty.  Only after the death 

penalty was taken off of the table did the man confess to Susie‘s murder, as well as three 

others.  Marietta remains convinced that she was right to forgive, and that although 

families in similar situations have an initial right to anger and hatred, forgiveness is the 

only way to prevent the offenders from claiming additional victims.
5
 

        The forgiveness exhibited by Marietta Jaeger seems praiseworthy to some and 

incomprehensible to others.  Forgiveness itself is an interesting idea philosophically, and 

few concepts in moral philosophy raise more questions while remaining so practically 

relevant.  In this dissertation I propose to investigate this topic by examining the Danish 

philosopher Søren Kierkegaard‘s understanding of forgiveness based on his ethic of 

neighbor love.  I think that Kierkegaard‘s discussion of forgiveness has much to 

contribute to the current state of philosophical thinking concerning forgiveness, and that 

Kierkegaard‘s thought on forgiveness contrasts with the bulk of the literature in two 

ways.  First, Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is grounded in the positive force of neighbor love, 

and therefore has much more to do with this than it does with the negative emotions of 

resentment, anger, or hatred.
6
  Second, Kierkegaard believes forgiveness is a moral 

obligation, whereas the literature generally evaluates forgiveness in terms of moral 

permissibility.  Usually, if forgiveness is considered to be a duty at all, it is considered a 

                                                 

 
4Ibid., 13.  

 

 
5Ibid., 14.  

 

 
6―Positive‖ and ―negative‖ are used here as descriptive of popular perception and 

use.  These ―negative‖ emotions fit into Kierkegaard‘s understanding of forgiveness 

also—they do not, however, wholly define forgiveness as they often do in the literature. 
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Kantian imperfect duty, something one should do regularly, but something one is never 

obligated to do in any particular circumstance.
7
  The number of those who can accept 

Kierkegaard‘s perspective may be limited.  Many people may not be in the existential 

position necessary to understand forgiveness of this sort, either objectively or 

subjectively.
8
  Nevertheless, in this dissertation I will seek to draw out these unusual 

aspects of Kierkegaard‘s thought concerning forgiveness and defend his position against 

its more philosophically popular counterparts.  In doing so I hope to show that 

Kierkegaard‘s conception of forgiveness is the superior one.  Therefore, those not in the 

existential position to accept Kierkegaard‘s description of forgiveness should strive to 

place themselves in such a position.    

 In the remainder of this first chapter, I hope to make some headway in clarifying the 

current philosophical picture of forgiveness.  This objective will prove a daunting 

challenge.  There are almost as many theories or understandings of forgiveness in the 

philosophical literature as there are philosophers writing on forgiveness, and that does not 

count the recent explosion of forgiveness literature in other disciplines, particularly 

psychology.  So I will begin by noting some common ground among thinkers concerning 

                                                 
7This language represents the position taken commonly in the literature on 

forgiveness.  In using this language, I do not intend to provide any decisive interpretation 

of a Kantian imperfect duty or even any interpretation at all. 
  

 
8Perhaps it is the case that objectively, Kierkegaard‘s description of forgiveness is 

accurate.  Most likely, no one will be able to understand and accept this objective truth 

unless they have experienced the truth of forgiveness subjectively.  In fact, forgiveness 

itself, as a work of love, is a means of indirectly communicating the truth of forgiveness 

subjectively and thereby of love as well.  Of course, Kierkegaard is primarily (if not 

wholly) concerned with the subjective truth of forgiveness (the commitment to practice 

forgiveness in one‘s life) and so makes no attempt to provide anything like necessary or 

sufficient conditions for forgiveness.  Even so, if forgiveness looks anything like the 

picture Kierkegaard paints, neighbor love is a necessary condition for forgiveness.  
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forgiveness; this common ground is not accepted by all philosophers who write about 

forgiveness, but by enough of them that the issues are considered fairly uncontroversial.   

 Next, I will examine the so-called Kolnai paradox, which argues that forgiveness, by 

its very nature, seems to be either unjustified or pointless.  While Aurel Kolnai himself 

does not seem to be too worried by the paradox he articulates, many other writers on 

forgiveness are worried, whether explicitly or implicitly.  And Kolnai‘s paradox does 

provide an interesting way of classifying views of forgiveness, and even of testing them 

in certain ways.   

 After discussing Kolnai‘s paradox, I will attempt to classify a number of the major 

thinkers writing on forgiveness according to a few admittedly contrived categories.  I will 

classify views on forgiveness as bilateral or unilateral according to whether or not it is a 

necessary feature of the view that the offender be involved somehow in the act or process 

of forgiveness.  I will also classify views on forgiveness as conditional or unconditional 

based on whether certain conditions must be fulfilled before an offended person is 

morally permitted to forgive.  Bilateral views are by their very nature conditional as well; 

if the offender must be involved in the act or process of forgiveness, involving the 

offender is obviously a condition of forgiving.  However, while unilateral views are often 

unconditional, there is nothing in the nature of a unilateral view that requires it to be so.  

In fact, there are some unilateral and conditional views, which require that the offended 

go through certain steps unrelated to the offender before forgiving. 

 At the end of this chapter, I will provide a brief look ahead at the remaining 

chapters, detailing the main focus of each chapter and what I hope to accomplish in each 

toward the fulfillment of the purpose of the entire project. 
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Common Ground in the Philosophical Literature on Forgiveness 

 Perhaps it is telling that the most common ground in the philosophical literature on 

forgiveness covers not what forgiveness is, but what it is not.  Many articles on 

forgiveness include a brief section explaining what forgiveness is not, and some make 

this point a major subject for investigation.  Of course the discussions of what 

forgiveness is not vary from writer to writer, but a number of candidates are ubiquitous in 

the literature.  Let us briefly consider the main three:  condoning, pardoning, and 

excusing.   

 The activity most finely distinguished from forgiveness is also the activity least 

relevant to this discussion.  Forgiveness, most philosophers think, is to be distinguished 

from pardoning.  Forgiveness, in its most paradigmatic state, is a personal matter, while 

pardoning is a public or official matter.  Forgiveness is what one friend extends to 

another when she is offended; a pardon is what an official of an institution extends to 

someone who has violated the laws or regulations of that institution.  And so when my 

friend Marc accidentally (but recklessly) broke some of my wife‘s crystal throwing a 

tennis ball for my dog, my wife forgave him; when Richard Nixon resigned the 

presidency in disgrace and was facing the possibility of indictment on criminal charges, 

Gerald Ford pardoned him.  In forgiving Marc my wife acted as his friend; in pardoning 

Nixon, Ford acted as an official of the United States government.  Societies regularly act 

in ways that recognize this distinction between public and private, between official and 

personal.  In certain instances society protects against the conflict of the public and the 

private:  no judge will be allowed to preside over a trial in which she is the victim, and no 

prosecutor will be allowed to prosecute a crime perpetrated against her own person.  But 
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we also ask people to overcome the temptations to use public office or power for personal 

gain; we ask congresspersons, senators, presidents, and governors, among others, to act 

publicly for the good of all, and not to benefit themselves alone.  And so, writers on 

forgiveness say, there is a difference between forgiving someone and pardoning them, 

our common usage of such phrases as ―I beg your pardon‖ notwithstanding.  In order to 

forgive someone, you can be related to them in just about any way one person can be 

related to another; in order to pardon someone, a very particular relation having to do 

with one‘s official position must obtain.
9
 

 Second, most writers on forgiveness agree that forgiveness is to be distinguished 

from excusing.  The difference here is a morally important one.  For excusing, says the 

literature, can only take place when there is a lack of moral culpability.  A person who 

suffers from severe mental defect cannot be held morally culpable for actions that cause 

injuries or other offenses, and thus is not an object of forgiveness.  Young children are 

usually not viewed as fully responsible moral agents either.  Forgiveness seems to require 

both an injury or offense (something to forgive) and a moral agent culpable for that injury 

                                                 

 
9As H.J.N. Horsbrugh notes, ―It is persons who forgive; and they forgive as 

individual persons rather than as agents with certain social roles.‖  See his ―Forgiveness,‖ 

Canadian Journal of Philosophy 4 (December 1974), 270.  R.S. Downie makes these 

points as well in his discussion of forgiveness and pardon, but also draws the following 

distinction:  pardoning is the sort of thing that can be accomplished solely by an 

utterance, but forgiveness is not.  The utterance ―I pardon you‖ ―can be a performative 

because uttered by the appropriate person in the appropriate context, it constitutes a 

pardon.‖  But to say ―I forgive you‖ is not to perform the act of forgiveness; it is rather to 

indicate that the attitude and intention to forgive is present.  See his ―Forgiveness,‖ The 

Philosophical Quarterly 15 (April 1965), 132.  It is worth noting that there are 

philosophers who think that ―I forgive you‖ does constitute a performative utterance.  

Among those who express this view are Glen Pettigrove in both ―The Forgiveness We 

Speak:  The Illocutionary Force of Forgiving,‖ Southern Journal of Philosophy 42 (Fall 

2004):  371-92, and ―Unapologetic Forgiveness,‖ American Philosophical Quarterly 41 

(July 2004):  187-204, and Joram Haber, Forgiveness (Lanham:  Rowman and Littlefield, 

1991).  
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or offense (someone to forgive).
10

  It makes little sense to forgive someone who has not 

injured or offended you, and it makes little sense to forgive the rock on which you stub 

your toe.  With regard to the severely defective person or the child who injures or offends 

you, it makes more sense to say that they are excused than it does to say they are 

forgiven. 

 The concept of excusing can also be thought of in terms of mitigation.
11

  In this way 

excusing may come in degrees.  Suppose Gerald has a particularly vicious nature, and 

decides one day that he will attack the next person to greet him as he walks down the 

street.  John happens to be that unfortunate soul, and Gerald attacks and beats him badly.  

On the other hand, suppose that Gene is of a quite moderate temperament, but that Jim, 

over a long period of time, provokes him.  Maybe Jim continually demeans Gene, 

insulting him and dear members of his family.  One day, after an especially egregious bit 

                                                 

 
10This is the majority position, but some philosophers are not comfortable here.  For 

instance, David Novitz argues that one might forgive even when no actual offense is 

present.  For, even though there is no actual offense, if one believes oneself offended, the 

feelings of resentment or anger are indeed real, and must be resolved.  So if forgiveness 

involves dealing with these feelings in some way, then one can forgive without having 

been actually offended.  On this view, forgiveness does not require the actuality of 

something to forgive or a morally culpable individual to forgive.  An interesting question 

is whether Novitz‘s point can be extended to human agents who are not moral.  I may 

know that someone with a severe mental defect is not responsible for their actions when 

they offend or injure me, but I may still have feelings of anger or resentment toward them 

that my reason cannot overcome.  The question is whether these feelings would be 

enough for me to believe that I have been offended.  If the feelings were somehow 

powerful enough to overcome the knowledge I possessed of the individual‘s lack of 

culpability, perhaps, on Novitz‘s view, forgiveness would be possible.  A different 

question would be whether it was reasonable to need to forgive, or ethically appropriate.  

See David Novitz, ―Forgiveness and Self-Respect,‖ Philosophy and Phenomenological 

Research 58 (June 1998):  302.    

 
11Some writers on forgiveness distinguish between these two forms of excusing, 

referring to the second as ―justifying.‖  But the basic agreement remains the same. 
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of heckling, Gene loses control and beats Jim very badly, beyond what any reasonable 

person would consider justified by the verbal assaults he has endured.  Both John and Jim 

may have cause for resentment and anger, and therefore cause to forgive Gerald and 

Gene, but one might conclude that Jim has much less to forgive.  The seriousness of 

Gene‘s crime is somewhat mitigated by the consistent provocation involved.  Gene may 

not have been justified in his beating of Jim, but he was certainly more justified than 

Gerald.  In Gene‘s case, there is something of an excuse, a factor that does not fully 

excuse his action, but mitigates its severity.
12

    

 Finally, forgiveness is distinguished from condoning.  To condone a wrong, offense, 

or injury is to overlook its wrongness entirely.  To condone such actions is to commit a 

moral wrong oneself, to fail to recognize the moral severity of the offense that has been 

committed against one, and in a way to encourage the offender to commit similar 

offenses against others.  To condone an offense against oneself is the personal equivalent 

of legal anarchy:  to condone is more than just to be unable to enforce the law; it is to act 

as if there is no law at all.  The person who condones offenses against himself is often a 

moral weakling, a person who lacks self-respect and refuses to assert his basic human 

right to dignity and treatment in accordance with that dignity.  This concern over 

condoning is the reason many writers argue that certain conditions must be met before 

forgiveness of injuries or offenses becomes morally permissible.  If one forgives too 

easily or too quickly, the line between forgiveness and condoning becomes blurred.  It 

                                                 
12In Works of Love, Kierkegaard considers discovering mitigating factors one of the 

ways of hiding the multitude of sins.  The most significant way of hiding the multitude of 

sins is forgiveness.  But Kierkegaard‘s strategy of hiding is by no means an either/or.  

Rather, the recommendation is that one mitigate as much as one possibly can, and then 

forgive whatever is left.  More will be said on these topics in chapter two.   
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then becomes very difficult to determine where ―cheap grace‖ ends and being complicit 

in moral wrongdoing begins.  Thus, forgiveness must be offered in such a way that it is 

made clear that the offense being forgiven is indeed an offense, that it was morally 

wrong, and that the offender has no prima facie right to forgiveness.  And this objective 

is most often accomplished by requiring that some condition be met before forgiveness is 

offered, usually repentance and apology.  This rejection of condoning is based on the 

notion that, at least initially, negative feelings such as anger or resentment are a normal 

and justified response to certain offenses and injuries.  Indeed, the absence of such a 

response may indicate a moral failing in the offended person, as described above.  One 

way of evaluating how forgiving a person is may be to measure how long it takes him to 

overcome these negative feelings—assuming of course that they do not overcome them 

too quickly.  The philosophical literature takes seriously the degeneration of forgiveness 

into the condoning of wrongs; and it forms one of the horns of Aurel Kolnai‘s dilemma 

concerning forgiveness. 

 

Kolnai‟s Dilemma:  Is Forgiveness Logically Possible? 

 Aurel Kolnai begins his influential paper on forgiveness by noting that while 

forgiveness is an ethical concept and therefore any paper written about it will be by 

definition a paper in ethics, his main concern is the logical structure of forgiveness, and 

the central question of his paper ―is not how far and in what sense forgiveness is 

commendable or perhaps objectionable, but whether, and if so in what manner, it is 

logically possible at all.‖
13

  After posing his paradox, Kolnai hopes to salvage ―something 

                                                 
13Aurel Kolnai, ―Forgiveness,‖ Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 74 (1973-74):  

91.  
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at any rate‖ of the idea of forgiveness.  After all, ―the question is of obvious ethical 

significance, for the value—and possible disvalue—attaching to Forgiveness has, in spite 

of the Christian tinge of the concept, engaged and is worthy of engaging the interest of 

moralists, Christian and non-Christian of various shades.‖
14

 

 Kolnai restricts his analysis of forgiveness to an interpersonal context, and 

introduces Ralph and Fred, chosen because of the names‘ phonetic alliteration to ―wrong‖ 

and ―forgive.‖  Ralph inflicts some wrong upon Fred, which results in Fred having 

feelings of indignation and adopting a ―retributive‖ attitude.
15

  Forgiveness will consist of 

Fred coming to ―nullify‖ this feeling of indignation and this retributive attitude in some 

way—but it is essential for the process to be a process of forgiveness that these feelings 

and attitudes be present at some point.  Otherwise Fred may degenerate into condoning 

Ralph‘s wrongdoing instead of forgiving it.
16

  For Kolnai, ―condonation means that Fred 

                                                 
 

14Ibid.  The emphasis is mine.  I hope an analysis of Kierkegaard‘s understanding of 

forgiveness will demonstrate that the ―Christian tinge‖ attached to the concept is not 

something that need be overcome in order for forgiveness to have moral or ethical value.  

In fact, an understanding of the particularly Christian notion of forgiveness can, I think, 

be of value to the non-Christian moralists Kolnai mentions.  Marilyn McCord Adams is 

particularly interested in forming a Christian conception of forgiveness, and using such a 

concept as a tempered argument for the truth of Christianity.  I will have much more to 

say concerning these issues in chapter four.  See Adams‘s ―Forgiveness:  A Christian 

Model,‖ Faith and Philosophy 8 (July 1991):  277-304.   

 
15Kolnai explains the distinction between excusing and forgiveness in terms of these 

feelings and attitudes.  When one excuses, one ―omit[s] to actualize the primary 

indignation and retributive attitude,‖ and one ―‘minimize[s]‘ the guilt incurred by the 

offender but with a stronger emphasis on (putative) ‗explanation‘, linked to . . . the 

position that . . . [the] wrongdoing or insult is not worth a quarrel with him.‖  See p. 94.   
 
16As I noted above, one might measure how forgiving a person is by how quickly he 

is able to overcome these feelings of indignation or resentment and this attitude of 

retribution.  One might think that if Fred were able to avoid these feelings and attitudes 

altogether and only ever feel love for Ralph or desire his good, and yet recognize the 

wrongness of Ralph‘s action, Fred might be maximally forgiving.  But for Kolnai, the 
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is clearly aware of Ralph‘s wrongdoing, insult, offence or viciousness and per se 

disapproves of it but deliberately refrains from any retributive response to it.‖
17

  

Condonation is closely related to forgiveness, but ―it does not presuppose and nullify the 

original retributive position but quasi-automatically ‗loves‘ or ‗cleaves to‘ the wrongdoer 

rather than ‗hating‘ the sin and placing the emphasis on ideally ‗separating‘ it from the 

sinner.‖
18

  Condonation is a serious danger to forgiveness, and forms the first part of the 

logical paradox Kolnai is constructing.  It is worth quoting Kolnai at length here: 

Condonation is thus virtually ‗conniving‘ and immoralistic; in its graver forms, it is 

not only undignified and self-soiling but also unfair in so far as it may reveal that 

Fred is ready to put up with a starkly offending Ralph while being perhaps 

mercilessly hard on a far more lightly offending and possibly even repentant Robert.  

To condemn all condonation might, however, amount to overseverity; for it seems 

plausible that without condoning some faults we could not possibly live together 

with others, nor, for the matter of that, with ourself.  But, just as it is highly 

undesirable to live at peace with our own misdeeds and vices, it is, generally 

speaking, also undesirable to condone those of others, seeing that it similarly means 

silencing and neutralizing the retributive attitude to moral disvalue even where it 

particularly concerns us.  It is well known that those who practice submissive 

meekness before evil, and danegeld-paying to aggressors and blackmailers often 

resort to gross and refined techniques of exculpation and also parade the ‗sublime‘ 

tinge of forgiveness;
19

 the point need not be labored.  Thus condonation very easily 

takes on the semblance of forgiveness and may therefore be seen as constituting the 

first term of the logical dilemma:  Forgiveness is objectionable and ungenuine 

                                                                                                                                                 

presence of anger or resentment and a desire for retribution are necessary components of 

forgiveness. 
 
17Kolnai, 95.  
 
18Ibid., 96.  

 
19I wonder if Kolnai would include Jesus of Nazareth in the list of egregious 

condoners of wrongdoing.  Certainly Jesus displayed ―submissive meekness before evil‖ 

when he was tried before the various authorities, refusing to defend himself in any way.  

He resorted to ―gross or refined techniques of exculpation and also parade[d] the 

‗sublime‘ tinge of forgiveness‖ in one fell swoop when, upon the cross, he prayed 

―Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.‖  Perhaps Kolnai would consider 

anyone who follows Jesus‘ example an egregious condoner as well.  One could make a 

good case that there are other famous condoners of this sort:  Socrates and Gandhi come 

to mind.  
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inasmuch as there is no reason to forgive, the offender having undergone no 

metanoia (―Change of Heart‖) but persisting in his plain identity qua offender.  The 

contrast lies between genuine forgiveness with its backbone of a crystal-clear pro 

response to value and con response to disvalue on the one hand and condonation 

with its innuendo of spineless accompliceship, or ‗compounding with‘ disvalue, on 

the other.
20

 

 

In order to clarify the first term of the logical dilemma, Kolnai discusses the Augustinian 

dictum, ―Hate the sin, love the sinner.‖  The first part of the dictum rejects condonation, 

but the second part muddies the waters, ―encouraging unconditional and as it were 

instantaneous forgiveness.‖
21

  The problem, which Kolnai recognizes correctly, although 

it may not be a problem with the dictum, is that the sin and the sinner are not so easily 

divisible.
22

  The gospel, says Kolnai, loves the repentant sinner, and even loves him more 

than it did before he sinned.  Sometimes, says Kolnai, the gospel encourages us to love 

the sinner even when his genuine repentance is in doubt, or when he relapses.
23

  And so, 

                                                 
 

20Kolnai, 96-7.  While I understand Kolnai‘s dislike for condonation, I think his 

understanding of forgiveness is limited.  Forgiveness may be objectionable when there is 

no reason to forgive, but Kolnai‘s restricting a reason to forgive to metanoia seems 

unnecessarily strict.  Why is so that Ralph might undergo a change of heart not a 

legitimate reason to forgive?  As I will discuss in subsequent chapters, I think this is one 

of the particularly Christian reasons to forgive, and may, on a Christian picture, be God‘s 

reason for forgiving us through Jesus‘ death on the cross.  Alternatively, why is because 

God commands me to forgive Ralph not a legitimate reason for Fred to forgive?  Why not 

because forgiveness is a good thing to do in and of itself?  Of course, that any one of 

these reasons is a good reason to forgive does not exclude any or even all of the others 

from being good reasons to forgive. 

 
21Ibid., 97.    

 
22In fact, I think this point is one of the real values of Kolnai‘s entire argument.  The 

dominant bilateral and conditional understandings of forgiveness seem to make this 

division too easily.  Somehow, once one repents of the wrong one has done, it seems that 

one is no longer the same person who committed the offense.  Repentance allows Fred to 

forgive Ralph because repentant Ralph and wronging Ralph are ―different‖ people.  This, 

I think Kolnai rightly concludes, leads to the second horn of the dilemma.    

 
23Kolnai, 97. 
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―at the one end of its spectrum, then, forgiveness threatens to collapse in condonation, 

which perhaps may be sometimes necessary but is an intrinsically bad thing and plainly at 

variance with the condemnation of wrong which appears to be implicit in the genuine 

concept of forgiveness, an act supposed to contribute to the eradication of wrongdoing— 

the ‗redemption‘ from sin—rather than the fostering of it.‖
24

  Thus condonation 

represents the first horn of Kolnai‘s logical dilemma for forgiveness.  Unless one requires 

repentance, a change of heart, one cannot forgive.  To ―forgive‖ without a change of heart 

is not to forgive at all, but to condone. 

 Kolnai has already hinted at the other horn of the dilemma.  ―At the other end of its 

spectrum, forgiveness seems to collapse in mere redundancy, or the mere registering of 

moral value in the place of a previous disvalue.‖  If Ralph has truly repented, has had a 

change of heart, and has mended his ways, one might argue that Fred now has a moral 

obligation to change his attitude toward Ralph.  If Fred fails to do this, he is open to the 

charge of vindictiveness, a morally inappropriate attitude and distinct from the attitude of 

retribution.  Normally this change in attitude and feeling would be what one calls 

forgiveness; but ―the objection arises that forgiveness has now lost its ground and raison 

d‟etre:  that there is no room for it, seeing that there is nothing to be forgiven.‖
25

  By 

repenting of his wrongdoing, Ralph has in effect canceled out the wrongdoing itself, and 

thus forgiveness is unnecessary.  And so the dilemma is complete.  ―Either the wrong is 

still flourishing, the offence still subsisting:  then by ‗forgiving‘ you accept it and thus 

confirm it and make it worse; or the wrongdoer has suitably annulled and eliminated his 

                                                 
 
24Ibid., 97-8.  

 
25Ibid., 98.  
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offence, and then by harping on it further you would set up a new evil and by ‗forgiving‘ 

you would only acknowledge the fact that you are no longer its victim.  Briefly, 

forgiveness is either unjustified or pointless.‖
26

 

 I do not pretend to be convinced by Kolnai‘s paradox, nor do I propose to argue 

against it extensively here.  Many would argue that the second horn seriously 

misunderstands the nature of certain injuries or offenses.  Wrongs are not like monetary 

transactions; they cannot always be catalogued quantitatively.
27

  There may be offenses 

against one‘s person that can never be ―balanced,‖ no matter how much repentance, 

apology, or money is thrown one‘s way.  And so forgiveness may still have something to 

do in the face of extreme repentance and even reparation.  Similarly, simply because one 

forgives in the absence of repentance does not mean that one is morally spineless or 

condones the wrong done; that person may have other compelling reasons for forgiving.  

                                                 
 
26Ibid., 98-9.  

 
27Kolnai himself notes that ―the ‗Either-Or‘ expounded in Part II is too mechanical to 

do justice to the complexities of ‗moral life‘ (i.e., the practice of life seen, as it also has to 

be seen, in a moral perspective).‖  See p. 99.  And further, ―there may be ‗something to 

be forgiven‘ and yet forgiveness be granted that does not reduce to indifference to value 

and compounding with disvalue.  Putting it differently, genuine forgiveness on Fred‘s 

part does not necessarily presuppose a dramatic and fundamental change of heart evinced 

by Ralph.‖  See p. 100.  But Kolnai also makes clear that this admission ―is not congenial 

to my temper and still to some extent goes against the grain.‖  See n. 1, p. 100.  The 

remainder of the article includes additional concessions on both sides of the dilemma, and 

Kolnai ends up providing a much more realistic and helpful understanding of forgiveness 

than the dilemma suggests.  Kolnai does think that genuine change of heart is the one 

thing that can make forgiveness a duty (although not a strict one, like promise-keeping), 

and that such a change is ―the standard occasion to exercise and show forgiveness.‖  See 

p. 101.  He also thinks that ―other things being equal, the more virtuous I am the more 

disposed I am to forgive,‖ assuming that there is some reason to hope for a change of 

heart from the offender.  See p. 104.  Ultimately, Kolnai values as highly virtuous a ―trust 

in the world which, … may be looked upon, … perhaps as the epitome and culmination 

of morality.‖  See p. 105.  This ―trust‖ Kolnai mentions bears some similarity to the hope 

that Kierkegaard views as a work of love.  Of course, that hope is not in the world. 
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But I am not interested in Kolnai‘s paradox as a serious threat to the logical possibility of 

forgiveness.  Rather, I find the paradox interesting primarily as a tool of categorization.  

Generally, what I will call bilateral and conditional views on forgiveness are more wary 

of the condoning horn of the dilemma, and thus go to lengths to insure that forgiveness is 

not dispensed unless the offender has met certain requirements.  These sorts of views 

seem more focused on the behavior of the offender after the offense has taken place.  On 

the other hand, unilateral views (both conditional and unconditional) seem to be more 

concerned with explaining the moral work (or in Kolnai‘s terms, ―value‖) done by 

forgiveness, and thus (at least implicitly) are more wary of the redundancy horn of the 

dilemma.  These sorts of views tend to focus on the behavior of the offended after the 

offense has taken place.   

 While I think any logical threat to forgiveness attributed to Kolnai‘s dilemma is 

greatly overstated, I do think it helps to bring into focus some of the main issues with 

which those interested in forgiveness should be concerned.  Simply, an understanding of 

forgiveness should take very seriously the moral wrong involved (that is, avoid 

condoning the wrong) and should at the same time leave something significant for 

forgiveness to do, that is, it should make room in the act of forgiveness for real moral 

meaning.  In fact, in what follows I will judge views of forgiveness to be superior or 

inferior based on the degree to which they accomplish these two aims.  To an explication 

of some of these views I shall now turn. 
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Views of Forgiveness in the Contemporary Literature 

 

 To illuminate the aspects of Kierkegaard‘s understanding that I think are particularly 

helpful in developing an understanding of forgiveness, in this section I will review a few 

thinkers in each of the aforementioned categories of views on forgiveness.  I have 

selected these thinkers based on their prominence in the literature and what I take to be an 

interesting or original contribution to the discussion.  I will begin with bilateral and 

conditional views, then unilateral and conditional, and finally unilateral and 

unconditional.   

 

Bilateral and Conditional Views of Forgiveness 

 

 

  Jeffrie G. Murphy.  Murphy has published several important articles on forgiveness, 

and with the late Jean Hampton, one of the few book-length treatments of the subject.  

His position has remained fairly consistent.  I will begin with the earliest expression of 

his view and proceed chronologically, making note of revisions when appropriate. 

 Murphy‘s 1982 ―Forgiveness and Resentment‖ opens with a passage from Fay 

Weldon‘s novel, Female Friends, in order ―to set a certain tone.‖
28

  The passage 

―conveys the rather Nietzschean thought that forgiveness might actually be harmful and 

wrong—a weakness or vice, in short, instead of the virtue which conventional Christian 

wisdom takes it to be.‖  Murphy chooses to set this tone because, while he thinks there is 

much to be said in favor of forgiveness, he also thinks there is much to be said against it, 

and since he takes the prevailing winds of thought to be decidedly in favor of forgiveness, 

                                                 
28Fay Weldon, Female Friends (Chicago:  Academy Chicago Publishers, 1974).  The 

passage is decidedly critical of forgiveness.  
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he elects to emphasize the other side of the issue.
29

  He further notes that ―forgiveness, 

like love, is a topic that tends to elicit respectful piety rather than serious thought from 

those who consider it:  I want none of this.‖  Forgiveness has been neglected by moral 

philosophers along with other interesting and important elements of the moral life that 

focus upon the role of feelings in the moral life.  Forgiveness is ultimately concerned 

primarily with how one feels and not how one acts.
30

   

 Feelings are relevant because it just may be inappropriate for a rational person to 

feel certain ways about certain objects; rational people could be charged with ―a rational 

failing‖ if they have inappropriate feelings, just as they would be for having inappropriate 

or unreasonable beliefs.  In addition, feelings often have consequences in action or public 

policy.  For example, ―resentment or hatred toward criminals may have something to do 

with our willingness to let prisons remain the inhuman pestholes they now tend to be.‖  

The level of one‘s resentment is often unjustified, and resentment itself represents a 

barrier to the restoration of moral equality.  So the good side of forgiveness is easy to see.  

―Forgiveness heals and restores; and without it, resentment would remain as an obstacle 

to many human relationships we value.‖  The deepest human relationships require the 

greatest vulnerability, and deep injury often occurs.  Without forgiveness, no relationship 

                                                 

 
29Jeffrie G. Murphy, ―Forgiveness and Resentment,‖ Midwest Studies in Philosophy 

7 (1982):  503.   

 
30Ibid., 504.  The discussion of whether forgiveness is more about feelings or acts is 

an interesting one in the literature, and one which I will not be able to do justice.  Murphy 

cites Bishop Joseph Butler, whose sermons are the locus classicus for the philosophical 

discussion of forgiveness.  Interestingly, I think Murphy misinterprets Butler here, who 

views forgiveness as being more about action than feeling.  Somewhat surprisingly, 

Murphy is not by any means alone in his misreading of Butler.  I will discuss Bishop 

Butler‘s view of forgiveness in chapter four.    
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of love or friendship would survive.  ―Thus resentment here can be deep and nearly 

intractable—as revealed in Francis Bacon‘s quotation from Cosmus, Duke of Florence:  

‗You shall read that we are commanded to forgive our enemies, but you never read that 

we are commanded to forgive our friends.‘‖
31

   

 But forgiveness has a bad side as well.  ―A too ready tendency to forgive may be a 

sign that one lacks self-respect.‖  If one does not react with a resentful attitude when one 

is wronged, it may indicate that one either does not think one has rights or that one does 

not take them very seriously.  ―Forgiveness may restore relationships, but to seek 

restoration al all costs—even at the cost of one‘s self-respect—can hardly be a virtue.‖
32

  

Murphy is even more concerned with what a lack of self-respect might mean for morality 

in general.  If one tends to overlook offenses committed against oneself, one may tend to 

overlook offenses in general.  Murphy reasons thus: 

 If it is proper (perhaps even sometimes mandatory) to feel indignation when I see 

third parties morally wronged, must it not be equally proper (perhaps even 

sometimes mandatory) to feel resentment when I experience moral wrong done to 

                                                 
 
31Ibid.  The quote from Bacon is from ―Of Revenge‖ (1597). 

 
32Murphy, 505.  What Murphy means by ―seek restoration‖ is unclear.  On p. 507 he 

mentions the restoration of ―moral equality,‖ and notes that forgiveness might not restore 

equality in every respect—for instance, it might not restore the equality of trust between 

the two individuals.  This view seems correct, for if he were to mean that forgiveness 

seeks to restore the relationship fully, to the same state in which it was before the offense, 

the requirement is certainly too stringent.  A battered wife can forgive her abusive 

husband without restoring the relationship in its abusive state.  She can even forgive her 

abusive husband and yet divorce him.  Some offenses destroy certain types of 

relationships—but that does not mean they cannot be forgiven, especially if forgiveness 

is primarily about feelings as Murphy suggests.  Our abused wife could even cease 

feeling any anger or resentment toward her husband, but that surely does not require she 

go back to him.  In another vein, we talk about forgiveness in relationships that are 

impossible to restore in any way—we talk about forgiving those who have died.  If 

forgiveness requires restoration in some way, we cannot forgive the dead.  Some might 

find this inability to forgive the dead troubling; I think Kierkegaard would find it 

particularly so. 
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myself?  Just as the psychopath who feels no guilt, shame, or remorse for the wrong 

he does can be said to lack a true appreciation of morality, so too can the person who 

feels no indignation or resentment be said to lack a true appreciation of morality.  

Morality, in short, is not simply something to be believed; it is something to be 

cared about.  This caring includes concern about those persons (including oneself) 

who are the proper objects of moral judgment.
33

 

 

Finally, if forgiveness is to be acceptable to Murphy, it must be ―consistent with self-

respect, respect for others as moral agents, and allegiance to the rules of morality (i.e., 

forgiveness must not involve any complicity or acquiescence in wrongdoing.‖
34

   

 But what is forgiveness for Murphy?  What does it mean to forgive?  At the very 

least, Murphy thinks forgiveness involves the overcoming of resentment.  But not every 

case in which someone overcomes resentment is a case of forgiveness.  Consider the 

person who is wronged but over a period of time forgets the wrong and ceases to be 

resentful.  In this case, the overcoming of resentment is something that just happens, and 

is wholly involuntary.  Or suppose that I am so eaten up with resentment over your 

wronging me that I decide to undergo some extensive behavior-modification therapy that 

enables me to completely overcome that resentment.  My motivation for doing so is 

entirely self-interested.  According to Murphy, neither of these are cases of forgiveness.  

                                                 
 

33Ibid.  While I understand Murphy‘s point, that one without a personal moral 

sensibility may lack a moral sensibility altogether, I do not think one point entails the 

other.  Certainly there can be individuals like Murphy describes (he mentions the 

Nietzschean superman in the next paragraph), but I think there can also be individuals 

whose lack of personal concern is accompanied by a more refined or developed concern 

for morality.  The examples I mentioned above with regard to Kolnai‘s point apply here 

as well.  Jesus, Socrates, and Gandhi all seem basically unconcerned with the injustice 

done to them personally.  But their lack of personal concern seems to be in the service of 

an almost superhuman concern for what is right in general.  These men sacrifice 

themselves for their fellow humans, and while one cannot be sure that they feel no 

resentment or anger of any sort, they certainly do not seem to care about the injustices 

perpetrated upon them for their own sakes in the way Murphy describes.  They seem to 

care more about the damage injustice itself does to those who perpetrate it. 
 
34Ibid.  
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Forgiveness must also involve a moral reason for overcoming resentment.  Forgiveness is 

―to foreswear resentment on moral grounds.‖
35

  Murphy then moves to a consideration of 

what might be legitimate moral reasons to foreswear resentment, and begins by 

evaluating reasons often given in daily discourse.  He lists five: 

1) Repentance or change of heart 

2) Good motives 

3) The offender has suffered enough 

4) The offender has undergone humiliation (this may include an apology) 

5) For old time‘s sake
36

 

 

The goal, thinks Murphy, should be to separate the sin from the sinner, and these reasons 

provide possible ways of doing this.  This move is necessary to make forgiveness 

plausible, since ―it is, of course, impossible to hate the sin but not the sinner if the sinner 

is intimately identified with his sin.‖
37

  If one can separate the sinner from his sin, one 

can forgive the sinner to that extent, yet continue to condemn the sin.  If one is unable to 

do this, Murphy seems to think any attempt at forgiveness is really a condoning of the 

wrong.  In addition, such a separation will help with the issue of self-respect.  Wrongs are 

a type of message, according to Murphy, that the wrongdoer can use the one wronged for 

her own purposes, that the one wronged has less value than the wrongdoer.  The intent of 

the wrong is to degrade the one wronged, and this is a moral injury and insult.  But if one 

can separate the sin from the sinner, one has thereby separated the sinner from the 

degrading message of the sin as well and joins the sinner in condemning the wrong.  One 

can then forgive without violating one‘s self-respect or the rules of the moral order.  If 

                                                 
 

35Ibid., 507-8.  The quotation is from p. 508.  

 
36Ibid., 508. 
 
37Ibid.  I have already indicated above in the discussion of Kolnai that I do not 

believe this is correct.  I do not think Kierkegaard does either.  
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the sin and the sinner are separated legitimately, one can then justify one‘s forgiveness of 

the sinner.
38

 

 Murphy then considers the five reasons in detail.  Repentance is the most obvious 

and effective way that a wrongdoer can separate himself from and repudiate his wrong.  

One is always justified in forgiving a wrongdoer who sincerely repents.  One may also 

forgive if someone acts out of good motives but should be wary of repeat offenders in 

this department.  Murphy is not quite sure what to say about the notion of someone 

having suffered enough.  He concludes that since wrongdoing degrades the one wronged, 

and since the one wronged cannot degrade the wrongdoer without herself violating moral 

rules, suffering might degrade the wrongdoer enough to restore equality and justify 

forgiveness.  Humiliation via apology or begging forgiveness is a moral ritual which 

allows the wrongdoer to degrade himself symbolically, potentially making forgiveness 

justifiable.
39

  But if the humiliation is sincere, the ritual is just a way of expressing  

repentance, and so the ritual itself does not do the work.
40

  Finally, when one forgives for  

 

                                                 
 

38
 Ibid., 508-9. 

 
39I find all of Murphy‘s talk about mutual degradation distasteful.  Maybe this is 

because of what I take to be the generally pessimistic tone Murphy takes (although I 

understand, per his explanation at the outset, why he takes the tone he does).  But is there 

no way that forgiveness can serve to raise the one wronged back to her level of self-

respect, instead of having to wait for the degradation of the wrongdoer?  This point goes 

back to Kolnai‘s redundancy horn.  If the wrongdoer has become morally equal with the 

one wronged by some form of degradation, what then does forgiveness do?  What is the 

point?  

 
40The ritual of apology may serve to inform the one wronged that the wrongdoer is in 

fact repentant.  Of course, this information could come by other means, like hearsay, but 

repentance is always best from the horse‘s mouth, so to speak.  
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old time‘s sake, one forgives for what someone once was, not what he now is.  One 

forgives because of one‘s former moral status and in spite of one‘s current one.
41

  

 Murphy next considers whether, once forgiveness is justified by some moral reason, 

one should forgive.  Forgiveness has been made permissible, but is it virtuous?  If the 

reasons given above are reasons that continued resentment would be inappropriate, then 

not forgiving becomes inappropriate, because no longer reasonable.  This fact does not 

mean that the wrongdoer now has a right to one‘s forgiveness; no one is obligated to 

forgive in the strong sense.  But neither does it mean that one can be unconcerned about 

forgiving; one has moral reasons to forgive, and while forgiveness is not strictly 

obligatory, it is not strictly optional either.  Forgiveness might be thought of as a Kantian 

imperfect duty, which allows various options as to the time and place of its fulfillment.  

As one who is wronged, I have the right to choose which of the persons deserving of 

forgiveness I actually forgive.  But if I never choose to forgive any of the deserving 

wrongdoers, I reveal a deep moral defect in myself.  ―As a moral person I must have 

some tendency to respond to those good reasons that make resentment inappropriate and 

thus forgiveness appropriate.‖
42

   

 Murphy‘s view remains essentially unchanged in his subsequent writings.  There 

are, however, two minor emendations he makes in response to dialogue with other 

thinkers.  A discussion with Herbert Morris in 1988 prompts Murphy to recognize that he 

                                                 
 

41Ibid. 509-10.  Murphy is incredibly brief on this point, and uncharacteristically 

generous.  How does the fact that someone was a good friend to me years ago justify (on 

Murphy‘s admittedly stingy grounds) my forgiving him for cheating me today?  How 

does what my friend once was re-establish the moral equality about which Murphy is so 

concerned?  

 
42Ibid., 511.  
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may not have initially taken the benefits of forgiveness for the forgiver seriously 

enough.
43

  In addition, following the work of Norvin Richards, Murphy expands the 

range of emotions with which forgiveness deals beyond mere resentment.
44

  In his most 

recent work, Murphy continues to speak of forgiveness as having more to do with feeling 

than action (although the change of feeling is certainly a type of action).  He also clarifies 

the distinction between forgiveness and reconciliation.  One can forgive without 

reconciling (note the battered wife) and one can reconcile without forgiving (note the 

South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission).
45

  The most striking addition in 

Murphy‘s latest work is a more thorough treatment of the Christian reasons for 

forgiveness.  He closes this discussion of forgiveness and Christianity with a quotation 

from The Cure at Troy and the following thoughts: 

        I opened this book with a rather bleak quotation from Fay Weldon on the 

dangers of forgiveness—a perspective I value.  In this chapter, however, I have 

suggested that the bleak perspective is not the only perspective and have offered a 

more hopeful vision—a sermon if you want to call it that—that expresses this 

hopeful vision. 

        Since the gloomy sermon involved a gloomy text, it seems only fitting that the 

hopeful sermon should be attached to a hopeful text.‖
46

 

 

 

                                                 
 
43See Murphy, ―Forgiveness, Mercy, and the Retributive Emotions,‖ Criminal 

Justice Ethics 7 (1988):  3-14, Herbert Morris, ―Murphy on Forgiveness,‖ Criminal 

Justice Ethics 7 (1988):  15-9, and Murphy again, ―A Rejoinder to Morris,‖ Criminal 

Justice Ethics 7 (1988):  20-2.  Murphy makes this admission on p. 21.  
 

44Jeffrie G. Murphy, ―Jean Hampton on Immorality, Self-Hatred, and Self-

Forgiveness,‖ Philosophical Studies 89 (March 1998):  217.  See also Norvin Richards, 

―Forgiveness,‖ Ethics 99 (October 1988):  77-97.  
 

45Jeffrie G. Murphy, Getting Even:  Forgiveness and Its Limits (New York:  Oxford 

University Press, 2003), 14-6.  

 
46Ibid., 92.  
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 Richard Swinburne.  In his book Responsibility and Atonement, Swinburne includes 

a chapter on ―Guilt, Atonement, and Forgiveness.‖
47

  He begins by distinguishing 

between objective and subjective guilt.  One who fails to fulfill his obligations is 

objectively guilty, whereas one who fails to try to fulfill his obligations is subjectively 

guilty.  One can be objectively guilty even if one does not believe the obligation in 

question is an obligation, whereas in order to be subjectively guilty one has to subscribe 

to the view that he has a particular obligation, but intentionally fail to try to fulfill it.  

Moral guilt accrues to someone who fails to fulfill an obligation, and that obligation is to 

someone.  So one who is morally guilty is in a sense in debt to the one he has morally 

wronged, and like any debt, this moral debt requires repayment.  In addition the morally 

guilty person acquires something like uncleanness, a dirtiness which indicates that there 

is something wrong with him.  And this is true even if the guilt is purely objective.  One 

need not be aware that one is failing to fulfill an obligation to be morally guilty.  In fact, 

even if one takes all reasonable precautions to prevent injury, one can still be morally 

guilty.  Bad luck does not absolve human beings of responsibility.  A debt is still 

incurred, and a repayment must be made.
48

         

 But the guilt is of a different kind if it is subjective as well as objective.  In this case 

the debt is greater, and more in the way of repayment needs to be made.  There is a 

distinct difference in my breaking your prize vase accidentally and doing it deliberately.  

For here I have failed not only in my outward obligation toward you, but I have failed in 

my very attitude toward you, even more so if you are a friend or other close relation.  

                                                 
 
47Richard Swinburne, Responsibility and Atonement (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 

1989), 73-92.  

 
48Ibid., 73-5.  
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Subjective guilt means that one is responsible not only for the consequences of the harm 

done, but for the very act of harm itself.  And this type of guilt is quite serious even if 

objective guilt does not attach to it.  I am significantly guilty if I try to break your vase 

and fail.  ―Both subjective and objective guilt are stains on a soul requiring expunging; 

but subjective guilt is embedded in the soul while objective guilt lies on the surface.‖
49

 

 Once a wrongdoer has become morally guilty, he is confronted with another 

obligation:  dealing with his guilt.  Most often this is related to removing the guilt.  Like a 

debt, guilt can be removed by the action of the wrongdoer in making payment or by the 

action of the victim in accepting compensation.  But, Swinburne argues, ―for total 

removal of the guilt, the wrongdoer must make a small contribution; and it is better that 

he do all he can to remove the guilt and his victim forgive him for his action.‖
50

  So 

perfect, total removal of guilt will involve atonement on the part of the wrongdoer and 

forgiveness on the part of the victim.  According to Swinburne atonement involves four 

components, though all four are not always required:  repentance, apology, reparation, 

and penance.  All of these components are aimed at removing the consequences as far as 

is logically possible.  The consequences include the actual harm done and the purposive 

attitude of harm adopted by the wrongdoer.  Removing the harm itself is reparation.  If I 

steal your car and do not take it to a chop shop, I can return it to you, perhaps completely 

whole.  Sometimes I cannot remove the harm exactly; if I have chopped your car up for 

parts, I can return to you the value of the car in cash or other goods.  Of course, whether 

real reparation has taken place will depend on the victim‘s satisfaction with the new state 
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of affairs.  And of course, sometimes full reparation is not possible.  If I am responsible 

for your being paralyzed from the neck down, I may be able to compensate your loss in 

part, but certainly not in full.  Thus reparation, in so far as it is in the wrongdoer‘s power, 

is necessary for the total removal of guilt.
51

 

 Reparation addresses the actual harm, but not the purposive attitude adopted by the 

wrongdoer in harming the victim.  And while the wrongdoer cannot turn back the clock 

and make it the case that he did not harm the victim and did not adopt a purposive 

attitude of harm toward the victim, he can do certain things to distance himself from that 

attitude.  He can do this by ―privately and publicly disowning the act.‖
52

  This disowning 

must be sincere.  Understood inwardly, this is repentance; understood outwardly, it is 

apology.  In this way the wrongdoer repudiates his former attitude, expresses his new 

attitude, and his intention to act in accordance with that new attitude.  The wrongdoer 

―make[s] the present ‗he‘ in his attitude as different as possible from the past ‗he‘ who 

did the act; that is the most he can do towards undoing the act.‖
53

   

 Sometimes it just does not seem that reparation, repentance, and apology are enough 

to remove guilt.  At times some other token of sorrow seems to be required in order to 

confirm the sincerity of the apology.  This additional act of penance is an act of 

disowning in addition to the apology, and usually is costly to the wrongdoer in terms of 

time, effort, or money.  With these steps complete, the wrongdoer has done all that he can 

                                                 
 

51Ibid., 81-2.  

 
52Ibid., 82.  

 
53Ibid., 83.  Swinburne recognizes that an apology may be necessary when only 

objective guilt is present.  But in this case the apology will serve not to change an attitude 

or express new moral ideals, but rather to affirm the present attitude and moral ideals 

which were unintentionally violated. 
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to remove his guilt.  In some circumstances either penance or reparation is unnecessary; 

Swinburne notes that there is no reparation for an insult.  But repentance and apology are 

necessary conditions of atonement.
54

   

 What is left for the total removal of guilt is the victim‘s forgiveness.  In atoning for 

his wrong, the wrongdoer is giving the victim of his wrongdoing something, a gift of 

sorts, and that gift must be received.  The way in which the victim receives the gift of 

atonement is through forgiveness.  Forgiveness is an act which removes guilt and 

expresses an intention no longer to treat the wrongdoer as a wrongdoer, at least with 

regard to the particular wrong in question.  The victim can disown the act in the absence 

of atonement, but such disowning is not really forgiveness, and holds no power to remove 

guilt.  Since forgiveness just is the accepting of the gift of atonement, there can be no 

forgiveness without atonement.  ―Forgiveness‖ which is not a response to atonement is at 

best ineffective and at worst bad.  For one to treat a serious harm as never having 

happened in the absence of any atonement is itself a moral wrong.
55

  Swinburne 

illustrates: 

Suppose that I have murdered your dearly loved wife; you know this, but for some 

reason, I am beyond the power of the law.  Being a modern and charitable man, you 

decide to overlook my offence (in so far as it hurt you).  ‗The past is the past‘, you 

say; ‗what is the point of nursing a grievance?  The party we are both going to attend 

will go with more of a swing if we forget about this little incident.‘  But of course 

that attitude of yours trivializes human life, your love for your wife, and the 

importance of right action.  And it involves your failing to treat me seriously, to take 

seriously my attitude towards you expressed in my action.  Thereby it trivializes  
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human relationships, for it supposes that good human relations can exist when we do 

not take each other seriously.
56

 

 

But while the victim must require some atonement for his forgiveness to be either 

effective or right, it is up to the victim to decide how much atonement is necessary.  The 

victim can insist on more or less atonement, and the amount of atonement that should be 

insisted upon is related to the seriousness of the harm done and the bad attitude adopted. 

 But what if the wrongdoer atones for his wrong, but remains unforgiven?  Does the 

guilt remain?  Swinburne suggests that it does, at least for awhile.  However, if the 

apology is repeated over and over again, and penance is increased, eventually the guilt 

will be abolished.  An act of wrongdoing does give the victim a right over the wrongdoer, 

but this right is not an infinite right.
57

  And there is no obligation upon the victim to 

forgive.  For ―how can my hurting you and then trying to undo the harm, actions all of 

my choice and not yours, put you under an obligation to do something, which did not 

                                                 
 

56Ibid., 86.  As far as this example goes, Swinburne is certainly right.  But surely one 

can forgive (if we do not accept Swinburne‘s definition, which makes atonement a 

necessary condition for forgiveness) in the absence of atonement without becoming a 

caricature, like the man in the example.  One might argue that such a person is not really 

a person, that no person could be so insensitive.  Could one not forgive in the absence of 

atonement and yet take the wrong, morality, his own pain, and all human relationships 

quite seriously?  I plan to introduce the next chapter with a story that illustrates just such 

forgiveness.     

 
57Ibid., 87.  This discussion is quite vague.  Swinburne gives no guidelines as to how 

far atonement must go before it totally removes guilt on its own.  As a victim, I 

seemingly can heap a degree of abuse upon my repentant wrongdoer, as long as I intend 

to accept his atonement in forgiveness before that atonement works away all of the guilt.  

Furthermore, if forgiveness is related to guilt in this way, if I wait too long, and 

atonement takes care of the guilt on its own, I lose my ability to forgive, despite any 

lingering negative feelings toward the wrongdoer.  Perhaps I can still ―forgive‖ in the 

sense of letting go of the resentment or repudiating the act publicly, but that 

―forgiveness‖ certainly does not seem to do any moral work.  It is worth noting here that 

Swinburne does not think forgiveness has to involve feelings in any way.  He is decidedly 

opposed to Murphy on this point.  See n. 8, p. 87.  
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exist before?‖
58

  But forgiving the penitent is clearly good, and therefore a work of 

supererogation.
59

   

 

 Kim Atkins. I include Atkins in this discussion because her account of forgiveness is, 

for lack of a better phrase, more bilateral than most in the literature.
60

  Atkins thinks most 

of the ―traditional‖ views of forgiveness are too individualistic.    

On the traditional view, forgiveness is conceived in terms of the emotional, cognitive 

or moral state of a harmed party who endows forgiveness upon the agent of the 

harm.  On my account, unlike other, more traditional accounts, the forgiven person 

plays a key role in bringing about forgiveness; the forgiven party is an active party in 

the process of forgiveness.
61

   

 

Atkins claims her view is intersubjective and that it overcomes problems to which more 

individualistic models succumb.  Specifically, Atkins thinks it is the individualism of 

these more traditional accounts which leads to their falling into Kolnai‘s paradox.  In 

shifting the focus away from the individual and toward the relationship in question, 

Atkins thinks that she can reconcile the wrongdoer‘s moral agency with forgiveness.  

While Atkins restricts her analysis to a close friendship relationship, she thinks her model 

will be applicable to all other cases of moral injury.  She recognizes that on her view one 

is not able to forgive the dead or the unrepentant, but does not find this troubling, since it 

is common in current accounts, and since her account arrives at this conclusion for better 
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59Ibid.  
 

60By ―bilateral,‖ I mean that these views of forgiveness at least require the 

wrongdoer to do something (usually repent) in order for forgiveness to either be possible 

or morally permissible.  Obviously, then, forgiveness can be bilateral and yet 

individualistic.  

 
61Kim Atkins, ―Friendship, Trust and Forgiveness,‖ Philosophia 29 (May 2002):  

111.  
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reasons.  For Atkins, Kolnai‘s paradox must be overcome in order to provide any 

coherent basis for forgiveness.  The dead and unrepentant should be the least of our 

concerns.
62

  The basic idea of the model is that ―[t]he primacy of mutual vulnerability 

creates the necessity for trust, which in turn grounds the phenomenon of forgiveness as a 

response to this fallibility.‖  Forgiveness goes beyond the renunciation of moral anger, 

and includes the restoration of trust by means of a process in which both parties are 

intimately involved.
63

 

 After arguing for a ―drawing‖ view of friendship according to which friends 

influence one another‘s character in such a way that the friendship is important to the 

continued development of one‘s traits and identity, Atkins, following Maurice Merleau-

Ponty, argues that the grounds of this drawing are to be found in mutual vulnerability 

resulting from human embodiment.  Further, this vulnerability necessitates trust, and trust 

makes possible a coherent conception of forgiveness.
64

  Close friendships contain within 

                                                 
62Atkins, 111-2.  Certainly Atkins‘s position on the importance of the paradox is too 

strong.  Kolnai himself recognizes as much, as I have noted above.  
 

63Ibid., 112.  Even if this resumption of trust is minimal in degree and scope (as the 

victim, I now trust the wrongdoer in the smallest degree possible and only with regard to 

the specific harm in question), basing forgiveness on such resumption severely restricts 

what will count as true forgiveness.  In addition, Atkins does not explain how I can then 

forgive strangers, although there is a story she could tell about the type of trust that 

obtains between two human beings related to one another simply as human beings.   
 

64I am solely interested in Atkins‘s view of forgiveness, although I recognize that it 

depends on these views of vulnerability and trust, and that if one rejects those views, one 

will reject her view of forgiveness.  Discussing these additional matters is beyond my 

scope.  I will therefore restrict my comments; generally, however, I think that her 

emphasis on viewing forgiveness through the lens of a structure of mutuality is helpful.  

Despite the many bilateral views of forgiveness in the literature, I think Atkins is right 

that many of these views are far too individualistic in character.  Whether or not 

Kierkegaard‘s view also suffers from such individualism is an interesting question.  I 

doubt that it does, but this is a general criticism of Kierkegaard, and might be applied to 
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them a great tension:  ―the demand for unfaltering constancy‖ and human fallibility, or 

the inability to meet this demand.  It is from this tension that forgiveness becomes 

understandable.  The challenge is to maintain the connection of the agent to the harm 

without slipping into condonation while keeping the identity of the agent as a moral 

agent.  In views of forgiveness which are too individualistic, which place too much 

emphasis on the action of the forgiver, the wrongdoer becomes an object of forgiveness 

rather than a moral agent involved in the process.  Many of these views make forgiveness 

a form of distancing oneself from the wrongdoer rather than a turning toward the 

wrongdoer, a turning which recognizes the existence of mutuality that grounds selfhood 

and trust.
 65

   

 On Atkins‘s view, forgiveness must therefore be more than just the overcoming of 

moral anger or resentment.  Instead, a positive attitude toward the wrongdoer must be 

adopted; forgiveness is not about one‘s own emotional state, but is necessarily ―other-

directed.‖  But forgiveness is not just this attitude.  Rather than being an act or an attitude 

(or emotional state) forgiveness is a process.  This shift enables Atkins to understand 

forgiveness as a resumption of trust, which focuses forgiveness on the relationship and 

not just the individual.  For forgiveness to proceed, both parties must be open to a mutual 

―drawing‖ relationship with regard to the harm in question.  This willingness ―establishes 

a genuine mutuality from which forgiveness and trust can emerge.‖
66

  Genuine 

repentance is valuable, although not sufficient for forgiveness, because it points to a 

                                                                                                                                                 

his view of forgiveness, although one could argue that one of Kierkegaard‘s purposes in 

writing Works of Love was to quash this general criticism. 

 
65Atkins, 125.  

 
66Ibid., 126.  
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sincere openness to this mutual drawing process on the part of the wrongdoer.  In 

repentance, the wrongdoer indicates that he is open to the victim‘s understanding and 

interpretation of the harm in such a way that his own understanding and interpretation 

will be modified.  This openness is the reason repentance provides a ground for 

considering forgiveness.
67

   

 Similarly, in forgiving, the victim is indicating her openness to understanding the 

reasons underlying the wrongdoer‘s action, even if those reasons are not moral 

justifications for the harm.  ―The resumption of trust has to be a collaborative venture in 

which each party is prepared to have their views and actions interpreted by the friend.  In 

this way the logical, emotional, cognitive, and moral requirements of forgiveness are 

met.‖
68

  Being willing to be drawn in this way is difficult, particularly for the victim.  It is 

more difficult when the relationship is not a close friendship or something equivalent, for 

the victim has fewer resources to draw upon which can motivate a new opening up in 

vulnerability.  Close friendships have a positive history, and that history can be used to 

renew efforts of mutual drawing on the part of the victim.  Like repentance, affection of 

this sort does not guarantee forgiveness, but is a way of indicating a willingness to pursue 

its possibility.  Atkins does not discuss the issue of what should be forgiven or of an 

obligation to forgive; she finds these discussions unhelpful, since they do not take into 

account the unique nature of each relationship of mutuality.
69
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Unilateral and Unconditional Views of Forgiveness 

 

 

 Cheshire Calhoun.  ―Why should I forgive him?‖  Calhoun says this question is 

usually answered by giving a reason one deserves forgiveness, or by noting that the 

resentment one is holding onto is causing too much harm.  The problem, however, is that 

forgiveness offered for these reasons is ―disappointing.  Such forgiveness is not, perhaps, 

what one aspired to get or to become able to give.‖
70

  These ―stories‖ of forgiveness fall 

short of what we desire in stories of forgiveness.  We want a story ―that shows some 

understanding of our whole self, complete with nasty, unrepentant, knowing choices to 

hurt others.  We don‘t want to be pared down to some pure, good core.‖
71

  Calhoun seeks 

to find a way through Kolnai‘s paradox, while recognizing the dilemma it poses:  giving 

forgiveness when it is deserved seems cheap (in the sense of worthless), but forgiving the 

unrepentant seems repugnant and maybe even impossible.   

 The phrase ―I forgive you‖ conveys information about what one can expect from me, 

and it also conveys a change of heart.  However, it does not explain that change of heart; 

it does not ―tell you why my original conviction that you injured me no longer supports 

resentment.‖
72

  Some of these changes of heart are genuine cases of forgiveness, what 

Calhoun calls ―aspirational forgiveness.‖  In these genuine cases, one manages a change 

of heart while continuing to view the wrongdoer as blameworthy or guilty for the wrong, 

and while holding on to one‘s right to be resentful.  Other types of heart change, which 

                                                 
 

70Cheshire Calhoun, ―Changing One‘s Heart,‖ Ethics 103 (October 1992):  76.  
 

71Ibid.  Such a story would certainly show how forgiveness can do significant work.  

The problem is that it must also show how such forgiveness is not condonation; in other 

words, how such forgiveness could be just.  
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are in fact often excusings or overlookings, Calhoun calls ―minimalist forgiveness.‖  

Calhoun thinks that an obligation to forgive will yield only these minimalist sorts of 

forgiveness, and thus an obligation to forgive and ―the pursuit of a moral justification for 

changing one‘s heart appears incompatible with the attempt genuinely to forgive.‖
73

  For 

example, if a wrong has been repented, excused, or justified, forgiveness can only be 

minimalist, since it is merely giving what is due.  Forgiveness becomes what is just.   

 Calhoun‘s main concern here is that forgiveness, in the situations where the question 

of desert is raised, becomes non-elective.  It is reason, not choice, that effects a change of 

heart in these circumstances.
74

  Ultimately, minimalist forgiveness has two major 

problems:  it makes forgiveness non-elective, and it describes the wrongdoer 

inappropriately, as one who is deserving of forgiveness instead of as a wrongdoer.
75

  This 

is not the type of forgiveness we want; ―we want forgiveness for the culpability that 

remains after all excuses, justifications, restitution, and repentant reforms have been 

made and accepted—a culpability that warrants our continuing to be resented.‖  This sort 

of forgiveness will be aspirational, not minimalist.  Aspirational forgiveness will take into 

account my continued status as a wrongdoer, as well as the notion that any resentment 

                                                 

 
73Ibid., 78.    

 
74Ibid., 79.  I think Calhoun needs more argument here.  As we have already seen, 

there are those who require repentance for forgiveness who would argue that forgiveness 

remains elective even in the case of the most genuine repentance.  Calhoun recognizes 

that in some situations the desert question cannot be answered, and that vague standards 

of desert may also lead to a modicum of electivity, but she seems to assume that if the 

desert question can be answered clearly in the positive, all electivity is lost.   

 
75Ibid.  Despite all of her talk of electivity, I think Calhoun‘s real worry is the second 

problem.  She links non-electivity to desert, and never clearly explains why it is good in 

and of itself that forgiveness be elective instead of obligated.    
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felt toward me for my wrongdoing is justified.
76

  In addition, aspirational forgiveness 

leaves a moral choice open, a choice about how to respond to the guilty and undeserving.  

Calhoun concludes the section: 

Because forgiveness is an elective response to culpable wrongdoing, it is 

conceptually connected with supererogatory acts of generosity and charity.  It is 

something we ask or hope, rather than demand, for ourselves and grant, rather than 

owe, to others.  Forgiveness is a gift, not the paying of a debt or the remission of a 

debt whose collection would prove too costly.
77

   

 

Calhoun addresses the common condonation objection to views of forgiveness which  

do not require some sort of repentance or atonement.  Calhoun thinks this objection rests 

on two assumptions that, as empirical statements, are false: 

1) In every unrepentant case, failure to protest sends a condoning message; and  

2) Sending this message will always have some significant and morally 

objectionable consequence.
78

 

 

However, Calhoun does think that one can condone in forgiveness by ―minimizing, 

rationalizing, or ignoring injuries,‖ and ―by telling a story that unrealistically portrays the 

wrongdoer as more deserving of benevolent attitudes than in fact he is.‖
79

  This 

condonation will result in only a minimalist forgiveness.  In order to forgive without 

condoning, one would have to tell a story of aspirational forgiveness.  The problem, 

however, is that there seem to be only stories of desert. 
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78Ibid., 85.  I will not go into Calhoun‘s arguments for the contention that these 

assumptions are false.  Calhoun does note what many other writers do not:  that 

forgiveness often results in moral improvement in the wrongdoer.  This insight is 

characteristic of unilateral views generally.  Calhoun also argues that the assumptions 

ignore the possibility of self-correction, and place an undue responsibility for the moral 

improvement of the wrongdoer on the one he has wronged. 
 

79Ibid., 86.  
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 And so Calhoun seeks to give the basic components of a story of aspirational 

forgiveness.  First, the story ―would begin by connecting misdeeds to the agent‘s true 

self‖ instead of separating them, as in desert stories.
80

  The problem with telling such a 

story, however, is that connecting a wrongdoer to his wrongs shows that such an 

individual ―is not an appropriate object of reactive attitudes, that he is not a person.‖
81

  

The unrepentant and unexcused wrongdoer calls into question his very status as a moral 

agent, his very status as a person.  And so instead of telling aspirational stories, we tell 

stories that in some way deny that the wrongdoer is fully a person.  We tell stories in 

order to indicate that we should not have expected goodwill from the wrongdoer in the 

first place; and we only expect goodwill from a person.  But these stories are told only 

when stories of desert have failed.   

 The idea that only exceptionally flawed individuals could intend harm and refuse to 

reform even when they understand they are wrong is a product of the normal person‘s 

need to make moral sense of her choices and actions.  ―To be a normal person is to 

identify the most sensible (or, if you like, rational) thing to do with the morally justified 

thing to do.  It is, thus, to be continually open to demands for better behavior.‖
82

  Calhoun 

also thinks that our insistence on the importance of forgiveness rests on the same 

assumption.  To treat someone as a person is just to hold him to a certain moral standard, 

and restrictions on who is deserving of forgiveness are also based on this standard.  

Aspirational forgiveness merely has a different conception of what it means to be a 
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normal person.  Since people live through time with all of the varying influences and 

motivations that come with such a complex existence, aspirational forgiveness does not 

focus on choices making moral sense, but rather biographical sense.  Actions are 

understood not primarily in a moral framework, but in the framework of a person‘s life.  

Another consequence here is ―a commitment to deprioritizing the moral and to seeing 

that there may be equally important ways that normal persons of goodwill need to make 

sense of their lives.‖
83

  Aspirational stories focus on a person‘s life in order to understand 

more fully how an injurious action fits into the larger perspective.  In their actions, 

persons say things about themselves in addition to revealing their moral values, and 

aspirational stories seek to understand these other elements.  Such stories ―thus charitably 

assume that wrongdoing is less likely to be a blow directly aimed at us than simply 

shrapnel from something else more complicated and more interesting in the person‘s 

life.‖
84

  

 Such stories do not wipe away wrongdoing or sins; instead they emphasize the 

rationale behind their commission or omission.  Aspirational stories do not tell us that, 

given the chance, the wrongdoer would act differently; instead, they tell us the exact 

opposite.  And so, for Calhoun, aspirational forgiveness ultimately means that ―one stops 

demanding that the person be different from what she is.‖
85

  Such forgiveness cannot be 

obligatory, for the sort of sympathetic entrance into another‘s life necessary is unduly 

burdensome, and human beings cannot be obligated ―to refrain from demanding that 
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persons make moral sense of their actions,‖ for this is part of what it means to treat 

someone as a person.  But viewing someone biographically is also part of what it means 

to treat one as a person.
86

 

 

 Eve Garrard and David McNaughton.  Garrard and McNaughton seek to defend 

unconditional forgiveness, while recognizing that this does not require that such 

forgiveness is obligatory.  In fact, in the case of serious wrongs, unconditional 

forgiveness will be supererogatory.  Forgiveness usually involves three elements:  ―the 

suspension or overcoming of hostile feelings towards the wrongdoer,‖ at least the 

fostering of a reconciliation within or restoration of the relationship, and ―the wiping 

clean of the slate,‖ a removal or bracketing off of the guilt caused by the wrongdoing.
87

  

The challenge to the defender of unconditional forgiveness is to keep these elements 

without falling prey to the objections that unconditional forgiveness fails to take the 

wrong seriously enough or demonstrates a lack of self-respect or self-esteem.   

 In fact, Garrard and McNaughton think that a necessary part of overcoming negative 

feelings is having some more positive feeling, ―an attitude of good will (or even love) 

toward the wrongdoer.‖  Forgiveness requires some concern for the wrongdoer‘s well-

being, enough to motivate the forgiver to convey forgiveness in an appropriate way and 

                                                 

 
86Ibid., 96.  Calhoun seems content to admit that aspirational forgiveness is at least 

morally unjust.  But perhaps it is biographically just (although Calhoun might object to 

such language).  As I see it, Calhoun recognizes the value of each of these kinds of 

justice (after all, she notes that no one can be obligated to refrain from demanding that 

people make moral sense of their actions) but does not provide any way of adjudicating 

between them.  Perhaps these senses are simply incommensurable.  Perhaps we cannot 

make moral sense of aspirational forgiveness.   

 
87Eve Garrard and David McNaughton, ―In Defence of Unconditional Forgiveness,‖ 
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not to reject any apologies or atonement offered by the wrongdoer.  The one who forgives 

gets over her resentment, but not by focusing on her superiority.  Instead she focuses on 

the needs of others, and the wrongdoer is included here.
88

    

 When it is possible and desirable, forgiveness fully restores a relationship.  But in 

cases where there was no relationship at all, or in cases where someone has died, such 

restoration is not possible.  And there may be cases where it is possible to fully restore 

the relationship, but such restoration would be harmful to the wrongdoer, the victim, or 

both.  In these instances restoration is not desirable and thus not required by 

forgiveness.
89

 

 Wiping the slate clean means reference to the wrong is dropped and all of the 

interpersonal consequences are cancelled.  But Garrard and McNaughton claim that ―[a]n 

attitude of good will to the wrongdoer in the face of the wrong he has done me is . . . in 

principle compatible with my forthright condemnation of his wrongdoing, the acceptance 

of his apologies and regrets, the payment of reparation, and with the wrongdoer‘s 

punishment.‖
90

  Basically, an attitude of good will and forgiveness is not prima facie 

                                                 

 
88Ibid., 44.  Garrard and McNaughton go as far as anyone in the literature I have 

found in emphasizing the need for a positive feeling in forgiveness.  Most thinkers do not 

view any positive feeling as necessary to overcoming the negative feelings of resentment 

and indignation.  Most who do consider positive feelings discuss them as possible 

motivations for overcoming negative feelings, but not as necessary.  Margaret Holmgren 

is another exception here.  Garrard and McNaughton seem to suggest that forgiveness 

achieved solely for the sake of the forgiver, i.e. a purely therapeutic forgiveness, is not 

really forgiveness at all.  The authors reject this reasoning specifically on p. 51.  Instead, 

they focus on object-focused reasons:  respect for persons and human solidarity.  

Interestingly, this perspective eliminates most of the discussions of forgiveness in the 

psychological literature as discussions of real forgiveness.  

 
89Ibid., 45.  

 
90Ibid., 46.  
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incompatible with protesting against the wrong forgiven and resistance to that and further 

wrongdoing.  Many wrongs create harm in the sense of loss or damage, and all create 

harm in the sense of a lack of respect for the victim and the moral order.  Forgiveness, 

suggest Garrard and McNaughton, ―waive[s] that second ground of complaint, and in this 

[we] find the (limited) truth behind the notion of wiping the slate clean.‖
91

   

 What this waiving means is that no apology, repentance, or penance is required, 

although it may be accepted if offered.  Apology requires the wrongdoer to humble 

himself before the victim, and this requirement displays the existence of residual 

resentment.  The same is true of insisting on penance.  While such measures are not 

required, the victim may desire them or even work toward them as part of wishing the 

best for the wrongdoer.  It could be that the best thing for the wrongdoer is to repent and 

be penitent.  But reparation is a different matter.  Reparation addresses the harm done to a 

victim in terms of loss, and one can forgive and yet insist on appropriate reparation.  ―If 

you damage my car and I forgive you do I have to let you off paying for the repair?  Of 

course not.‖  In this way forgiveness separates the harm of loss from the wrong itself.  

The debt incurred by the harm of loss is separate from the rupture in a relationship caused 

by a lack of respect.  Similarly, to forgive is not to waive punishment, nor is it to refuse to 

hold the wrong against them in any sense.  If I lend you my car several times and you 

crash it several times, I can forgive you and yet never lend you my car again, if my 

rationale is to protect myself from the harm of loss.
92

   

 

                                                 

 
91Ibid., 47.  

 
92Ibid., 48.  
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A Unilateral and Conditional View of Forgiveness 

 

  Among unilateral views of forgiveness, one of the few thinkers who explicitly state 

that forgiveness is unilateral and yet conditional is Margaret Holmgren.
93

   Most 

conditional views of forgiveness are thereby bilateral by definition, since the condition or 

conditions for forgiveness must be met by the wrongdoer.  But on Holmgren‘s view, the 

condition is one which must be met by the victim, the one forgiving, and thus her view 

can be conditional and yet remain unilateral.  Holmgren develops her position based on 

the Kantian claim that ―all persons are of equal intrinsic worth.‖
94

  The condition placed 

upon the forgiver by Holmgren is that she must work through a multifaceted process, the 

termination of which is an appropriate forgiveness.
95

  This process is of crucial 

importance to the preservation of the forgiver‘s self-respect, and to forgive before the 

process is complete is morally inappropriate.
96

  Holmgren then goes on to argue that if 

                                                 

 
93Margaret R. Holmgren, ―Forgiveness and the Intrinsic Value of Persons,‖ 

American Philosophical Quarterly 30 (October 1993):  341-52.  There are no doubt other 

unilateral views that are also conditional in the same way as Holmgren‘s.  I discuss her 

work because she makes that conditionality explicit, whereas for many others it may be 

only implicit.  I classify Holmgren‘s view as conditional even though a large section of 

the article is devoted to defending an unconditional view of forgiveness.  This 

unconditionality applies to the wrongdoer, not the victim. 
 

94Ibid., 341.  Garrard and McNaughton consider something like this intrinsic respect 

for persons as one of their ―object-focused reasons‖ and find it wanting.  See Garrard and 

McNaughton, 52-3.  
 

 
95The detailed and complicated nature of this process is the reason I term it a 

―condition.‖  Trivially all forgiveness is conditional, if only on the commission of a 

wrong.  Holmgren specifies steps in the process of forgiveness which must be met for 

forgiveness to be achieved, and thus sets conditions for the forgiver other thinkers do not 

set.  

 
96Holmgren is not alone in viewing forgiveness as a complicated task or process.  

David Novitz views forgiveness in the same way, but thinks it should only be entered into 

on the basis of a good reason, which he identifies with a sincere repentance. 
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this process is completed, ―forgiveness is always appropriate and desirable from a moral 

point of view, regardless of whether the wrongdoer repents and regardless of what he has 

done or suffered.‖
97

  Thus Holmgren‘s understanding of forgiveness is conditional, and 

yet unilateral.  The forgiver must meet a condition (the working through of the process) 

in order to appropriately forgive, and since this process does not require repentance or 

any other atoning action on the part of the wrongdoer, appropriate forgiveness can be 

unilateral. 

 In order to forgive, one must have suffered an injury at the hand of someone who is 

morally culpable for that injury.  In addition, the forgiver must overcome her negative 

feelings toward the wrongdoer for moral reasons (Holmgren notes Murphy here), 

although those feelings may crop up again from time to time throughout her life.  

However, if she has conquered these feelings once, it is reasonable to assume she can do 

so again, and so it is appropriate to say she has forgiven after she conquers them for the 

first time.  Finally, the forgiver must internally accept the wrongdoer.  Holmgren 

understands this acceptance as the presence of a real goodwill toward the wrongdoer.  

This acceptance is the acceptance of the wrongdoer as a person, not necessarily as an 

intimate associate.  So the battered wife can forgive her husband and yet leave him.  

Accepting him as a person does not entail accepting him as a husband.
98

 

 Holmgren is, like many bilateral and conditional thinkers, concerned that forgiveness 

be compatible with self-respect.  This self-respect does not, however, depend on anything 

having to do with the wrongdoer.  Self-respect is a wholly internal matter for Holmgren.  

                                                 

 
97Holmgren, 341.  

 
98Ibid., 341-2.  
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Holmgren argues that ―the appropriateness of forgiveness has nothing to do with the 

actions, attitudes, or position of the wrongdoer.  Instead it depends on the internal 

preparation of the person who forgives.‖
99

  The forgiver can demonstrate her own lack of 

self-respect if she undertakes forgiveness prematurely.  In many cases, a process of 

response to wrongdoing ending in forgiveness is necessary.  Forgiving before this process 

is complete is inconsistent with self-respect.
100

   

 Holmgren proceeds to offer certain elements of the task that someone might need to 

complete in order to make forgiveness appropriate.  First, the victim has to recover her 

self-esteem.  The wrongdoer‘s action implicitly contains an attack on one‘s inherent 

value.  Whatever loss of esteem results from the injury must be remedied before 

forgiveness can be appropriate.  Otherwise, forgiveness implicitly agrees that the 

wrongdoer is somehow more important or more valuable than the victim.  Down this path 

lies condonation.  Part of completing this first task is the second task, the recognition that 

the act perpetrated against her was wrong, and an understanding of why it was wrong.  

The third task is also a part of self-respect.  The victim must acknowledge her feelings, 

                                                 

 
99Ibid., 342.  The emphasis is mine.  

 
100Holmgren seems to leave open the possibility that there will be instances in which 

this process is not necessary.  She mentions instances in which the wrong is trivial, or 

when the one wronged has ―such an advanced level of understanding that she experiences 

no resentment in the first place‖ (p. 342).  Here one might think that in the case of trivial 

wrongs, a process of response is undergone, but is completed quickly, perhaps almost 

immediately.  And one might apply arguments to the second case which indicate that this 

is not an instance of forgiveness.  Aristotle‘s great-souled man does not forgive because 

he cannot be injured.  Perhaps Holmgren‘s advanced person is in a similar situation.  If 

these are the only exceptions, the process of response may be a condition for forgiveness 

in every case where forgiveness is appropriate.  If not, the process is at least a condition 

in the paradigmatic instances of appropriate forgiveness, and these are the instances with 

which Holmgren and most other authors are concerned. 
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honor them, and experience them fully.  Contained within this experience is the 

acknowledgement that the feelings are natural or justified.  Fourth, depending upon the 

circumstances, the victim may need to express her beliefs and feelings to the wrongdoer.  

The need for this expression in the process depends upon the need felt by the victim.  If a 

victim does not feel the need to express these feelings, then she need not express them in 

order to complete the process and appropriately forgive.
101

  Fifth, the victim must assess 

her situation as it relates to the wrongdoer.  In doing so, the victim seeks to understand 

the behavior, actions, and attitudes of the wrongdoer so as to protect herself, so far as she 

can, against further victimization by that wrongdoer.  This aspect of the process also 

includes a re-evaluation of one‘s personal relationship with the wrongdoer.  The battered 

wife cannot appropriately forgive her husband without asking herself whether he should 

remain her husband.  The point of forgiveness, notes Holmgren, is not to forget the 

injury, but to remember it without vindictiveness and with a feeling of real goodwill.  

Finally, the victim must decide whether she wants restitution from the wrongdoer.  The 

point is not that the victim must require some reparation, but that she must at least 

consider it.  This consideration may include the decision whether to press criminal 

charges when this would be appropriate.  Here the victim must consider the wider good 

of society in addition to her own needs.  Once the victim has gone through these steps,  

                                                 
101One might think that this part of the process also depends upon the accessibility of 

the wrongdoer.  If the wrongdoer is dead or absent and the victim feels this need to 

express, I doubt Holmgren would say she is out of luck.  Instead, this expression could 

take some other form.  Perhaps one could express one‘s feelings to a friend instead of the 

wrongdoer, or someone playing the role of the wrongdoer for the purpose of the 

expression.    
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the process is complete and forgiveness becomes appropriate.
102

  Forgiveness is genuine 

―only if she does not engage in self-deception and does not evade any of the issues she 

needs to address with her offender as a result of his offense.‖
103

 

 Holmgren argues that views which make forgiveness conditional on the attitudes or 

actions of the wrongdoer ―assign far too much power to the wrongdoer‘s confused 

beliefs.‖  If one makes forgiveness depend upon the repentance, apology, or atonement of 

the wrongdoer, one leaves the power in the wrongdoer‘s hands.  Now the victim has been 

subjected to the wrongdoer in another way.  She cannot forgive unless he acts in a certain 

way to make her forgiveness legitimate.  Holmgren thinks that this is just another way of 

undermining the victim‘s self-respect.  The victim who must wait for the wrongdoer to 

repent before she can forgive is not allowed to trust her own moral judgment in the 

matter.
104

  Holmgren is worth quoting here at some length: 

If the victim truly respects himself and has worked through the process of 

responding to the wrongdoing, he will not feel threatened in his judgment that he has 

a status equal to that of every other person.  He will know that he is valuable and 

deserves to be treated well.  He will not hate the wrongdoer or regard her with ill 

will until she acknowledges that his beliefs are correct, or until she has somehow 

been lowered or humiliated.  Instead he will simply recognize that her implicit claim 

is mistaken.  He can hope that she will overcome her confusion, regard her with 

compassion, and extend towards her an attitude of real goodwill, all without 

acquiescing in the judgment that he lacks worth.  In fact he can forgive her at the 

same time he asserts his own value as a person.
105

 

                                                 

 
102Holmgren, 343-4.  

 
103Ibid., 345.  

 
104Ibid., 346.  

 
105Ibid.  For Holmgren, the same reasoning applies to the argument that forgiveness 

without repentance implies a lack of respect for morality itself or a failure to 

communicate that respect (one might respect the moral law but by forgiving too soon not 

communicate that respect).  Regarding the argument that forgiving without repentance 

implies a lack of respect for the wrongdoer as a moral agent, Holmgren argues that her 
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Not only is genuine forgiveness compatible with proper moral attitudes toward oneself 

and the wrongdoer, Holmgren argues that such appropriate moral attitudes require 

genuine forgiveness.  If a victim respects herself fully as a person, respects morality, and 

respects the wrongdoer as a moral agent, Holmgren thinks she will forgive and work 

toward recognizing the intrinsic value of the wrongdoer as a person.  But in spite of these 

factors, Holmgren classifies genuine forgiveness as a virtue instead of an obligation.  

Genuine forgiveness requires a certain amount of self-respect, courage, moral maturity, 

compassion, and respect for persons which cannot be required of all people.  Instead, the 

person who is able to forgive in this way has done something especially virtuous, and the 

person who is able to do so habitually has developed a valuable virtue.
106

 

 

A Preview of Upcoming Chapters 

 

 

Chapter Two 

 In chapter two of the dissertation I will examine the main passage in Kierkegaard‘s 

Works of Love related to forgiveness.  The focus of the discussion will be Kierkegaard‘s 

ethic of neighbor love, and how that foundation of neighbor love informs Kierkegaard‘s 

understanding of forgiveness.  Conversely, the example of forgiveness becomes a 

concrete example of how neighbor love works.  Here I will classify Kierkegaard‘s 

                                                                                                                                                 

position avoids this difficulty, since it requires recognition of the wrongdoer‘s 

responsibility, as well as the acknowledgement that the wrongdoer, as a person, has an 

intrinsic value.  This Kantian element allows the forgiver to view the wrongdoer as a 

person regardless of what she has done.  Intrinsic worth is not tied to moral performance, 

but to the capacity for a good will.  The rejection of this view, thinks Holmgren, would 

have significant undesirable consequences for ethics.  Holmgren also urges that we 

pursue something like Calhoun‘s biographical understanding of wrongdoers in order, not 

to excuse them, but to engender compassion for them.  See pp. 347-50. 

 
106Ibid., 350-1.  
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position as either unilateral or bilateral, and emphasize the importance of the positive 

emotion of neighbor love in addition to the overcoming of negative emotions such as 

resentment, anger, or moral hatred.  

 Kierkegaard‘s discussion of forgiveness in Works of Love finds its primary 

expression in the deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of Sins.‖  There are two 

discourses in Three Upbuilding Discourses (1843) entitled ―Love Will Hide a Multitude 

of Sins,‖ another discourse entitled ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of Sins‖ in Two 

Discourses at the Communion on Fridays (1851), and a smattering of comments about 

forgiveness in other works.
107

  I will incorporate these other discourses and comments 

into the discussion of forgiveness in Works of Love when appropriate.  The main 

discussion of forgiveness in the Works of Love deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of 

Sins‖ encompasses only the final six pages, but an understanding of the overall work of 

love in hiding a multitude of sins is necessary for a complete understanding of the 

discussion of forgiveness. 

 

Chapter Three 

 

Chapter three will focus on the role of obligation in Kierkegaard‘s understanding of 

forgiveness.  If neighbor love is commanded and forgiveness is a work of love, what does 

that say about the moral status of forgiveness?  Is forgiveness ever morally obligatory for 

Kierkegaard, and if so, in what circumstances?   

                                                 
 

107These include Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions, Upbuilding Discourses 

in Various Spirits, several discourses in Without Authority, and A Sickness unto Death.  

Sometimes Kierkegaard‘s comments relate to interpersonal forgiveness, and other times 

they relate to the forgiveness of sins as a theological concept.    
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Here I also will classify Kierkegaard‘s position on forgiveness as conditional or 

unconditional.  Of course, there is no necessary conclusion about obligation that one may 

draw from a conclusion about conditionality.  But, if Kierkegaard‘s position is that 

forgiveness is unconditional, one might argue that he has a problem with the condonation 

objection—he falls into the first horn of Kolnai‘s dilemma—and such a problem is the 

motivation for many thinkers‘ rejection of forgiveness as a moral obligation.  And so I 

will seek to answer this objection on behalf of the Kierkegaardian theory.  One of the 

ways of doing this is by comparing Kierkegaard to other unconditional theories of 

forgiveness that do end up condoning wrongs, and explaining how Kierkegaard differs 

from these theories.  One of the more glaring examples of a position of this sort comes 

from Jacques Derrida and John Caputo, and their deconstruction of the concept of ―gift.‖ 

 

Chapter Four 

 

 In her article ―Forgiveness:  A Christian Model,‖ Marilyn McCord Adams considers 

forgiveness from a particularly Christian perspective, claiming that forgiveness is 

peculiarly ―at home‖ in such a framework.
108

  Adams also argues that the at-homeness of 

forgiveness in a Christian framework provides a weak reason to accept a Christian 

metaphysics.  I hope to find out if she is correct.   

If a secular perspective can fully accommodate Kierkegaard‘s understanding of 

forgiveness, which is set in a decidedly Christian setting, much will have been done to 

dispel Adams‘s contention.  If the reverse is true, perhaps something will have been done 

to confirm it.  And so the fourth chapter will investigate the importance of Christianity to 

Kierkegaard‘s understanding of forgiveness, and more broadly, love of neighbor.  Is 

                                                 

 108See Faith and Philosophy 8 (July 1991):  278. 
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Christianity essential to Kierkegaard‘s concept of neighbor love and forgiveness, or can a 

version be developed which is faithful to Kierkegaard, and yet does not depend on an 

acceptance of Christian doctrine?
109

  To assist in this task, I will examine in particular 

what Kierkegaard has to say in Works of Love about that greatest of pagan moralists, 

Socrates.  In addition, I will compare Kierkegaard‘s view of forgiveness with that of 

another Christian thinker, Bishop Joseph Butler, in an attempt to determine what role if 

any special divine revelation plays in Kierkegaard‘s ethic. 

__________________ 

  109I have no doubt that consistent views of forgiveness can be developed based on an 

ethic of love.  That is not my question.  The question is whether or not Kierkegaard‟s 

view of forgiveness can be understood properly without an understanding of love that is 

dependent upon particularly Christian doctrine. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Forgiveness and Kierkegaard‘s Ethic of Neighbor Love 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 When Gary Leon Ridgway was arrested as the infamous Green River Killer in 2001, 

those who knew him were shocked.  One of his neighbors, Brenda Robinson, described 

him as a great guy, ―a wonderful person‖ who was easy to talk to, ―the type of person you 

can walk up and hug.‖  Ridgway‘s third wife, Judith Lynch, was likewise quite surprised, 

and maintained his innocence until the evidence became too damning and Ridgway 

confessed.  The truth was that Ridgway had begun killing women in 1982, almost twenty 

years before his arrest.  Ridgway was convicted of killing forty-eight women during that 

period, and authorities suspect that he was in fact guilty of more than ninety killings, 

making him one of the most prolific serial killers in United States history.  Ridgway told 

authorities he would have confessed to more killings, but he simply could not remember 

them all.
1
 

 Ridgway explained that killing women was his ―profession‖ and described his 

murderous activities as a calling.  When asked how he chose his victims, Ridgway said 

that he simply killed women that looked to him like prostitutes.  While he was in the 

Navy, Ridgway had visited prostitutes in the Philippines and contracted gonorrhea.  

During this same period of time, Ridgway‘s first wife, Claudia Kraig, had an affair, and 

from that time Ridgway thought of her as a prostitute, of the same ilk as the women who 

                                                 
1Biography:  The Green River Killer (A&E Television Networks, 2002), digital 

video disk.  
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had infected him in the Philippines.  After Claudia left him, Ridgway married his second 

wife, Marcia Winslow, and had a son named Matthew.  Ridgway and Marcia enjoyed 

having sex in semi-public places, including in the woods around the Green River.  

Ridgway would later use many of these places as dumping sites for his victims.  Like 

Claudia, Marcia would eventually leave Ridgway, who later told investigators that if he 

had just killed Marcia, he probably would have been satisfied, and would not have killed 

anyone else.
2
  

 After his marriage to Marcia ended, Ridgway still was involved in his son‘s life.  

Matthew would come for visits every other weekend.  Ridgway killed many of his 

victims in his home, and would use Matthew‘s room to assuage his victims‘ fears.  The 

evidence that Ridgway was a good father, and closely related to his son, put his victims at 

ease, making them easier to subdue.  In fact, Ridgway later told authorities, Matthew 

actually met one of the victims.  Matthew was in fact in the car with her, when Ridgway 

stopped on a remote stretch of road, took the woman into the woods, and returned alone.  

Ridgway told Matthew that the woman had decided to walk home.
3
   

 Ridgway enjoyed playing jokes on his coworkers at the Kenworth truck plant, where 

he would paint designs on the trucks.  He would leave his victims‘ jewelry and personal 

possessions around the plant, and then chuckle to himself when he later saw his co-

workers wearing the items he had left behind.  Ridgway also made a habit of disposing of 

                                                 
2Ibid.  

 
3Ibid. 
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his victims‘ personal effects by having massive garage sales, turning a significant profit 

(having garage sales was his father‘s favorite hobby).
4
   

 In 1982 and 1983, thirteen bodies had been found around the Green River area in 

Washington state.  The Green River Task Force had been established to work the cases, 

and the Task Force interviewed Ridgway a number of times, once only three weeks after 

a murder.  Ridgway was masterful in the interviews, showing no signs of nervousness, 

and even once passed a polygraph.  He apparently possessed no guilty emotions at all, 

and the idea of being caught caused him little if any physical stress.  The Task Force even 

searched Ridgway‘s house and found no evidence whatsoever, despite later finding out 

that Ridgway claimed to have killed most of the women in his own bedroom.
5
   

 Ridgway continued to change his method of operation, moving further into the 

woods around the Green River and choosing more remote locations for his dumping sites.  

By 1988, more than forty women had disappeared whom the Task Force considered 

victims of the Green River Killer.  In that same year, Ridgway was married for the third 

time, to Judith Lynch.  In one desperate move for a lead, Task Force officials enlisted the 

assistance of famous serial killer Ted Bundy.  Bundy informed the Task Force that the 

killer was most likely revisiting his dump sites to practice necrophilia.  The best way to 

catch the killer, said Bundy, would be to find a fresh dump site and stake it out.  The 

suggestion shocked the Task Force officials, but chillingly, proved to be correct.  

Ridgway was in fact returning to dump sites for what he later termed ―free dates.‖  The 

                                                 
4Ibid.  

 
5Ibid.  
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Task Force was unable to catch him, not because he was not revisiting dump sites, but 

because they could not find a dump site ―fresh‖ enough.
6
 

 By 1992, Ridgway had been killing for ten years, and had become quite adept at it.  

Women were still disappearing, but fewer and fewer bodies were being found.  The 

Green River Task Force, which once comprised fifty persons, was down to one.  There 

would not be a break in the case until 2001, when DNA technology advanced enough to 

enable a sample collected in the 1980s to be tested.  The test pointed to Ridgway.  In 

addition, new technology enabled investigators to match paint particles found on some of 

the victims to the trucks painted by Ridgway at Kenworth.  Ridgway was finally arrested, 

almost twenty years after his first murder.  He initially protested his innocence, but in the 

face of the evidence finally confessed, and on 5 November 2003, pled guilty to forty-

eight murders.  Ridgway also agreed to cooperate with investigators and lead them to as 

many dump sites as he could remember.
7
 

 Ridgway made good on his promise, and reportedly did so in a particularly 

calculating fashion, showing no emotion whatsoever.  Investigators who worked with 

him closely during this period report that he showed no remorse and coldly relayed what 

specific details of the crimes he could recall as he went.  This process took several 

months, and many of the investigators interviewed reported their surprise at Ridgway‘s 

inhumanity, not based on the crimes that he had committed, but on his apparent lack of 

any passion whatsoever.  But during Ridgway‘s time in court, when his victims‘ families 

were given the opportunity to address him directly, something odd happened.  A man 

with long white hair, a full white beard, and wearing a white shirt, rainbow-colored 

                                                 
6Ibid.  

 
7Ibid.  
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suspenders, and a mismatched tie, stood up and, like the others, began to describe to 

Ridgway the pain and suffering that his family had endured at Ridgway‘s hand.  

Throughout this portion of the man‘s comments, Ridgway sat motionless and 

expressionless.  But then the man changed tack.  Instead of talking about his pain and the 

suffering of his family or his murdered daughter, he said the following to Ridgway:   

 You‘ve made it difficult to live up to what I believe, and that is, what God says to 

do, and that‘s to forgive.  And he doesn‘t say to forgive just certain people, he says 

to forgive all, so you are forgiven, sir. 

 

The narrator of the video drowned out what the man said next, but he finished by telling 

Gary Ridgway that ―I am sorry for you.‖  Upon hearing this pronouncement of 

forgiveness, Ridgway looked at the man for the first time and then began sobbing.  And 

through his tears he kept repeating ―I‘m sorry‖ over and over again.  Authorities who had 

been working with Ridgway since his capture reported that this was the first emotional 

reaction of any kind that they could remember witnessing from him and most certainly 

the first indication of remorse.
8
 

 The name of the man who forgave Ridgway is Robert Rule.  On 19 December 2003, 

the day after forgiving Ridgway in Seattle, Rule appeared on CNN with host Anderson 

Cooper.  CNN played the clip I quoted above, but before doing so, they contrasted Rule 

with an unidentified woman who said the following:  ―She was—she had just turned 

fifteen years old and she was just an immature teenager trying to find her way in life 

before it was snuffed out by Gary Ridgway.  I won‘t ever forgive him for that.  He‘s 

destroyed my life.  He‘s destroyed my daughter‘s life.  There isn‘t any life for me 

anymore.‖  In the interview with Rule, we find out that his daughter Linda, who was only 

                                                 
8Cold Case Files:  The Most Infamous Cases (Kurtis Productions, Ltd., and A&E 

Television Networks, 2005), digital video disk.  
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sixteen years old, was Ridgway‘s victim.  Rule says that it took him five or six years 

before he was able to forgive the killer, and finally did so even before he knew the 

killer‘s identity.
9
  Further in the interview, Rule says that he had hoped that Ridgway 

would get the death penalty, and that he recognized that this view, coupled with his 

forgiveness, sounded like a contradiction.
10

  When asked how he was able to forgive, 

Rule replied that it is a commandment to forgive all, that hatred will ―eat you up,‖ and 

that he felt sorry for those victims who continue to hate and could not forgive.  He 

concluded by noting that ―if you don‘t give forgiveness, how do you expect to get it?‖
11

 

 What are we to make of a man like Robert Rule who forgives a ―monster‖ like Gary 

Ridgway?  Is he insane?  Is he a moral idiot, or unconcerned with the notion of personal 

justice?  Is he condoning Ridgway‘s actions?  Is he delusional, thinking that he can and 

has forgiven something which is in fact unforgiveable?  Is he just ignorant, failing to 

recognize that he should wait for an apology before even considering forgiveness?  Or is 

he none of these things, but simply a man who, in one of the most morally challenging 

                                                 
9Because of this, I think Rule‘s expression of forgiveness to Ridgway is incredibly 

important.  One might argue that, prior to this expression, Rule had forgiven the killer in 

thought but not in actuality since he did not know who the killer was.  In other words, he 

may have made up his mind to forgive the killer, but he could not have forgiven Ridgway.  

Thus Rule‘s actually forgiving Ridgway is significant.  Before Rule had only forgiven an 

abstraction; in court he forgave the particular man who killed his daughter. 

  
10Kierkegaard is, of course, fond of apparent contradictions.  Being commanded to 

love is described as just such a contradiction.  However, an interesting question is 

whether or not Rule‘s apparent contradiction is only apparent.  There seems to be nothing 

inconsistent in forgiving someone personally and yet expecting society to impose 

punishment for a crime, even punishment of a fairly extreme nature, assuming that such 

punishment is ultimately good for the person in question.  Whether death is such a 

punishment is, perhaps, dubious.    
 

11Anderson Cooper 360, transcript from 19 December 2003,  

http://transcripts.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0312/19/acd.00.html, accessed 23 April 2008.  

http://transcripts.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0312/19/acd.00.html
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situations imaginable, summons his courage and acts in accordance with what he believes 

to be a moral obligation?   

 Like Robert Rule, Kierkegaard thinks that forgiveness is commanded.   Kierkegaard 

also thinks that this commandment is rooted in the divine commandment to love the 

neighbor as yourself.  For Kierkegaard, forgiveness is a moral obligation and this 

obligation is grounded in a divine command.  These issues will be addressed in chapter 

three.  Most of the philosophical discussion of forgiveness centers around the 

relinquishing of negative emotions such as anger or resentment, but Kierkegaard, while 

not denying that such relinquishment is important, sees the heart of forgiveness in a 

positive commanded emotion:  the love for the neighbor.  True forgiveness, for 

Kierkegaard, only takes place when this love for the neighbor is present, and 

―forgiveness‖ without this love is forgiveness in name only, imperfect and incomplete.  

And so understanding Kierkegaard‘s view of forgiveness requires an investigation of the 

nature of commanded neighbor love, as well as an inquiry into the works that neighbor 

love performs.   

 This investigation will focus on Kierkegaard‘s Works of Love, and will interpret 

Works of Love through the concept of forgiveness.  At first glance, reading Works of Love 

this way may seem strange, but the idea is not without precedent.  In her excellent 

commentary on Works of Love, M. Jamie Ferreira notes that ―it could easily be argued 

that the themes of forgiveness and reconciliation are at the heart of the deliberations in 

the second series,‖ where Kierkegaard describes the works that love actually 

accomplishes.  In addition, Ferreira argues that the work of love described in the 

deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of Sins‖ can be viewed as one of the paradigm acts 
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of ―love in its outward direction‖ or ―works of love.‖
12

  If forgiveness can be viewed as 

one of the paradigmatic works of love, reading Works of Love through the lens of 

forgiveness is appropriate. 

 After a first look at what Kierkegaard has to say about forgiveness in Works of Love, 

this chapter will develop the notion of neighbor love and its works in light of neighbor 

love‘s relation to forgiveness as a necessary condition.  To accomplish this task, in this 

chapter I will discuss a significant number of deliberations in both the first and second 

series of Works of Love.  Once this process is completed, I will examine passages in 

Works of Love and certain of Kierkegaard‘s other works which emphasize Jesus of 

Nazareth as the example for us to follow in both love and forgiveness, and consider why 

Kierkegaard uses Jesus as his example.  The example of Jesus in Works of Love will have 

implications for how Kierkegaard intends his readers to understand and apply the 

message of the book.  Finally, with all of these resources in hand, the chapter will revisit 

certain themes in Kierkegaard‘s conception of forgiveness and make some concluding 

comments about love‘s forgiveness itself. 

 

Forgiveness and Hiding the Multitude of Sins 

 

Kierkegaard‘s discussion of forgiveness in Works of Love finds its primary 

expression in the deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of Sins.‖
13

  The main discussion 

                                                 
12M. Jamie Ferreira, ―Love‟s Grateful Striving:  A Commentary on Kierkegaard‟s 

Works of Love,‖ (Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2001), 169.  
 
13Kierkegaard writes three other discourses which he titles ―Love Will Hide a 

Multitude of Sins.‖  The first two appear early in his authorship, and comprise the first 

two discourses of Three Upbuilding Discourses (1843).  See Søren Kierkegaard, 

Eighteen Upbuilding Discourses, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong 

(Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1990).  The first discourse introduces a number 

of ideas found in the Works of Love deliberation, while the second includes a discussion 
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of forgiveness here encompasses the final six pages, but an understanding of the overall 

work of love in hiding a multitude of sins is necessary for a complete understanding of 

the discussion of forgiveness.  The deliberation begins with a few examples of how love 

redoubles itself, how its movement is both outward and inward.  As Kierkegaard 

explains, ―At the same moment [love] goes out of itself (the outward direction), it is in 

itself (the inward direction); and at the same moment it is in itself, it goes out of itself in 

such a way that this outward going and this returning, this returning and this outward 

going are simultaneously one and the same.‖
14

  When we say that ―love gives bold 

confidence,‖ we mean that it gives bold confidence both to the lover and to the one who 

is loved.  The one who loves casts out fear in those around her, and because of her love 

has bold confidence in the face of judgment.  Similarly, when we say ―love saves from 

death,‖ we mean both that the one who loves saves the one loved from death and 

simultaneously saves herself from death.  But love does not focus on the inward 

movement, only on the outward movement, only on the other, the one who is loved.  But 

                                                                                                                                                 

of love discovering the multitude of sins in the one who loves himself before hiding 

them.  The third ―Love Will Hide the Multitude of Sins‖ discourse is found, along with 

―But One Who Is Forgiven Little Loves Little,‖ in Two Discourses at the Communion on 

Fridays (1851), which Kierkegaard considered the completion of his authorship.  In fact, 

since the ―Love Will Hide‖ discourse appears second, it is with this discourse that 

Kierkegaard considers his authorship to conclude.  See Søren Kierkegaard, Without 

Authority, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton 

University Press, 1997).  This third discourse recognizes the implications for human love 

discussed in Works of Love, but focuses on the love of Christ, and how it hides the 

multitude of sins. 

  
14Søren Kierkegaard, Works of Love, ed. and trans. by Howard V. Hong and Edna H. 

Hong (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 280.  Further references to this work 

will appear parenthetically.  Later in the chapter I will go into some detail concerning the 

reduplication process.  Kierkegaard is clear that in Works of Love he is concerned 

primarily with the outward movement, since the book is, after all, about works of love.  

Thus he ignores the inward movement for the most part in that context.   
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although the one who loves forgets her own loss, her own suffering, her own self in order 

to think of the other, the one who loves is not forgotten, for the one who loves is thought 

of and remembered by God and love itself, for God is love.  ―The self-lover is busy; he 

shouts and makes a big noise and stands on his rights in order to make sure he is not 

forgotten—and yet he is forgotten.  But the one who loves, who forgets himself, is 

recollected by love.  There is one who is thinking of him, and that is why the one who 

loves receives what he gives‖ (281).  Once he has established this redoubling in love, 

Kierkegaard moves on to the main topic of the discourse: the work of love in hiding a 

multitude of sins. 

When Kierkegaard says that love hides a multitude of sins, he defines ―hiding‖ in 

the following way: ―[Love] does not discover sins; but not to discover what still must be 

there, insofar as it can be discovered—that is hiding‖ (282).  The crucial point to notice is 

that hiding the multitude of sins does not mean that the sins are not there; they are there, 

but are hidden.  And thus forgiveness, which is a form of hiding, while very generous, 

does not cheapen sin or the offense of sin which requires forgiveness.  The one who 

forgives generously thus is not in danger of condoning sinful action if repentance or 

forgiveness is not sought by the offender or if some other condition is not met.  While the 

offense is hidden by forgiveness as a work of love, it is still an offense.  And so hiding is 

contrasted with discovering.  Discovery reveals and thus increases the multitude, since 

discovering the multitude reveals it getting greater and greater.  Love on the other hand 

hides the multitude, refuses to discover it, and so makes it appear smaller and smaller.  

Discovery is praised in the world, while hiding is not.  For ―to make discoveries even 

with regard to evil, with regard to sin and the multitude of sins, to be the shrewd, sly, 
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foxy, perhaps more or less corrupt observer who can really make discoveries—this is 

highly regarded in the world‖ (283).
15

  Even young people, says Kierkegaard, are eager to 

explain how they have discovered and come to know evil.  To do so is a brand of 

worldliness and cleverness.
16

  The one who is ―uninitiated into the innermost secrets of 

evil‖ is thought of as stupid, boorish, and small-townish.  Those who are concerned about 

appearing well in the eyes of the world, who fear the judgment of the world upon them, 

are ready and willing in association with others ―to be attractive and entertaining by 

divulging a special acquaintance with evil.‖  In private these people might be quite 

different, but the comparison-relationship which the world imposes upon them brings out 

their recognition, love, and knowledge of evil (284).   

In contrast to the person who is concerned with world-historical importance, with 

worldly approval, the one who loves ―discovers nothing, and he sees very little‖ of evil.  

The one who loves does not discover or reveal evil even for the purpose of condemning 

it, but rather keeps it hidden, and even fails to see some evil right in front of him.  In this 

way the one who loves is, according to the world, naive and foolish.  The one who loves 

                                                 
15Kierkegaard‘s point is not that any recognition of sin is bad or itself a sin, but 

rather that the attitude that seeks out sins in others and relishes their discovery is.  For 

instance, if you see that your neighbor is abusing his children and help to put an end to it, 

good has been done.  There are sins which cannot be mitigated, which have to be seen.  

What Kierkegaard is criticizing is an attitude toward other people which seeks purposely 

to discover the faults of others and revels in such discovery.  Kierkegaard makes a 

distinction between sins which one discovers and sins which one cannot avoid seeing.  In 

order to discover something, one must be seeking (although one may discover something 

other than what one seeks).  But one may see something without looking for it. 
 

16The Danish word Klogskab, which the Hongs translate ―sagacity,‖ is, I think, better 

translated as ―worldly wisdom‖ or even ―cleverness.‖  This person is concerned with 

faring well in the world, and particularly with not being deceived.  Kierkegaard regularly 

contrasts the person with these sorts of concerns with the one who loves.  The ―clever‖ 

person becomes intimate with evil and discovers it in others for his own advantage.  The 

one who loves hides the multitude of sins, often to her own worldly disadvantage.  
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makes no conscious and deliberate effort to find the multitude of sins, and by not 

discovering the multitude of sins he hides what could be found if he only looked.  The 

one who loves ―expresses the apostolic injunction to be a child in evil.‖  ―What the world 

actually admires as sagacity is knowledge of evil—whereas wisdom [visdom] is 

knowledge of the good.  The one who loves does not have and does not want to have 

knowledge of evil; in this regard he is and remains, he wants to be and remains, a child‖ 

(285).  A child who spends a small amount of time in a den of thieves will return and 

relate her experience in the greatest detail and yet leave out what is in a sense the most 

important detail.  The child will leave out the evil in her description even though the rest 

of her account is accurate (286).  This is because the child lacks knowledge of evil.   

Kierkegaard thinks that the root of this distinction between the one who knows and 

recognizes evil and the one who loves and is a child with regard to evil is that an 

understanding of evil requires an understanding with evil.  That is, if nothing else, the one 

who really understands evil in this way has a malignant curiosity about evil which fuels 

his knowledge.  Perhaps Kierkegaard would say that this is why some people in some 

circumstances refuse to forgive.  If forgiveness takes place, the offense is removed and no 

longer open for examination.  One may endure a certain evil and yet be fascinated by it 

and unwilling to let it go for that reason.  And so a vicious cycle is developed.  The 

greater an understanding one has with evil, the more one has an understanding of evil, 

and the better one becomes at recognizing evil.  Thus a greater knowledge of evil leads to 

an increased rate of discovering evil, which makes the multitude of sins greater and 

greater.  Kierkegaard thinks that the person who is corrupted fully by this cycle begins 
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finally to see evil everywhere, even in that which is pure.  Thus a person, through 

understanding and discovering evil, can become ultimately infected by it.
17

 

By contrast, the one who loves fails to see that evil which is, as it were, in plain 

sight.  The one who loves is thus in some sense like one who is deranged, like one who is 

afflicted with a kind of divine madness which makes him ―lovingly unable to see the evil 

that takes place right in front of him‖ (287).  Here Kierkegaard quotes Socrates, who 

makes the distinction between a madness that is a result of human ailment and one which 

is from ―a divine disturbance of our conventions of conduct.‖  And so this madness is a 

form of divine grace which prevents the one who loves from conducting herself in the 

normal way, that is, prevents her from seeing and discovering evil.   

But although love hides a multitude of sins by not discovering sins, there are 

offenses and evils that even the one who loves cannot avoid seeing.  And so with regard 

to those evils which the one who loves does see, love hides the multitude of sins in one of 

three ways: by silence, by a mitigating explanation, or by forgiveness.  Take first hiding 

the multitude by silence.  Kierkegaard imagines a couple who wish to keep their 

relationship hidden, but by chance, are observed by a third party in the exact moment in 

which they proclaim their love for one another.  But if this third person is honest and 

                                                 
17It seems that there are times when certain people who understand evil very well are 

necessary.  I have in mind individuals in law enforcement who profile serial killers.  

Certainly these people have a much greater acquaintance with evil than most, and yet an 

acquaintance that can be useful to society even if perhaps ultimately devastating 

personally.  Although I am not aware of any actual cases, I suppose that such an 

individual could be finally seduced by evil such that they become evil themselves.  I 

believe something like this takes place in Thomas Harris‘s novels about Hannibal Lecter.  

If I remember correctly, in the third novel the FBI agent who has worked closely with 

Lecter, Clarice Starling, is finally seduced by him and becomes a cannibal herself.  

Certainly the case Kierkegaard has in mind, in which such a person becomes so 

suspicious and so overwhelmed by the power of evil that he sees evil even in the pure, is 

more likely.  
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loving and promises secrecy, their love will be hidden (except from the third party).  The 

same is true of the one who loves, who ―inadvertently, quite accidentally, never because 

he himself has sought an opportunity for it, becomes aware of a person‘s sin, his fault, of 

what he has committed or of how he has been carried away by a weakness—the loving 

one keeps silent about it and hides a multitude of sins‖ (289).
18

   

While not directly related to forgiveness, this penchant for silence on the part of the 

one who loves does help to reduce situations in which forgiveness is required.  Suppose 

that the offense I discover is directly related to myself.  Suppose that I discover that a 

friend has lied to me, and am caused great pain by this discovery.  I have known this 

friend for a long time, trusted him implicitly, and now know that trust has been betrayed 

and at least temporarily destroyed.  I, at least, am in a situation in which forgiveness is 

needed to heal the relationship.  But by keeping silent about the offense, I can reduce the 

number of situations in which forgiveness is required.  Suppose also that my friend and I 

are part of a larger, tightly knit group of friends who all trust each other implicitly.  If I 

reveal my one friend‘s lie to all of the others, they will likely take offense on their own 

                                                 
18Obviously there are situations in which the one who loves may inadvertently 

witness an evil and be morally obligated not to keep silent.  For example, as noted above, 

the one who loves may inadvertently come to know that a man abuses his wife and 

children.  In instances such as this, where a breach of law is involved, certainly there is an 

obligation to speak.  The situations Kierkegaard has in mind are just like the ones he 

describes—where the one who loves discovers another‘s particular fault (Fejl) or 

weakness, something that is not illegal or particularly serious but nevertheless is a source 

of guilt and shame.  Fejl does not indicate a serious crime, but a shortcoming or 

imperfection.  One would never call abusing one‘s wife or child a Fejl.  The same is true 

of Skrøbelighed, ―weakness.‖  Serious sins and violations of law are not accurately 

described as ―frailties.‖  But even these cases are sometimes difficult.  Suppose the one 

who loves inadvertently becomes aware of a friend‘s addiction to gambling or alcohol, 

and suppose that the friend‘s family, who are certainly affected by this addiction, remain 

unaware of it.  In this case it seems that the one who loves can speak of the addiction, but 

only to certain people who must know of it.  This allows the one who loves to avoid the 

sort of gossip-mongering that Kierkegaard is particularly worried about.  
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behalf.  If they do not feel personally betrayed, they will at least feel betrayed for me, and 

will thus become embittered against the friend who has lied.  But if I keep silent about the 

lie, my other friends do not become embittered and, according to Kierkegaard, a 

multitude of sins is hidden.
19

         

 Kierkegaard argues that we should not worry that silence only covers up sins that are 

still there, but that we should recognize that not keeping silence in fact increases the 

multitude of sins.  This is because rumor by its very nature increases.  Not only does 

rumor make an offense greater than it is qualitatively, it increases the multitude 

quantitatively.  By spreading the faults of others, one ―corrupts people to become 

accustomed through rumor or gossip to finding out, inquisitively, frivolously, enviously, 

perhaps maliciously, about the neighbor‘s faults‖ (289).  Rumor and gossip thus 

contribute to an understanding of and fascination with evil.  The neighbor‘s fault is a 

serious matter and should not be subject to frivolous chatter.  The one who spreads the 

fault instead of keeping silent about it is increasing the multitude of sins.  For some 

reason human beings are quite susceptible to this temptation, to be able to tell an 

entertaining story that, at least for a moment, results in a captive and attentive audience.
20

  

                                                 
19In this particular situation, in order to protect my other friends (after all, I cannot 

allow them to continue to think someone is trustworthy who is not, unless I desire to be 

an accomplice should they later be deceived), I likely will have to combine the strategy of 

silence with the strategy of a mitigating explanation.  That is, I will have to discover a 

reason that my lying friend is still generally trustworthy despite his having lied to me.  

Here one must consider both the degree of mitigation and the chance of deception to 

decide how to proceed.  If I cannot mitigate the lie enough to re-establish my friend‘s 

general trustworthiness, then I cannot keep silent about the lie because of the danger of 

my other friends suffering deception.    

 
20One of the two recent movies about Truman Capote and the writing of In Cold 

Blood, titled Infamous, portrays Capote in just this way.  After hearing from one of his 

closest ―friends‖ the story of her discovery of her husband‘s affair, Capote promises 
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In certain individuals this temptation becomes fully developed, so that the faults of others 

are proclaimed as loudly as possible into every nook and cranny of the world.  There is, 

in Kierkegaard‘s opinion, no criminal as severely depraved as this individual, regardless 

of whether or not the proclamations are true.  For no one devoted to eternity could be so 

devoted to spreading the knowledge of evil.  This is one of the serious crimes that the 

world does not call a crime, and Kierkegaard would prefer to ―arrive in eternity with 

three repented murders on [his] conscience than as a retired slanderer with this dreadful, 

incalculable load of crime that had piled up year after year, that may have spread on an 

almost inconceivable scale‖ (291).  Gossip and slander are worse than the plague, for 

they infect the soul and the mind, and result in a greater and more widespread 

destruction.  And so by being silent one hides a multitude of sins since telling faults 

increases the multitude of sins. 

 The second way in which the one who loves can hide a multitude of sins is by a 

mitigating explanation.  The explanation of an act is the decisive factor in its evaluation; 

―it is always the explanation that makes something what it now becomes‖ (291).  And the 

one who loves always has it in her power to choose the most lenient explanation for an 

act.  In this way the one who loves removes guilt, if only in degrees, and thus hides the 

multitude of sins.  Since any act, thought, or word can be explained in any number of 

ways, there is no one way, no one motivation for anything.  Rather, the explanation is 

always a choice, and the one who loves can choose so as to mitigate the offense.  Since 

the explanation makes something what it now is, an explanation can mitigate the 

                                                                                                                                                 

silence, that her secret humiliation will die within him.  The very next cut finds Capote 

having dinner with another friend and finishing the telling of the secret he has just 

promised to take to his grave.   
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seriousness of the offense and the guilt associated with it, or even potentially remove the 

offense and the guilt altogether.  Kierkegaard recommends that people who love learn to 

use their imagination in this regard, learn to be ―hunters of mitigation.‖  The search for a 

mitigating explanation could become a passion and a love of one‘s life, a hobby that 

becomes one of life‘s ―beautiful joys.‖  The hunter becomes more passionately devoted to 

hunting each year because his experience grows, as does his creativity and his ability to 

solve problems.  The old hunter knows things about hunting that no one else does, knows 

how to track game in ways no one else does, knows how to read tracks in ways no one 

else does.  And thus the old experienced hunter is successful on many hunts where most 

others are not.  The same is true of the one who loves, who becomes adept and creative at 

finding mitigating explanations where others cannot.  The one who loves succeeds in 

hiding the multitude of sins when others do not.  One of the things that God‘s command 

to love requires of us is that we view others in the most favorable light possible.  This 

imaginative search for creative mitigating explanation is one expression of that 

requirement.  Instead of looking for and finding evil, the one who loves should search for 

the good and believe it, hoping that it is true (291-3).   

 There are officials of state whose job it is to be judges and to serve justice, but God 

calls us to love, and to mitigate in mercy (293).  Imagine then a loving person who is 

equipped with capacities of discernment that every judge envies, and imagine that this 

person devotes herself to the art of discovering the mitigating explanation.  Imagine that 

in a particular situation, after a long and fruitless search, the mitigating explanation is 

finally revealed, that she ―finally was victorious with [her] explanation by really 

immersing [herself] in a person‘s life situation, by securing the most accurate information 
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about his circumstances‖ (293).   Imagine that one were to discover that truly dastardly 

behavior was also truly well-intentioned.  This instance should thrill us just as much as 

the crime which after such a long time is discovered and solved.  But we are much more 

inclined and much more pleased by discovering evil than we are by discovering good.  

Nevertheless, to hide the multitude of sins one who loves may become an investigator 

and discoverer of the mitigating explanation.
21

 

 But how does discovering a mitigating explanation relate to forgiveness?  Many 

theories of forgiveness argue that forgiveness is morally permissible only if certain 

conditions have been met, that is, if the offender has repented of his wrongdoing and 

offered an apology to the one offended.  But on Kierkegaard‘s understanding of love, it is 

the responsibility of the one who is offended, if she is to be one who loves, to search for a 

mitigating explanation for the offense.  In other words, the offended party provides out of 

love the explanation for the offense that then either makes forgiveness possible if one 

feels offended despite the mitigation or removes the offense entirely, so that forgiveness 

is not required.  If the offense caused was the result of an accident of circumstances, and 

if the intention of the act was not to offend but to benefit, then forgiveness may be easier 

or even unnecessary. 

 But what should one say of forgiveness itself?  Forgiveness is the most notable way 

of hiding the multitude of sins and unique in that it is the only strategy of the one who 

loves which actually removes sins from the multitude.  Silence does not take away sins 

                                                 
21Kierkegaard notes that two other works of love, love‘s believing all things and 

love‘s hoping all things, are ―the two chief means that love, this lenient interpreter, uses 

for the mitigating explanation that love hides a multitude of sins‖ (294).  Thus a full 

discussion of the mitigating explanation would require delving into the discourses 

devoted to love‘s believing all things and love‘s hoping all things.  One of these 

deliberations I will discuss in this chapter, and one in the next.  
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but merely hides them, and mitigating explanations show that what one thought was a sin 

was in fact not a sin, or perhaps not as serious a sin.
22

  Forgiveness, on the other hand, 

―removes what cannot be denied to be sin‖ (294).
23

  When there simply is no mitigating 

explanation, then forgiveness must enter into the equation.  Forgiveness involves a 

relation of faith.  Faith relates itself to the unseen through belief, and the unseen ―is that 

forgiveness takes away that which does indeed exist; the unseen is that what is seen is 

nevertheless not seen, for if it is seen, it obviously is unseen that it is not seen‖ (294-5).  

The one who loves sees the sin since it is unavoidable, but believes, has faith, that one‘s 

forgiveness takes the seen sin away.  In the normal workings of faith, the unseen is 

brought into sight; the relation of faith in forgiveness makes the sin that is seen into that 

which is unseen.  True forgiveness, forgiveness based on love, is rare because faith in the 

power of true forgiveness is meager and rare.  There is a more common notion of 

                                                 

 
22It might be the case that a mitigating explanation simply reduces the seriousness of 

the sin, without removing it completely.  One might understand Jesus‘ words on the cross 

in this way.  Most writers on forgiveness who mention Jesus‘ request that the Father 

―forgive them, for they know not what they do‖ think Jesus gets it wrong, and that such a 

statement excuses instead of providing a reason to forgive.  In I Cor. 2:8, the Apostle Paul 

writes that if the rulers had understood divine wisdom, they would not have crucified the 

lord of glory.  Perhaps Jesus could be understood to be mitigating the sin instead of 

excusing it, and requesting forgiveness even after this mitigation.  Of course, the 

ignorance of the people that leads to Jesus‘ crucifixion could also be blameworthy, and 

Jesus could be requesting forgiveness for this sin as well. 
 

23Kierkegaard does think that interpersonal forgiveness literally removes sins in the 

same way that God‘s forgiveness removes sins.  In fact, there is a close analogy between 

divine and human forgiveness, which will be explored in later chapters.  Of course, it 

may be that every sin against a human being is also a sin against God, and so human 

forgiveness may not obviate the need for divine forgiveness.  Of course, it also may be 

that divine forgiveness is effective in eliminating sin completely, so that a divinely 

forgiven sin does not require human forgiveness in order to be removed eternally.  This is 

not to say that human forgiveness is not important in such circumstances, only that it is 

not important in the divine accounting (except for the one who decides whether or not to 

forgive).  Kierkegaard clearly believes that one‘s willingness to forgive has more to do 

with one‘s standing with God than does one‘s being forgiven by other humans.  
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forgiveness, one which increases guilt instead of lessening it—this is forgiveness based 

on conditions, on things like repentance, not the unconditional forgiveness of love.  

Encumbering forgiveness by being reluctant to forgive or wanting to make oneself 

important by forgiving (that is, viewing your forgiveness as a sort of power over the one 

who has offended you), prevents the miracle from taking place.  ―But when love forgives, 

the miracle of faith happens . . . : that what is seen is, by being forgiven, not seen‖ (295).  

Only love has the power and ability to take away sin by means of forgiveness.  All 

forgiveness based on something other than love fails in this regard. 

 The forgiveness of love goes hand in hand with forgetfulness.  Scripture says that 

what God forgives he forgets, he hides behind his back.
24

  Kierkegaard makes much of 

this picture.  But forgetting what one forgives does not mean that one is ignorant of what 

is forgiven, since one can be ignorant only of what one no longer knows and never has 

known.  Forgetting something in this way requires having at one time known it.  Thus the 

forgiveness of love is not a condoning forgiveness—it is not ignorant of the sin, nor did it 

fail to recognize it as sin—rather, love forgets the offense when it forgives by putting the 

offense behind its back.  ―Forgetting in this highest sense is therefore not the opposite of 

recollecting but of hoping‖ (296).  Hoping is a way of giving being to something in 

thought, while to forget is to remove being in thought from something which exists.
25

  

God‘s forgetting of our sin is thus the opposite of creation, ―since to create is to bring 

forth from nothing, and to forget is to take back into nothing‖ (296).  Forgiving and 

forgetting an offense is like looking at a picture and then turning one‘s back to it.  One is 

                                                 

 
24Here Kierkegaard may have in mind Is. 38:17. 

  
25While obscure, this is the type of language Kierkegaard uses here.  Hopefully this 

notion of giving and removing being in hoping and forgiving will make more sense when 

I discuss the deliberation ―Love Hopes All Things‖ below.  
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aware of the picture; one has seen it.  But a turning away from the picture has taken 

place, and the picture is no longer seen.  Forgiving in love is a turning away from the sin 

and a turning toward the sinner in love.  When one turns toward the sinner, when one 

forgives, one can no longer see the sin; it is behind one‘s back.  Kierkegaard thinks that 

we find it easy to place guilt upon another‘s conscience; but we find it very difficult to 

take the guilt that another deserves and to place it behind our back through forgiveness, 

especially when we are the ones who have been wronged.  But the one who loves is able 

to do this because the one who loves hides a multitude of sins (296). 

 Kierkegaard responds to the objection that forgiveness does not really subtract from 

the multitude of sins by asking another question instead:  Is it not true that unlovingly 

denying forgiveness actually does increase the multitude of sins?  First, the 

irreconcilability exhibited in the unwillingness to forgive is a sin itself.  Second, there is a 

secret relation between sin and forgiveness, since an unforgiven sin requires punishment.  

And when a sin requires punishment, it appears to be much greater qualitatively than the 

sin which is forgiven.  Just as a wound looks much less serious once it has been cleaned 

and dressed, so a sin looks much less serious when it has been forgiven (297).  The one 

who denies forgiveness makes it appear to be greater.   

In another discourse, that on ―The Victory of the Conciliatory Spirit,‖ Kierkegaard 

distinguishes forgiveness in response to a request for forgiveness from forgiveness 

without such a request.  He admits that the one who has done the wrong is the one who 

needs forgiveness, but the one who loves who suffers wrong needs agreement and 

reconciliation.  Even the word ―forgiveness‖ reminds us of right and wrong, of moral 

status, but the words ―agreement‖ and ―reconciliation‖ make no such distinction between 
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the offender and the offended.  Rather, these words simply recognize that both parties are 

in need.  Thus, ―in the absolute sense, to forgive is not the conciliatory spirit if 

forgiveness is asked for; but it is the conciliatory spirit to need to forgive already when 

the other person has not had the slightest thought of seeking forgiveness‖ (336).  The one 

who loves will forgive without the offender seeking forgiveness, without repentance or 

any other condition being met, and will forgive even when the offender resists receiving 

forgiveness.
26

  The fact that the word ―forgiveness‖ is used means that a moral judgment 

against the act and person being forgiven is still in place, and that such unconditional 

forgiveness is not a condoning of the wrong.  The very idea of ―forgiveness,‖ then, for 

Kierkegaard, protects against the condoning of wrong.   

 Finally, forgiveness hides a multitude of sins by depriving the sin of life.  To deny 

forgiveness provides the sin with sustenance, since the continuing existence of the sin 

which remains unforgiven is in itself a sin, and thus adds to the multitude of sins.  And 

so, somewhat counter-intuitively, it is the responsibility of the one who loves, the one 

who has been wronged, to forgive in order to stop the sin.  Denying forgiveness is a sin in 

itself, since it allows the old sin to continue and refuses to forgive in love and thus take 

the old sin away (297).  Kierkegaard concludes the discourse by discussing how love 

hides a multitude of sins by preventing the sin from coming into existence, by smothering 

the sin at its birth.  Forgiveness is a method of hiding in this way, of removing the 

occasion for sin to take place by depriving sin itself of life.  By forgiving unconditionally, 

                                                 

 
26The one who loves will not only forgive (an act) but will possess the disposition to 

forgive (what Robert Roberts has I think accurately called the virtue of forgivingness).  

That forgiveness is unconditional means that forgivingness will result in forgiveness in 

the one who loves without any condition such as repentance or apology being satisfied by 

the wrongdoer.   
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the one who loves prevents herself from becoming embittered, and prevents the 

continued existence of the initial sin.  Thus the one who loves will forgive, and thereby 

will satisfy the needs of both herself and the one who has wronged her. 

 

The Broader Context of Forgiveness:  Kierkegaard‟s Ethic of Neighbor Love 

 

 If hiding the multitude of sins is a work of love, and forgiveness is the most notable 

way of hiding the multitude, then forgiveness itself is a work of love.  In much of the 

philosophical literature on forgiveness, the only emotional component of forgiveness is 

negative.  Forgiveness requires the relinquishing of certain emotions such as moral 

hatred, resentment, or indignation.  While these emotional responses might be necessary 

for forgiveness,
27

 Kierkegaard thinks true forgiveness requires something more:  the 

presence of love for the neighbor.  Given that neighbor love is an essential component of 

forgiveness for Kierkegaard, an exploration of the concept, and of his ethic of love in 

general, is appropriate.  In the following sections I will explore the nature of neighbor 

love and some of its most important works with forgiveness as the backdrop.
28

  But 

before I begin this task, some introductory points are worth mentioning. 

 First, Works of Love is Kierkegaard‘s major contribution to ethics and sociality.  The 

book was published six months after another of Kierkegaard‘s works, Upbuilding 

                                                 
27Not all writers agree on this point.  Joseph Butler, for example, argues that 

forgiveness is compatible with the continued presence of resentment (despite the fact that 

he is often interpreted as saying quite the opposite).  While Kierkegaard does not concern 

himself with these negative emotions in his discussion of forgiveness, I think he would 

disagree with Butler.  I will discuss the reasons for this disagreement in chapter four.   

 
28While I will give particular attention to specific deliberations in each of these 

sections, I do not mean to argue that some sections are solely about the nature of love and 

others about its works.  That is, I am not arguing for a particular structural analysis of 

Works of Love.  Important points about both the nature of love and the fulfillment of that 

nature are present throughout the book.    
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Discourses in Various Spirits.  The latter work is dedicated to the famous ―single 

individual,‖ and in a journal entry recorded before the publication of either work, 

Kierkegaard anticipates an all-too-familiar criticism of his Upbuilding Discourses: 

  Despite everything people ought to have learned about my maieutic 

carefulness, by proceeding slowly and continually letting it seem as if I knew 

nothing more, not the next thing—now on the occasion of my new upbuilding 

discourses they will probably bawl out that I do not know what comes next, that I 

know nothing about sociality.  The fools!  Yet on the other hand I owe it to myself to 

confess before God that in a certain sense there is some truth in it, only not as people 

understand it—namely, that continually when I have first presented one aspect 

clearly and sharply, then the other affirms itself even more strongly. 

 Now I have my theme of the next book.  It will be called: 

Works of Love
29

 

 

Clearly, in Kierkegaard‘s mind the criticism that he knew nothing about sociality was 

unfounded, and in fact displayed a deep lack of understanding of his discussion of 

individuality and inwardness.  Instead of making sociality insignificant or ignoring it 

altogether, Kierkegaard‘s understanding of individuality gives it a heightened 

importance.  Thus, the clear presentation of one aspect, as Kierkegaard says, merely 

brings out the other.  For Kierkegaard, one‘s relations to oneself, God, and other people 

are all inextricable linked.
30

  Works of Love is a book about the individual‘s social 

relations, a book about the importance of other human beings for the individual‘s 

                                                 
29Søren Kierkegaard‟s Journals and Papers (7 vols.), ed. and trans. by Howard V. 

Hong and Edna H. Hong (Bloomington, IN:  Indiana University Press, 1967-78).  

Hereafter referred to as JP.  The above entry is found in volume five, entry 5972.  It is 

also quoted in the supplementary material in the Hong‘s edition of Works of Love, p. 409.  

The Hongs also quote this entry, although not in its entirety, in their historical 

introduction, p. ix.  By calling such individuals fools, Kierkegaard might not be living up 

to the standard of love he sets.  But as we will see, he states clearly that he does not 

measure up to the standard, but that this fact in no way impugns the standard.  We might 

mitigate Kierkegaard‘s lack of love here by noting that he is at least being unloving 

privately, in the writing of a personal journal entry.  

 
30This relationship will be explored more fully in chapter four.  
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consciousness and identity.  The focus of the book is decidedly outward; thus the Preface 

acknowledges that the deliberations are about works of love and not about love.  And this 

difference makes the deliberations Christian (3).  What is Christian, therefore, includes a 

decidedly outward component.  Relationships with other humans are a necessary aspect 

of what it means to be human.  According to Kierkegaard, the relationship with the 

neighbor is the most central of these relationships, and relationships with one‘s neighbors 

should be characterized by love.   

 While this notion of neighbor love was certainly familiar to Kierkegaard‘s Denmark, 

Kierkegaard felt that it had become one of a host of Christian ideas that had so permeated 

the culture that it had become stale and lifeless.  At best the notion of loving one‘s 

neighbor had bred complacency in his fellow Danes, and at worst it was rejected outright.  

And so Kierkegaard writes a ―Christianly theocentric‖ book emphasizing the notion of 

neighbor love as a radical idea to combat this cultural malaise.
31

  As Arnold Come puts it, 

the point of the book is that love of neighbor is part of the essential suffering to which a 

Christian is called in the abandonment of the selfish for the good.  ―It is only in this 

trilateral relationship that one is reconciled to God in forgiveness, that the self finds (is 

given) itself in the ‗like-for-like‘ from God.‖
32

  Sociality or ethics is an integral and 

essential part of the self‘s development.
33

 

                                                 
31Robert L. Perkins, ―Introduction:  Works of Love as a Philosophic Tract,‖ in 

International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Works of Love, ed. Robert L. Perkins (Macon, 

GA:  Mercer University Press, 1999), 3.  

 
32

Arnold Come, Kierkegaard as Theologian: Recovering My Self (Buffalo: McGill-

Queen‘s University Press, 1997), 214. 
  
33In a later writing, the pseudonym Anti-Climacus makes it clear that the notion of 

Christianity as purely hidden inwardness is to be associated with established 

Christendom, not with the church militant, which is truth.  The ―awakening‖ at which 
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 Second, Works of Love is, according to the title page, comprised of ―Some Christian 

Deliberations in the Form of Discourses.‖  Given that most of Kierkegaard‘s signed 

writings are labeled as discourses, this description implies a significant departure.  In a 

couple of other journal entries, Kierkegaard elaborates on the meaning.  First, a 

deliberation is to be distinguished from an upbuilding discourse in that a deliberation 

―does not presuppose the definitions as given and understood.‖  The purpose of a 

deliberation is not to move or persuade but to awaken.  A deliberation is like a gadfly, 

intended to spur the audience on to sophistication of thought.  Deliberations precede 

actions, but they begin the process of action; they ―set all the elements in motion.‖  A 

deliberation about love thus does not presuppose that people already understand love, but 

rather it acts in order to ―fetch them up out of the cellar, call to them, turn their 

comfortable way of thinking topsy-turvy with the dialectic of truth.‖
34

  This difference 

can be seen in the preface, where the reader is told to deliberate lovingly whether or not 

she will choose to read.  As Kierkegaard notes, ―The preface to an upbuilding discourse 

could never read like that.‖
35

  An upbuilding discourse would not give the reader the 

option, but would seek to persuade or move the reader to action.  A deliberation thus 

prepares the mental groundwork necessary before a discourse can persuade.  Certainly 

Works of Love requires action on the part of its readers, but only after the text has made 

clear the nature of neighbor love and its distinctiveness from other forms of love. 

                                                                                                                                                 

Works of Love aims is an awakening of established Christendom.  See Søren 

Kierkegaard, Practice in Christianity, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong 

(Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1991), especially No. III, V. 

 
34JP I, 641.  

 
35JP I, 642.  
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 But what does it mean for these deliberations to be in ―the form of discourses‖?  

Jamie Ferreira answers part of the question when she writes: 

A discourse—any discourse—asks you whether a particular question is a genuine 

question for you; it asks you to put the question to yourself and to be able to answer 

it, one way or the other.  This advice seems appropriate to the question of whether 

we love our neighbor, and it may account for the ‗form‘ that the deliberations on 

works of love take.
36

 

 

So after laying the groundwork of the understanding of love in the reader, the 

deliberations may in fact function as discourses by asking the reader whether or not she 

loves.  After discussing the nature of love, the deliberations detail the works of love, and 

present these works as ethical challenges.  The other part of what it means for the 

deliberations to be in the form of discourses has to do with the authority attached to the 

deliberations.  In another journal entry, Kierkegaard says that the difference between a 

sermon and a Christian discourse is that ―a Christian discourse deals to a certain extent 

with doubt—a sermon operates absolutely and solely on the basis of authority, that of 

Scripture and of Christ‘s apostles.‖  In addition, a sermon presupposes a pastor, one who 

is ordained, while a discourse can be given by a layman.
37

  With regard to their form, 

discourses and sermons may be quite similar.  Both are intended to be spoken or read 

aloud.  But sermons assume an authority based on Scripture and the tradition of the 

church that discourses do not.  This does not mean that Kierkegaard‘s discourses have no 

authority whatsoever.  After all, the deliberations in Works of Love make prevalent use of 

Scripture.  But they are written by Kierkegaard, who is not a pastor and who notes 

repeatedly that his writings are ―without authority.‖  Kierkegaard is clear that he does not 

                                                 
 

36Ferreira, 16.  

 
37JP I, 638.  
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himself meet the requirements set forth in the deliberations, and so he cannot be the 

source of their authority.  Whatever authority the conclusions of Works of Love may have 

concerning either the nature of neighbor love or the requirements imposed by it must 

come from some other source.
38

          

 Third and finally, Works of Love is not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of the 

nature of love or its works.  In fact, no one work of love is dealt with exhaustively in the 

book.  This limitation is not a source of grief for Kierkegaard, but rather a reason to 

praise God.  The limitation points to the significance and value of love and its works:  

―Something that in its total richness is essentially inexhaustible is also in its smallest 

work essentially indescribable just because essentially it is totally present everywhere and 

essentially cannot be described‖ (3).  With these points in mind, let us proceed to a 

discussion of the nature of love. 

 

The Nature of the Love Behind Forgiveness 

  

 I.I  Love‟s Hidden Life and Its Recognizability by Its Fruits.  Kierkegaard begins the 

introductory deliberation by discoursing about the self-deceived person who refuses to 

believe in love.
39

  This person is known to be unloving by his fruits, for one knows a tree 

                                                 

 
38In fact I believe Kierkegaard does think these deliberations are authoritative, since 

their conclusions are supported by Scripture and in particular the example of Jesus.  I will 

address this example below.  In addition, there are numerous passages in which 

Kierkegaard expresses that the obligations imposed by the deliberations are obligations 

for him.  

 
39I will return to this notion of the self-deceived person when I discuss deliberation 

II.II ―Love Believes All Things—And Yet Is Never Deceived‖ in depth in chapter three.  

The self-deceived worldly wise person refuses to believe in love in order to avoid being 

deceived.  The irony, of course, is that not only is he deceived more seriously, and by 
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by its own fruits (Kierkegaard uses Lk. 6:44 as his text for the deliberation).  When 

someone mistakes one love for another, as in the confusion between love (Kjerlighed) 

and erotic love (Elskov), it is because ―he does not know the fruits or does not know how 

to judge properly in the particular case‖ (7).  ―In the moment of blossoming‖ one may 

mistake two loves, but love is known by its own fruit, and the fruit of Christian love is 

this:  ―that it has within itself eternity‘s truth.‖  All other love may blossom, but it also 

perishes.  Christian love does not blossom, but neither does it perish, and no poet would  

ever think of praising Christian love.
40

  Instead of blossoming and perishing, Christian 

love is eternal, it is.  Christian love abides (8).   

 The discussion of love‘s fruits and its eternality leads Kierkegaard to another 

characteristic of Christian love:  its hiddenness.  ―Yet when we say that love is known by 

its fruits, we are also saying that in a certain sense love itself is hidden and therefore is 

known only by its revealing fruits.  This is exactly the case‖ (8).  Love itself is never 

seen, but love manifests itself through fruit or works.  Love flows from a person‘s 

innermost being, but this place is hidden.  Just as God is hidden in inaccessible light, so 

love is hidden in a source that ―is always still a bit further in, like the source of a spring 

that is further away just when you are closest to it‖ (9).
41

  So love‘s life is hidden and 

unfathomable, and its source is hidden.   

                                                                                                                                                 

himself, but since believing in love is a fruit of love, his unbelief also reveals that he is 

unloving.   

 
40An exception is made here for the religious poet, who may praise Christian love.  

Kierkegaard views himself as such a poet, and so can conclude his deliberations on 

Christian love with one entitled ―The Work of Love in Praising Love.‖  

 
41Here Kierkegaard makes his first connection between love and faith.  He describes 

fathoming love as disturbing it, and seeking to access the hidden source of love which is 
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 In addition, it is ―in an unfathomable connectedness with all existence‖ (9).  This 

connectedness comes about because of the origin of a person‘s love in the love of God.  

This origination of Christian love in the love of God multiplies the hiddenness of 

Christian love.  Not only can it not be grasped in its purely human dimension (the origin 

of love in a person is unfathomable), but that human origin is grounded even more deeply 

in a divine origin, in the God who, as Kierkegaard has already mentioned, dwells in 

inaccessible light.  Christian love in a human is like a quiet lake which has a deep spring 

as its origin.  The lake invites contemplation, but its darkness prevents seeing through it.  

―So also the mysterious origin of love in God‘s love prevents you from seeing its ground‖ 

(10).  For seeing the ground of love would amount to seeing God.  Kierkegaard further 

compares this relation to the lid of a secret compartment in a desk, which is intended to 

deceive one into thinking that the lid is indeed the bottom (10).
42

  But one should not 

conclude that love is stagnant just because it is hidden in these numerous ways.  Love, 

like the lake, is flowing and alive, ―gushing at the bottom.‖  But unlike the lake, love is 

eternal.  ―No cold can freeze it—it has too much warmth within itself for that; and no 

heat can weaken it—it is too fresh in its coolness for that‖ (10).  Love‘s recognizability 

                                                                                                                                                 

inaccessible.  He has already noted in the Preface that love is ultimately indescribable and 

inexhaustible, and faith is the same way.  Love acts just as faith does.  Faith, ―beckoning, 

offers to be a person‘s companion on life‘s way but petrifies the brazen one who turns 

around to grasp it brazenly‖ (9).  After this passage, Kierkegaard refers to Lot‘s wife, 

who, contrary to the command of the angels, turned back to see the destruction of Sodom 

and Gomorrah and became a pillar of salt (Gen. 19:26).  I will investigate this relation 

between faith and love further in chapter four. 

 
42Love can be recognized, and is accessible; it is just not accessible by reason.  Love 

cannot be understood, grasped, or catalogued.  This access to love is the desire of the 

worldly wise or clever person who is self-deceived.  Access to love must be gained 

through belief, not through understanding, and access to God‘s love at least must be 

granted by God himself.  In this way, love is not unlike the Truth Johannes Climacus 

discusses in Philosophical Fragments.  See p. 105.  
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by its fruits does not change the fact that the life of love is hidden, and by all means does 

not indicate that one should seek to disturb the hidden source of love by trying to 

understand it (10). 

 But this recognizability is a characteristic of the hidden life of love, and is in fact a 

need in love.  There is a tension between these ideas of simultaneous hiddenness and 

recognizability, and ―in this first deliberation Kierkegaard is already indicating the 

difficulty of expressing the precise relation between the two sides of this tension.‖
43

  The 

life of love cannot remain solely inward; it has a need and requirement to be expressed 

outwardly, to produce fruit.  Need in this sense is not an imperfection in love, but rather a 

signification of the richness of love.  Love, Kierkegaard says, cannot be suppressed; if 

one avenue of expression is eliminated, it will find another in order to fulfill the need in 

its nature.  But because the need in love to express itself through recognizable works is a 

very part of the nature of love, the need is never fulfilled by any work or expression.  As 

Ferreira notes, ―The need in love is a need that is not satisfied in any ordinary way; it 

does not get filled so that we can stop seeking.  The finding is in the never-ending 

seeking.‖
44

 

 The recognizability of love is found in its fruits (10-11).  Words and phrases of love 

might be the leaves of the tree, and one can know a tree by its leaves, ―but the fruit is still 

the essential mark‖ (11).  Words are uncertain as evidence of love, but that does not mean 

that they should not be used.  In fact, the object of love has a claim on an expression of 

love in words if love in fact moves one inwardly.  ―The emotion [Bevægetheden] is not 

                                                 

 
43Ferreira, 21.  

 
44Ibid., 26.  
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your possession but belongs to the other; the expression is your debt to him, since in the 

emotion you indeed belong to him who moves you and you become aware that you 

belong to him‖ (12).  But if words are the only fruit of love, that is an indication that love 

is ―immature and deceitful‖ (12). 

 Here Kierkegaard uses the metaphor of a plant which must ―form a heart‖ (12).  

Love indeed proceeds from the heart, but more importantly, love actually forms the heart, 

and does so in an eternal sense.  The heart formed by love is not the heart one has by 

nature, but a heart changed and affected by eternity.  Such control over a person by 

eternity is rare, but this is ―the essential condition for bearing love‘s own fruit by which it 

is known‖ (13).  Kierkegaard connects this eternal forming of the heart by love with the 

fact that no one word or work can unconditionally demonstrate the presence or absence of 

love in a person.  Everything depends on how the word is spoken or how the work is 

done (13).  A work like forgiveness might seem to show that there is love in a person, but 

this is in fact the case only if forgiveness is in fact a work of love, and not a work rooted 

in some other motivation.  Similarly, a work like breaking an engagement might seem 

cruel, evidence of hatred or at least indifference, but could in fact be a work of love.  

Kierkegaard no doubt views his breaking of his engagement with Regine in just this light.  

This point has significant implications for Kierkegaard‘s ethic in general.  What is 

paramount is motivation and character, not action.  Kierkegaard places being above 

doing, but that does not mean that doing is irrelevant; for producing fruit is a need in 

love.  Love that does not produce fruit is not love, so a certain character will result in 

actions that are consistent with that character, insofar as such actions are within that 

person‘s power.   
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 Love, however, does remain in some way recognizable by its fruits.
45

  ―But those 

sacred words of that text are not said to encourage us to get busy judging one another; 

they are spoken rather admonishingly to the single individual, to you, my listener, and to 

me‖ (14).  The difficulty of judging motivations and character mean that people have no 

business judging the love they find in one another.  In fact, this difficulty also means that 

the one who loves and produces fruit should not be concerned with whether or not 

someone in fact recognizes their fruit as produced by love.  Instead, the one who loves 

should concern herself with producing fruit that could be recognized.  Whether or not the 

fruit is in fact recognized for what it is seems to be irrelevant.
46

  Kierkegaard warns the 

one who loves against letting the knowledge of her love become more important than the 

fact of her love.  The Gospel does not say that ―you‖ or ―we‖ will know the tree by its 

fruits, only that the tree will be known by its fruits.  ―It does not speak about us human 

beings, you and me, but speaks to us human beings, to you and me, and what it speaks 

about is that love is to be known by its fruits‖ (14).  Kierkegaard‘s ethic of love is not 

about judgment or evaluation.  The concern is not how to formulate a test so that one can 

know which actions are praiseworthy and which are not, so that one can evaluate one 

character as good and one as bad.  Ferreira is correct in noting that here Kierkegaard 

                                                 
45How this is the case, especially given the difficulty of accurately recognizing fruit 

explored below, is never clear, and does not seem to be that important to Kierkegaard.  

But he continues to affirm it.  For example, ―if therefore someone quixotic and fanatical 

or hypocritical, wanted to teach that love is such a hidden feeling that the fruits 

demonstrate neither for nor against—indeed, that not even the most poisonous fruits 

demonstrate anything—then we will recall the Gospel verse‖ (15).  But we do not recall 

the verse as a way to attack this person or even defend ourselves against him, but simply 

as an appeal to authority, to affirm the truth of the verse.   
  
46But then is there not a danger that one‘s love will in fact go unrecognized?  While 

Kierkegaard does not address this question directly, I think his answer is obvious.  At the 

very least, God will recognize one‘s fruit and its source in love, especially since if that 

love is genuine, it must be rooted in his love.  
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rejects consequentialism, that the value of love and its works does not reside in 

recognition or achievement.
47

  Instead, the concern is the development of a good 

character, the forming of a heart by love, and the actions that proceed from that 

character.
48

  If no worldly credit is given to the person who loves and who produces fruit, 

so be it.  The important thing is not the judgment or the praise, but the agent and her 

action.  This perspective explains why forgiveness is so important for Kierkegaard and 

the judgment of the appropriateness of forgiveness is not.  A focus on the appropriateness 

of forgiveness draws attention to the wrongdoer, not the one who forgives.  The one who 

commits wrong is known by his own fruit, by the wrong he commits and by his 

willingness or lack thereof to repent of it.  The one who forgives is judged by his own 

fruit as well, by his willingness or lack thereof to forgive. 

 So the tree is known by its fruits, but that does not mean that individuals should take 

it upon themselves to become knowers or judges of others.  Instead, they should become 

expert lovers.  The one who goes around discovering hypocrites must be careful that ―this 

is not also a hypocrisy, inasmuch as such discoveries are hardly the fruits of love‖ (15).  

This statement foreshadows the discussion of hiding the multitude of sins in II.V.  

Discovering hypocrisies and sins is not loving, and in fact adds to the multitude of sins.  

Hiding the multitude is a work of love, and forgiveness is the most effective means of 

accomplishing this work.  Kierkegaard goes on to say that the loving person will expose 

                                                 

 
47Ferreira, 24.  

 
48Kierkegaard will draw particular attention to this facet of his ethic in discussing the 

Pharisee‘s question to Jesus upon his giving the love commandment, and subsequently 

Jesus‘ response.  The Pharisee asks Jesus, ―Who, then, is one‘s neighbor?‖  Jesus 

responds with the parable of the Good Samaritan.  I will discuss this passage below. 
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or at least shame hypocrites when they come close to her, but may not even be aware of 

it.  In any case, one who loves should not be concerned about the hypocrisy of others, but 

only the potential hypocrisy within oneself.   

 Kierkegaard concludes the deliberation by returning to its first point:  the importance 

of believing in love.  Belief in the presence of love in another is one of the greatest works 

of love, and is linked to the discussion of the search for mitigating factors in II.V.  In fact, 

the lover does a great thing if he is able to see love as greater in another than it actually 

is: 

Do not forget that it would be a beautiful, a noble, a sacred fruit by which the love in 

you would become known if in your relation to another person whose love perhaps 

bore poorer fruit you were loving enough to see it as more beautiful than it was.  If 

mistrust can actually see something as less than it is, then love also can see 

something as greater than it is (16). 

 

Even when the other person does bear fruit consistent with love, Kierkegaard reminds his 

readers that it is always ―more blessed to believe in love.‖  And in fact, ―this is a new 

expression for the depth of love,‖ that one returns to belief in love as the highest 

expression of love itself.  The life of love, remember, is more than any of its fruits or all 

of its fruits together.  Finally, love itself is the most convincing mark of love, and love 

recognizes love.  ―Like is known only by like; only someone who abides in love can 

know love, and in the same way his love is to be known‖ (16).  When it comes to love, 

for Kierkegaard, it takes one to know one. 

 But is this emphasis on believing love in another not a kind of self-deception?  Is 

Kierkegaard recommending that we turn a blind eye to wrongdoing and cruelty, and 

foolishly believe in what is not there in an attempt to be loving?  If this is what it truly 

means to love, would it not be better to risk the self-deception of the clever or worldly 
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wise person described at the beginning of the deliberation?  I do not think Kierkegaard is 

recommending that we become ethical morons, and I will address these concerns more 

specifically in chapter three when I consider the condonation objection against 

unconditional forgiveness.
49

  But for now let me recall a couple of points from the 

deliberation on hiding the multitude of sins.  Believing in love is related to the search for 

mitigating circumstances, and Kierkegaard wishes that people would become as 

proficient at finding mitigating explanations as they are at finding exacerbating ones.  

The more one believes in love in another person, the more willing one will be to accept 

potential mitigating explanations.  But there are some times, as Kierkegaard recognizes, 

that one cannot avoid seeing a sin, and when that sin is against oneself, forgiveness is 

called for.  But even here, one can forgive while still believing in love in the other in a 

sense.  First, one can recognize in the midst of one‘s forgiveness that no one work or 

word demonstrates an absence of love, and that there is always a possibility, however 

remote, that things are not as they seem.  Second, one can forgive and believe in the 

potential for love in the other, and hope that one‘s forgiveness will serve as the occasion 

for the beginning or the further development of that love.  And even if believing in love 

in the other is incredibly difficult, recall that love still has a need to be expressed.  One of 

the ways in which this need to be recognized, to be outward, expresses itself, is in the 

need to forgive those who have wronged us.  Finally, remember that Kierkegaard‘s 

purpose in Works of Love, as in so much of his authorship, is to arouse and awaken, and 

there is no better way to awaken a reader than to suggest something that seems extreme, 

absurd, or ridiculous.  And if the reader concludes that Kierkegaard‘s recommendation is 

                                                 
49As Ferreira puts it, ―This opening deliberation thus highlights a common 

Kierkegaardian theme—the RISK implied by uncertainty.‖  See p. 23.  
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in fact extreme, perhaps such extremity will serve at least to move the reader away from 

the other extreme, and toward the mean, in the direction of love.  Such a movement 

would serve the purpose of a deliberation in the form of a discourse.  

 

 I.IIA  You Shall Love:  the Pharisee‟s question.  In the first section of this tripartite 

deliberation, Kierkegaard emphasizes the characteristic of neighbor love as commanded.  

This quality is what makes neighbor love distinctive, and I will return to it in chapter 

three.  For now, I want to look at a specific portion of this deliberation, in which 

Kierkegaard considers the Pharisee‘s question to Jesus:  ―Who, then, is one‘s neighbor?‖  

That the Pharisee is not really interested in the identity of the neighbor is clear.  Instead, 

the Pharisee‘s purpose is to absolve himself of the commandment to love one‘s neighbor 

as himself by casting doubt on the identity of the neighbor.  If one can claim to be unsure 

about who the neighbor is, then one hardly can be held accountable for not loving the 

neighbor.  The purpose of the question, Kierkegaard says, is ―to get [the neighbor] out of 

one‘s life‖ (19).   

 Kierkegaard deals with the Pharisee‘s question in two ways.  First, he simply 

answers it.  The neighbor is the nearest one (Næste is derived from Nærmeste in Danish), 

but not in the sense of preferential love, for there is no credit in loving those who love 

you in turn.  Even the pagans love in this way.  The neighbor is as near as one is to 

oneself.  The neighbor is in fact ―the redoubling of your own self; ‗the neighbor‘ is what 

thinkers call ‗the other,‘ that by which the selfishness in self-love is to be tested‖ (21).
50

  

In fact, ―as far as thought is concerned,‖ the neighbor does not even need to exist.  

                                                 
50Kierkegaard also mentions that love is a redoubling in the deliberation ―Love 

Hides a Multitude of Sins.‖  I will consider this notion of redoubling in love in more 

detail below.  
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Someone on a desert island could in thought fulfill the love commandment by renouncing 

improper self-love.  This passage is one of those that lead some to criticize Kierkegaard‘s 

ethic as in fact anti-social or abstract, as still focused so on inwardness as to deny 

sociality.
51

  This criticism has been answered above, but it is worth adding that such a 

mental fulfillment of the love commandment is only that, a fulfillment in thought.  The 

presence of actual neighbors, however, requires that more than thought take place for the 

fulfillment of the commandment.  In the Groundwork, when Immanuel Kant denies the 

importance of consequences or empirical accomplishment for the valuing of a good will, 

he notes that a will is a good will only if it wills the good in congruence with ―the 

summoning of every means in our power.‖
52

  A claim that one‘s will is good while one 

sits sedentarily at home without attempting to perform good is to be doubted.  One may 

love the neighbor in thought if stranded on a desert island, but if actual neighbors are 

about, loving in thought requires also loving in action.  And one‘s neighbor is whoever is 

near; ―if there are only two people, the other person is the neighbor; if there are millions, 

everyone of these is the neighbor‖ (21).   

 The second response to the Pharisee‘s question is that given by Jesus in the parable 

of the Good Samaritan.  Jesus asks the Pharisee who in the parable was the neighbor to 

the man victimized by robbers.
53

  The Pharisee answers correctly that the neighbor was 

                                                 
 

51This observation and the response which follows echoes Ferreira 34-5.  

 
52Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals, ed. by Thomas E. 

Hill, Jr., and Arnulf Zweig, and trans. by Arnulf Zweig (Oxford:  Oxford University 

Press, 2002), 196.  

 
53Ferreira notes that in the parable of the Good Samaritan we have another example 

that Kierkegaard‘s ethic is not ―spiritualized or dualistic.‖  The Samaritan‘s 

neighborliness involves primarily meeting the physical needs of the assaulted man, 
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the one who showed the man mercy.  One easily discovers who one‘s neighbor is when 

one accepts the duty to love the neighbor as oneself.  The decision to fulfill the 

commandment provides the answer to the Pharisee‘s question: 

 The Pharisee‘s answer is contained in Christ‘s question, which by its form 

compelled the Pharisee to answer in that way.  The one to whom I have a duty is my 

neighbor, and when I fulfill my duty I show that I am a neighbor.  Christ does not 

speak about knowing the neighbor but becoming a neighbor oneself, about showing 

oneself to be a neighbor just as the Samaritan showed it by his mercy.  By this he did 

not show that the assaulted man was his neighbor but that he was a neighbor of the 

one assaulted (22). 

 

While the Levite and the priest in the parable were more strictly the assaulted man‘s 

neighbor (they were all Jews, while the Samaritan was, well, a Samaritan), only the 

Samaritan showed mercy and therefore acted like a neighbor.  If one simply will 

acknowledge one‘s duty to be a neighbor, the fact that all people are one‘s neighbors 

quickly will become evident.  Again, the love commandment does not speak to us about 

others, it speaks to us.  What it tells us is that we are to be neighbors to all people, and if 

we are neighbors to all, then everyone is our neighbor.  The Pharisee asked his question 

in order to avoid the duty imposed by the commandment.  The question was an attempt to 

prevent his having to fulfill the commandment by bogging the commandment down in a 

semantic discussion.  The Pharisee‘s hope was that this question ―might develop into a 

very protracted inquiry, so that it would perhaps take a very long time and then perhaps 

                                                                                                                                                 

especially binding his wounds and providing for his care.  See p. 34.  Later in her book, 

Ferreira further emphasizes this example:  ―In one sense this is perhaps the most concrete 

moment in the whole of the book, the best example of putting love into practice and 

acknowledging the importance of a response to a person‘s distinctive needs, and it should 

be considered a guiding principle for any interpretation of Works of Love.  The story of 

the Good Samaritan should continue as a hidden presence as we read, and it should be 

revisited every time the question of Kierkegaard‘s ethical abstraction and indifference to 

worldly concerns is raised.‖  See p. 70.  Ferreira‘s defense of Kierkegaard on this point is 

characteristically excellent, especially in chapter five. 
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end with the admission that it was impossible to define the concept ‗neighbor‘ with 

absolute accuracy.‖  And so he asked the question ―to find an escape, to waste time, and 

to justify himself‖ (96).  But Jesus‘ response turns the Pharisee‘s strategy on its head.  

Instead of prolonging a semantic discussion, the question in fact points to the conclusion 

that the way to answer the semantic question is to ignore it altogether, and to view the 

question from a different perspective.  The way to come to a full understanding of what 

the commandment requires is to begin to accept its authority and to attempt to fulfill the 

duty imposed by it.  It is in actually loving the neighbor that it becomes clear who the 

neighbor is and what it means to love her.  Perhaps this is what Robert Rule discovered in 

the midst of his forgiveness, or perhaps this understanding is what motivated his 

forgiveness in the first place.   

 Kierkegaard makes the same point later in I.III A, where he takes as his text Rom. 

13:10 for the argument that love is the fulfilling of the Law.  The discussion of promising 

which introduces this deliberation draws attention to the Apostle Paul‘s text.  Promising 

by itself is worthless without fulfillment, and can lead to digressions like the Pharisee‘s 

which draw attention away from active obedience.  Like Jesus, Paul ―does not become 

involved with the questioner, least of all in prolixities.  On the contrary, he imprisons 

with his answer, imprisons the questioner in obedience under the Law; with his answer he 

immediately points the direction and gives the impetus to act accordingly‖ (96).  And this 

response from Paul is not uncharacteristic, and consistent with the answers of Jesus:  

―This is not the case with only this answer of Paul‘s, but it is the case with all of Paul‘s 

answers and with all of Christ‘s answers‖ (96).  The purpose of this type of answer is ―to 

press the task as close as possible to the questioner, what he has to do—this is especially 
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characteristic of the essentially Christian‖ (96).  Questioning Jesus was thus dangerous, 

even more dangerous than questioning Socrates.  Although the questioner might have 

desired an answer, he often did not desire the answer he received, which deflected all 

distraction and ―with divine authority grasped the questioner and placed him under the 

obligation to do accordingly‖ (96).  If love is the fulfilling of the Law, as Paul says, one 

can only come to understand love as one comes to understand the neighbor—by loving, 

and by loving immediately.  Even a promise to love is a distraction, ―a wrong direction, 

away from acting, away from immediately beginning the task‖ (98).  Real Christian love 

is ―sheer action‖ which never operates under the delusion of completion.  This is the love 

that was in Jesus (99).     

 

 I.IIB  You Shall Love The Neighbor:  neighbor love on the throne.  At the beginning 

of this deliberation, Kierkegaard explains that it is Christian love that discovers the 

existence of the neighbor, and that in fact the concept ―neighbor‖ exists only when love is 

a duty (that is, when love is Christian).  Only neighbor love roots out selfishness and 

preserves the equality of eternity in love (44).  In the apparent conflict between friendship 

and erotic love, which are based on preference, and love of neighbor, which is based on 

an eternal equality, the real question is which love will sit on the throne.  Christianity 

answers this question clearly.  Neighbor love should be dominant, and in fact 

accomplishes the noble ends of preferential love better than erotic love and friendship.  

As Kierkegaard writes, 

Christianity has thrust erotic love and friendship from the throne, the love based on 

drives and inclination, preferential love, in order to place the spirit‘s love 

[Kjerlighed] in its stead, love for the neighbor, a love that in earnestness and truth is 

more tender in inwardness than erotic love in the union and more faithful in sincerity 

than the most celebrated friendship in the alliance (44). 
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Preferential love was dominant in paganism, which had no intimation of love for the 

neighbor (44).  Christianity does not also praise erotic love and friendship, ―like a 

shopkeeper who carries the best grade of goods but in addition has a medium grade, 

which he can also very well recommend as almost as good‖ (45).  Christianity has thrown 

erotic love and friendship from the throne.   

 But this does not mean that Christians must have nothing to do with erotic love and 

friendship if they are to love the neighbor.  In fact, friends and spouses are neighbors too, 

and should be loved as neighbors as well as loved as friends and spouses.  Later, 

Kierkegaard will say that neighbor love is a refining or purifying foundation for these 

preferential loves (61-3).  Christianity does not abolish the existence of preferential love 

any more than it abolishes the existence of the poet who praises these loves.  Christians 

are not forbidden to read and appreciate poets, but the Christian is to read and understand 

the poet differently, just as she is to love her friends and spouse differently.  Kierkegaard 

explains, 

A person would not be able to live exclusively at all times within the highest 

Christian conceptions any more than he could live only on the food at the 

Communion table.  Therefore just let the poet be, let the individual poet be admired 

as he deserves to be if he actually is a poet, but also let the single individual in 

Christendom test his Christian conviction by means of this test:  how does he relate 

himself to the poet, what does he think of him, how does he read him, how does he 

admire him (47). 

 

Neighbor love does not abolish preferential love, but it does insist that it give up the 

throne. 

 And so Kierkegaard puts the poet and his understanding of preferential love to this 

Christian test.  The poet teaches that there is only one beloved, only one object of erotic 

love; ―Christian love teaches us to love all people, unconditionally all‖ (49).  The force of 
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this idea of loving all is the exclusion of none.
54

  The intensity of the two loves is the 

same—just as erotic love argues powerfully for the one and only beloved, so Christian 

love argues powerfully for the love of all.  Another difference is the explanation that each 

gives of what is of paramount importance in loving.  ―The poet idolizes inclination and 

therefore is quite right, since he always has only erotic love in mind, in saying that to 

command love is the greatest fatuousness and most preposterous talk; Christianity, which 

always has only Christian love in mind, is also quite right when it dethrones inclination 

and sets this shall in its place‖ (50).  One cannot live according to both of these 

explanations, Kierkegaard says.  One explanation must be given priority; one love must 

be given the throne.  And in terms of living a life, neighbor love is superior, since it 

provides a moral task.  Erotic love and friendship are merely good fortune.  If there is one 

and only one beloved, and if true friends are rare, as the poet says, then one cannot be 

obligated to find the beloved or the friend; the probability of finding them is simply too 

low to invite obligation.  One is surely obligated to be grateful once one has found the 

beloved or a friend, but one cannot be obligated to find them in the first place (51).   

 But obligation is contained within the very notion of neighbor love itself.  Neighbor 

love comes into existence because of a command, and this command assigns the moral 

task, to love the neighbor, ―which in turn is the origin of all tasks.  Precisely because 

Christianity is the true morality, it knows how to shorten deliberations . . . and preclude 

all wasting of time; Christianity is immediately involved in the task because it has the 

task within itself‖ (51).  Jesus already has demonstrated this no nonsense approach to the 

fulfillment of the commandment in responding to the Pharisee‘s question with the parable 

                                                 
54Ferreira, 47.  
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of the Good Samaritan.  One does not need to hunt the whole world in order to find the 

neighbor.  The neighbor is the first person one happens to meet.  All one must do to find 

the neighbor is to go out one‘s door.  The only way one can fail to find the neighbor is if, 

like the Pharisee, one refuses to understand who the neighbor is (52).  The only way one 

can fail to find the neighbor is if one refuses to acknowledge the commandment to love 

the neighbor in the first place.       

 Christian love is further distinguished from preferential love in that it is the love of 

self-denial.  Kierkegaard does not mean that neighbor love denies self altogether.  He has 

already argued that the commandment presupposes a proper love of self.  The moral task 

assigned by the two great commandments is the development of a self rightly related to 

God and other people, so loving one‘s neighbor as oneself is one of the means to 

developing a self.  Kierkegaard identifies improper self-love with selfishness, and this is 

what neighbor love means by being the love of self-denial.  Preferential loves, as 

Kierkegaard understands them, without neighbor love as their sanctifying element, are 

essentially selfish.  Paganism mistakenly divided the types of love into an abhorrent self-

love and real love, which was identified as erotic love and friendship, or passionate 

preferential love.  But Christianity understands true love as rooted in God‘s love, and so 

love of neighbor is true love, while erotic love and friendship are just different forms of 

self-love or selfishness (52-3).  As Ferreira notes, ―When one is in need before me, my 

response cannot be limited to what I am inclined to do or prefer to do.  I must be guided 

by the other‘s equality before God, whether or not my inclination goes the same way.‖
55

  

In neighbor love, selfishness is rooted out.   

                                                 
55Ferreira, 46.  
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 Over the next few pages, Kierkegaard seeks to prove that erotic love and friendship 

are in fact selfish, and he does so based on a conception of the friend and the beloved as 

the other self, the other I.  He also connects these loves to the concept of admiration, 

whereas love of neighbor is based on the idea of imitation, particularly the imitation of 

Jesus.
56

  My purpose is not to evaluate Kierkegaard‘s claims here—he may be right that 

preferential loves are essentially selfish, or he may be wrong.  There may be other 

conceptions of preferential love that are not essentially selfish.  Kierkegaard, in fact, has 

provided one already:  the notion of a preferential love sanctified by neighbor love.  If 

there are other conceptions of preferential love that are not essentially selfish and not 

grounded in neighbor love, then Kierkegaard will be wrong about the basic opposition of 

preferential love and neighbor love.  But what he will not be wrong about is the 

opposition of neighbor love and selfishness, and this is the key opposition.  What 

neighbor love really thrusts from the throne is improper self-love or selfishness, and this 

will be true whether preferential love is essentially selfish or not.  What neighbor love 

introduces is a genuine and commanded concern for the other, whoever the other may be, 

and not just the other I.
57

  This emphasis on the eternal equality of neighbor love will 

conclude this deliberation and remain a key component in the next.   

 Neighbor love does not and cannot unite two selves into ―a new selfish self.‖  ―Love 

for the neighbor is love between two beings eternally and independently determined as 

spirit; love for the neighbor is spirit‘s love, but two spirits are never able to become one 

                                                 

 
56This idea of imitation is prominent in Practice in Christianity.  I will consider this 

notion briefly in discussing the example of Jesus in Works of Love.  

 
57Recall Kierkegaard‘s initial definition and discussion of the neighbor (21) as a 

response to the Pharisee highlighted in the preceding section. 
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self in a selfish sense‖ (56).  True neighbor love can never be selfish, because it is rooted 

in God‘s love and in love for God.  God is to be loved above all else, and then the 

neighbor is to be loved.  Kierkegaard argues that in love for the neighbor, God is the 

middle term.  Since one can love the neighbor only by loving God, love of God and a 

relationship with God form the connecting element in love for the neighbor (58).  In 

chapter one, I characterized philosophical views concerning forgiveness as either 

unilateral or bilateral, and I hinted that Kierkegaard‘s view is that forgiveness is 

unilateral.  In a sense, that characterization is correct.  Kierkegaard does not think that 

one who forgives is at all dependent upon the wrongdoer when it comes to forgiveness.  

The forgiver can forgive or not regardless of the wrongdoer‘s apology, repentance, 

presence, or even existence.  But in another sense, a forgiveness based on neighbor love 

is not unilateral, but trilateral.  The wrongdoer is involved in the relation necessarily, 

since he is the one being forgiven.  But the wrongdoer and the forgiver are not the only 

ones involved in the relation.  God, who connects the wrongdoer and forgiver as human 

beings or neighbors prior to their being connected as wrongdoer and forgiver, is the 

middle term in the relation.  According to Kierkegaard and the commandments, one 

cannot love one‘s neighbor unless one loves God, and so any relation of love between 

human beings, between neighbors, including a relation of forgiveness, necessarily will 

involve the presence of God.  If forgiveness is based on love of neighbor, as Kierkegaard 

believes, then it cannot be a unilateral or a bilateral relation, but must be a trilateral one 

with God as the middle term. 

 

 I.IIC  You Shall Love the Neighbor:  the eternal equality of love.  In the last few 

pages of deliberation I.II B, Kierkegaard argues that neighbor love is the eternal equality 
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in loving, and that therefore the neighbor is the one who is equal.  The neighbor is not the 

beloved, the friend, the cultured person, the distinguished person, or the lowly person.  

Instead, the neighbor is every person, ―since on the basis of dissimilarity he is not your 

neighbor, nor on the basis of similarity to you in your dissimilarity from other people.  He 

is your neighbor on the basis of equality with you before God, but unconditionally every 

person has this equality and has it unconditionally‖ (60).  Kierkegaard continues this 

contrast between equality and similarity and dissimilarity in I.II C, and, as Ferreira notes, 

adds a new type of equality as well:  ―the equality of the obligation, with respect to the 

agent, the subject of the ‗you shall.‘‖
58

 

 Neighbor love demonstrates its extraordinary and perfect nature in its object.  

Neighbor love is extraordinary and perfect because its object does not have to be.  All 

other loves are defined by their object, but neighbor love is defined by love.  What 

Kierkegaard says is this:  ―In other words, since the neighbor is every human being, 

unconditionally every human being, all dissimilarities are indeed removed from the 

object, and therefore this love is recognizable precisely by this, that its object is without 

any of the more precise specifications of dissimilarity, which means that this love is 

recognizable only by love‖ (66).  Unlike preferential loves, love for neighbor can never 

become mistrust in the relationship, because the love is not based on the object.  But 

Kierkegaard is clear that neighbor love does not turn away from its object in indifference; 

instead, it turns toward all its objects, embracing all, ―loving each one individually but no 

one exceptionally‖ (67).  This inclusive outward turning is the equality in neighbor love.  

And this eternal equality is the motivating factor in neighbor love and therefore the 

                                                 
58Ferreira, 53.  
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motivating factor in forgiveness with neighbor love as its basis.  Neighbor love dispenses 

forgiveness without partiality based on temporal distinctions.  For instance, neighbor love 

would not allow me to forgive my friend, but not my enemy, because one is my friend 

and one is my enemy.  While this does not mean that preferential relationships cannot be 

considered as reasons to forgive (one of the reasons I might give for forgiving my wife is 

that she is my wife, or, as Jeffrie Murphy argues, I might forgive someone for old times‘ 

sake), it does mean that the absence or presence of a preferential relationship cannot be a 

reason not to forgive.  Equality means that preference cannot be used as an excuse to 

refuse forgiveness.  I cannot refuse to forgive people because they are not my spouse or 

not my friend, and I cannot refuse to forgive them because they are my enemy.  To love 

in such a way is to love in the pagan way, according to which I love my friends because 

they are my friends and hate my enemies because they are my enemies.  This notion of 

love is the one which Christianity has dethroned. 

   This eternal equality is expressed further in the need that characterizes love of the 

neighbor.  Love of neighbor does not need people to be loved, but has a need to love 

people (67).  People are still essential to the fullness of this love, since it needs to be 

expressed outwardly and particularly, and thus requires a particular object.  But the focus 

of the need is on the quality of the love, not on the quality or specifications of the object 

loved.  Neighbor love needs to love people, not to love this person in exclusion to all 

others.  In loving the neighbor, one not only recognizes the neighbor as a single 

individual, but acts as a single individual oneself.  In the first of his ―Two ‗Notes‘ 

Concerning My Work As An Author,‖ Kierkegaard links loving the neighbor and 
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recognizing the neighbor‘s equality to the category of the single individual in contrast to 

the category of the ―crowd‖: 

 To honor every individual human being, unconditionally every human being, 

this is the truth and is to fear God and to love the neighbor; but ethically-religiously 

to recognize ‗the crowd‘ as the authority with regard to the truth is to deny God and 

cannot possibly be loving the neighbor.  The neighbor is the absolutely true 

expression for human equality.  If everyone in truth loved the neighbor as himself, 

then perfect human equality would be achieved unconditionally.  Everyone who in 

truth loves the neighbor expresses human equality unconditionally; everyone who, 

even if he confesses, as I do, that his striving is weak and imperfect, is still aware 

that the task is to love the neighbor; he is also aware of what human equality is.  But 

I have never read in Holy Scripture this commandment:  You shall love the crowd, to 

say nothing of:  ethically-religiously you are to recognize the crowd as the authority 

with regard to the truth.  But to love the neighbor is, of course, self-denial; to love 

the crowd or pretend to love it, to make it the authority for the truth, is the way to 

acquire tangible power, the way to all kinds of temporal and worldly advantage—it 

is also untruth, since the crowd is untruth.
59

 

 

Loving the neighbor places one in the category of the single individual and in the truth, 

while loving the crowd by giving it authority as the arbiter of the truth, while profitable in 

a worldly sense, is to be in untruth.  These categories of ―truth‖ and ―untruth‖ recall the 

argument in Philosophical Fragments, where Kierkegaard, writing as Johannes Climacus, 

considers how it is that human beings gain access to the most important truth of life, the 

truth which determines true humanness and has eternal significance. 

 This equality of objects in neighbor love also is what enables one to love one‘s 

enemy.  Kierkegaard‘s explication here is worth quoting at length: 

The distinction friend or enemy is a difference in the object of love, but love for the 

neighbor has the object that is without difference.  The neighbor is the utterly 

unrecognizable dissimilarity between persons or is the eternal equality before God—

the enemy, too, has this equality.  People think that it is impossible for a human 

being to love his enemy, because, alas, enemies are hardly able to endure the sight of 

one another.  Well, then, shut your eyes—then the enemy looks just like the 

                                                 
59Søren Kierkegaard, The Point of View, ed. and trans. by Howard V. Hong and Edna 

H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1998), 111.  The crowd is in a sense as 

important a category for Kierkegaard as the single individual.  
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neighbor.  Shut your eyes and remember the commandment that you shall love; then 

you love—your enemy—no, then you love the neighbor, because you do not see that 

he is your enemy.  In other words, when you shut your eyes, you do not see the 

dissimilarities of earthly life, but enmity is also one of the dissimilarities of earthly 

life.  Moreover, when you shut your eyes, your mind is not distracted and confused 

just when you are supposed to listen to the words of the commandment.  When your 

mind is not confused and distracted by looking at the object of your love and the 

dissimilarity of the object, you become all ears for the words of the commandment, 

as if it spoke only to you, that you shall love the neighbor.  See, when your eyes are 

closed and you have become all ears to the commandment, then you are on the way 

of perfection to loving the neighbor (67-8). 

 

This passage foreshadows the discussion of love in II.V, where Kierkegaard speaks of 

hiding a multitude of sins.  The one who hides does not see or discover sins, and those 

sins he cannot avoid seeing, he forgets by putting them behind his back where they no 

longer can be seen.  The one who does this is the one who forgives.  The metaphor is 

quite similar.  The dissimilarity of wronged and wrongdoer, of offended and offender, of 

enemies, is forgotten when one shuts one‘s eyes.  This is not to say that the sin, the 

offense, the status as enemy is truly forgotten; after all, one cannot forget unless one has 

already known.  This is why forgetting is the opposite not of recollecting but of hoping.  

Forgetting or forgiving in this way is a refusal to see, a blotting out, a placing behind 

one‘s back.  Forgetting is to remove being in thought; hoping is to give being in thought.  

But of course to remove being in thought is not to remove being in actuality.  What is 

forgotten, the sin or the offense, is still there in reality.  Forgetting is a mental exercise, a 

construal intended to remove earthly dissimilarities and to remind one of eternal 

equalities.  It is a shutting of one‘s eyes which enables the words of the commandment to 

be heard clearly:  ―Love your enemy, forgive those who wrong you.‖  When one‘s eyes 

are shut one remembers that all are equal before God, that before God all are in the 

wrong.  Before God all are nothing, everyone is in infinite debt.  And this realization, the 
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realization of the requirements of God‘s Law and our failure with regard to these 

requirements, should prevent us from thinking that we are something in comparison to 

another (102).  But Kierkegaard is clear that we are equal before God in redemption as 

well as in failure:   

[T]he kinship is secured by each individual‘s equal kinship and relationship to God 

in Christ; because the Christian doctrine addresses itself equally to each individual, 

teaches him that God has created him and Christ has redeemed him; because the 

Christian doctrine calls each and every person aside and says, ‗Close your door and 

pray to God and you have the highest a person can have; love your Savior and you 

have everything both in life and in death, and then let the dissimilarities be there; 

they do not matter either way‘ (69).
60

 

 

The recognition of this equality motivates the highest love and one of its greatest 

expressions:  forgiveness. 

  Just as putting the sin behind one‘s back in order to forgive does not mean that the 

sin does not still exist, so shutting one‘s eyes to earthly dissimilarity does not mean that 

such dissimilarity does not exist.  And in fact, Christian love recognizes this.  Christian 

love has no intention of removing earthly dissimilarity.  But neither does Christian love 

bow to earthly dissimilarity or acknowledge its claim to ultimate significance.  It does not 

want to abolish earthly dissimilarity, ―it wants the dissimilarity to hang loosely on the 

individual, as loosely as the cape the king casts off in order to show who he is‖ (88).  In 

this way the eternal equality behind the earthly dissimilarity can periodically shine 

through.  If everyone lived this way, temporality would not become eternity, but it would 

                                                 
60It is worth pointing out that Kierkegaard is not talking about soteriological 

universalism here, but instead is rejecting the doctrine of limited atonement or particular 

redemption.  Christ‘s death was universal in the sense that it redeems all, not just a few, 

but not all accept that redemption.  There is a parallel in human interpersonal forgiveness 

which I will discuss in chapter four.  For a discussion of Kierkegaard‘s Arminianism, see 

Timothy Jackson, ―Arminian Edification:  Kierkegaard on Grace and Free Will,‖ in The 

Cambridge Companion to Kierkegaard, ed. Alastair Hannay and Gordon D. Marino 

(New York:  Cambridge University Press, 1998), 235-56.  
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be the highest temporality (88).  Christianity does not talk about human beings without 

dissimilarity; it does not concern itself with pure or abstract humanity, ―it wants only to 

make human beings pure‖ (70).  The intent of Christianity is not to make all human 

beings temporally similar, but instead to recognize their eternal equality.  Neighbor love 

recognizes that the temporal is like a play:  ―when the curtain falls on the stage, then the 

one who played the king and the one who played the beggar etc. are all alike; all are one 

and the same—actors‖ (87).  All are tempted by the dissimilarities of earthly life, and one 

of the ways to understand what it means to be a Christian is to cast Christianity in terms 

of the overcoming of this temptation (70).  And this equality, this overcoming of earthly 

dissimilarities, is found in the love commandment (72).  The concept of neighbor is 

eternity‘s watermark on every human being (89).     

 In order to illustrate his point, Kierkegaard examines two corruptions of 

dissimilarity.  The first is the corruption of the distinguished.  The distinguished person is 

above other people, and these people do not exist for him, either because he blatantly 

demands subservience from them, or because he goes out of his way to avoid them 

altogether.  The manner of the corruption is not, however, what is important, but the 

corruption itself, the denial of kinship with all other people, the denial of human equality 

in eternity.  The distinguished person learns to operate only among other distinguished 

persons, but does so in such a way as not to irritate anyone.  As Kierkegaard says, he 

keeps the secret to himself that people who are not distinguished do not exist for him, or 

he for them.  He avoids the company of the lowly whenever possible, and when this is 

not possible, he makes his distinguished condescension obvious, yet not offensive.  This 

person might even, in the company of other distinguished persons, wax eloquent about 
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the equality of all people, all the while remaining in his distinguished corruption (74-7).  

The corrupt distinguished person may even understand the concept of the neighbor at a 

distance, but ―at a distance the neighbor is a figment of the imagination‖ (79). 

 Most would agree with Kierkegaard‘s description of the distinguished corruption, of 

those in power who have little or no care for anyone but their own, or those whose care 

for the disadvantaged is condescending and self-serving.  Condemning the powerful for 

being morally corrupt is neither difficult nor unpopular.  But Kierkegaard‘s criticism of 

corruption is not reserved for the distinguished alone.  There is a corruption that attaches 

to the lowly as well.  According to Kierkegaard, a person‘s status as lowly, poor, or 

oppressed does not excuse him from fulfilling the commandment to love.  The temptation 

for the lowly is to envy and resent the powerful, to use the fact that they are powerful as a 

means of afflicting them.  The temptation for the lowly is to view the distinguished as 

inhuman because of their distinction, just as the distinguished view the lowly as inhuman 

because of their lowliness.  ―What would be regarded in the prior relationship as too 

lowly for the distinguished, to love the neighbor, would perhaps here be regarded as too 

presumptuous for the lowly person—to love the neighbor‖ (81).  Kierkegaard‘s 

requirement for the lowly to love the neighbor is actually empowering.  Through 

neighbor love, the powerless become ethically as powerful as the powerful.  In the love 

commandment, there is no distinction between distinguished and lowly—all are eternally 

equal before God, and all are required to love the neighbor as themselves.  Even those 

who are powerless in the worldly understanding of love are powerful in the Christian 

understanding.  The person who, through misfortune or some other cause, never found a 

friend or beloved, or found them but lost them, is still able to accomplish the highest in 
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love by loving the neighbor (64).  Similarly, those who are powerless in economic, 

political, or social terms, are powerful ethically by loving the neighbor.  Ethically, the 

lowly are just as valuable as the distinguished.
61

  And, given that the commission of the 

wrongs of social oppression is usually reserved for those in power, the lowly may 

actually have a greater obligation placed upon them in Kierkegaard‘s ethic.  For the one 

who has been wronged much must love and forgive much. 

 But one still might think Kierkegaard is being insensitive to the plight of the lowly 

and oppressed, that he does not take seriously the hardships and oppression they endure 

at the hands of corrupt individuals and institutions.  One might think that Kierkegaard has 

no place for social justice.  To think this would be a mistake.  I have already noted how 

Kierkegaard views neighbor love as necessarily outwardly expressed, and that this 

expression depends in part upon one‘s power and ability.  Kierkegaard is clear in his 

condemnation of the distinguished corruption, and he would hardly characterize ―love‖ 

that expressed no intention of meeting the needs of the lowly as neighbor love.  But 

remember, what is really important in any expression of love is the manner of the 

expression.  One can meet the needs of the lowly and remain in the corruption of the 

distinguished, as long as one continues to view the lowly as lowly and oneself as 

distinguished.  True neighbor love will meet the needs created by the dissimilarities of 

earthly life while construing the lowly as the neighbor, who is equal, not as the lowly, 

who is dissimilar.  Furthermore, as Ferreira argues, this ―recommendation of indifference 

to worldly circumstances is an integral part of the strategy for demonstrating the 

                                                 
61This equality is only possible given Kierkegaard‘s earlier qualification about real 

neighbor love residing in the manner of an action.  In terms of ability actually to 

accomplish good ends, the distinguished often are more valuable than the lowly.  But for 

Kierkegaard ethical value does not reside in such accomplishment. 
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requirement of equality in the obligation to love.‖  The intent is certainly not to ―support 

an overall attitude of indifference to physical or worldly needs.‖
62

 

 Kierkegaard illustrates his point by appealing to Jesus‘ words in Lk. 14:12-13, where 

Jesus says, ―When you give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind.‖  

Ordinary usage of language recoils at the notion of a gathering of the lowly qualifying as 

a banquet.  But Jesus reserves this word for just such a gathering, and uses the more 

mundane language for a gathering of one‘s friends and rich acquaintances.  The notion of 

Christian equality requires not only that one feed the poor, but that one use the term 

―banquet‖ to refer to the meal (82).  And one in fact should go further, and in addition to 

the lowly, invite one‘s friends and rich acquaintances; but, Kierkegaard says, the whole 

point of Jesus‘ words is that they would not come because of the presence of the lowly 

(83).  Kierkegaard‘s aim in discussing the notion of the banquet is this:  ―The one who 

feeds the poor—but still has not been victorious over his mind in such a way that he calls 

this meal a banquet—sees the poor and the lowly only as the poor and the lowly.  The 

one who gives the banquet sees the neighbor in the poor and the lowly—however 

ludicrous this may seem in the eyes of the world‖ (83).  If it seems ludicrous in the eyes 

of the world to see the neighbor in the poor and the lowly, and to invite them to a 

banquet, how much more ludicrous must it seem to see the neighbor in one‘s enemy, in 

the person who has offended one or caused one harm, and to forgive him.  But this is 

what the commandment requires.  To love the neighbor is ―to will to exist equally for 

unconditionally every human being,‖ including the wrongdoer (84). 
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 I.IV  Our Duty to Love the People We See:  the particularity of love.  Kierkegaard 

begins this deliberation by speaking again about the deep need in human nature to love 

and be loved.  Ferreira argues that this new discussion of need ―looks like a new 

beginning‖ and an introduction to the concrete matter of love instead of just its form.
63

  

Kierkegaard notes that Jesus, even though he was the God-man and thus different from 

all other human beings, felt this same need, ―to love and be loved by an individual human 

being‖ (155).  Evidence for this need in Jesus is found in the Gospel of John, when Jesus 

asks Peter three times if he loves him.  That Jesus felt this need is proof to Kierkegaard of 

it being an element of the essentially human, since Jesus was fully human, tested in 

everything human, and capable of taking part in everything human.  Because of one‘s 

need to love, if one carries love with one, finding an object for that love will not be 

difficult.  Kierkegaard tells the story of two artists, one of whom travels widely in the 

world but never actually paints because he searches for ―the perfect image of beauty‖ and 

can never find it.  He finds a flaw or a defect in every face and so no one face is worthy 

of his art.  The second artist, who stays close to home within a small circle of people 

close to him, paints constantly, since he is never able to find one face ―so insignificant or 

so faulted that [he] could not discern a more beautiful side and discover something 

transfigured in it‖ (158).  Kierkegaard considers the second person the true artist because 

of what he brings with him—an ability to see the beautiful and the worthy in each person.  

The one who truly loves is like this second artist, bringing love with him and finding 

something worthy of love in each person—the equality of all before God.  And if 

everyone is worth loving, everyone is worth forgiving for the same reason.  Those worth 

                                                 
63Ferreira, 99.  
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forgiving thus would include even people like Gary Ridgway.  Kierkegaard thinks it ―a 

sad but altogether too common inversion‖ that we spend so much time talking about what 

an object must be like to be worthy of love, instead of talking about what love must be 

like for it to qualify as love (159).   

 This discussion leads Kierkegaard to seek the advice of the Apostle John, who tells 

us that we cannot love God, whom we have not seen, if we cannot love our brother, 

whom we have seen (I Jn. 4:20).  As they are in the love commandments, love of God 

and love of the other person are intricately linked.  But Kierkegaard is clear that this 

deliberation is not about loving everyone we see, but ―is about the duty to find in the 

world of actuality the people we can love in particular and in loving them to love the 

people we see.  When this is the duty, the task is not to find the lovable object, but the 

task is to find the once given or chosen object—lovable, and to be able to continue to find 

him lovable no matter how he is changed‖ (159).  To fulfill this task of loving the 

neighbor whom one sees, one must give up the notion of abstractly satisfying the love 

commandment and ―become sober, gain actuality and truth by finding and remaining in 

the world of actuality‖ (161).  This desire to love the abstract, that which one has not 

seen, often passes itself off as the highest type of love, but this is in fact ―the most 

dangerous of all escapes‖ from the love commandment (161).  Failing to find an object of 

love is not a misfortune, but rather should be a source of guilt.  This misunderstanding of 

the nature of love, exemplified by the first artist who cannot find the perfection he seeks, 

is a serious error which magnifies itself; the further one proceeds in the error, the more 

difficult it becomes to find one‘s way back to the truth, especially since the one who 

seeks in error refuses to recognize his fault, but instead defends his love for the unseen 
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and the passion with which he pursues it (161-3).  ―The sagacious person thinks, 

foolishly, that one wastes one‘s love by loving imperfect, weak people; I should think 

that this is applying one‘s love, making use of it.  But to be unable to find any object, to 

waste love in vainly seeking, to waste it in empty space by loving the unseen—that is 

truly to waste it‖ (163). 

 This error in thought about love can be remedied by the recognition that love is 

commanded, that there is a claim upon one‘s love, in fact ―an outstanding debt to which 

God obligates you at the same moment you have found actuality‖ (163).  Finding this 

actuality is the first step in fulfilling the obligation to love.  The task is to see actuality 

with eyes closed to dissimilarities and imperfections, as opposed to failing to find 

actuality with eyes which are open to these things.  Part of finding this actuality is 

refusing to substitute for the real person loved one‘s ideal image of that person, or the 

image of what one thinks that person can become.  To love the person in this way is to 

love one‘s idea of the person instead of the person herself, and therefore is not to love the 

person at all (163-4).  This way of loving, of course, does not mean that we do not desire 

the person‘s improvement or the remedy of their faults.  We are to wish that the one we 

love have the ―lovable perfections‖ for our sake and for hers, but the gaining or presence 

of these perfections does not ascribe merit to us—our responsibility is to love the person 

as he is (164).  Kierkegaard puts the point this way:  ―The beloved, the friend, is of 

course a human being also in the more ordinary sense and exists as such for the rest of us, 

but for you he should exist essentially only as the beloved if you are to fulfill the duty of 

loving the person you see‖ (165).  Otherwise you are looking at the beloved with two 

different eyes.  One eye sees the beloved as the beloved, while the other sees her 
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critically, as just an ordinary human being.  A person who sees his ―beloved‖ in this way 

is always testing the beloved; and while ―such a person does not break faith‖ he 

―continually leaves it vague whether he is bound by his faith‖ (166).   

 Kierkegaard also puts the point of loving the people you see in terms of rooting out 

equivocation in love.  The idea is not the encouragement of a ―childish infatuation‖ or a 

―sentimental indulgence,‖ but rather that of a love that is earnest.  The desire is to remove 

all of the defects in one‘s beloved and in oneself, but to do so earnestly together, united 

as two against the imperfections in each one.  Neither of the two ever becomes alien to 

the other because of such an imperfection; rather, the imperfection becomes alien to both, 

and its removal is of equal importance to both.  The two unite in an even more powerful 

bond to eliminate the weakness.  Anything other than this process of removal results in 

equivocation, and a love that is conditional upon the removal of the weakness.  ―On the 

other hand, when the defect or the weakness makes the relationship more inward, not as 

if the defect should now become entrenched but in order to conquer it, then you love the 

person you see‖ (167).  Kierkegaard is here discussing close human relationships, and it 

is in these relationships that forgiveness is most important.  Not everyone is a victim of a 

Gary Ridgway, but almost everyone has been wronged by someone he cares for deeply.  

Kierkegaard‘s point is that true love of the person who has wronged you will not hold 

that love hostage because of the wrong.  True love will not withhold forgiveness until 

some condition has been fulfilled.  This unconditionality does not mean that the one 

wronged does not desire that the imperfection that led to the wrong be removed—on the 

contrary, true love desires the person‘s good and therefore the removal of the 

imperfection—but it does mean that the removal of that imperfection does not become a 
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condition of the love.  The one who loves the people she sees will unconditionally forgive 

the people she sees.   

 Love and forgiveness will be unlimited and unchanged regardless of how the object 

changes (167).
64

  The unchangeableness of love is the means by which the individual is 

helped to change for the better.  If love alters when it alteration finds, Kierkegaard thinks 

that the altered lover often will be lost.  In particular, upon Peter‘s denial of Jesus, it was 

Jesus‘ faithfulness to the friendship that allowed Peter to be redeemed, to be changed for 

the better.  It is much easier to be a friend conditionally, ―to request something in 

particular from the friend and, if the friend does not respond to the request, then to let the 

friendship cease, until it perhaps begins again if he responds to the request‖ (172).  But 

this is friendship based solely on utility, not on love, and certainly not on love for the 

neighbor or for the person one sees.  Friends who only forgive once an apology has been 

offered are friends of utility, not of love.   

Who is closer to helping an erring one than the person who calls himself his friend, 

even if the offense is committed against the friend!  But the friend withdraws and 

says (indeed, it is as if a third person were speaking):  When he has become another 

person, then perhaps he can become my friend again.  We are not far from regarding 

such behavior as magnanimous.  But truly we are far from being able to say of such 

a friend that in loving he loves the person he sees (172). 

 

One can never change in such a way as to become invisible, and so one is always 

obligated to love the person one sees.  We often talk as if a person can change for the 

worse in such a way that we are exempt from loving him, but this is a misunderstanding 

and a misuse of language.  Christianity asks if we can still see him, which of course we 

can.  If we say that we can see he is no longer worth loving, we do not in fact see him.  If 

                                                 
64In his elaboration of this point, Kierkegaard returns to an analysis of the 

relationship between Jesus and Peter, particularly upon the occasion of Peter‘s three 

denials.  I will return to this relationship in considering the example of Jesus below.  
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this is the case, we see only imperfection after the change, and before the change, when 

we still loved him, we saw only the perfection.  We never saw him.  But the Christian 

perspective is that we should love the person we see, not the perfections in him that we 

see (172-3).  Christian love is not abstract or ethereal; it comes down from heaven to 

earth.  ―Of all purely human love, even when it is most beautiful, we must say that it has 

something thievish about it, that it really steals the beloved‘s perfections, whereas 

Christian love grants the beloved all his imperfections and weaknesses and in all his 

changes remains with him, loving the person it sees‖ (173).  Christianity talks not about 

finding the perfect person to love, but about being the perfect person who loves.  And to 

be perfect in love means to love the person one sees, regardless of how he changes, to 

continue to love him even ―when he no longer loves you but perhaps turns away 

indifferent or turns away to love another, to love him as you see him when he betrays and 

denies you‖ (174).      

 

The Works of the Love Behind Forgiveness
65

 

 

 

 II.I  Love Builds Up.   Now that I have explored the nature of the love behind 

forgiveness, I will discuss a number of deliberations which detail some of the works of 

the love behind forgiveness.  While many of the qualities which form the nature of the 

love behind forgiveness are regularly seen in acts of forgiveness themselves, the link 

between forgiveness and love becomes more evident in analyzing the sorts of things love 

does.  If forgiveness is a work of love itself, and perhaps one of the paradigmatic works 

of love, and all of the works of love are consistent with one another, acts of forgiveness 
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will accomplish in one way or another many of the other works of love.  So, if love builds 

up, then forgiveness ought to build up; if love hopes all things, forgiveness ought to hope 

all things, and so on. 

 The notion of ―building up‖ is integral to Kierkegaard‘s religious writings.  Many of 

his discourses are labeled upbuilding, and perhaps the most significant work of love is 

that love builds up.  The first deliberation of the second series in Works of Love is 

essential to a more complete understanding of the others.  If love builds up, and Works of 

Love is intended to do the same, it is accurate to describe the writing of Works of Love 

itself as a work of love.  In fact, if Kierkegaard‘s religious writings, or writings in 

general, are intended to build up, then the whole of Kierkegaard‘s authorship can be 

understood as a work of love.   

 But what does it mean ―to build up‖?  Kierkegaard notes obviously that the phrase is 

a combination of ―to build‖ and an adverb, ―up,‖ and that this adverb must receive the 

emphasis.  ―Building up‖ is a category which encompasses ―building,‖ but ―building‖ 

does not encompass ―building up.‖  There may be those who build but who do not build 

up; but all of those who build up also build.  The ―up‖ would seem to indicate the 

direction of the building, yet we do not say of one who adds to the height of a building 

that he ―builds up,‖ but that he ―builds on.‖  Thus, to build up must mean to build ―from 

the ground up.  This ‗up‘ does indeed indicate the direction as upward, but only when the 

height inversely is depth do we say ‗build up‘‖ (211).  If the depth does not properly 

match the height, we say one has built up, but done so poorly.  Thus the emphasis in 

―build up‖ is not just on the height, but also on the quality of the foundation, and the 

appropriateness of the height given the foundation.  ―When it comes to building up, the 
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point is to build a foundation‖ (211).  The higher one intends to build, the lower one must 

build as well.   

 Having grasped the meaning of the phrase literally, Kierkegaard proceeds to 

investigate the meaning of love‘s ―building up,‖ which he takes to be metaphorical and 

spiritual.  It is the sole province of love to build up in a spiritual sense.
66

  But building up 

is able to give itself completely just as love is able to give itself completely.  ―Thus we 

see that love, in this its characteristic quality, does not set itself apart and alongside 

another; neither does it plume itself on any independence and being-for-itself but 

completely gives itself; the characteristic is that it exclusively has the quality of giving 

itself completely‖ (212).  Whatever happens to be upbuilding is therefore loving as well.  

In fact, we only recognize something as upbuilding when love is present.  Kierkegaard 

gives a number of examples here, including a mother watching a sleeping infant.  The 

sight is upbuilding if the mother‘s love is visible, but ―if in vain you search her face and 

countenance for the slightest expression of maternal joy or solicitude for the baby, if you 

see only apathy and indifference that is happy to be free of the child so long—then the 

sight is not upbuilding‖ (214).   

 Kierkegaard returns to the idea of a foundation, and asks what the foundation or 

ground in the spiritual sense is, that which is supposed to support the building.  The 

answer is love itself:  

Love is the source of everything and, in the spiritual sense, love is the deepest 

ground of the spiritual life.  In every human being in whom there is love, the 

foundation, in the spiritual sense, is laid.  And the building that, in the spiritual 

sense, is to be erected is again love, and it is love that builds up.  Love builds up, and 

this means it builds up love.  In this way the task is circumscribed (215). 

                                                 
66If only love builds up, and Kierkegaard‘s writings build up, they must do so 

because of love.  And so they must be works of love.  
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Love is the foundation, the building, and the means of construction.  Not only does love 

build up, it is what is built up, and it is the foundation upon which it is built.  This 

language recalls deliberation I.I, where Kierkegaard described love as a quiet lake with 

God‘s love as the hidden spring at the lake‘s source.  God‘s love forms the foundation of 

the building and is the foundation of the building.  God‘s love provides the stability for 

the structure of any love.  In The Sickness Unto Death, Anti-Climacus paraphrases Rom. 

8:28, and says that ―from the Christian point of view, everything, indeed everything, 

ought to serve for upbuilding.‖
67

  In other words, everything one does ought to be done in 

love.    

 Kierkegaard considers two possibilities in the situation in which one builds up love 

in another.  If A builds up love in B, either A must implant love in B‘s heart as the 

foundation and build up love upon that foundation, or A must presuppose love in B and 

thereby build upon the foundation.  But Kierkegaard rejects the notion that one human 

can implant love in the heart of another.  ―It is God, the Creator, who must implant love 

in each human being, he who himself is Love‖ (216).  So the second of the options must 

be the reality, and in fact it is unloving to assume that one can implant love in the heart of 

another.  And so Kierkegaard arrives at his understanding of what it means for love to 

build up:  ―The one who loves presupposes that love is in the other person‟s heart and by 

this very presupposition builds up love in him—from the ground up, provided, of course, 

that in love he presupposes its presence in the ground‖ (216-7).  The language here again 

echoes the first deliberation which begins and ends with the importance of believing in 

                                                 
67Søren Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and 

Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1980), 5. 
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love in the other.  There, believing in love in the other proved to be the most recognizable 

fruit of love; here, presupposing or believing in love in another, when rightly done, 

becomes the very means of building up love in the other. 

 If this is what it means to build up love in another, then the focus cannot be on 

transforming the other, but must be on controlling oneself.  The one who loves controls 

herself by continuing to presuppose love, by not allowing herself to conclude that love 

must be absent in the other because of some work or word.  Loving in this way is loving 

forth love, to love by presupposing the presence of love in the other.  The one who loves 

does build up love in the other, but in such a way that she cannot at the end point to the 

love she has built as her accomplishment.  As Kierkegaard notes, the one who loves 

presupposes the presence of the building from the first moment.  ―The building is not like 

a monument to the builder‘s craft or, like the pupil, a memento of the teacher‘s 

instruction; after all, the one who loves has done nothing but presuppose that love was 

present in the ground‖ (217-8).   

 Presupposing love in the other and controlling oneself in order to build up love in the 

other means that building up is a work of self-denial and service.  Every time the other 

fails to keep a promise, fails to be the one who loves, or indicates by word or deed that 

love may not be present, the one who loves must deny her impulse or her right to judge, 

to conclude that love in fact is not present, and must instead reinforce the presupposition 

that love is present.  And this treatment, this constant self-denial and service on the part 

of the one who loves, loves love forth and builds up love in the other.  This work is secret 

and hidden, and the products of the labor cannot be claimed by the one who works, since 

the product is presupposed in the work itself.  And, Kierkegaard says, the more perfect 
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love one presupposes in the other, the more perfect love one loves forth (219).  The less 

failure the one who loves sees, the fewer sins she discovers, the more perfect the love that 

is loved forth.  And, to make the task that much more daunting, the one who loves puts 

no time limit on the completion of the work, and in fact does little to evaluate how the 

building is coming along (219). 

 Consider then what the one who loves in this way will look like when it comes to 

forgiveness.  First of all, the one who builds up love in love, as Kierkegaard describes in 

II.V, will fail to see or discover as many of the sins of the other as is humanly possible, 

and thus will hide the multitude of sins.  And with regard to those sins that she cannot 

avoid seeing, the one who loves will mitigate them by explanation insofar as such 

mitigation is possible, and then will forgive whatever is left over.  The one who loves will 

ascribe the noblest motives possible to the other, regardless of the hurt endured, and will 

continue to believe in love in the other despite any betrayals.  The one who loves will not 

require repentance or an apology in order to forgive even if she should desire one.  And if 

repentance or apology eventually comes, the one who loves always will accept, since 

there is no time limit given to the completion of the work.  In fact, the one who loves will 

presuppose repentance or apology even if it never comes.  The one who loves will open 

herself up to injury, no doubt will often endure injury, and always will forgive injury, all 

in an attempt to control herself, to continue presupposing love in the other, to love in such 

a way as to build up love in the other.  The one who loves never will give in to the 

temptation to tear down, even if it seems necessary for the other‘s salvation.  For building 

up is the opposite of tearing down, and one who tears down ―forget[s] that ultimately no 

human being is capable of laying the ground of love in the other person‖ (219).  The one 
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who judges another as lacking in love tears down, removes the foundation, and this is the 

opposite of presupposing the foundation (220).  One who refuses to forgive tears down 

instead of building up from the ground.  To witness Robert Rule forgive Gary Ridgway 

was upbuilding, because it was evident that, despite everything, there was love in him.  

Even if refusing to forgive him would have been just, it would not have been 

upbuilding.
68

 

 Kierkegaard concludes the deliberation by defining love as the presupposition of 

love.  ―To have love is to presuppose love in others; to be loving is to presuppose that 

others are loving‖ (223).  There are qualities that one possesses for oneself and qualities 

one possesses for others.  Wisdom, power, and talent are examples of ―being-for-itself‖ 

qualities.  For example, it might be wise to assume that not all other people are wise.  In 

fact, it might not be a contradiction in thought to assume all others to be unwise.  ―If, 

however, someone were to think that he was loving, but also that all others were not 

loving, we would say:  No, stop, here is a contradiction in the thought itself, because to 

be loving is to assume, to presuppose, that other people are loving‖ (223).  Love is a 

quality for others, not for oneself.  One does not have love in the same sense as one has 

wisdom; love is directed outward, at the other and for the benefit and good of the other.  

If you perceive someone else as loving, you may feel built up by that person just because 

of her love.  But, Kierkegaard says, you do not recognize that your love is built up by her 

                                                 
68This characterization of love and of true love‘s forgiveness clearly opens 

Kierkegaard up to the condonation objection, which I will discuss in chapter three.  It is 

worth noting that Kierkegaard views the Apostle Paul‘s description of love‘s 

characteristics in I Cor. 13 as ―more precise specifications of how love acts in building 

up‖ (219).  Kierkegaard discusses some of these specifications in later discourses.  

Building up seems therefore to be the primary work of love, and other deliberations 

should be read with love‘s building up in mind.    
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presupposition of love in you, and you feel built up by her love because your love is 

actually built up (223).        

 

 II.III  Love Hopes All Things—and Yet Is Never Put to Shame.  Working from the 

Apostle Paul‘s chapter on love in I Cor. 13, Kierkegaard argues that love is greater than 

faith and hope, but that love ―takes upon itself hope, hoping for others, as a work‖ (248).  

Love is built up by hope and in turn treats others lovingly in hope.  Those who hope all 

things are not necessarily loving or secured against being put to shame, but to lovingly 

hope all things does accomplish these tasks.  Hoping all things combines the eternal and 

the temporal.  Using the phrase ―hoping all things‖ collects all into one multiplicity, 

which can be accomplished in the moment, that is, eternally.  But to speak of hope only 

in this way is to say that hope is at rest, which is not the case.  So we speak of hope 

temporally as well, and say that one hopes always.  The two expressions are then 

combined to say the same thing:  One hopes all things always, or at every moment (248-

9). 

 Hoping relates to the future, or in other words, to possibility, which is a duality 

comprised of good and evil.  Kierkegaard argues that when the eternal touches the 

temporal, it is expressed in the future or in possibility, since the past is past and the 

present is an unextended moment which cannot be grasped.  People must then relate 

themselves to this future.  To relate oneself equally to each possibility is to expect; and 

then expectation is divided based upon the person‘s choice of possibility.  ―To relate 

oneself expectantly to the possibility of the good is to hope, which for that very reason 

cannot be any temporal expectancy but is an eternal hope.  To relate oneself expectantly 

to the possibility of evil is to fear‖ (249).  To choose hope is to choose the eternal, and 
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this is why the one who hopes can never be deceived (250).  Hope is not restricted to a 

particular portion of one‘s life, but should be characteristic of the whole of one‘s life 

(251-2).
69

 

 After a discussion of what constitutes hoping all things, Kierkegaard considers what 

it means to hope all things lovingly.  While hoping all has to do with one‘s own relation 

to eternity, to hope all things lovingly 

signifies the relationship of the loving one to other people, so in relation to them, 

hoping for them, he continually holds possibility open with an infinite partiality for 

the possibility of the good.  That is, he lovingly hopes that at every moment there is 

possibility, the possibility of the good for the other person.  This possibility of the 

                                                 
69Kierkegaard has much to say about confusing hope with simple expectation, and 

linking this expectation with specific periods of one‘s life.  In this same passage he 

mentions how fear can have a positive result in this process.  Later, he contrasts 

expectation with despair.  The one who fears expects the evil, but the one who despairs 

assumes the impossibility of the good.  Fear is a form of expectation, so while it chooses 

to expect the evil, by its very nature it also assumes the possibility of the good.  Despair 

is a breaking with the eternal altogether.  I will discuss this more, as well as the idea of 

hope not being put to shame, when I deal with the notion of self-deception and Klogskab 

in chapter three.  Furthermore, Kierkegaard‘s strategy in comparing the ―characters‖ of 

the one who lovingly hopes with the one who despairs is reminiscent of some of his work 

on hope early in his authorship, in Eighteen Upbuilding Discourses.  Robert C. Roberts 

argues that this strategy suggests that Kierkegaard is concerned with traits, not simply a 

series of acts.  See his ―The Virtue of Hope in Eighteen Upbuilding Discourses,‖ in 

International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Eighteen Upbuilding Discourses, ed. Robert L. 

Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 2003), 181-203.  Roberts argues here and 

in other essays that Kierkegaard belongs to the virtuist tradition.  See also his 

―Kierkegaard, Wittgenstein, and a Method of ‗Virtue Ethics,‘‖ in Kierkegaard in 

Post/Modernity, ed. Merold Westphal and Martin Matustik (Bloomington:  Indiana 

University Press, 1995), 142-66; ―Existence, Emotion, and Character:  Classical Themes 

in Kierkegaard,‖ in Cambridge Companion to Kierkegaard, ed. Alastair Hannay and 

Gordon Marino (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1997), 177-206; and 

―Dialectical Emotions and the Virtue of Faith,‖ in International Kierkegaard 

Commentary:  Concluding Unscientific Postscript to „Philosophical Fragments,‟” ed. 

Robert L. Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 1997), 73-93.  I find nothing 

inconsistent in thinking of Kierkegaard as a virtuist as Roberts describes, and also 

thinking that Kierkegaard derives moral obligation from divine commands, as C. Stephen 

Evans argues in Kierkegaard‟s Ethic of Love:  Divine Commands and Moral Obligations 

(New York:  Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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good signifies ever more glorious progress in the good, from perfection to 

perfection, or rising from a falling, or a rescue from being lost, etc. (253) 

 

The one who lovingly hopes all things never places anyone outside of the possibility of 

the good.  Kierkegaard draws attention to different types of hoping at the end of the 

above quotation.  If someone is already well-versed in the good, is related correctly to the 

eternal, lovingly hoping all things for that person means hoping that he continues to 

progress from perfection to perfection in the good.   If someone previously has been 

rightly related to the good, but has stumbled and fallen in one way or another, lovingly 

hoping all things means to expect that this person will rise from where she has fallen.  If 

someone never has been rightly related to the good, if someone is even so far lost as a 

Gary Ridgway, then lovingly hoping all things means expecting that they will be saved or 

rescued by the good.  It is the person who despairs who sees only the possibility of the 

evil, who sees only the possibility of the one in progressing in perfection falling away 

from the good completely, who only sees the one who has fallen never rising again, and 

who only sees the one who is lost remaining so eternally.  Despairing and lovingly 

hoping ―are eternally separated because despair hopes nothing at all for others and love 

hopes all things‖ (254).   

 Forgiveness expresses this characteristic of lovingly hoping all things.  In forgiving, 

we expect that the wrongdoer‘s previous way of acting will not be repeated—that is, we 

expect what is good for him.  In fact, it might be psychologically impossible to forgive 

unless this hope is present.  Forgiveness expresses an expectation of future good action in 

general, and an avoidance of the bad action in particular that resulted in the offense.  If 

one does not have this form of expectation, one cannot genuinely express it, so one 

cannot forgive.  The difficult part here is that love necessarily carries with it this type of 
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positive expectation, this hoping, and since love is commanded, it seems that lovingly 

hoping all things is also commanded.  At the very least, an integral aspect of forgiveness 

is thus commanded if love is commanded.  One might be able to expect the good for 

someone and choose not to forgive for some other reason.  But if being forgiven by me 

for that wrong is an important part of that person‘s good or of that person‘s being rightly 

related to the good, then the command to love one‘s neighbor as oneself, since it is also a 

command lovingly to hope all things for the neighbor, will also be a command to 

forgive.
70

 

 As the two love commandments suggest, the inward and the outward are inextricably 

linked.  Love and hope for others says much about one‘s love and hope for oneself. 

To give up on another as hopelessly lost, as if there were no hope for him, is 

evidence that one is not oneself a loving person and thus is the one who despairs, 

who gives up possibility.  No one can hope unless he is also loving; he cannot hope 

for himself without also being loving, because the good has an infinite 

connectedness; but if he is loving, he also hopes for others.  In the same degree to 

which he hopes for others, he hopes for himself, because in the very same degree to 

which he hopes for others, he is one who loves.  And in the very same degree to 

which he hopes for others, he hopes for himself, because this is infinitely accurate, 

the eternal like for like that is in everything eternal (255). 

 

The one who refuses to hope for others holds out no hope for himself, no hope that he 

will be rightly related to the eternal, no hope that he will be saved instead of lost.  Hoping 

all things for oneself and lovingly hoping all things for the other ―are indeed one and the 

same; and this obscurity is the clarity of the eternal, if someone fully understands that 

                                                 
70In fact, I believe this is the case, and so one can derive a command to forgive from 

a command to love the neighbor oneself through the notion of lovingly hoping all things.  

There is, as we have seen, a more direct route to the command to forgive in deliberation 

II.V.  I will consider this notion of forgiveness and love as commanded and unconditional 

in more detail in chapter three.  
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they are altogether one and the same‖ (259).
71

  Love is the middle term between hope for 

oneself and hope for others (260).  The one who does not forgive others holds out no 

hope that he will be forgiven.
72

  In refusing to forgive, refusing to love, refusing to hope 

all things for the other, it is the one who refuses who loses out, not the one who is refused 

(255).  And since the neighbor is every person, one cannot just give up hoping or loving 

this person.  To do so is to give up love for the neighbor, for every person (256).   

 

II.VI  Love Abides.  Love‘s work of hoping all things is closely related to love‘s 

work of abiding.  In discussing love‘s abiding, Kierkegaard shows how neighbor love can 

relate to and ―eternalize‖ human relationships.  Kierkegaard begins the discourse on 

love‘s abiding with some words of comfort regarding love: 

Then whatever the world may take away from you, though it be the most cherished, 

then whatever may happen to you in life, however you may come to suffer in your 

striving for the good that you will, if people turn indifferently away from you or 

against you as enemies, if everyone disowns you or is ashamed to admit what he 

owed to you, if even your best friend were to deny you—yet if in any of your 

strivings, in any of your actions, in any of your words you truly had love as your 

confidant, take comfort, because love abides (300). 

 

Love comforts and protects against despair.  One who loves cannot despair because her 

love is rooted in the command to love which is eternal and unchanging.  Love protects 

                                                 

 
71This language foreshadows the redoubling of love discussed in II.V.  Love is 

redoubled, or directed both inwardly and outwardly, but in a way in which both directings 

are the same.  

 
72I will return to this notion of the connectedness between the internal and the 

external in chapter four.  This connectedness also explains passages in the New 

Testament that link God‘s forgiveness of us to our forgiveness of others (I have 

particularly the Lord‘s Prayer in mind here).  On Kierkegaard‘s view, God‘s forgiveness 

is offered to all, but there are those who remain in despair and do not accept God‘s 

forgiveness.  One way that these unfortunate people express their despair, their view that 

there is no hope for themselves, is by refusing to forgive other people.  Thus refusing to 

forgive, like being unloving, becomes a sign that one is not forgiven oneself. 
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against despair and despondency because love abides, and this is ―a very upbuilding 

thought‖ (301).  Speaking of love in this way means that one is speaking of God‘s love, 

which sustains all existence.  This kind of love must abide, or all would become 

confused.  But love is not absent; it abides, and so while things may be confused for the 

individual, things themselves are not confused.  Kierkegaard makes these points simply 

by introduction, for the focus of his discourse is not the love of God, but the love of God 

as it works in the person.  When love is present in a human relationship there are three 

terms in the love relationship: the one who loves, the one who is the object of love, and 

love itself.  Abiding is thus a work of love, and one that is accomplished at every 

moment.  ―The one who loves abides, he abides in love, preserves himself in love; what 

he accomplishes by this is that his love for people abides.  He becomes the one who loves 

by abiding in love; by abiding in love his love abides‖ (302). 

Kierkegaard gives a number of examples of how in human relationships the greater 

waits for the lesser, but in most cases it is difficult to tell whether the waiting is from love 

or from something else.  At times the period of waiting is too short, and the question 

cannot be answered.  But if the time of waiting proves to be too long, and one says to the 

other, ―I cannot wait for you any longer,‖ then the question is answered:  the waiting has 

not been from love.  Here is one way in which the poet correctly praises love; love is 

praised for its abiding, and the ceasing of love is viewed as disgraceful.  In fact, ―the 

second proves by the change not to be love–and therefore not to have been love either.  

The point is that one cannot cease to be loving; if one is truly loving, then one remains 

that; if one ceases to be that, then one never was that.  So, with regard to love, ceasing 

has a retroactive power [Kraft]‖ (303). 
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 The language of human love talks about making breaks when love ceases.  

―Christianity, however, does not know this use of language, does not understand it, 

refuses to understand it‖ (303).  For eternal love, the phrase ―I don‘t love you anymore‖ 

is a contradiction, a violation of the definition of love.  If I do not love you now, then I 

have never loved you.  The language of the break assumes that the love relationship 

consists of only two terms, not three, and this is its temporal and worldly mistake.  This 

language is irresponsible because it refuses to recognize the presence of the third term, 

love itself.  If the two parties in a love relationship agree about a break, there is no 

difficulty.  The relationship was based on erotic love and eternal love was never present 

in either of them.  But even if the two agree, if one is responsible for the break, that one 

has power over the other. The innocent one may agree to the break, but remains 

defenseless and may be proven to be the weaker.  But if eternal love is involved, it is 

impossible for the innocent to be the weaker.  For Christian love focuses on the two 

single individuals and their relation to love itself, and this makes the break difficult.  One 

of the single individuals must not only fall away from the other, he must fall away from 

love itself (304).  And ―a break between two people savors far too much of the busyness 

of temporality, as if the matter were then not very important; but to fall away from love—

these words have the earnestness of eternity‖ (304). 

 In purely human relationships, each individual is in the power of the other, and the 

one who does not make the break, the one who is innocent, is the one who suffers most.  

But in a relationship grounded in eternal neighbor love, the one who makes the break is 

the one who suffers, since he breaks first from love itself.  Further, neither of the single 

individuals is under the power of the other, since if the other causes a break, the innocent 
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one can (and will), if he is loving, continue to hold on to love itself.  And since the one 

who loves never truly falls away from love, human relationships never come to a break 

because of the abiding of love (304-5).  Kierkegaard admits that if one breaks the 

relationship, a break obviously does occur in one sense, but in another sense a break does 

not occur since it does not occur from the perspective of the one who holds on to love 

itself.  ―If the one who loves still does not fall away from love, he can prevent the break, 

can do this wondrous thing, because if he abides the break can never really take place‖ 

(305). 

 The implications of love‘s abiding for an understanding of forgiveness are 

profound.
73

  For when one wrongs another, this wrong is often the source of a break in 

the relationship, even if that break is only temporary.  Here we can see the role that 

reconciliation plays in forgiveness.  While forgiveness does not require an absolute 

reconciliation or the full restoration of a relationship, it does aim at a reconciliation of a 

sort, a healing of the break which will restore the relationship in some respect.
74

  In many 

cases a full reconciliation will accompany forgiveness, and forgiveness usually aims at 

such reconciliation.  When one person wrongs another, that person is responsible for a 

break of a sort in the relationship.  The seriousness of the potential break will depend 

upon the seriousness of the wrong, and the closeness of the relationship that is broken.  

But despite any wrongdoing, the one who loves, in whom love abides, will hold fast to 

                                                 
73So much so that Ferreira suggests that the deliberation can be read as a study of 

forgiveness.  See pp. 169, 179. 
   
74The abused wife may forgive her husband without entering into the same 

relationship with him.  But on Kierkegaard‘s view, forgiveness requires love, and so the 

wife will hope for the good for her abusive husband, including his being saved from the 

evil of his abusive tendencies.  They may be reconciled in a sense, but not into the same 

relationship.  Just as broken bones will forever show signs of the break, so some wrongs 

break a relationship in a way that prevents a restoration of that relationship. 
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love itself, and prevent a total break in the relationship.  No matter how severe the wrong, 

at least one relationship will never be broken if one party holds fast to love:  the 

relationship between neighbors.  The neighbor relationship is the only one grounded in 

the eternal equality of human beings before God, and therefore the only relationship that 

cannot be broken by human sin or wrongdoing.  To break this relationship is to fall away 

from love completely, to cease to hope for the good for the other person.  Certain severe 

wrongs have the potential to break any preferential human relationship, but no wrong can 

remove the designation ―neighbor.‖  And since the one who loves, in whom love abides, 

always hopes the good for the other, the one who loves will forgive every wrong.  

Forgiveness becomes a sign, an effect of the hope present in love and the abiding nature 

of love that will not allow the relationship to be broken.  To refuse to forgive is to allow 

the wrong to break the relationship, to fall away from love altogether.  By forgiving, the 

one who loves takes the wrong from the past which could be the source of a break in the 

relationship, and places forgiveness in its stead as a sign of the hope of the possibility of 

the relationship in the future (305).  ―That the relationship came to a break cannot be 

directly seen; it can be known only in the sense of the past.  But the one who loves does 

not want to know the past, because he abides, and to abide is in the direction of the 

future‖ (306).  Both abiding and hoping point to the future, and in particular to the 

possibility of the good in the future.   

The one who loves will hold out hope for the relationship, even if the other party is 

filled with ―hate, endless, irreconcilable hate‖ (308).  And ultimately no hatred is able to 

overcome love.  ―As truly as he is the one who loves, there is no misunderstanding that 

sooner or later will not be overcome by his abiding; there is no hate that finally will not 
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be obliged to give up and yield to his abiding—if not before, then in eternity‖ (308).  

Abiding love and offered forgiveness make a return and an acceptance of forgiveness 

natural instead of awkward, no matter how long the wrongdoer has been recalcitrant in 

his wrong.  ―What can make the moment of forgiveness, the transition of agreement so 

natural, so easy, as this:  that the one who loves (as described earlier), by abiding, has 

continually cleared away the past.  Then from his side the agreement is indeed in effect, 

as if there had been no separation at all‖ (314).   

 

 II.VII  Mercifulness, A Work of Love Even If It Can Give Nothing and Is Able to Do 

Nothing.  This seventh deliberation in the second series is another of the most often 

criticized in Works of Love, in particular because of Kierkegaard‘s emphasis on 

mercifulness in contrast to generosity.  The criticisms are similar to those offered against 

his discussion of the corruption of lowliness.  And in the same way as that criticism, this 

criticism of Kierkegaard‘s discussion of mercifulness usually stems from a cursory or 

even selective reading of the deliberation.  Kierkegaard does emphasize the responsibility 

of all to be merciful and downplays the generosity required of the wealthy, but this is 

consistent with his view that the love commandment applies to all equally regardless of 

worldly dissimilarity.  The poor have just as much an obligation to love the neighbor as 

the rich, and their love of neighbor is just as valuable, even if it can give nothing or is 

able to do nothing, especially in material terms.  Kierkegaard does say things like 

―preaching should indeed be solely and only about mercifulness,‖ but he follows this 

statement up by indicating that he views generosity as a species of mercifulness, so that 

―if you know how to speak effectually about this [that is, mercifulness], then generosity 

will follow of itself and come by itself accordingly as the individual is capable of it‖ 
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(315).  In other words, a person who loves and who is therefore merciful will by 

definition be generous insofar as she is able.  Only persons with a certain amount of 

material prosperity can be generous, and while such prosperity obligates them to be 

generous, being generous does not make them more ethically valuable or superior to the 

poor person who simply does not have the means to be generous.  What matters ethically 

is mercifulness, and the poor person can be merciful as well as the wealthy person.  And 

here again, being merciful is empowering for those who are lowly.
75

  If one preaches 

generosity or mercifulness only to the wealthy and makes the poor only the object of the 

generosity of the wealthy, then ―the poor person is needy in his poverty, then in turn is 

abandoned by the world‘s conception of his ability to practice mercifulness and therefore 

is singled out, given up, as the pitiable object of mercifulness, who at most is able to bow 

and thank—if the rich person is so kind as to practice mercifulness.  Merciful God, what 

mercilessness!‖ (322)  One can be merciful even when one has nothing to give and can 

accomplish nothing by being merciful other than—being merciful.  ―This is of great 

importance, since being able to be merciful certainly is a far greater perfection than to 

have money and then to be able to give‖ (317). 

 Here Kierkegaard returns to the Good Samaritan as his example, and imagines that 

the story had been told a bit differently.  His characterization is worth quoting at some 

length: 

If that man well known for eighteen hundred years, the merciful Samaritan, had 

come not riding but walking along the road from Jericho to Jerusalem, where he saw 

                                                 
75With regard to forgiveness, Kierkegaard says, ―Who indeed is the rich and 

powerful one . . ., who else but the injured party, the oppressed one, the one who has been 

treated unfairly, the one violated!‖  See Søren Kierkegaard, Three Discourses on 

Imagined Occasions, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  

Princeton University Press, 1993), 13.  
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the unfortunate man lying, if he had been carrying with him nothing with which he 

could bind up his wounds, if he had then lifted up the unfortunate man, laid him on 

his shoulders, and carried him to the nearest inn, where the innkeeper refused to 

receive either him or the unfortunate one because the Samaritan did not have a 

penny, could only beg and beseech this hard-hearted man to be merciful since a 

man‘s life was involved—would he not therefore . . . . . but, no, the story is not yet 

finished—if now the Samaritan, far from losing patience over this, had gone away 

carrying the unfortunate man, had sought a softer resting place for the wounded one, 

had sat by his side, had done everything to stanch the flow of blood—but the 

unfortunate one had died in his hands—would he not have been equally as merciful, 

just as merciful as that merciful Samaritan, or is there some objection to calling this 

the story about the merciful Samaritan? (317) 

 

Love and eternity understand and value mercifulness, not generosity, and not money.   

Thus Jesus comments that the widow who put her two pennies into the temple box gave 

more than anyone else, since she gave out of her poverty, while the others gave out of 

their excess.  Love and eternity institute a new sort of arithmetic, one which understands 

that mercifulness is completely unrelated to money (317-9).  Instead, mercifulness is 

concerned with earnestness, and earnestness is in turn one‘s God-relationship.  

―Wherever the thought of God accompanies what a person does, thinks, and says, 

earnestness is present; in that there is earnestness‖ (320).   

 Kierkegaard specifically addresses the deliberation to the poor and the wretched 

(322), and while he has in mind primarily those who are poor and wretched in terms of 

worldly possessions,
76

 the notion of mercifulness can be easily extended to the person 

who has been wronged and is facing a decision about forgiveness.  In this instance, the 

                                                 
76The contrast Kierkegaard draws between the mercifulness of love and the use of 

money is echoed in Purity of Heart is To Will One Thing.  There he says, ―The one who 

truly loves does not love once and for all.  Nor does he use a part of his love, and then 

again another part.  For to change it into small coins is not to use it rightly.  No, he loves 

with all of his love.  It is wholly present in each expression.  He continues to give it away 

as a whole, and yet he keeps it intact as a whole, in his heart.‖  See Søren Kierkegaard, 

Purity of Heart is To Will One Thing, trans. Douglas V. Steere (New York:  Harper & 

Brothers Publishers, 1956), 60. 
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person does at least have something to offer, and that is her forgiveness.  Just as the poor 

are encouraged not to become discouraged so that they forget that they have the ability to 

be merciful, so the one who is wronged, even chronically, should be encouraged by 

remembering that she can be merciful through forgiveness.  Kierkegaard implores the 

poor not to misuse their power, not to be so merciless as to call for God‘s judgment 

against the mercilessness of the rich (322-3).  Similarly, the one who is wronged should 

not be so merciless as to desire God‘s judgment and punishment for the one who has 

committed the wrong.  And just as the poor person can be merciful even though his 

mercy can do nothing and has no effect, so the person who is wronged can forgive even if 

that forgiveness appears to be inconsequential, even if that forgiveness is rejected by the 

one who has committed the wrong.
77

  Suppose that the merciful Samaritan had 

approached the assaulted one lying on the side of the road, but that the injured man had 

resisted the Samaritan‘s mercifulness (perhaps because he was a Samaritan).  Should we 

consider the Samaritan any less merciful?  Similarly, the one who forgives still loves, still 

is merciful, even if the one who is forgiven rejects the forgiveness offered, and even if he 

refuses to acknowledge his need for forgiveness or his culpability for wrongdoing in the 

first place.
78

 

                                                 

 
77Kierkegaard does think that forgiveness accomplishes something, although not in a 

worldly sense.  Forgiveness, he says in II.V, takes away the sin that is seen.  Similarly, 

mercifulness accomplishes quite a bit from the perspective of eternity, even if it has no 

perceivable temporal effect. 

 
78Again, there is a parallel here in Kierkegaard‘s thought between human 

interpersonal forgiveness and the forgiveness offered by God, which I will explore in 

more detail in chapter four.   
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 Kierkegaard makes it clear that mercifulness is tied directly to the manner of action, 

to how a thing is done, and that therefore mercifulness can be seen just as easily in the 

giving of a large or a small sum.  But because of externalities and the attention that is 

attracted to the large sum, it really proves easier to see mercifulness in the small sum.  

The large sum has ―an accidental significance that easily draws sensate attention to itself 

and thereby disturbs me in seeing the mercifulness‖ (327).  But mercifulness is present is 

both actions.  Kierkegaard relates the story of the Apostle Peter healing a crippled man, 

and calls it both merciful and a miracle.  ―But a miracle immediately draws attention to 

itself and thereby to a degree away from the mercifulness, which never becomes clearer 

than when it is able to do nothing at all, because then there is nothing whatever to prevent 

seeing very definitely and accurately what mercifulness is‖ (329).  The clearest acts of 

mercy are not public and grandiose, and are not ascribed great worldly significance.  

Applied to forgiveness, this point can result in a number of conclusions.  The clearest 

example of mercifulness in forgiveness might be the act of forgiveness which does not 

draw attention to itself, and which seems, humanly speaking, to accomplish the least.  In 

that sense, the clearest example of mercifulness in forgiveness might be an example in 

which the wrong, the extent of the pain caused by the wrong, and the forgiveness itself 

are not widely known, perhaps known only to the one wronged and the wrongdoer.  

Furthermore, the clearest example of mercifulness in forgiveness might be the one in 

which forgiveness is not requested, in which there is no apology or repentance, perhaps 

even in which the forgiveness itself is rejected or refused.  Such an example of 

forgiveness certainly would appear, humanly speaking, to accomplish nothing.  Such an 

example, as Kierkegaard says, might help one to understand from eternity what 
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mercifulness is, since there are fewer externals to act as distractions.  Such an example 

may make the most significant impression inwardly (329-30).   

 

The Example of Jesus of Nazareth 

 

  Throughout Works of Love, Kierkegaard makes reference to Jesus of Nazareth and 

his life, using Jesus as an example of various points regarding love and its works.  In this 

section, I do not propose to treat every mention of Jesus in Works of Love, but rather a 

select number of examples that I take to be particularly significant in illustrating certain 

points.  In particular, I will mention Jesus as the example of the one who needs to be 

loved, the example of the one who loves generally, the example of the one who does not 

discover sins, and the example of the one who loves by forgiving.  Finally, I briefly will 

consider the significance of the example of Jesus for Works of Love as a whole. 

 

 Jesus as the one who needs to be loved.  Kierkegaard has an interesting 

interpretation of the passage in the twenty-first chapter of the Gospel of John in which 

Jesus asks Peter three times if he loves him.  In this passage, Jesus demonstrates his 

humanity, that ―he could also sympathize with people in this need to love and to be loved, 

sympathize purely humanly‖ (155).
79

  Jesus asks Simon Peter if he loves him more than 

these, and recognizes the deep need expressed therein.  Kierkegaard says that this 

question is incredibly moving, that ―it is like an appeal for love; this is the way of 

speaking that characterizes one for whom it is of great importance to be the most loved‖ 

                                                 
79This need in Jesus to be loved does not threaten Jesus‘ divinity any more than any 

other human attribute.  If the notion of being both fully God and fully human is 

consistent, whether through an explanation of reduplicative properties, a kenotic 

Christology, or some other strategy, then the notion of Jesus having a human need to be 

loved will not be inconsistent with the traditional divine attribute of aseity.  
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(155).  Peter, for his part, perceives the irony here, and Kierkegaard relates the situation 

to the misrelation present when Jesus requested that John baptize him.  Peter‘s answer 

indicates his perception.  He says to Jesus, reassuringly, ―Lord, you know that I love 

you.‖  This assurance is provided for one who needs to hear the ―yes‖ to his question, 

even though he knows certainly and in other ways that he is loved (155).   

 But despite Peter‘s assurance, Jesus asks the question a second time.  This second 

question only makes the misrelation more obvious.  The third question grieves Peter, and 

the answer he provides is not a ―yes‖ any more or an affirmation of what Jesus knows 

from experience, since to offer the ―yes‖ is as if to bring to the asker something he did 

not know before or to add a degree of certainty to what he knew.  Instead, Peter‘s answer 

is an affirmation that Jesus knows everything.  Since for the one who knows everything 

loving in a human way is an apparent contradiction, Peter is grieved.  For the one who 

knows everything, Peter thinks, must not be asking if he is loved for the third time 

because he needs assurances, but because he knows the love in the one he is asking ―is 

not sufficiently strong or deep or high-spirited in the person who is asked, one who 

indeed also denied three times‖ (156).  But Kierkegaard seems to think that Peter is 

wrong in his interpretation of the third question, that Jesus, in asking three times whether 

Peter loves him more than these, is expressing the depth of his humanity and need to be 

loved.  ―He who did not have one word to say to the high priests who condemned him to 

death, or to Pilate, who held his life in his hands—he asks three times if he is loved; 

indeed, he asks if Peter loves him ‗more than these‘!‖ (157)  The same man who 
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demonstrates his divinity by not speaking to save his own life demonstrates his humanity 

in asking Peter if he loves him more than these.
80

 

 

 Jesus as the one who loves.  Neighbor love, Christian love, was perfected ―in him 

who was love, our Lord Jesus Christ‖ (99).  This perfect love is why Paul writes that 

―Christ was the end of the Law‖ (Rom. 10:4).  Christ was the end of the Law since he 

was its fulfillment, and he fulfilled the Law by loving perfectly.  This perfect love was a 

need in Christ, and his love was immediate and complete. 

In him love was sheer action; there was no moment, not a single one in his life, when 

love in him was merely the inactivity of a feeling that hunts for words while it lets 

time slip by, or a mood that is its own gratification, dwells on itself while there is no 

task—no, his love was sheer action.  Even when he wept, this did not just fill up 

time, because even though Jerusalem did not know what made for its peace—he 

knew it.  If the mourners at the grave of Lazarus did not know what was going to 

happen, he knew what he would do (99-100). 

 

Christ‘s love did not express itself more perfectly in great moments than in lesser ones.  It 

was instead perfectly present in every moment, and made no demands upon its object.  

Christ‘s love made no distinction of preference, but was equally available to all.  He 

made no distinction in his love between his mother and his disciples, between his 

disciples and anyone else, or between disciples.  His love never rested but was 

continually sheer action, and asked no reward in return.  Instead, through his love he 

offered himself continuously in one work, the work of sacrificing himself in love.  And 

he had only one confidant which was able to follow him and make a judgment about his 

love, and that was the Law itself, which he fulfilled (100-1). 

                                                 
80I think both Kierkegaard and Peter (under Kierkegaard‘s interpretation) could be 

right about how to read Jesus‘ questions.  By asking three times, Jesus qua human is 

demonstrating his need for love.  But qua God, Jesus‘ questions demonstrate exactly 

what Peter thinks they do:  Jesus‘ omniscience and divinity, and the weakness of Peter‘s 

love.  
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 In his love Christ not only fulfilled the Law, but brought the explanation of what 

love is.  And while this explanation seems like madness in a human sense and is 

misunderstood not only by those who do not love at all, but by those who love greatly in 

a human sense, the explanation offered by Christ is the true explanation of love.  This 

explanation, and Christ‘s whole life, is a collision with the purely human conception of 

love, and in such a way that even the most devoted disciples, the ones who loved him the 

most, offer advice that is at its heart demonic because it comes from a misconception of 

the true nature of love.  Christ‘s love was a love of self-denial, a love that sacrificed 

temporal happiness for an eternal God-relationship, and helped others to do the same.  

His love met the needs of those around him, including the need for redemption.  Christ‘s 

life demonstrated truly and completely the nature of love and the cost of such 

demonstration (109-12).  In the 1851 discourse ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of Sins,‖ 

Kierkegaard says of Christ that:  ―in him there was only love, love in his heart, and only 

love in his every word and all his deeds, in his whole life, in his death, until the last.‖
81

 

  

 Jesus as the one who does not discover sins.  Kierkegaard mentions Jesus as ―the 

highest example‖ of the one who does not discover sins.  Kierkegaard asks his reader to 

imagine Jesus before the Council and the hostile crowd.  Imagine all the people waiting 

to catch Jesus‘ eye so that with a single look they could convey their hatred and disdain.  

―Imagine how many insults, how much derision, and how many mocking taunts were 

shouted, and for the one who shouted them it was urgent that his voice be heard, so that 

above all it would not seem as if he had been remiss, which would be indescribably 

stupid, as if he had not been actively participating here . . .‖ (287-8).  Jesus discovered 

                                                 
81Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 181.  
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nothing, even when the one responsible for the offense desired, for his worldly 

reputation, to be discovered.  Thus Jesus decreases the need for forgiveness by not 

discovering sins, by not taking offense in the first place.  The one who loves has learned 

from Jesus how not to discover.  And the mockery and derision aimed at the one who 

loves by the world ―do no harm if the one derided is not damaged by discovering, that is, 

by becoming embittered; if he becomes embittered, he discovers the multitude of sins‖ 

(288).  One may avoid having to forgive in many circumstances by not becoming 

embittered, by not being offended, in the first place.  By not recognizing the offense, by 

loving instead, one fails to discover the multitude of sins and thus hides the multitude of 

sins. 

 

 Jesus as the one who forgives.  In explaining our duty to love the people we see, 

Kierkegaard makes much of the look Jesus gives Peter after Peter‘s three denials.
82

  How 

would you react, Kierkegaard asks, if your life had come to a similar point, and your 

closest friend had sworn loyalty to you and had promised to sacrifice his life for you, and 

yet, in the moment of decision, he did nothing but look on as a spectator, which he was 

able to do only because he had denied you?  Kierkegaard paints the picture of Jesus 

vividly, literally surrounded by enemies on every side.  He stood condemned, surrounded 

by the powerful who perhaps could have understood him but refused, surrounded by a 

hostile crowd hurling insults and glorying in the promise of the gruesome death which 

awaited him.  He stood in one sense outside of humanity and yet surrounded by human 

                                                 
82In this passage Kierkegaard does not ever say that Jesus forgave Peter with this 

look.  But such forgiveness is strongly implied.  And in another context, Kierkegaard 

says that Jesus‘ love ―with a look rebuked—or forgave—Peter‖ (100).  Jesus wins Peter 

with this look, which Kierkegaard describes more fully in another context, in the 

deliberation on the conciliatory spirit.  See pp. 342-4.  
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beings, but human beings who no longer viewed him as a human being, but as a means of 

satisfying their bloodlust.  In this way Jesus stood, looking for any relief, any kindness in 

the faces that surrounded him, and he found Peter, his friend—but Peter denied him (168-

9).  ―And the derision, which had been strident enough, now sounded as if echo had 

amplified it a hundred times!‖ (169). 

 Kierkegaard says that most, if not all of us, would have reacted by thinking of 

revenge, and considered looking away from Peter instead as an action too gracious.  

Jesus, on the other hand, looked at Peter, and, had he been able, no doubt would have 

spoken to him.  And Jesus‘ look was not a look of repulsion or a dismissive look, but a 

look that reproached and forgave at the same instant.  ―It was as when a mother sees the 

child in danger through its own carelessness, and now, since she cannot manage to grasp 

the child, she catches it with her admittedly reproachful but also saving look‖ (170).  

Despite his predicament, Jesus realized that it was Peter who at that moment was in 

danger, and that the danger he was in was of the eternal and spiritual, not the temporal 

and physical, sort.  Peter was the one who needed saving, not Jesus, and Jesus saved him 

with that look.  Everyone, Kierkegaard says, can understand this, but only Jesus could 

have seen it in the moment (170). 

 Rarely is a person tested in a life-and-death situation, and therefore a person 

rarely has occasion to test so radically the devotion of friendship, but in a more 

important moment to find only timorousness and sagacity where by virtue of the 

friendship you were justified in expecting courage and resoluteness, to find 

equivocation, double-mindedness, and evasion instead of openness, determination, 

and steadfastness, to find only chatter instead of a thoughtful comprehensive view!  

Alas, how difficult then, in the rush of the moment and of passion, to be able to 

understand immediately on which side the danger lies, which of the friends is more 

in danger, you or he who leaves you in the lurch this way; how difficult then to love 

the person one sees—when one sees him changed in this way! (170-1) 
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 The response of those present to this look of forgiveness would, according to 

Kierkegaard, be vicious.  The response would have been to call Jesus a fool, or less than a 

man, especially given that his cause was hopelessly lost.  He should have done the only 

thing that he could have done with power, and that would have been to crush the friend 

who had betrayed him.  But to look at him with forgiveness was to demonstrate his own 

weakness.  The man of power, after lamenting Jesus‘ decision to associate with the lowly 

instead of the ruling elite, would have considered that Jesus got what he deserved, and 

that this look of forgiveness was just a final example of the foolishness of his giving in to 

the powerless.  Or the clever, worldly wise person might have considered that the loss of 

all of Jesus‘ hopes had finally weakened his mind and destroyed his courage, since only a 

person in such a state could consider forgiving such a betrayal.  And, Kierkegaard admits, 

in a sense they are right; no normal man acts this way.  The fact that no one acts this way 

is the reason that Jesus‘ act is so unique, and that uniqueness, that forgiveness when 

nothing of the sort should be expected, is how Jesus ―wins his most zealous adherent and 

thus to a large extent his cause, although it is hidden from all‖ (171).   

 Jesus did not require that Peter change and become another person so that he might 

be restored in friendship.  He instead restored him in friendship (almost instantaneously) 

so that he would be changed (172).  Jesus did not withhold forgiveness as a means of 

extracting repentance, apology, and contrition, but offered it unconditionally as a means 

of motivating the change necessary to produce these attitudes.  The forgiveness Jesus 

offered was not for a minor offense, but for one of the most notorious and cowardly 

betrayals known in human history.  Jesus forgave out of love, unconditionally, and in a 

way that invited ridicule from the world around him.  In this way Jesus provides the 
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example for Kierkegaard of how each of us should love, and indeed of how each of us 

should forgive. 

 

 The function of the example of Jesus.  Put simply, the example of Jesus lends 

authority to Works of Love.  In addition to his constant appeal to the authority of 

Scripture, Kierkegaard appeals to the life of Jesus directly.  These two elements provide 

the authority for Kierkegaard‘s position on love.  In addition, if it could be demonstrated 

that anything Kierkegaard says about love and its works is inconsistent with the example 

given by Jesus, then Kierkegaard would repudiate his claim.  The idea of Jesus as the 

prototype or the example to be followed is prevalent in much of Kierkegaard‘s later 

work.  In Practice in Christianity in particular, the idea of the imitation of Jesus takes 

center stage.  In order to form the correct God-relationship, one must imitate Jesus.  In 

order to fulfill the Law and love the neighbor as oneself, one must imitate Jesus.  Jesus 

himself was the truth and his life was the unfolding or revelation of the truth.
83

  ―Christ‘s 

life upon earth, every moment of this life, was truth.‖
84

  If one does not imitate Jesus the 

truth is not in one.  If Jesus is the truth and his life is the revelation of the truth, then the 

manner of Jesus‘ love is the true manner of love, and Jesus‘ love is the true love.  Thus 

Jesus is the authoritative example in love, and Kierkegaard‘s understanding of love will 

have authority insofar as it accords with the life of Jesus.
85

  ―An imitator is, or at least 

                                                 
83Kierkegaard, Practice in Christianity, 246.  
 
84Ibid., 203.  
 
85In his rhetorical analysis of Works of Love, Begonya Saez Tajafuerce argues that, 

according to Kierkegaard‘s understanding of inverse dialectics, Jesus confers authority 

and legitimacy upon Kierkegaard‘s words just as he does upon the proclamation of John 

the Baptist.  See his ―Rhetoric in Kierkegaard‘s Works of Love or No Sooner Said than 

Done,‖ in International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Works of Love, ed. Robert L. Perkins 
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strives to be, what he admires.‖
86

  Elsewhere Kierkegaard says that ―to be an imitator 

means that your life has as much similarity to his as is possible for a human life to 

have.‖
87

  As one strives to imitate Jesus, he remains the prototype, encouraging and 

beckoning toward the achievement of the goal.  But when one stumbles, as one inevitably 

will, Jesus is also the love that helps one up.
88

  And in this way he remains the prototype 

in that he shows love to the one who falls short of the goal, and helps that one to stand on 

her own again that she may pursue the goal anew.   

 Kierkegaard also distinguishes between an imitator and an admirer, and gives as 

examples of admirers Judas and Nicodemus.  It was because Judas was an admirer and 

not an imitator that he became a traitor.  For admirers are seduced by greatness, and when 

danger or trouble comes, they sacrifice what they admire for their own security.  

Kierkegaard is a bit more understanding of Nicodemus.  Even though Nicodemus was 

part of the ruling elite, he recognized the presence of truth in Jesus and sought a 

relationship to it.  But unfortunately, he did not have the courage to become an imitator—

                                                                                                                                                 

(Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 1999):  331.  While I am not willing to go so far 

as to compare Kierkegaard‘s authority as verified by Jesus with that of John the Baptist 

(nor do I think Kierkegaard would go so far), the basic point is well taken.  The authority 

of Works of Love is bound up with the example of Jesus.  Tajafuerce thinks that the 

example of Jesus is the essential component to understanding the rhetorical structure and 

message of the book as a whole.  
 

86Ibid., 249.  

 
87Ibid., 106.  Here Kierkegaard is considering in particular the willingness to suffer 

as Jesus did, but the general point holds.  Perhaps the most significant way for one‘s life 

to be similar to Jesus‘ life is in love.  These points are not of course unconnected, since 

love often requires suffering.  Forgiveness in particular is a suffering of a wrong and 

requires foregoing personal justice or an exacting of retribution, which is also a kind of 

suffering. 
  
88JP 1, 334. 
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he only wanted to be related to Jesus by night.
89

  This notion of admiration is not foreign 

to the argument in Works of Love.  It is the love of the poet, purely human preferential 

and spontaneous love, which requires admiration.  The stronger the admiration in erotic 

love and friendship, the better, says the poet.  But Christianity does not present the 

neighbor ―as an object of admiration; Christianity has never taught that one shall admire 

the neighbor—one shall love him‖ (54).  This de-emphasizing of the quality of the object 

of love and the emphasis on the love itself (as found in the imitation of Jesus, who is 

love) as characteristic of neighbor love is a theme that pervades the book.  Eternal 

neighbor love requires not the admiration of the neighbor, but the imitation of Jesus in 

loving the neighbor.  Neighbor love draws its strength not from the object of love but 

from love itself.  Given that the imitation of Jesus is the goal, the examples above taken 

from Jesus‘ life, including the example of his forgiveness of Peter, are authoritative for 

the practice of neighbor love.      

 

Forgiveness Revisited 

 

 Now that I possess a more complete picture of the nature and works of love behind 

forgiveness, in this final section of the chapter I make some concluding comments about 

love‘s forgiveness.  But first I will return to the concept of redoubling, with which 

Kierkegaard begins the deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of Sins,‖ in the hope of 

demonstrating that, as a work of love, forgiveness serves as an example of love‘s 

redoubling. 

 

                                                 
89Kierkegaard, Practice in Christianity, 246-9.  
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Forgiveness as a Redoubling of Love
90

   

 Kierkegaard begins the deliberation ―Love Hides a Multitude of Sins‖ by contrasting 

the eternal and the temporal in terms of redoubling.  The temporal cannot have 

redoubling [Fordoblelse] in itself, but the eternal, when it is in a person, ―redoubles in 

him in such a way that every moment it is in him, it is in him in a double mode:  in an 

outward direction and in an inward direction back into itself, but in such a way that this is 

one and the same, since otherwise it is not redoubling‖ (280).  Just as the eternal 

                                                 
90I realize that the concept of redoubling is one of the central and more complicated 

concepts of the entire Kierkegaardian corpus, and that a full discussion of the concept 

would require a much more extensive treatment.  My hope is only to give a brief 

description of redoubling, especially as portrayed in Works of Love, and argue that the 

concept can be applied to forgiveness.  David J. Gouwens describes redoubling as ―the 

kind of appropriation that not only assents to religious belief, but that practices ethical, 

religious or Christian concepts in the formation of the self.‖  See his Kierkegaard as 

Religious Thinker (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1996), 14.  For additional 

thorough treatments of redoubling, see Come, Kierkegaard as Theologian; Arnold B. 

Come, Kierkegaard as Humanist:  Discovering Myself (Buffalo:  McGill-Queen‘s 

University Press, 1995), 364-70; Sylvia Walsh, Living Christianly:  Kierkegaard‟s 

Dialectic of Christian Existence (University Park, PA:  Pennsylvania State University 

Press, 2005), 10-6; Andrew J. Burgess, ―Kierkegaard‘s Concept of Redoubling and 

Luther‘s Simul Justus,‖ in International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Works of Love, ed. 

Robert L. Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 1999), 39-55; Martin Andic, 

―Love‘s Redoubling and the Eternal Like for Like,‖ in International Kierkegaard 

Commentary:  Works of Love, ed. Robert L. Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer University 

Press, 1999), 9-38.  For his part, Andic argues that ―redoubling‖ is an idea which replaces 

the earlier ―repetition‖ in Kierkegaard‘s corpus, that redoubling is distinct from 

―reduplication‖ and that in fact reduplication is a component of redoubling.  In 

Kierkegaard as Theologian, Come argues that there is no justification for separating 

redoubling and reduplication (see p. 73, n. 35).  Redoubling is also often discussed in 

treatments of indirect communication in Kierkegaard; for example, in chapter VI of C. 

Stephen Evans, Kierkegaard‟s „Fragments‟ and „Postscript‟:  The Religious Philosophy 

of Johannes Climacus (Atlantic Highlands, NJ:  Humanities Press, 1983), in Nerina 

Jansen, ―Deception in the Service of the Truth:  Magister Kierkegaard and the Problem of 

Communication,‖ in International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Concluding Unscientific 

Postscript to “Philosophical Fragments”, ed. Robert L. Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer 

University Press, 1997), 115-28, and in Edward F. Mooney, ―Exemplars, Inwardness, and 

Belief:  Kierkegaard on Indirect Communication,‖ in International Kierkegaard 

Commentary:  Concluding Unscientific Postscript to “Philosophical Fragments”, ed. by 

Robert L. Perkins (Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 1997), 129-48, among others.      
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redoubles, so does love (after all, love is eternal).
91

  Love‘s being and action are one.  ―At 

the same moment it goes out of itself (the outward direction), it is in itself (the inward 

direction); and at the same moment it is in itself, it goes out of itself in such a way that 

this outward going and this returning, this returning and this outward going are 

simultaneously one and the same‖ (280).   

 Kierkegaard, fortunately, gives examples of love‘s redoubling.  First, ―love gives 

bold confidence.‖
92

  The outward movement is fairly obvious; by loving we inspire 

boldness and confidence instead of anxiety and fear.  But the inward movement is that the 

one who loves has bold confidence; that is, love gives bold confidence not only to the 

one who is loved, but to the one who loves.  And this confidence given to the one who 

loves is a confidence in judgment, or in being judged.  Kierkegaard in fact links this 

confidence to confidence on the Day of Judgment.  Second, ―love saves from death.‖  

The redoubling in this thought is ―immediate‖:  ―the one who loves saves another person 

from death, and in quite the same or yet in another sense he saves himself from death‖ 

(281).  Both of these savings happen at one and the same moment; in saving another 

person in love, the one who loves also ―saves‖ herself (281). 

 The one who loves never thinks of this saving of herself; but that does not mean that 

she is forgotten.  The one who loves never thinks of all that she gives up temporally in 

order to love, of all that she suffers and sacrifices; but God, love himself, is thinking 

                                                 
 
91Redoubling is related to the object of love as well.  Kierkegaard says that the 

neighbor is the redoubling of one‘s own self (21).  Redoubling also is explained by 

Kierkegaard in terms of the Christian like for like, especially in the Conclusion to Works 

of Love.    
 

92Kierkegaard makes this same point in the second ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of 

Sins‖ discourse in Three Upbuilding Discourses (1843).  See Kierkegaard, Eighteen 

Upbuilding Discourses, 77.  
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about the one who loves and does not forget her.  God is thinking of the one who loves 

―and that is why the one who loves receives what he gives,‖ because he receives it from 

God, from love himself (281).  This is the redoubling, that the one who loves becomes 

love, becomes what he does.  The one who loves gives away love and in giving away 

love acquires love at the same moment, so that the giving and the receiving are the same 

(281-2).  This act of redoubling ―holds true also when it is said that love hides a 

multitude of sins‖ (282).
93

   

   If ―love hides a multitude of sins‖ is a description of a redoubling, then when the 

one who loves hides the multitude in any of the ways Kierkegaard describes, then at the 

same moment that person‘s multitude is hidden as well, and hidden by God himself.
94

  

Because a human being‘s love is imperfect, he ―derives benefit‖ from loving others:  

―while he lovingly hides a multitude of sins, love in turn does to him what he does to 

others and covers his sins.‖
95

  Understood in the language of forgiveness, the most 

notable way of hiding the multitude of sins, this means that at the same time one forgives, 

one receives forgiveness—from God, love himself.  This redoubling of love in 

forgiveness does not mean that God‘s forgiveness is a response to our forgiveness of 

others.  There are a number of passages in Scripture which link human and divine 

                                                 
93The emphasis is mine.  
 
94Kierkegaard briefly makes the point about human love‘s redoubling in the 1851 

discourse ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of Sins.‖  There he says that the one who loves 

―does not see his neighbor‘s faults; or if he sees them, he is still as one who sees them, 

hides them from himself and from others.‖  Furthermore, ―if he also has faults, 

imperfections, yes, even if his sins were manifold—love, that there is love in him, covers 

a multitude of sins.‖  See Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 181.  
 

95Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 181.  Kierkegaard adds that therefore loving 

others is ―still in a certain sense looking to [one‘s] own interest!‖  See p. 182. 
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forgiveness, not the least of which is found in the Lord‘s Prayer:  ―Forgive us our debts as 

we have forgiven our debtors.‖
96

  If forgiveness is a redoubling as Kierkegaard says, and 

yet the origin of our love, which is the source of our forgiveness, is found in God‘s love 

(remember the lake and spring metaphor in I.I), then God‘s forgiveness is actually prior 

to our forgiveness of others, and in fact the source of our forgiveness of others, just as his 

love is the source of our love.  Yet we receive God‘s forgiveness at the same time that we 

forgive others.  A distinction thus must be made between God‘s forgiving us and our 

receiving that forgiveness.
97

  Any love in us has its origin in God‘s love for us, and the 

outward expression of our love in forgiveness is also an expression of God‘s love in us.  

Therefore, at the same time that we forgive others we are receiving and accepting God‘s 

forgiveness for ourselves (although Kierkegaard is clear that we are not thinking of this in 

the sense of focusing on the good that we receive as a motivation for doing good 

ourselves).  God‘s forgiveness of us is thus prior to the redoubling of love in forgiveness, 

but our acceptance or appropriation of that forgiveness occurs simultaneously with our 

                                                 
96Kierkegaard also explains this link in terms of the eternal or Christian like for like.  

I will explore this understanding of the connection in chapter three. 
  
97This strategy is another way to get around the apparent problem of exchange that is 

created by redoubling (Ferreira recognizes this problem on p. 171 and offers a related 

solution).  If God already has forgiven me, I do not forgive so that I might be forgiven, 

but my forgiveness is simply the means of my appropriating that forgiveness.  I do not 

forgive in order to be forgiven, but because I believe I already am forgiven.  My 

reception of forgiveness is related to my faith in being forgiven.  This is what Ferreira is 

getting at when she notes that ―where what one gets is conditioned on having certain 

values, and where risk is involved there is no simple exchange.‖  This strategy is related 

to I.V. ―Our Duty to Remain in Love‘s Debt to One Another,‖ which I will take up in 

chapter three. 
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forgiving others.  The one who accepts God‘s forgiveness does so by demonstrating the 

presence of God‘s love in her by forgiving others.
98

  

 

Concluding Comments Concerning Neighbor Love‟s Forgiveness 

 I hope that the characterization of neighbor love in this chapter has made clear the 

nature of Kierkegaard‘s conception of forgiveness.  Forgiveness is unilateral in the sense 

that the one who is wronged may forgive without waiting for the wrongdoer to satisfy 

some condition that makes forgiveness palatable.  Furthermore, Kierkegaard views 

forgiveness that requires repentance or an apology as forgiveness in name only.  Such 

conditional forgiveness is really a form of judgment, and is not based on the love which 

builds up, hopes all things for the other, or abides.  Such forgiveness is not really 

merciful, and does not follow the example of Jesus of Nazareth, who recognized that in 

order to save his friend Peter, he needed to forgive him rather than condemn him.  Such 

forgiveness emphasizes the sin instead of hiding the multitude of sins.   

 Forgiveness is also closely related to the belief in love which Kierkegaard 

emphasizes from the first deliberation.  In his discussion of forgiveness in ―Love Hides a 

Multitude of Sins,‖ Kierkegaard expounds this relation between forgiveness and faith 

when he says that ―forgiveness takes the forgiven sin away:‖ 

 This is a wonderful thought, therefore also faith‘s thought, because faith always 

relates itself to what is not seen.  I believe that what is seen has come into existence 

from what is not seen; I see the world, but what is not seen I do not see; that I 

believe.  Similarly, in forgiveness—and sin—there is also a relation of faith of which 

we are rarely aware.  What, then, is unseen here?  The unseen is that forgiveness 

takes away that which does indeed exist; the unseen is that what is seen is 

                                                 
98Recall Kierkegaard‘s discussion about love‘s hoping all things.  The person who 

does not hope for another displays an absence of hope for himself.  Hoping is thus 

another example of how love redoubles itself.  Perhaps the most significant thing we 

hope for from God is forgiveness. 
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nevertheless not seen, for if it is seen, it obviously is unseen that it is not seen.  The 

one who loves sees the sin he forgives, but he believes that forgiveness takes it 

away.  This cannot be seen, whereas the sin can indeed be seen; on the other hand, if 

the sin did not exist to be seen, it could not be forgiven either.  Just as one by faith 

believes the unseen into what is seen, so the one who loves by forgiveness believes 

away what is seen.  Both are faith.  Blessed is the believer, he believes what he 

cannot see; blessed is the one who loves, he believes away that which he indeed can 

see! (294-5) 

 

Forgiveness is related to faith because I must believe the unseen, that my forgiveness has 

power to take the sin away.  By forgiving a sin I do not annihilate it, but I believe that my 

forgiveness has the power to nullify its power.  But this belief in forgiveness is two-fold.  

Not only do I believe that my forgiveness has the power to take away the sin insofar as it 

is related to me, but I also believe that God‟s forgiveness takes the person‘s sin away.  

This latter belief I hold because I believe in the love implanted in the other person by 

God, in the existence of the other person‘s God-relationship.  At the very least I hopefully 

expect that the other person will develop a God-relationship.  But forgiving in this way is 

very difficult to do, since all of this taking away remains unseen, whereas the 

grotesqueness of the sin remains in full view.  And because faith of this strength is so 

rare, forgiveness is itself rare.
99

  Only the one who loves has the faith to forgive in this 

way.  Most of the time, Kierkegaard says, we encumber this type of forgiveness and 

                                                 
99In the first discourse entitled ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of Sins‖ in Three 

Upbuilding Discourses (1843), Kierkegaard writes, ―Should I call to mind how even 

more rare is the person who forgave in such a way that the contrite enemy actually was 

his neighbor, the person who in his forgiveness actually abolished the partition wall and 

was aware of no difference between them, was unaware that he himself was called in the 

early morning and his enemy in the eleventh hour, was unaware that he himself was fifty 

pennies in debt, his enemy five hundred.‖  The eleventh hour reference is to a parable 

found in Mt. 20:1-16, the debt to one found in Lk. 7:40-50.  See Kierkegaard, Eighteen 

Upbuilding Discourses, 58.  In a later passage in the same discourse, Kierkegaard relates 

how love reacts when abused and attacked in various ways by sin.  See pp. 63-4.  In the 

end, ―sin grew weary of occasioning forgiveness more quickly than love grew weary of 

forgiving‖ (64).    
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prevent this miracle of faith from taking place.  Any time we are reluctant to forgive or 

forgive in order to elevate ourselves above the one we are forgiving, we do not love and 

the miracle is squelched (296). 

 Again, when I forgive in the proper way, I forget the sin in the highest sense.  

Forgetting does not mean that the sin no longer exists—forgetting is not to take away 

existence in actuality, but to take away existence in thought (296).  Just as the person 

secluded on a desert island can fulfill the commandment to love in thought through an 

experiment of thought, so the one who forgives and forgets can take away the existence 

of the sin in thought through an experiment of thought.  The challenge for both is to take 

these experiments of thought and convert them into actuality.  When the man on the 

desert island is confronted with neighbors who have needs, his love in thought is put to 

the test in actuality.  So when the one who forgives and forgets is confronted with the 

wrongdoer and reminded of the existence of the sin in actuality, the challenge is to love 

the wrongdoer, to desire and act for his good, and to treat the wrongdoer as if the sin did 

not exist in actuality.  Hope expects the good and thus gives being to the good in thought; 

forgetting looks to the past and takes away the existence of the sin in thought (296).  But 

both are proven in actuality, not in thought.  Ultimately, a person‘s love is proven in 

actuality, not in thought.  One has truly forgiven only when one is able to fight on the 

side of the ―enemy,‖ to fight on the side of good for the good of the ―enemy,‖ even when 

this seems to be fighting against oneself (335).
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Forgiveness, Moral Obligation, and Condonation 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 In The Sunflower, Simon Wiesenthal relates an extraordinary tale from his days in a 

German concentration camp in Lemberg, Poland.  One day during a work detail, 

Wiesenthal finds himself unloading rubbish bins at the Reserve Hospital, which was once 

the Technical High School where he had earned his diploma.  A Red Cross nurse 

approaches him and asks ―Are you a Jew?‖  Thinking that the nurse intends to give him 

something, perhaps an extra crust of bread, Wiesenthal follows her into the hospital.  But 

instead the nurse leads him into a room where a young SS man lays dying, his head 

completely bandaged but for the openings for his mouth, nose, and ears.  The man knows 

he is dying, and wants to discuss an experience he says is torturing him so that he can die 

in peace.  The man had asked the nurse to bring him a Jewish prisoner to talk with about 

this experience.  This man, who reveals his name to be Karl, had joined the SS as a 

volunteer, and says he must tell Wiesenthal of a crime he has committed, and must tell 

him of this crime because Wiesenthal is a Jew.  But first Karl provides Wiesenthal some 

background.  Karl is from Stuttgart and twenty-one years old.  He was raised a Catholic 

and even served in the church, becoming a favorite student of his parish priest.  And then, 

inexplicably, and contrary to the wishes of his parents, Karl joined the Hitler Youth.  His 

mother was saddened, but soon stopped reproaching him.  His father responded with 

mistrust and silence.  When the war broke out, Karl volunteered for the SS.  Karl 

continues by relating in detail his experience in the SS, emphasizing the friendships he 
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developed, the political and racial indoctrination to which he was subjected, and instances 

in which he showed kindness to Jews.  Finally, he describes his crime.  In a small town in 

Russia, Karl and his SS mates come upon between one hundred fifty and two hundred 

Jews under close guard—mostly old men, women, and children, including a number of 

infants.  A truck arrives carrying cans of petrol which they force the Jews to unload into a 

three-story house.  They then drive the Jews into the house.  Another truck filled with 

Jews arrives, and they drive them into the house.  Karl and his friends step back a few 

yards and fling hand grenades through the windows.  The flames engulf the house, 

burning the Jews alive.  Karl and his friends shoot those who try to jump out of the 

windows.   

 Karl‘s recollections disturb him.  He sweats, stammers, and groans.  He still hears 

the screams of the Jews and remembers their faces, and one in particular, that of a child 

with black hair and dark eyes.  That night Karl had tried to anesthetize himself with 

brandy, but found no relief.  He and many of his comrades spent a restless night.  Weeks 

later, Karl and his friends are in a trench at the front in the Crimea.  The order to attack 

comes and Karl charges forward.  But suddenly he stops—he sees the child with the 

black hair and the dark eyes, and the child‘s parents.  The thought that he cannot shoot 

them a second time flashes through his mind, and then a shell explodes right beside him.  

Since then Karl has been in agony, slowly dying, transferred from hospital to hospital.  

The pains in his body are terrible, but the pain in his conscience is worse.  Karl tells 

Wiesenthal that since his injury he has wanted to confess to a Jew and to beg his 

forgiveness, and that he cannot die in peace without an answer.  After debating within 

himself, Wiesenthal gets up and leaves the room without a word.  The next day 
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Wiesenthal discovers that Karl has died in the night.  Wiesenthal concludes his 

reflections with this passage: 

 Was my silence at the bedside of the dying Nazi right or wrong?  This is a 

profound moral question that challenges the conscience of the reader of this episode, 

just as much as it once challenged my heart and my mind.  There are those who can 

appreciate my dilemma, and so endorse my attitude, and there are others who will be 

ready to condemn me for refusing to ease the last moment of a repentant murderer. 

 The crux of the matter is, of course, the question of forgiveness.  Forgetting is 

something that time alone takes care of, but forgiveness is an act of volition, and 

only the sufferer is qualified to make the decision. 

 You, who have just read this sad and tragic episode in my life, can mentally 

change places with me and ask yourself the crucial question, ―What would I have 

done?‖
1
  

  

 In this chapter I will put Wiesenthal‘s soul-stirring questions to Kierkegaard to 

illuminate the status of forgiveness in terms of moral obligation in Kierkegaard‘s thought.  

Wiesenthal‘s question, I think, is really three questions, each of which is relevant to an 

understanding of forgiveness.  First, could Wiesenthal have forgiven Karl?  A number of 

the fifty-three respondents in the most recent edition of The Sunflower, and some of 

Wiesenthal‘s associates in the concentration camp, argue that only the victims of 

wrongdoing have the power to forgive that wrongdoing.  Some cite the Jewish tradition 

that even God can forgive sins only against himself, not those against fellow human 

beings.  If only Karl‘s victims had the right or power of forgiveness, Wiesenthal‘s 

question seems to be easily answered.  He was right not to forgive Karl, since to forgive 

him would have been to violate the rights of Karl‘s victims, in addition to being 

ineffectual.  And the same would go for each of us.  While this is an interesting question, 

in order to focus on the question of moral obligation, I will assume that there was some 

sense in which Wiesenthal could have forgiven Karl without specifying what that sense 

                                                 

 
1Simon Wiesenthal, The Sunflower:  On the Possibilities and Limits of Forgiveness, 

revised and expanded edition (New York:  Schocken Books, 1998):  97-8. 
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might be.  The second of Wiesenthal‘s questions is thus, ―Should he have forgiven Karl?‖  

While the ―should‖ here could be read in a number of ways, this seems to be the question 

Wiesenthal wants answered when he asks if his silence was right or wrong.  He seems to 

be asking if he had a moral obligation to forgive Karl.  This question I will put to 

Kierkegaard.  But the answer Kierkegaard provides to the question of moral obligation 

cannot be divorced from the most thought-provoking of Wiesenthal‘s questions:  ―What 

would I have done?‖  This question is perhaps the most difficult to answer, and one that 

Kierkegaard certainly cannot answer for us, and perhaps, outside of the moment, cannot 

even answer for himself.  The very personal nature of this final question will lead me into 

a brief discussion of Kierkegaard‘s understanding of love and judging, along with 

judging‘s obvious relation to forgiveness. 

 This discussion of love, judging, and forgiveness will occasion a discussion of love‘s 

believing all things, and a contrasting of love with mistrust.  But most people are not 

purely mistrustful.  Instead, many people split the difference between belief and mistrust, 

basing the decision on a concern for worldly significance.  This type of person is the 

worldly wise person, the person Kierkegaard discusses in the very beginning of the first 

deliberation of Works of Love, who proves himself to be self-deceived in the most 

dangerous way.   

 Following this discussion of belief, judging, and self-deception, I will seek to defend 

Kierkegaard (or rather to allow him to defend himself) against the condonation objection.  

If Kierkegaard thinks forgiveness is a moral obligation (which he does) then in all cases 

in which one has been wronged, one must forgive in every such case.  But if one must 

forgive in every such case, then one‘s forgiveness does not depend upon anything the 
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wrongdoer might do, like repent or apologize.  Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is thus 

unconditional, and this seems to open him up to the charge that his view of forgiveness 

ultimately amounts to condonation of wrongdoing.  Kierkegaard will have several things 

to say here in response, and I hope to elucidate these responses by contrasting his view of 

forgiveness with what in many respects is a very similar view, that of Jacques Derrida 

and John Caputo. 

 

The Obligation to Love and to Forgive 

 

 That Kierkegaard believes forgiveness to be morally obligatory, and that this 

obligation is generated by a divine commandment, is clear, despite the fact that 

Kierkegaard never says that forgiveness is specifically commanded.
2
  Love of neighbor, 

however, is specifically commanded, and since there are certain works that follow 

necessarily from true neighbor love, these works are commanded as well.
3
  For instance, 

love that does not hope in the way Kierkegaard describes is not neighbor love.  Hoping in 

this way is essential to neighbor love, so a commandment to love the neighbor is also a 

commandment to hope in this way.  Hiding the multitude of sins is one of these essential 

works of love, and the most notable way of hiding the multitude of sins is to forgive sins 

that cannot be hidden legitimately any other way.  So if there is a commandment to hide 

                                                 
2For much more on the moral obligation generated by the commandment to love 

one‘s neighbor as oneself, see C. Stephen Evans, Kierkegaard‟s Ethic of Love, 

particularly chapters one and eight.  See also Ferreira, chapter two and chapter seventeen, 

section one.  
 

3The deontological nature of neighbor love is, according to Kierkegaard, both what 

makes it unique, and what makes it Christian:  ―this is the very mark of Christian love 

and its distinctive characteristic—that it contains this apparent contradiction:  to love is a 

duty‖ (24).  In what follows I will take it for granted that the contradiction in 

commanding love of this sort is, as Kierkegaard says, only apparent, Kant‘s worries 

notwithstanding.  
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the multitude of sins, in circumstances in which forgiveness is the method required to 

accomplish this, forgiveness will be commanded.  Forgiveness is something of a last 

resort when it comes to hiding the multitude of sins.  Forgiveness only applies when all 

other strategies of hiding have been applied, and sin still remains.  If forgiveness is an 

appropriate means of hiding the multitude of sins, all other options have been 

exhausted—there are no other methods available to accomplish what forgiveness is 

supposed to accomplish.  Thus, the moral obligation to love the neighbor that results from 

the commandment will attach to forgiveness in every circumstance in which forgiveness 

is possible.  Since neighbor love is a moral obligation and hiding the multitude of sins is 

an essential component of neighbor love, hiding the multitude of sins is a moral 

obligation.  And since forgiveness is, when appropriate, the only way of doing this, the 

only method of fulfilling a moral obligation, forgiveness itself becomes a moral 

obligation.  Forgiveness therefore is, on Kierkegaard‘s view, morally obligatory 

whenever it is possible since our action only counts as forgiveness if it is the last resort in 

hiding the multitude of sins.  ―Forgiveness‖ which does not hide the multitude of sins and 

is not the only remaining possibility for hiding the multitude of sins is not in fact 

forgiveness.  This obligatory nature helps to explain why forgiveness might be thought to 

be one of, if not the paradigmatic, work of love.  Most of the works of love Kierkegaard 

discusses are general in nature, and can be accomplished by a number of different means.  

Forgiveness, however, is a specific act which, in the circumstances in which it becomes 

possible, uniquely displays neighbor love.
4
 

                                                 
4While discussing forgiveness in the context in which Kierkegaard most clearly 

discusses it, that of hiding the multitude of sins, is I think the clearest way of explaining 

the obligatory nature of forgiveness, it certainly is not the only way.  Above (pp. 121-2) I 
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 All of that said, Kierkegaard attaches the moral obligation directly to loving the 

neighbor, and not to forgiveness.  This connection implies that forgiveness would not be 

morally obligatory, and in fact would be morally prohibited, if forgiveness were not the 

loving thing to do.  One might be able to develop a counterexample to the view that I 

have attributed to Kierkegaard, an example in which neighbor love and forgiveness are in 

apparent conflict; in this case Kierkegaard would clearly side with the loving action, and 

not with forgiveness.  Obviously, such a case would involve a refusal to forgive, and such 

a refusal to forgive would be the loving thing to do.  This refusal would have to be an 

example of ―tough love,‖ not a refusal based on a desire for revenge, retribution, or 

negative feelings such as resentment or hatred.  Such a refusal could not be based on a 

belief that some actions are unforgivable.  The only legitimate basis for a refusal would 

be love for the neighbor.  Throughout Works of Love, Kierkegaard connects love of 

neighbor to love of God, as the two great commandments do themselves.  To love one‘s 

neighbor is, simply put, to help the neighbor to love God.  To love someone is to desire 

their good, and their good ultimately consists in a certain kind of relationship with God.  

Love of neighbor should promote this God-relationship in whatever way possible.  Can 

refusing to forgive serve to promote one‘s God-relationship?  Can refusing to forgive 

someone ever help them to love God? 

 Although Kierkegaard never answers this question directly, I think he would say 

―no.‖  If refusing to forgive someone were to bring them to a recognition of their own 

wretchedness and need for forgiveness, if it were to lead them to repent of their 

                                                                                                                                                 

have mentioned that I think one can derive this obligation to forgive from love‘s work in 

hoping all things.  In fact, I suspect that the obligation can be derived from any of the 

general works of love Kierkegaard discusses—and this fact provided much of the 

motivation behind my discussion of these works in chapter two. 
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wrongdoing, a refusal to forgive indeed would bring someone closer to God.  But 

determining what effects our actions will have on another‘s God-relationship is not the 

sort of practice that we human beings have perfected, or at which we are even regularly 

successful.  Our inability to predict how our actions will affect another‘s God-

relationship in thorny situations like those concerning forgiveness should lead us back to 

the authority to which Kierkegaard appeals throughout Works of Love.  Scripture as a 

whole and the example of Jesus throughout Scripture point to the value of forgiveness 

and present a presumption that forgiving is the standard position.  A fantastic argument 

must be given to justify the refusal to forgive as loving, and no such argument is 

forthcoming.  Effects of actions can be accidental and unrelated to the morality of the 

action itself.  It is conceivable that my choosing to kidnap and torture Fred over an 

extended period of time could lead Fred to contemplate in a way he never has before the 

suffering Jesus endured on his behalf, and that his God-relationship is significantly 

developed as a result.  But it would be perverse to conclude that, because this 

development was an effect of my torturing Fred, my torturing Fred was loving, even if I 

am disturbed enough to torture Fred because I recognize that suffering often has positive 

results in this area, and because I desire these results for Fred.  My willingness to torture 

Fred indicates a severe defect of character regardless of my motivation.  Even if one 

provides a case in which refusing to forgive results in a development in the wrongdoer‘s 

God-relationship,
5
 this does not mean one should refuse to forgive in actual situations 

with the hope that such refusal will help another to love God.  This effect is something 

                                                 
5Providing such a scenario is not difficult.  If my torturing Fred could plausibly 

result in a development of his God-relationship (and I see no reason why the example is 

not plausible), refusing to forgive could certainly have the same effect.  
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that human beings are simply not equipped to determine, and given the presumption (at 

the very least) in favor of forgiveness, the probability of such an effect never will justify 

the refusal to forgive.   

 In fact, for Kierkegaard, the refusal to forgive is like my torturing Fred in that it 

ultimately says something significant about me regardless of its effects.  Suppose that I 

really do torture Fred in the hopes that his suffering will bring him closer to God.  In that 

case I think the only conclusion to draw is that I am insane.  But if I profess such a 

motivation for torturing Fred, and am not simply insane, it is likely that my expressed 

hope for Fred is a cover for my real motivation—perhaps my love of inflicting pain.  

Kierkegaard thinks something similar about ―noble‖ motivations for the refusal to 

forgive.  ―It is for his own good,‖ sounds noble, but the very motivation belies an 

unloving nature, a nature that desires revenge for the wrong committed against one.  

What this person really wants (usually repentance and an apology), is for his own sake 

and not for the sake of the person who has wronged him.  This position is self-regarding, 

not loving.
6
  Instead, the one who fulfills the commandment to love his neighbor, as I 

noted at the end of the second chapter, fights on the side of his enemy, for the good of his 

enemy, even when this seems to be fighting against himself, and acting contrary to his 

own interests.   

                                                 
  

 
6Those who support conditional theories of forgiveness often use exactly this process 

of thought, arguing that self-respect necessitates requiring repentance.  At this point these 

thinkers and Kierkegaard simply have a fundamental disagreement about value. 
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 This attitude is what Kierkegaard calls the conciliatory spirit in love, and this spirit 

ultimately wins the one overcome.
7
  Apart from the deliberation on love‘s hiding the 

multitude of sins, Kierkegaard has more specific things to say about forgiveness in this 

deliberation than in any other place in Works of Love.  Kierkegaard begins this 

deliberation by discussing the danger of falling that comes after a victory—for a victory 

to remain a victory, a second victory must be won, that of preserving the first victory.  

Spiritually, the first victory is against the world, and the second has to do with claiming 

the honor for the first victory.
8
  Spiritually, this is where the second victory is won; 

―when a person in the very moment of victory relinquishes the victory to God, only then 

does a person continue to stand after having overcome everything‖ (333).  The first 

victory in the spiritual sense is the overcoming of evil with good, and this victory 

Kierkegaard presupposes.  This first victory is really the victory of the good within a 

person himself—the victory that comes with remaining loving in the face of evil.  The 

second fight, the one Kierkegaard is here concerned with, is the fight the one who loves 

undertakes ―conciliatingly for the good to be victorious in the unloving person‖ (335).  

This fighting for the other is the conciliatory spirit in love, and it is this spirit, this 

fighting for the good of the other, that is demonstrated in a proactive forgiveness that 

does not need or wait for repentance or the fulfillment of any other condition before 

forgiving: 

When the enemy or someone who has wronged you comes to you and seeks an 

agreement—that you are willing to forgive is indeed beautiful and laudable, and also 

                                                 
7As Robert Roberts has commented to me, this conciliatory spirit might be thought 

of as a virtue in its own right, and also as a locus for the virtue he calls forgivingness.  
  

 
8
 I have already mentioned some of what Kierkegaard says concerning forgiveness in 

this deliberation in chapter two, but there I did not put the discussion in its proper 

context. 
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loving.  Ah, but what slowness!  Do not say ‗that you did it at once, as soon as he 

asked you about it‘—instead, bear in mind what swiftness to reconciliation the true 

love has in comparison with this, or in comparison with a swiftness that by 

depending on another‘s swiftness or slowness to ask for forgiveness is essentially 

slowness, even if it happens to come very swiftly.  Long, long before the enemy 

thinks of seeking agreement, the loving one is already in agreement with him; and 

not only that, no, he has gone over to the enemy‘s side, is fighting for his cause; even 

if he does not understand it or is unwilling to understand it, he is working here to 

bring it to an agreement.  See, this can be called a battle of love or a battle in love!  

To fight with the help of the good against the enemy—that is laudable and noble; 

but to fight for the enemy—and against whom?  Against oneself, if you will—this, 

yes, this is loving, or this is the conciliatory spirit in love! (335) 

 

I think when Kierkegaard says that the willingness to forgive swiftly only after 

forgiveness has been requested is loving, he means that it is loving in the human sense, or 

in other words, it is self-loving.  Soon after this statement, he asks us to consider the 

swiftness of true love, which has already gone over to the other‘s side and is fighting on 

the side of the other against the one who forgives.  The ways in which true love fights on 

the side of the other have been detailed in the deliberation on love‘s hiding the multitude 

of sins, and the most dramatic and significant of these is forgiveness.  True love‘s 

forgiveness is not a forgiveness that merely responds swiftly to repentance or an apology, 

but a proactive forgiveness which does not wait for or require such gestures.  True love‘s 

forgiveness fights on the side of the enemy by forgiving without any repentance or 

apology even when the one who forgives has a claim to these things.  ―In the absolute 

sense, to forgive is not the conciliatory spirit if forgiveness is asked for; but it is the 

conciliatory spirit to need to forgive already when the other person has not had the 

slightest thought of seeking forgiveness‖ (336).  Here again neighbor love turns the 

natural understanding on its head.  To fight for forgiveness does not mean to fight to be 

forgiven, but to fight to get the other to accept forgiveness and allow himself to be 

reconciled (336).   
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 But what does it mean to be reconciled?  Reconciliation may not mean restoration of 

the same relationship, but it does mean the establishment of some relationship, even if the 

only basis for that relationship is the universal human equality before God.  Forgiveness 

seeks this reconciliation, but forgiveness by itself is not this reconciliation.  

Reconciliation requires the acceptance of forgiveness, and the acceptance of forgiveness 

requires the recognition of wrongdoing and repentance.  ―It would be a weakness, not 

love, to make the unloving one believe that he was right in the evil he did; it would not be 

the conciliatory spirit but a treachery that would strengthen him in the evil‖ (338).  So 

while forgiveness does not require repentance, reconciliation does, and fighting for 

reconciliation through forgiveness means fighting for recognition of wrongdoing and 

repentance of that wrongdoing.  Kierkegaard even says that the unloving one must feel 

his wrong ―deeply‖ (338).
9
  Kierkegaard thinks our natural understanding has it 

backwards.  Repentance is not an occasion for forgiveness; rather, forgiveness serves as 

an occasion for repentance.
10

  Forgiveness which does not fight for repentance, which 

does not contain an explicit condemnation of the action in question, is not forgiveness, 

but the condoning of wrong.  This fighting for the repentance of the other is the second 

battle about which Kierkegaard has written.   

 But the two battles cannot be so easily separated.  The first battle is to overcome evil 

with good in one‘s own person, and this means, I think plausibly, to become loving.  But 

to become loving requires that one initiate the second battle of developing the 

conciliatory spirit in love and fighting for the reconciliation of the wrongdoer both with 

                                                 
9Recall the similar discussion regarding our duty to love the people we see. 
 
10This is how Kierkegaard views the Atonement.  More on this will be forthcoming 

in chapter four.  
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oneself and God.  Thus, to win the first battle, one must initiate the second.  Fighting for 

the wrongdoer through forgiveness is a necessary condition of being loving.  To fulfill 

the commandment to love one‘s neighbor as oneself, one must forgive.  And since every 

wrongdoer is worth fighting for (we are, after all, equal before God), every wrongdoer 

must be forgiven.  Kierkegaard presents a stringent requirement indeed.  In fact, this 

requirement is humiliating; the whole relationship is inverted, and the one who has 

overcome evil with good becomes less important than the one he is seeking in the second 

battle to overcome.  ―Let us suppose that the prodigal son‘s brother had been willing to 

do everything for his brother—yet one thing he could never have gotten into his head:  

that the prodigal brother should be the more important‖ (338).
11

  The humiliation is 

removed, however, by the introduction of the third element in the relationship, something 

higher than both the one who loves and the one who is unloving.  As we know from 

earlier discussions, this third is God himself, or the God-relationship (339).  Without the 

presence of God, the desire to master or conquer the unloving individual becomes 

unloving itself.  We find ourselves back in the position of the person who fights for 

repentance without forgiveness—we want repentance for ourselves, to heal our own 

bruised egos or senses of justice, not for the sake of the one who needs to repent.  When 

God is present as the third in the relationship, both of the others are humbled under him 

who is himself love and the good (340).  The holy modesty of the one who forgives is 

exemplified in the fact that he takes whatever apologies or repentance he receives and 

                                                 

 
11Again, this should be our perspective because it is God‘s perspective.  Recall 

Jesus‘ parables about the one lost sheep and the lost coin, among others.  The one lost 

soul is always more important than the many who are not lost.  
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gives them away as something due to God, but not to himself.  Kierkegaard says that this 

holy modesty is ―inseparable from all true love‖ (341). 

 

Judgment and the Obligation to Forgive 

 

 If forgiveness is morally obligatory in every instance in which it is possible, and if 

we assume that it was possible for Wiesenthal to forgive Karl in some way, then 

Wiesenthal had a moral obligation to forgive Karl.  When Wiesenthal asks the question, 

―What should I have done?‖ Kierkegaard‘s answer is ―You should have forgiven Karl.‖  

At first glance this may seem harsh, even absurd or offensive.  After everything 

Wiesenthal had endured at the hands of the Nazis, to say that he had an obligation to 

forgive one of those Nazis seems to require too much.  And perhaps in reality it does.  

But Kierkegaard is arguing for what he thinks is the ideal, what he thinks true 

Christianity requires, whether or not any of us in fact meet such a high standard.  As 

Kierkegaard notes, the love commandment is not concerned with who a person is, but 

rather who a person should become (180).  And while Kierkegaard does accept the 

principle that ought implies can, the ―can‖ does not mean using nothing but my own 

natural resources.  The fulfillment of the love commandment is within our grasp, but not 

without the aid of divine grace. 

 But the fact that Kierkegaard might say that Wiesenthal should have forgiven Karl 

does not imply that he would condemn Wiesenthal for not having forgiven him.  For, first 

of all, Kierkegaard would say that the love commandment speaks to each of us about 

ourselves, and not to us about others.  The should places a task upon each of us that 

leaves no time for condemning others.  The tendency to take rigorous moral requirements 

and search out those who fail to meet them is itself a violation of the commandment to 
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love, since it discovers sins instead of hiding them.  In addition, such a love of 

discovering the faults of others blends easily into the type of gossip-mongering that 

Kierkegaard considers anathema (remember the work of love in hiding the multitude of 

sins by silence), and is especially dangerous in a small country like Denmark, where 

everyone knows everyone else.
12

  Whether Wiesenthal should have forgiven Karl is 

between Wiesenthal and God.  Additionally, Wiesenthal‘s lack of forgiveness is not a 

sign of a lack of love (although it may indicate this love is not perfected), since love by 

its very nature is hidden, and no one act can either prove or disprove the presence of love.  

For that matter, Wiesenthal does several things that could be interpreted as fruits of 

neighbor love.  He stays and listens to Karl‘s confession despite an intense desire to 

leave.  He allows Karl to grip his hand throughout the encounter.  He even brushes aside 

a fly which is bothering Karl.  If not being able to forgive can be understood as unloving, 

certainly these actions can be understood as loving.  Only God can judge Wiesenthal‘s 

heart and know whether neighbor love was present.  In fact, as people commanded to 

love Wiesenthal as our neighbor, it is our obligation to believe love in him even in the 

absence of love‘s fruit.  Such belief is itself a fruit of love, and gives evidence that we are 

workers in love and not judgers of it (15-6). 

 To condemn Wiesenthal for not forgiving Karl would be, among other things, to 

demonstrate a nature that is itself unloving.  A judgmental spirit is an unloving and 

unforgiving spirit.  This is not to say, of course, that the loving person fails to recognize 

sin as sin—Kierkegaard has already explained how this process should work in II.V.  The 

                                                 

 
12See Pap. VIII

2
B 73 n.d., 1847, quoted in the supplementary material in the 

Princeton edition of Works of Love (pp. 454-61).  Kierkegaard considered placing this 

passage in the tenth deliberation of the second series, but decided against it.  
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loving person will refuse to discover sins for the purpose of character assassination or 

gossip, will keep silent about character flaws that she discovers accidentally, and will 

seek to provide mitigating explanations where appropriate.  A judgmental spirit fails to 

love in this way, and often brings judgment too hastily, especially when it is the one 

offended.  A judgmental spirit will make one obtuse, as Kierkegaard says, and often 

unable to see the truth of a situation (168).  ―Only superficial, impetuous, passionate 

people, who do not know themselves and for that reason naturally are unaware that they 

do not know others, judge precipitously.  Those with insight, those who know, never do 

this‖ (229).  But when sin must be seen, the loving person will recognize it as such, and 

try to forgive if the offense is against her.  Although not judgmental, the loving person 

still will call the police if she witnesses a man beating his wife and children.  The loving 

person does not sweep blatant violations under the rug.
13

 

 In the first deliberation of Works of Love, when discussing the recognizability of 

love by its fruits, Kierkegaard is clear that the fact that love is recognizable by its fruits is 

not an excuse for us all to become busy judging one another and evaluating one another‘s 

fruit.  Rather, the statement is a clarion call to each individual to work in such a way that 

one‘s love could be recognized because it bears fruit.  ―The divine authority of the 

Gospel does not speak to one person about another, does not speak to you, my listener, 

about me, or to me about you—no, when the Gospel speaks, it speaks to the single 

individual‖ (14).  The focus that the love commandment places on the individual means 

                                                 

 
13For another explanation of this type of judgment that focuses on forgiveness and 

grace instead of  judgmentalism, see L. Gregory Jones, Embodying Forgiveness:  A 

Theological Analysis (Grand Rapids, MI:  William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 

1995), 145-50.  Jones develops a conception of both human and divine forgiveness with 

which I think Kierkegaard would be mostly in agreement. 
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that for Kierkegaard, the last of Wiesenthal‘s questions will be the most intriguing.  This 

final question, ―What would I have done?‖ brings the point of Wiesenthal‘s story home to 

roost, so to speak.  This question draws our attention to our own hearts and our own 

nature, and our own failing with regard to love and forgiveness, not to the failings of 

others.  Our concern should not be, as Kierkegaard says, to track down hypocrites.  If that 

is our concern, we must be very careful that we do not fall into hypocrisy ourselves (15).  

As Amy Laura Hall puts it, ―The proximity and height of the command is to keep us 

intent on our own relation to the ‗shall‘ of scripture, and to curb our pitiful desire to 

watch, judge, and condemn the one whose error we have most opportunity to detect.‖
14

  

Certainly Kierkegaard would not be so presumptuous as to answer that he would have 

forgiven Karl.  Several times in Works of Love he admits that he falls short of the 

standard he is explicating, noting that he is ―yet very far from the delusion that I fulfill 

this commandment‖ (59), and even that it is not to others that he is writing, but to himself 

that eternity is saying, ―You shall love‖ (90).  It is for this reason that all of Kierkegaard‘s 

religious discourses are written explicitly ―without authority,‖ and why he is forced to 

create the pseudonym of Anti-Climacus to explicate Christianity in its ideal state.  

Furthermore, in Purity of Heart Kierkegaard is clear that the discourse does not intend to 

judge its listeners, but rather to place its listeners before God, ―where no man dares judge 

another since he himself is one of the accused.‖
15

  We should be loving and forgiving 

toward others, but ruthlessly critical of ourselves.  Our overall concern should be with our 

own fulfillment of the task set before us instead of the success of all others in fulfilling 

                                                 

 
14Amy Laura Hall, Kierkegaard and the Treachery of Love (Cambridge:  Cambridge 

University Press, 2002), 193.  
 

 
15Kierkegaard, Purity of Heart, 178.  
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their respective tasks.  As Kierkegaard notes in one journal entry, ―Most men are 

subjective toward themselves and objective toward all others, frightfully objective 

sometimes—but the task is precisely to be objective toward oneself and subjective toward 

all others.‖
16

  

 Furthermore, to judge Wiesenthal for not forgiving Karl would be, according to 

Kierkegaard, to judge ourselves and to ask God to judge us as well.  In the conclusion to 

Works of Love, Kierkegaard makes much of both the rigorousness and the leniency of 

Christianity.  The leniency is well-expressed in the phrase ―Be it done for you as you 

believe.‖  If you believe that your faith will save you, then it shall.  Similarly, the 

rigorousness is well expressed in the phrase ―like for like.‖  Kierkegaard illustrates by 

telling the story of a thief who steals some money and takes it to his friend to be 

laundered.  The friend takes the money, leaves the thief‘s presence, and returns without it, 

acting as if nothing has happened.  The thief is enraged, calls the police, and accuses his 

friend of fraud.  But the first question the police ask the thief is ―Where did you get the 

money?‖ (382)  Thus the thief has brought judgment down upon himself by accusing his 

friend.  The unforgiving person does the same thing before God.  We ask God to forgive 

us our trespasses in the same way that we forgive the trespasses of others.  When we 

refuse to forgive, we do point out the speck in our brother‘s eye, but we also draw 

attention to the log in our own.  The same principle of like for like applies when we are 

judgmental.  When we ask God to be judgmental, we cannot make distinctions—if we  

                                                 
 

 
16JP IV, 4542.  Anthony Rudd draws attention to the rigorousness we ought to apply 

to ourselves and the leniency we ought to apply to others, and quotes this journal entry in 

doing so.  See his ―‗Believing All Things‘:  Kierkegaard on Knowledge, Doubt, and 

Love,‖ in International Kierkegaard Commentary:  Works of Love, ed. Robert L. Perkins, 

121-36 (Macon, GA:  Mercer University Press, 1999).   
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desire his judgment upon others, we must accept his judgment upon ourselves.
17

  To 

forgive, we must recognize the equality between ourselves and our offenders.  We are 

able to be judgmental only if we forget this equality, forget that before God we are all in 

the wrong.  In fact, in The Sickness Unto Death Kierkegaard argues that it is this fact of 

common guilt that makes it humanly impossible for us to be judgmental toward others: 

 People can be put to death en masse, can be sprayed en masse, can be flattered en 

 masse—in short, in many ways they can be treated as cattle, but they cannot be 

 judged as cattle, for cattle cannot come under judgment.  No matter how many are 

 judged, if the judging is to have any earnestness and truth, then each individual is 

 judged.  Now when so many are guilty, it is humanly impossible to do it—that is 

 why the whole thing is abandoned.  It is obvious that there can be no judgment:  

 there are too many to be judged; it is impossible to get hold of them or manage to get 

 hold of them as single individuals, and therefore judging has to be abandoned.
18

 

 

Again, in this passage Kierkegaard is not arguing that any judging is impossible; he is not 

arguing for the abolition of laws and systems of justice.  He is simply pointing out that in 

the divine reckoning, we are all guilty before God.  The passage above indicates that 

human beings can be judged as individuals, and leaves open at least the possibility that 

each of us might act as judge.  But because we are all guilty, we may conclude that even 

though human beings can be judged as individuals, none of us is in any position to judge 

any human individual.  In a footnote in this passage, Kierkegaard notes that God remains 

the judge, since for him there is no crowd, there are only single individuals.  One of the 

reasons God can act as judge is because he is not guilty.   

                                                 
 

 
17In Purity of Heart, Kierkegaard identifies such judgment with double-mindedness, 

a state obviously opposed to the willing of one thing.  See Kierkegaard, Purity of Heart, 

68.  This double-mindedness in the judgmental person, I suspect, often manifests itself 

not only in judgment, but also in the egocentric service of the good.  This person wants 

the good to triumph, but only through him, only if the good uses him as the instrument of 

triumph.  The judgmental person will view his judgment and condemnation as such a 

triumph.  See Purity of Heart, 99-103.   
  

 
18Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 123.  
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Forgiveness, Believing All Things, and Deception 

 

 In contrast with the judgmental person, the person who loves believes that there is 

love in the other person.  This belief in love is connected to the hope that the wrongdoer 

will repent of his wrong and devote himself to the good.  Believing in love in the 

wrongdoer also means that the person who loves will forgive in the belief that the 

wrongdoer will accept that forgiveness by repenting of his wrong.  Kierkegaard 

emphasizes the importance of believing in love from the very first page of the first 

deliberation.  There Kierkegaard begins his work by contrasting two types of people:  the 

type of person who will only believe in what his eyes can see, that is, what he can prove 

or know with a satisfactory degree of certainty, and the person who is willing to believe 

in the absence of such certainty.  If we are the first type of person, Kierkegaard says, we 

ought to begin by giving up belief in love (5).  I will return below to a discussion of this 

clever, prudent, worldly-wise person, whom Kierkegaard describes as kløgtig or as 

having Klogskab.  Kierkegaard consistently contrasts this person with the person who 

loves. 

 If we are the second person, the one who tends to believe without certainty, or 

perhaps without especially convincing evidence, or maybe even not because of especially 

convincing evidence, Kierkegaard admits that we run the risk of being in error.  We run 

the risk of being wrong, of believing what is untrue.  But with regard to love, this risk of 

being deceived is well worth taking.  For, Kierkegaard writes, ―To defraud oneself of 

love is the most terrible, is an eternal loss, for which there is no compensation either in 

time or in eternity‖ (5-6).  This tendency to believe not just in the existence of love, but in 

the presence of love in the other person, is viewed by the world as imprudence at best and 
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foolish gullibility at worst.  But for Kierkegaard, this worldly imprudence is one of the 

clearest signs that love is present in a person.  Love is recognizable by its fruits, and one 

of the greatest fruits of love is the belief in love in others.  Belief as a work of love is in 

this way closely related to hope.  While hope looks toward the future and expectantly 

hopes that there will be love in the person, belief believes that there is love in the person 

now, in the present.  To know love, to be loving, we must believe in it.  Knowing that 

love exists is not like knowing a tree exists.  We cannot see love in the way we see a 

tree—the evidence may not be nearly as compelling.  But for Kierkegaard there are many 

ways to knowledge, and the way to knowledge of love is through belief.  In the first 

deliberation and later, Kierkegaard contrasts belief with mistrust just as he contrasts hope 

with fear:  ―Do not forget that it would be a beautiful, a noble, and a sacred fruit by which 

the love in you would become known if in your relation to another person whose love 

perhaps bore poorer fruit you were loving enough to see it as more beautiful than it was.  

If mistrust can actually see something as less than it is, then love also can see something 

as greater than it is‖ (16).  Like is known only by like, and the person who loves will 

believe in love in the other, and through that belief will hunt down the other‘s love, 

however weak or hidden. 

 But, one might say, is not the kløgtig person justified in his worry that through 

belief, especially belief in other people, we will be mightily deceived?  After all, even 

Kierkegaard says that love can see love in another as greater than it is—and is this not a 

type of deception?  Would it not be better simply to see what is truly there, instead of 

seeing what is not, especially if seeing something that is not there opens us up to abuse 

and suffering?  No doubt this reasoning, which seems valid, is what lies behind the 
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tendency to mistrust what I have called unconditional views of forgiveness.  Such views 

do not require any conditions be fulfilled by the wrongdoer prior to forgiveness.  No 

repentance, apology, or any other good faith gesture must be given before forgiveness is 

justified.  This, as we have seen, is Kierkegaard‘s view, and practical wisdom perhaps 

legitimately suggests that there is a certain gullibility in this position.  For, with regard to 

forgiveness, believing in love in the other amounts to believing in a repentant heart, and 

again, viewing forgiveness as an occasion for repentance, and not vice versa.  And so the 

person who loves will believe in love in the other, will hope for repentance from the 

other, and will thus forgive unconditionally.  But not all wrongdoers will respond to 

forgiveness with a repentant heart, and thus the one who loves will have been deceived—

his belief in the love of the other will have proven to be unjustified.  Would it not be 

better, one might ask, to reserve forgiveness for those who are truly repentant, rather than 

doling it out indiscriminately in the false hope that everyone will repent? 

 Kierkegaard is well aware of this difficulty and seeks to address it specifically in 

deliberation II.II, where he discusses the work of love in believing all things and makes 

the shocking claim that love, through believing all things, can be secured against 

deception.  In fact, Kierkegaard says that believing all things in love is synonymous with 

being secured against deception.  To explain this, Kierkegaard contrasts love that believes 

all things with mistrust.  Simply, love believes all things, but mistrust believes nothing.  

Mistrust acts by converting knowledge into a negative belief, and attempting to pass that 

belief off as knowledge.  ―The deception is that from knowledge (the pretense and the 

falsity are that it is by virtue of knowledge) mistrust concludes, assumes, and believes 

what it concludes, assumes, and believes by virtue of the disbelief inherent in mistrust, 
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whereas from the same knowledge, by virtue of belief, one can conclude, assume, and 

believe the very opposite‖ (227).  Kierkegaard has gone to great lengths to argue that 

appearances can be deceiving, that acts which seem to be acts of hate may be acts of love 

and vice versa.  Grasping the facts of the matter, the knowledge to which Kierkegaard 

refers, does not always give us a clear insight into the motives or intentions of a person.  

―Knowledge‖ is open to interpretation, and one can choose to interpret using mistrust or 

love.  Mistrust agrees with love that there is no unconditional mark of integrity, honesty, 

truth, or love in a person, but it chooses to interpret negatively the marks that are present.  

The interpretation ends up revealing not so much about the one interpreted as it does 

about the interpreter.  Judgment takes place in this interpretation, but the judgment is of 

oneself, ―since to live is to judge oneself, to become disclosed‖ (228).  Deception and 

truth are opposite possibilities, and possibilities that force the decision to love or to 

mistrust.  One cannot know in evaluating another whether one will find truth or be 

deceived:  ―If someone thinks that one should not believe even the best of persons, 

because it is still possible that he is a deceiver, then the reverse also holds true, that you 

can credit even the worst person with the good, because it is still possible that his badness 

is an appearance‖ (228).  In terms of knowledge, mistrust and love are on an equal 

footing; it is in terms of faith that they are distinguished, and are in fact opposites (228).  

Faith rejects a methodology of doubt when it comes to the presence of love in persons.   

 Here Kierkegaard provides one defense against love being foolish and naïve.  The 

foolish, naïve, and gullible believe things in ignorance and inexperience; the one who 
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loves believes all things with knowledge.
19

  The one who loves is not deceived about how 

bad or unrepentant a person may appear to be, but is also aware that this may again only 

be an appearance, and in fact believes and hopes that it is such an appearance.  The one 

who loves will forgive, believing and hoping that repentance and a movement toward the 

good will be the response, but also recognizing the possibility that it may not be so.  Both 

the mistrustful person and the loving person are in danger of being in error; the difference 

is the error in which each chooses to be in danger of being.  The difference between 

mistrust and love is the choice between preferring good and evil.   

 To believe nothing at all is the very border where believing evil begins; in other 

 words, the good is the object of belief, and therefore someone who believes nothing 

 at all begins to believe evil.  To believe nothing at all is the beginning of being evil, 

 because it shows that one has no good in oneself, since belief is the good in a person 

 that does not come with much knowledge, nor is it necessarily lacking because the 

 knowledge is meager.  Mistrust cannot maintain knowledge in equilibrium; it defiles 

 its knowledge and therefore verges on envy, malice, and corruption, which believe 

 all evil (234).   

 

The mistrustful person will never forgive, because the mistrustful person will never 

believe in the good, and thus will never believe in the good in the other.  Even when an 

apparently genuine repentance is offered, the mistrustful person will refuse to believe it, 

and therefore will refuse to forgive. 

 But the vast majority of people are not mistrustful in this way.  They are, instead, 

what Kierkegaard calls in this deliberation, experienced.  And it is this perspective, one 

might think, that is superior to the perspective of love, which can be in error about the 

                                                 

 
19One might worry here about what Ferreira calls the ―blank check‖ objection to 

Kierkegaard‘s sacrificial view of love.  The objection is that love for the neighbor 

provides no limit to the amount or type of self-sacrifice required.  One might think that 

believing all things opens one up to abuse in a way that is unreasonable.  Ferreira, for her 

part, argues that for Kierkegaard, the ―as yourself‖ clause in the love commandment 

solves this problem by reminding us of our equality with the other, among other things.  

See section VIII of her chapter eight.  
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person in whom it believes love.  The experienced person is not completely mistrustful; 

she carves a middle road between love and mistrust, what Kierkegaard calls a 

―contentious compromise‖ (226).
20

  The experienced person is the clever, worldly wise, 

prudent person who believes only when the evidence makes belief a pretty safe bet. 

Human beings, Kierkegaard says, have ―a natural fear of making a mistake—by thinking 

too well of another person‖ (232).  Of course, Kierkegaard has argued that both mistrust 

and love are in danger of being in error, since knowledge of a person‘s motives and 

intentions is only the recognition of competing possibilities.  But for some reason, human 

beings are more prone to mistrust, and are more afraid of being made to look 

simpleminded or foolish by erring on the side of belief.  It is much more acceptable in the 

world to make a mistake by judging someone harshly than it is to make a mistake by 

believing in someone and opening oneself up to abuse.   

 Unfortunately, this person who is concerned only with being kløgtig is subject to the 

greater error, and to self-deception.  Throughout Works of Love, Kierkegaard contrasts 

this kløgtig person with the person who loves.  The shrewd person takes a close look at 

the one he loves before committing to love, so that he might not be deceived or taken 

advantage of.  He catalogues the worldly dissimilarities among people in order to judge 

who is worthy of his love, and thus he never comes close to loving the neighbor, since he 

is never able to see the neighbor (68).  Thus the shrewd person often falls into the self-

deception that results from accusation:  the belief that many people simply are not worth 

loving (157).  The shrewd person is so concerned with remaining clever and prudent by 

the standards of the world that he is unable to believe in love, but only in shrewdness 

                                                 

 
20Kierkegaard also describes this stand as a ―halfway approach‖ in the deliberation 

on love‘s hoping all things.  See p. 261.  
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(244).  This practical shrewdness is so afraid of deception that it virtually removes 

possibility altogether in favor of habit, experience, and custom.  The practical result is a 

life without possibility.  Truly, this means a life without fear, but it is a life of despair, a 

life without expectation and hope (251).  To the degree that one is shrewd in this way, 

one does not love and one lacks the eternal (258).   

 Shrewdness leads one to discover sins for the purpose of gaining respect in the world 

instead of hiding the multitude.  Shrewdness leads one to refuse forgiveness in order to 

get ahead in the world, and to bestow forgiveness for the same reason.  But this 

forgiveness, since it lacks love, is not true forgiveness.  The shrewd person cannot 

forgive in the way Kierkegaard describes because he does not believe in love.  Since 

there is not ample evidence to bet on love, the shrewd person refuses to believe in love 

out of fear of being deceived.  But this shrewd security against deception is itself a 

deception, Kierkegaard argues, since the greatest deception is to cut oneself off from 

love, and the shrewd person does indeed deceive himself in this way, and this loss is 

irreparable.  In ignorance the shrewd person might even consider himself to be happy, but 

in eternity he will discover that out of fear of being deceived he gave up belief in the only 

thing that matters in temporality or in eternity (6).  This loss is the great self-deception, 

the only real deception.  And employing Kløgt is the very means by which one deceives 

oneself.
21

  

                                                 

 
21Arnold Come, Kierkegaard as Humanist (Montreal:  McGill-Queen‘s University 

Press, 1995), 439.  While I agree with Come on this point, I disagree with his overall 

reading of Works of Love, which seems to take loving as Kierkegaard describes as the 

default position of humanity.  His discussion of self-deception and Kløgt are motivated 

by the puzzle of how human beings, who need to love and be loved, and recognize that 

need, could possibly deceive themselves into not loving.  I think there are almost too 

many passages in Works of Love that contradict this position to begin to cite them.  The 
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 While Kierkegaard does admit that the person who loves may be in error when she 

believes in love in the other, because of the nature of love itself, the person who loves 

and is in error never will be deceived.  The only real deception, Kierkegaard argues, is 

the self-deception that comes from refusing to love and believe in love.  To be deceived 

just means to give up on love.  The human view of love, which views reciprocal love as 

the highest earthly good, is subject to deception.  Someone gives himself up in love in the 

hope that love will be returned, but it is not, and he is cheated and deceived.  But this 

person loves only so that he will be loved in return, and is thus, according to 

Kierkegaard‘s earlier arguments, not a lover at all, but a self-lover in the negative sense.  

But no one has ever denied that a self-lover can be deceived (237).  This view is love as 

economy, the very view of love that deception adopts.  But if the focus is on true love, on 

love itself, then the one who loves, even if she believes love in the other and hopes for 

love in the other in error, cannot be deceived if she holds on to love itself.  Since the 

highest good is to love, and the one who truly loves continues in love, they hold on to the 

highest good.  To deceive someone who truly loves is as impossible as cheating a man 

with regard to money in such a way that he keeps all of his money.  ―Kierkegaard is 

suggesting that deception is not possible if we see our loving the other as a gift, as 

something that is not intended to secure a particular repayment.‖
22

 

 The main result of the attempted deception is that the deceiver reveals himself to be 

a deceiver and one who is self-deceived (239).  Consider the person who commits a 

wrong and then refuses to repent once he is forgiven.  He may think he has deceived the 

                                                                                                                                                 

real puzzle is how fallen and sinful human beings can love, and Kierkegaard‘s answer 

seems to be that this is possible only because of God‘s love and grace.  
 

 
22Ferreira, 144.  
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one who forgave him, he may even think that he has escaped his wrongdoing with 

impunity, or he may still refuse to recognize his wrongdoing as such.  But he is the one 

who is deceived, since, although he is loved and forgiven, he has refused to appropriate 

that love and forgiveness through repentance, and by failing to do so has incurred guilt 

not only from the original wrong, but from the new wrong he has done in refusing to 

repent and attempting to deceive the one who has loved and forgiven him.  Thus he is 

under a greater judgment than if he had not been forgiven in the first place.  Kierkegaard 

describes such a deceiver in this way:   

 So the deceiver has slyly gotten the loving person to love him—but that is exactly 

 what the loving person infinitely wants.  By not loving in return, the deceiver has 

 presumably tricked the one who loves—but the one who truly loves regards 

 demanding reciprocal love simply as a defilement, a degradation, and regards loving 

 without the reward of reciprocal love as the highest blessedness (241). 

 

So the deceiver does succeed in being a deceiver, but only in deceiving himself.  He 

deceives himself in thinking that he is free and clear from his wrong, but also deceives 

himself in thinking he has deceived the one who forgives him.  The deceiver‘s own 

deception is complete when he thinks of the one who loves and forgives him as a simple 

fool or a dupe.   

 

Forgiveness and the Condonation Objection 

 

 So Kierkegaard argues that the one who loves and forgives can never be deceived if 

she remains in love.  But even if the one who loves does not qualify as a fool or dupe, 

could not the skeptic argue that the one who forgives unconditionally ends up condoning 

the wrong committed in the instance in which the wrongdoer does not repent?  For 

although the forgiveness has not been properly appropriated by the wrongdoer through 

repentance, it has been given by the one who was wronged, and given in the knowledge 
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that repentance might not be forthcoming.  In the case of Wiesenthal, suppose that Karl, 

instead of calling for a Jew in order to confess and ask forgiveness, called for a Jew in 

order to describe and glory in his atrocities.  The skeptic will ask, ―Would not Wiesenthal 

be condoning Karl‘s atrocities if he were to forgive in the absence of repentance or the 

satisfaction of some other similar condition?‖  Kierkegaard clearly rejects this view:   

 It is not unjust for you to forgive another person for his sake if he asks your 

 forgiveness, or if you believe he wishes it for God‟s sake, who requires it, or for 

 your own sake, so you may not be disturbed.  You are not accepting a bribe because 

 you heed the prompting to reconciliation within you; neither are you procrastinating 

 along the way if you, although you are the injured party, seek peace with your 

 adversary while he is still on the way.  Neither are you defrauding God of what 

 belongs to him if you sell forgiveness for nothing; you are not wasting your time or 

 misusing it if you ponder what may well serve as an excuse; and if no excuse is to be 

 found you are not deceived if you, by means of love‟s holy deceit that transforms all 

 the world‟s ridicule of your weakness into heavenly joy over your victory, believe 

 that the offense must be excusable.
23

 

 

I think Kierkegaard already has provided several answers to this objection.  First, 

forgiveness applies only to the sin that must be seen, that cannot be explained away with 

a mitigating explanation.  So to forgive at all, one must recognize the presence of a 

wrong, and condoning implies either the overlooking of a wrong, which forgiveness does 

not do, or the approval of a wrong.
24

  But approving a wrong would obviate forgiveness.  

There is no sense in forgiving something of which one approves.  So the very notion of 

forgiveness includes the judgment that a wrong has been done and that guilt has been 

incurred with which one must deal.  Second, I think the spirit behind the condonation 

objection is the desire that wrongdoing be taken seriously, and not, so to say, be swept 

under the rug.  Kierkegaard has demonstrated clearly that the loving person is not weak, a 

                                                 

 
23Kierkegaard, Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions, 12.  Emphasis mine. 

  

 
24Timothy Jackson recognizes this distinction between forgiveness and condonation 

in his excellent The Priority of Love (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 2003), 155.    
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moral doormat fit only to bear the muck of others‘ feet.  Rather, the person who loves and 

forgives does so not in ignorance or naïveté, but in knowledge and with wisdom.  And, as 

was discussed in the preceding section, the refusal to respond with repentance on the part 

of the wrongdoer results for him in a greater condemnation.  The forgiveness offered by 

the one who loves, if rejected, results in a greater guilt—and the one who loves and 

forgives is well aware of this fact.  But it may be helpful to elucidate Kierkegaard‘s 

defense against the condonation objection by comparing and contrasting Kierkegaard‘s 

view with another unconditional view of forgiveness, the one offered by John D. Caputo 

and Jacques Derrida.  In what follows, I shall argue that, while their views are similar in 

some respects, the Caputo and Derrida view (hereafter CD) of forgiveness is an 

unconditional view that does not take wrongdoing seriously enough because it offers no 

reasons for forgiveness, and that Kierkegaard‘s view does not fall prey to this objection. 

 

The Caputo-Derrida View 

 

 

 The Caputo-Derrida View of Gift.  With the publication of Marcel Mauss‘s The Gift, 

the concept of gift became a favorite topic of conversation in French philosophical 

discourse and in turn in the literature of deconstruction.
25

  Both Jacques Derrida and John 

D. Caputo have written significantly on the idea of gift, and on forgiveness as a species of 

gift.  Caputo usually uses Derrida‘s ideas as a springboard for his own, and attempts to 

―reinscribe [Derrida‘s] texts within the context of the great questions of theology and  

                                                 

 
25Marcel Mauss, The Gift:  The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, 

trans. W.D. Halls (New York:  Norton, 1990).    
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philosophical theology.‖
26

  Caputo, for instance, will discuss the implications of 

Derrida‘s thought for things like the atonement, while Derrida generally does not tread in 

these waters.  I believe that the CD view of forgiveness, while similar to Kierkegaard‘s 

view in many respects, is ultimately at odds with it.  I hope to make this clear below, but 

first I must attempt to articulate the CD view. 

 On the CD view, the question of the gift is the question of how the impossible 

happens.  For there is no such thing as the pure gift; every gift becomes poisoned by 

economy.  The pure gift is thus like justice:  it is nowhere to be found, but it is the 

motivation behind deconstruction itself.  There is an important distinction between law 

and justice: 

 There is a history of legal systems, of right, of laws, of positive laws, and this 

 history is a history of the transformation of laws.  That [is] why they are there.  You 

 can improve law, you can replace one law by another one.  There are constitutions 

 and institutions.  This is a history, and a history as such can be deconstructed.  Each 

 time you replace one legal system by another one, one law by another one, or you 

 improve the law, this is a kind of deconstruction, a critique and deconstruction.  So, 

 the law as such can be deconstructed and has to be deconstructed.  That is the 

 condition of historicity, revolution, morals, ethics, and progress.  But justice is not 

 the law.  Justice is what gives us the impulse, the drive, or the movement to improve 

 the law, that is, to deconstruct the law.  Without a call for justice we would not have 

 any interest in deconstructing the law.
27

 

 

Besides equating deconstruction with the ideal of justice and in fact with any successful 

reform of the current legal system, Derrida makes clear the distinction between law and 

                                                 
 

 
26John D. Caputo, Mark Dooley, and Michael J. Scanlon, eds., Questioning God 

(Bloomington, IN:  Indiana University Press, 2001), 2.  In the introduction to this 

collection, Caputo describes Derrida‘s discomfort in formal academic settings and his 

own willingness to take on the role of buffer between Derrida and this uncomfortable 

world.  Incorporating Derrida‘s thought into the above disciplines seems to be included 

within the scope of Caputo‘s responsibilities as a buffer.  
 

 
27John D. Caputo, ed.  Deconstruction in a Nutshell:  A Conversation with Jacques 

Derrida (New York:  Fordham University Press, 1997), 16. 
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justice.  Law is manmade and thus fallible, subject to the limitations and foibles of its 

human creators and their institutions.  Justice, on the other hand, is an ideal, and an 

impossible ideal at that, but an ideal that motivates us to improve the flawed system 

which aims at it.  There is a similar relation between the gift and human relationships, 

considered economically.  The pure gift motivates improvement in human relations, and 

arouses a passion and a desire in humanity simply because it is an impossible ideal.  

Ultimately the economic circle created by the gift cannot be eliminated, but it can be left 

for a short time or stretched to a different limit.  The goal of a gift, then, is not to escape 

the circle for good (that would be to escape our humanity itself), but to keep ―the circle as 

loose as possible so as to let the impossible come.‖
28

  Just as justice, though impossible, 

shows up to stretch the circle created by law (Rosa Parks did just such a thing in 

Montgomery, Alabama),
29

 so the gift is intended to stretch our notions of economy in 

human relations.  Justice and the gift are what Caputo calls ―‘quasi-transcendentals‘ 

which, a little like the ‗transendentals‘ of medieval philosophy, might be thought of as 

convertible with one another in re (had they any reality) while each adds a new idea, in 

ratione, to the other (had we any idea of what they mean).‖
30

 

 The impossible gift is to be distinguished from a present, which is given at certain 

appropriate times and then reciprocated.  A gift, if possible, would escape this economic 

circle, would for a timeless instant rip the circle open, as when God stays Abraham‘s 

                                                 
 

 
28John D. Caputo, The Prayers and Tears of Jacques Derrida:  Religion without 

Religion (Bloomington, IN:  Indiana University Press, 1997), 161.  Further references 

will occur parenthetically as PT.  
 

 
29Caputo, Nutshell, 130.  In his comments, Caputo says Parks visited ―the 

undeconstructibility of justice‖ on Montgomery.  
 

 
30Ibid., 141.  
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hand over Isaac.  But such a gift cannot have an essence.  There can be no identifiable 

giver, no identifiable recipient, and no identifiable gift.  If any of these things are present, 

so is the economy and the gift becomes a present.  As Caputo explains: 

 The conditions that make the gift possible simultaneously make it impossible.  For in 

the act in which A gives B to C, C comes to be indebted to A, if only by gratitude, 

which means that C has not been given something but has been put in debt.  A, on 

the other hand, has not given anything away, but has been taking under the guise of 

giving, having acquired credit, whether material or symbolic, even if only silently in 

A‘s own mind, just in case A chose to remain an anonymous donor.  ‗For there to be 

a gift, there must be no reciprocity, return, exchange, counterfeit, or debt (GT, 12), 

no chain of creditors and debtors.  Otherwise the gift is undone in the very giving, 

which can be seen most easily in the extreme case that C would immediately return 

B to A, on the spot, just give it back.  The more tactful thing is to defer the return 

until a later time and even then to return not the same thing, but something different 

of a comparable price or value (PT 163).
31

 

 

For a gift to be a gift, then, no one must acquire credit and no one must contract debt.  

Thus the giver cannot know that she is giving nor the receiver know that she is receiving.  

A gift is a gift only if it is unrecognizable as a gift, if it avoids the aporia of the gift 

economy. 

 This leads Caputo to argue that the gift is not an act, not something one does, but an 

event, ―something that happens, and always as a bit of a surprise, a fortuitousness, a 

fortunate break, something aleatory, beyond the horizon of anticipation, something 

irruptive, tearing up time, an instant, the effect of nothing foreseen . . .‖ (PT 169).  The 

desire for this momentary break is a passionate desire.  Anything but the impossible, the 

gift is ―too parochial and presentable,‖ too pedestrian to ground desires and passions (PT 

170).  But the passion for the gift carries with it a double risk.  One can fall prey to a 

transcendental illusion by believing the lie that the gift is possible or one can fall prey to 

                                                 
 

 
31GT refers to Jacques Derrida, Given Time I:  Counterfeit Money, transl. by Peggy 

Kamuf (Chicago:  The University of Chicago Press, 1992).  
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hypocrisy by remaining within the circle and taking under the guise of giving.  The gift 

ultimately is quasi-transcendental since it ―both plays the economic game and outplays it‖ 

(PT 170).  The gift loosens the economy and lets something new happen, it gives beyond 

the economy and thus gives the economy its chance.  Know that your gift is impossible, 

that your pure intent will be corrupted by the economy, but give the economy its chance, 

since it is all we have, and perhaps something miraculous, unexpected, and meaningful 

will come.  And if it does, if a Rosa Parks steps forward, then the economy will be 

changed and improved by the impossible gift.
32

  Elsewhere Caputo makes this point in 

terms of narcissism.  Narcissism, like the economy, is a fact that cannot be escaped.  But 

even though ridding oneself of narcissism or giving a pure gift is impossible, the desire to 

do so should still be a driving force.  One is to act despite the impossibility of acting in 

order to interrupt the economy, interrupt narcissism for a moment.  This impossible 

action prevents the economy from becoming pure just as the economy prevents the gift 

from becoming pure.  The goal is an economy, a narcissism which is frequently 

interrupted and ruptured, and therefore progressive.
33

  

   ―Gift-giving‖ requires an understanding of the circle of exchange and everything 

that could draw the gift back into the circle.  One should constantly attempt to give with 

the knowledge that the gift is impossible, that the circle of exchange is working against 

the gift, trying to annul and undermine the gift.  But the knowledge of this trap allows 

one to briefly escape the circle itself.  And so ―the dream and the desire for the gift, the 

passion that the gift impassions, are the passion and the desire to exceed the circle even 

while not remaining outside the circle‖ (PT 171).  But even though the circle annuls the 

                                                 

 
32Derrida, Given Time, 30.  

 

 
33Caputo, Nutshell, 145-9. 
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gift, it is also dependent upon the gift for its origin.  The promise of the gift adds 

something to the contract of the circle so that the circle does not become pure, dead 

obligation, and allows the circle to function properly.  The gift and the circle thus form a 

symbiotic relation.  ―The circle cannot turn without the gift, and the gift has nothing to 

exceed without the circle.  The gift will be inevitably drawn back into the circle, but the 

circle will not spin without gifts‖ (PT 173).
34

 

 But for an impossible gift to be genuine, it must be free from any demand.  If a gift 

is given as a result of a demand, it becomes ―calculative or distributive justice and duty 

discharged‖ (PT 176).  If obligation is present, there is no gift, but if obligation is not 

present, it seems that a gift is just a personal fancy that brings pleasure.  The problem, 

according to the CD view, is how to remove the ―I‖ from the giving of the gift.  Two 

examples of those who succeed in giving the impossible gift are the widow who gives her 

last two cents in Mk. 12:41-4, and Abraham, who gives his son Isaac.  The widow‘s 

contribution is an impossible gift, an event ―in which something other breaks through‖ 

(PT 176).  The widow does not calculate the return coming to her, but lets go of her self-

love and gives sacrificially.  ―[Her] gift happens not as a duty, not as a principle of 

redistribution that binds [her] and coerces [her] to give up what [she] has, but as an 

affirmation of the other, a oui, oui to the coming of the other‖ (PT 177). 

 The Abraham portrayed in Kierkegaard‘s Fear and Trembling is also a giver on the 

CD view, one for whom ―the religious is the movement of exceeding and suspending 

ethics, or transgressing rule-governed universality vis-à-vis the tout autre, even as justice  

                                                 
  

 
34See also Derrida, Given Time, 30.  This is one of the main passages in Derrida 

which Caputo is expounding. 
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exceeds the law‖ (PT 189).
35

  One might object that Abraham himself is acting out of 

duty, indeed responding to a specific command from God.  But Caputo, while keeping 

Abraham as a particular expression of gift-giving, wants to generalize Abraham as well, 

bracketing out the command in order to preserve Abraham as an example of one who  

gives according to the desired definition.
36

  This is to be done by recognizing that 

Abraham‘s sacrifice of Isaac is a gift, an escape from the economic deal he has made 

with God in which he trades his obedience for God‘s promised blessing.  By sacrificing 

the son of the promise, Abraham escapes the circle and impossibly gives.
37

 

 Caputo thinks that the example of Abraham can be generalized ―because the story 

tells of my obligation, in my singularity, to absolute singularity of the other‖ (PT 204).  

Abraham makes an absolute sacrifice for the tout autre, which in this case is God.  

Abraham responds to God and thus brings out another paradox of the gift.  Responding to 

one (God) always means denying the other others (in this case, Isaac).  When one gives to 

another, one is preferring that other to all other others, and thus denying at the same time 

                                                 
 

 
35I have a number of issues with the interpretation of Fear and Trembling offered by 

Caputo in PT, but no room to pursue them here.  Not the least of these issues is the 

tendency of the CD view to ignore the importance of the pseudonym and simply equate 

Johannes de Silentio and Kierkegaard.  
  

 
36This type of generalization or even eternalization is characteristic of the CD view.  

For example, the CD view wants to hold on to ―messianicity‖ without having to hold on 

to any concrete ―messianisms.‖  This tendency to eternalize ideals results ultimately in 

ideals without any discernible content, and examples that have to be idealized.  

Sometimes, as in the case of Abraham, this leads the CD view to ignore very significant 

details in the examples.  I will have more to say about this characteristic of the CD view 

below, and about its significance for the CD view of forgiveness.  
 

 
37This interpretation is possible only if one ignores the context of the biblical 

narrative and makes the sacrificial attempt the result of Abraham‘s initiation rather than 

God‘s.  It is unclear whether Caputo ascribes this reading to Kierkegaard. 
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one gives.
38

  Abraham‘s relationship to God as wholly other is mirrored in one‘s relation 

to all others as singular others.  Abraham‘s status as the knight of faith in relation to God 

should be the normal circumstance of one‘s relation to all others.  Thus God‘s ultimate 

alterity is applied across the board:  all others should be treated as if they were God.
39

  

Removing this distinction between God and all others ―weaken[s] the distinction between 

the universality of ethics and the singularity of the religious‖ (PT 210).  In the example of 

Abraham it is God who turns Abraham‘s gift into an economy of sacrifice.  It is only 

when God is sure that a pure gift has been given that he returns Isaac. 

 

 The Caputo-Derrida View of Forgiveness.  According to Caputo, some of the major 

misunderstandings about deconstruction are the ideas that deconstruction is purely 

destructive, that it is interested in textuality but rejects reality, and that it tears down 

beliefs and views without replacing them with anything.  Collectively, these would imply 

that deconstruction is nihilistic.  On the contrary, argues Caputo, anyone who has really 

read Derrida and deconstruction recognizes that deconstruction is not nihilistic but 

affirmative.  The question is, however, what does deconstruction affirm?  To that 

question Caputo answers: 

                                                 
 

 
38For Kierkegaard, this problem is perhaps a source of regret, but not of despair, and 

certainly not a hindrance to giving love.  True, we cannot love all people in the same way 

because of our finitude, but by loving those in front of us, we fulfill the commandment 

and love all.  Furthermore, if loving others means desiring their good, and their ultimate 

good is a God-relationship, we can desire this in the same way for all, even if we cannot 

practically help all in the same way.  A relationship with God is not mutually exclusive 

like money or fame.  More of it for one does not mean less of it for another.  
 

 
39While Kierkegaard is certainly sensitive to the uniqueness of the other, he stops 

short here.  God is other in a way that no others are, and this is reflected in how we love 

him.  God alone is to be loved in adoration and obedience, because of his nature as God.  

See Works of Love, 19-20.   
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 To be sure, deconstruction does not affirm what is, does not fall down adoringly 

 before what is present, for the present is precisely what demands endless analysis, 

 criticism, and deconstruction. . . .  On the contrary, deconstruction affirms what is to 

 come, à venir, which is what its deconstruction of the present, and of the values of 

 presence, is all about.  So radical is this deconstructive impulse that the à venir itself 

 is not to be construed in terms of presence, viz., as the ―future present,‖ as something 

 that will eventually roll around if we are patient, but rather as something that is 

 structurally and necessarily to come, always still outstanding, never present.  

 Deconstructive analysis deprives the present of its prestige and exposes it to 

 something tout autre, ―wholly other,‖ beyond what is foreseeable from the present, 

 beyond the horizon of the ―same.‖  Deconstruction . . . is the endless, bottomless 

 affirmation of the absolutely undeconstructible.
40

 

 

So, according to Caputo, deconstruction is affirmative instead of nihilistic, but what it 

affirms is something that is always coming but never arriving, the wholly other that is 

absolutely undeconstructible.  Soon after the above passage, Caputo explains that the 

absolutely undeconstructible is ―that in virtue of which whatever exists, whatever poses 

as assured and secure, whole and meaningful, ensconced, encircled, and encapsulated is 

pried open—cracked open and deconstructed.‖
41

  So the thing deconstruction affirms is 

that, whatever it is, that makes deconstruction itself possible.  Later Caputo says that 

deconstruction is ―organized‖ around the promise of this event (which apparently is 

impossible and never actually comes, otherwise it would be the present and subject to 

deconstruction).  Deconstruction is above all openness to this coming something which is 

unforeseeable and new.  But what Caputo and Derrida view as the affirmative aspect of 

deconstruction is problematic at best.  For one might think that to avoid nihilism in their 

affirmation, Caputo and Derrida must affirm something, but Caputo at least is clear that 

to say that the à venir is something is to place it in the present or the future present, which 

is to disqualify it as the à venir, or as the tout autre: 

                                                 
  

 
40Caputo, Nutshell, 41-2. 

 

 
41Ibid., 42.  
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  The à-venir . . . is not . . . the gradual realization of an already envisaged ideal.  

 The à-venir is not foreseen but ―blind,‖ and does not have a positive content but 

 remains ―absolutely undetermined‖ (SdM, 111/SoM, 65), the object of a faith, not a 

 plan.  The future is not a positive, regulative ideal which admits of gradual empirical 

 approximation; deconstruction is not a form of essentialism or idealism turning on an 

 Idea in the Kantian or Husserlian infinite ideal.  The à-venir of which deconstruction 

 ―dreams‖ is rather a completely open-ended, negative, undetermined structure—the 

 heart of what I am calling here a generalized apophaticism—that goes along with a 

 non-essentialism, a nominalism, and a generalized ignorantia about what is coming, 

 that cultivates the possible not as possible but as the im-possible.  For the future 

 present, as a ―future modality of the living present‖ (SdM, 110/SoM, 64-65), which 

 is not the absolutely undetermined surprise that Derrida calls the ―messianic hope‖ 

 (PT 56).
42

  

 

Caputo views this belief in the indeterminate and contentless ―to come‖ as the true 

expression of faith, the faith in the impossible.  But it is difficult to see how this ―faith‖ in 

what is impossible and without any content can defend the CD view against the charge of 

nihilism.  This is especially true given Caputo‘s and Derrida‘s repeated emphasis of the 

fact that if the ―to come‖ were ever actually to come, its coming would ruin everything 

(PT 74).
43

  Furthermore, if we are unable to specify any content to the à venir, it seems 

that the à venir could have any content, including a content that might be objectionable or 

even evil.  Indeed, Caputo even admits that evil things can come under the name of the 

tout autre (PT 349),
44

 and while it is clear from the context that Caputo views this as a 

bastardization or perversion of the tout autre, it is difficult to see why.  If that which is to 

come is without content, undeconstructible, and unforeseeable, why think that it must 

                                                 

 
42SdM and SoM refer to the French and English editions of Derrida‘s Spectres of 

Marx, respectively.  
 

 
43In a later footnote responding to a question about a ―false‖ Messiah, Caputo 

indicates that he thinks Derrida would say that in terms of messianicity, any Messiah who 

actually came would prove to be a false Messiah by reason of his coming.  The ―true‖ 

Messiah is the one who never comes.  See PT 350, n. 17. 
 

 
44See n. 9 for this admission.  
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necessarily be positive or good?  If it were, would that not be giving it some positive 

content?   

  But what, one may ask, does any of this have to do with forgiveness?  As we saw 

above, some of the things that fall into this category of the à venir, the tout autre, or the 

undeconstructible are justice and the pure gift.  On the CD view, forgiveness is a type of 

gift, and in fact is closely related to the concept of gift, especially in terms of the aporias 

generated by the concepts.  In fact, everything that the CD view has said about the gift 

will apply to forgiveness.  But it will be helpful to see what the CD view says about 

forgiveness specifically.  

 There is no doubt that both Caputo and Derrida highly value forgiveness and its 

redeeming power.  Caputo writes, ―To forgive is to lift the weight of the past and give 

someone a new lease on life, a new future, which is arguably the most basic thing Jesus 

had to say.‖
45

  There is likewise no doubt that they dream of an unconditional forgiveness 

that stretches the limits of economy and changes human relationships fundamentally.  

Derrida writes of a forgiveness that does not express power or sovereignty, that is pure 

and devoid of economy, of forgiveness as a pure gift.  But he also recognizes the 

presence of the aporia that afflicts the notion of gift, and the necessary association 

between these two understandings of forgiveness: 

 Sometimes, forgiveness (given by God, or inspired by divine prescription) must be a 

 gracious gift, without exchange and without condition; sometimes it requires, as its 

 minimal condition, the repentance and transformation of the sinner.  What 

 consequence results from this tension?  At least this, which does not simplify things:  

 if our idea of forgiveness falls into ruin as soon as it is deprived of its pole of 

 absolute reference, namely its unconditional purity, it remains nonetheless 

 inseparable from what is heterogeneous to it, namely the order of conditions, 

 repentance, transformation, as many things as allow it to inscribe itself in history, 
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 law, politics, existence itself.  These two poles, the unconditional and the 

 conditional, are absolutely heterogeneous, and must remain irreducible to one 

 another.  They are nonetheless indissociable:  if one wants, and it is necessary, 

 forgiveness to become effective, concrete, historic; if one wants it to arrive, to 

 happen by changing things, it is necessary that this purity engage itself in a series of 

 conditions of all kinds (psychosociological, political, etc.).  It is between these two 

 poles, irreconcilable but indissociable, that decisions and responsibilities are to be 

 taken.  Yet despite all the confusions which reduce forgiveness to amnesty or 

 amnesia, to acquittal or prescription, to the work of mourning or some political 

 therapy of reconciliation, in short to some historical ecology, it must never be 

 forgotten, nevertheless, that all of that refers to a certain idea of pure and 

 unconditional forgiveness, without which this discourse would not have the least 

 meaning.  What complicates the question of ―meaning‖ is again what I suggested a 

 moment ago:  pure and unconditional forgiveness, in order to have its own meaning, 

 must have no ―meaning‖, no finality, even no intelligibility.  It is a madness of the 

 impossible.
46

   

 

In recognizing what he calls ―the equivocation of the tradition,‖ Derrida points to the 

paradox of forgiveness discussed by Kolnai.  In fact, when both Derrida and Caputo refer 

to the aporia of forgiveness, they are just referring to Kolnai‘s paradox in different 

language.
47

  The question, of course, is how one resolves the paradox.  Derrida, for his 

part, argues that forgiveness is only for the unforgivable; forgiveness comes only when 

one cannot or should not forgive.
48

  Similarly, Caputo writes, ―We would forgive those 

who are guilty and unrepentant and who have no intention, now or in the future, of 

making restitution or of sinning no more.  Unconditional forgiveness would come down 

to the madness of forgiving sinners, to forgiving sinners qua sinners, just insofar as they 

are sinners, while they are still sinning.‖  Furthermore, ―if forgiving is a gift, if we give 

without return and are not simply giving back to the repentant sinner what he has earned 
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and deserves, then it is the sinner qua sinner, the sinner who is still sinning, whom we 

must forgive—who, in a certain sense, is the only one we can forgive if forgiveness is a  

gift and not an exchange.‖
49

  If forgiveness requires repentance or the promise to cease 

the activity that is forgiven, it ceases to be forgiveness and becomes ―the economy of 

retributive justice.‖  This, according to the CD view, is the forgiveness of ―traditional‖ 

Christianity and Judaism, a forgiveness that is ―regulated by a certain calculus.‖
50

  The 

one who repents ―deserves forgiveness the way a man who has paid off his mortgage 

deserves title to the property.‖
51

   

 Pure forgiveness is a pure gift, one that solves all problems, one that is ―the ultimate 

release from all economies‖ (PT 277).  Derrida and Caputo make it clear that they are 

willing to risk condoning wrongdoing in order to avoid having forgiveness lose its power 

and get swallowed up by economy.  Forgiveness must be understood in such a way as to 

preserve its moral significance and power.  This type of forgiveness, according to Caputo, 

is the forgiveness Jesus offers, a forgiveness which is truly a type of madness, which 

unconditionally forgives the sinner while he continues to sin and without any requirement 

of future repentance.  This is, Caputo says, ―an act of forgiving that utterly jettisons the 

demand for a reason for forgiveness.‖
52

  Forgiveness is a reinterpretation of the past that 

allows for a new meaning to be given, for, in Derridean language, time itself to be given.  
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Forgiveness is the giving of a new past and a new future.
53

  But remember, this type of 

forgiveness is strictly impossible on the CD view, since pure unconditional forgiveness is 

wholly outside the circle of exchange that we cannot escape.  Instead, pure unconditional 

forgiveness remains within the realm of the à venir, that which is coming but never 

comes, and would prove itself to be false if it ever did come.  Forgiveness in its pure state 

is an impossibility, but an impossibility that will hopefully lead us to forgive within the 

circle of exchange in such a way that the circle is stretched and economy is given its 

chance.  In the next section, I argue that Kierkegaard‘s view has a way of making this 

impossibility possible, and yet does so in such a way that forgiveness is not a form of 

condonation, since it is forgiveness with a good reason.  Caputo and Derrida, on the other 

hand, view pure forgiveness as without need for reasons, and this perspective is what 

makes their pure forgiveness amount to condonation. 

 

Kierkegaard‟s “Impossible” Forgiveness  

 

 At its heart the CD view of gift and forgiveness suffers from an insufficient view of 

the self.  The CD view sees the self as purely economic, concerned only with getting even 

when in debt and getting ahead when even.  Pure gifts become impossible because, 

among other things, good motives are never considered possible.  Gifts, including 

forgiveness, can be corrupted by bad consequences or bad motives, but good motives 

cannot redeem them in spite of consequences.  This extremely pessimistic view of the 

self assumes that gratitude and duty are inherently bad things.  It is of course true that 

some people ―forgive‖ with the expressed purpose of producing a feeling of indebtedness 

in those whom they forgive.  Others, however, forgive out of love, as Kierkegaard argues 
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they should.  Gifts such as these are often characterized by sacrifice, and ―gifts‖ from 

impure motives are very rarely sacrificial.  This sacrifice also explains why these 

destructive ―gifts‖ are usually given from a greater to a lesser.  The CD view uses purely 

economic language to describe an event which is often exceedingly relational in 

character.  For Kierkegaard, gifts require a particular relationship with the other rooted in 

a particular relationship with God.  This is especially true of forgiveness.  No doubt there 

are those who actually keep a record of wrongs, but forgiveness, when true and rightly 

motivated, is never about economics, but rather about relationship.  Even the acquisition 

of credit and debt is heavily dependent upon the relationship between the giver and 

receiver.  One is obligated to reciprocate in a different way when one receives a gift from 

a stranger than one is when one receives a gift from a close relative.  The first type of 

feeling might be termed ―obligation‖ in the CD view‘s negative sense, while the second 

might be called ―gratitude.‖  Gratitude certainly expresses a sort of debt or obligation, but 

not all debt or obligation is bad.  Not feeling gratitude appropriately, and not feeling 

obligation appropriately, indicates a defect in character.  The true lover, for example, 

desires to remain in debt to God and to others, and to be grateful when appropriate.  The 

CD view does not seem to make room for gratitude.  There are circumstances in which 

gifts are to be received with caution and circumstances in which they are not.  Gifts from 

one‘s loving spouse should not be subject to an economic analysis, and to do so would be 

to do an injustice to one‘s spouse.  Gifts from the local organized crime boss, on the other 

hand, are another matter.  The CD view does not recognize the possibility of removing 

selfishness from forgiveness without completely removing the self.  For Kierkegaard, on 
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the other hand, this removal of selfishness is integral to the proper development of the 

self, to the love of the neighbor and the proper love of oneself. 

 The use of economic language in the CD view is linked to a general disgust with the 

concept of duty.  To help someone out of duty is to insult them (PT 221).  But this view 

ignores the possibility that duty, love, and selflessness are compatible, and even more so 

the possibility that the highest love and selflessness are in fact rooted in duty.  Certainly 

when I help my wife, forgive her, or give her gifts, I may do so both out of love and out 

of duty, or out of love and according to duty.  I am obligated to my wife because of my 

relationship with her, and love is both the generator and the result of that obligation.  On 

Kierkegaard‘s view, the highest love is distinguished from all other loves by the fact that 

it is commanded, that it is a duty.  But while the commandment generates our obligation, 

if we never proceed from being motivated by obligation to being motivated by love itself, 

we have not matured in our God-relationship.  In the Conclusion to Works of Love, 

Kierkegaard makes just this point about the Apostle John.  John has become so intimate 

with the commandment that he no longer feels the rigorousness of obligation, but instead 

recognizes that love is the real motivator and the only thing that makes life worth living.  

John is still obligated to act in love, but his character has itself become loving, and so he 

acts lovingly out of love instead of out of obligation, even though the obligation is still 

present (375-6).  The commandment to love has not been removed, but the motivation for 

loving is no longer solely the commandment itself.  The CD view argues that the gift gets 

the circle of exchange going, but never considers the possibility that love grounded in 

duty is what generates the gift in the first place.  So, in CD language, not only does the 

gift move the economy, the economy moves the gift.  But the CD view provides no 
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motivation for the initiation or continuation of the process.  As Caputo says, pure 

forgiveness does not require a reason.  A love for one‘s neighbor may motivate one to 

give the impossible, but there is no reason or motivation provided for one to love in the 

first place, especially if the self is at heart an economic being.  Even if one is waiting 

(im)patiently for the à venir, since the à venir is formless and devoid of content, it cannot 

provide a reason to love or forgive either.   

 The kind of forgiveness offered by the CD view is thus forgiveness without a reason, 

and for this reason, it falls prey to the charge of condonation.  Furthermore, as Ernesto 

Verdeja has noted, Derrida‘s pure forgiveness ―means erasing the memory of the 

transgression itself—and recall here that we are speaking about radical evil—for 

otherwise, the memory of the act will continue to promote status differentiation between 

the two agents.‖
54

  True, Caputo in particular does write about the flip side of the coin, 

the unconditional responsibility of the wrongdoer that should mirror the unconditional 

forgiveness of the one wronged.  Unconditional responsibility means the sinner gives up 

any defense or any excuse, and never forgets his offense, even after it is forgiven.  The 

sinner leaves any defense of his action to the one he has sinned against.
55

  Many of these 

ideas are strikingly similar to what Kierkegaard has to say about these issues, except that 

ultimately the unconditional forgiveness offered by the one wronged and the 

unconditional responsibility taken by the wrongdoer should not be connected in any way.  

On the CD view, the one who forgives does not forgive in hope that his forgiveness will 

lead to repentance, nor does the one who repents repent in the hope that he will be 
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forgiven or in response to being forgiven.  For the CD view, these connections smack of 

economy and are thus unsavory.  Again, each individual views herself economically, and 

does not consider her relationship with the other.  Furthermore, the one who is 

unconditionally forgiven has no reason to give a gift of recognition of his wrongdoing, 

much less repentance.  In fact, unconditional forgiveness gives the economic self a reason 

not to give, since transgression carries with it no economic penalty and forgiveness does 

not seek repentance.
56

   

 If forgiveness is without reason, then it seems impossible to distinguish forgiveness 

from condonation.  For that matter, it will be very difficult to explain why anyone ever 

forgives, or why anyone would prefer forgiving over not forgiving.  These are the sorts of 

explanations that reasons for action are supposed to provide.  But I suspect the CD view 

does in fact hold that there are reasons for forgiving, and that these reasons are linked to 

the other ―impossible‖ concepts, particularly love.  After all, Caputo‘s motto is ―Love, 

and do what you will.‖  The problem is that unconditional love does in fact lead to 

condonation if it does not have justice as its companion.  True unconditional love 

demands justice as well.  In Kierkegaard‘s thought, this justice is provided by God, who 

justifies our unconditional love and prevents it from degenerating into condonation by 

commanding it.  God, by commanding love and forgiveness, takes upon himself the 

responsibilities of justice that would compel us to make our forgiveness conditional upon 

repentance or something similar, and frees us to forgive unconditionally without thereby 
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condoning the wrongs we suffer.  Ironically, the CD view‘s distaste for duty makes this 

solution an impossibility, and thus the CD view remains open to the condonation 

objection.   

 In contrast, Kierkegaard‘s understanding of neighbor love as the heart of ethics and 

thus of gift-giving and forgiving remedies the insufficiencies in the CD view without 

succumbing to condoning wrongs.  As we have seen, forgiveness on Kierkegaard‘s view 

requires the one who forgives to recognize that a wrong has been done.  No such 

recognition is ever made explicit by the CD view.  In fact, as I noted above, recognition 

of wrongdoing is one of the ―gifts‖ the wrongdoer ―ought‖ to give to the one he has 

wronged.  But recognition of wrongdoing on the forgiver‘s part risks corrupting 

forgiveness economically.  I believe Kierkegaard‘s view can keep the notion of 

forgiveness as a precious and unconditional gift found in the CD view, but make such 

forgiveness possible while not losing sight of the economic concerns which the CD view 

raises so appropriately. 

 Kierkegaard‘s understanding of commanded neighbor love as the heart of ethics and 

thus of gift-giving and forgiving remedies the insufficiencies in the CD view.  Since 

Kierkegaard does not view the self as a primarily economic being, but as relational, he 

can make room for a proper self-love that is not selfish.  The CD view cannot remove 

selfishness from the equation without removing the entire self because the CD self is 

defined economically and narcissistically.  Kierkegaard, by contrast, allows for a proper 

kind of self-love which actually enhances one‘s ability to give in the right way.
57

  

Kierkegaard is not naïve here—he recognizes that human beings often do act selfishly 
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and economically, but he also thinks that we can escape that destructive circle completely 

instead of just testing its limits.  For the CD view, the command to love one‘s neighbor as 

oneself is proof of narcissism;
58

 for Kierkegaard, it is a call not only to love the neighbor 

and to love her properly, but to begin the entire process by learning proper self-love in 

terms of the God-relationship.  Kierkegaard also recognizes the importance of duty and 

obligation as a grounding or motivating factor for ethics and thus gift-giving and 

forgiveness.  Neighbor love is commanded love and therefore love that is rooted in an 

obligation and a duty to God.  It is God alone who should be obeyed and adored since 

God desires the good and happiness of all people.  The duty to love instituted by God‘s 

command makes possible love without selfishness, duty without debt, the giving of the 

pure gift, and pure forgiveness. 

 However, Kierkegaard would agree with parts of the CD analysis.  Kierkegaard 

recognizes the presence of economy but does not react as Caputo and Derrida do because 

he sees that the economy can be used as an excuse for doing nothing.  The idea that love 

is a debt is for Kierkegaard rooted in the biblical message.  God‘s gift of love to us is 

wasted if that love is not given in turn and thus reduplicated.  In this way love runs into 

an infinite debt, but one which removes the possibility of calculation and economy, since 

―such categories are incommensurable with the category of infinity.‖
59

  This rejection of 

calculation and comparison is possible only because of the infinite nature of the God-

relationship.  Because love becomes an infinite debt to God and to others, economy is no 

longer a consideration.  Even so, the gift as repayment is anathema to Kierkegaard just as 
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it is to the CD view.  According to Ferreira, Kierkegaard‘s ―polemic against repayment is 

two-pronged:  he rejects the idea of love understood as repayment on a debt to another, as 

well as the idea of love as motivated by the thought of repayment from the other.‖
60

  

Kierkegaard‘s gift is to be given sacrificially and given in such a way that it does not look 

like a gift at all.  We are obliged to strive toward ―the goal of being able to withdraw 

ourselves in such a way that the gift seems to the recipient to be his or her own.‖
61

  If the 

gift is not hidden, it is given improperly.  This condition for giving is required by the 

simple compassion for the other (in an attempt to reduce feelings of obligation in the 

recipient) and by the knowledge that God is truly the only giver.  A gift must be given in 

love in order to be a gift, and thus follow the paradigm of God‘s gift.  God‘s gift of his 

love to us is ―freely done because it is not owed‖ and thus it is appropriate to feel 

indebted to God.  This truly pure gift involves both gratitude and benefit.  And so in 

return those who receive God‘s gift give to others but not so that the gift appears as a gift.  

Because of the giver‘s infinite indebtedness to God, the giver never should draw attention 

to herself as a giver; rather, the receiver should come to know that God is the true giver in 

any gift.
62

  Kierkegaard even says elsewhere that the true expression of gift-giving should 

be jest, since God is the only one who really gives gifts.
63

  In terms of forgiveness, this 

does not mean that the forgiver must explain the whole process of reduplication to the 
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one she forgives, but it does have the interesting implication that the forgiver should 

communicate her forgiveness to the wrongdoer and the reasons for that forgiveness.  This 

might mean that the one who forgives explains that she is forgiving because of the 

commandment (see Robert Rule) or, if she has developed in love, because she is by 

nature loving and that lovingness is rooted in God‘s love (see the Apostle John).  And so 

forgiveness done properly will be properly communicated, and thus will include 

communicating the reasons for forgiveness, which in turn will include a reference to the 

love of God.
64

   

 The communication of these reasons is important in avoiding condonation as a 

number of conditional theorists of forgiveness understand it.  For example, Charles L. 

Griswold, in criticizing unconditional views of forgiveness, recognizes that such views 

do not condone by overlooking the wrong or excusing the inexcusable.  But this, 

Griswold contends, is not the problem: 

 But what their argument fails to register is that as a communicative or bilateral act, 

 ―forgiveness‖ that requires nothing of the offender (putting aside submission to 

 judicially mandated punishment) does communicate to her, as well as everyone else, 

 that she is not being held accountable.  The victim may subjectively feel that she is 

 not overlooking the wrong done; but if the forgiveness is unconditional, the 

 intrinsically interpersonal character of (paradigmatic) forgiveness is lost.  And  

 experience teaches, we might add, that the offender is very likely to draw the 

 conclusion that her wrong-doing has been condoned.
65

 

                                                 
 

 
64I do not think this communication is necessary for forgiveness simpliciter, but it 
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65Charles L. Griswold, Forgiveness:  A Philosophical Exploration (New York:  
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Communicating the reasons Kierkegaard offers for one‘s unconditional forgiveness 

addresses Griswold‘s concerns.  First, it satisfies his understanding of forgiveness as a 

communicative act.  Second, it keeps the interpersonal character which is so important to 

Griswold.  But it does not communicate to her or to anyone else that she is not being held 

accountable.  Instead, Christian forgiveness on Kierkegaard‘s view will express that one 

is forgiving for a Christian reason:  because one is commanded to by God, because to 

forgive is the loving thing to do, and one‘s love is grounded in God‘s love, because all 

are equal before God.  The communication of forgiveness will involve the 

communication of the love of God, and yet will make clear that God is the guarantor of 

justice, and that he expects repentance and a change of heart.  If the wrongdoer does draw 

the conclusion that she has been let off the hook, if she fails to respond appropriately with 

repentance, this merely indicates the state of her self and God-relationship.  A response of 

repentance is akin to a response of faith to the expression of God‘s love, while a response 

of feeling condoned would count as a response of offense, a refusal to admit one‘s 

failings and need for redemption.  Such a response simply demonstrates, Kierkegaard 

would say, the absence of love and therefore of God‘s love in the wrongdoer.  But 

regardless of the wrongdoer‘s impression, her wrongdoing is not condoned, and the 

expression of forgiveness makes this clear.  Again, unconditional forgiveness serves as an 

occasion for repentance, and as a test of one‘s understanding and love.  If Griswold and 

others still insist that unconditional forgiveness is illegitimate, it may be because their list 

of acceptable reasons for forgiving is too restrictive.  The list of reasons offered as 

legitimate (see for example Murphy‘s list above) is designed to avoid the condonation 
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objection, but often falls prey to the second horn of Kolnai‘s dilemma.
66

  ―Forgiveness‖ 

on their view seems earned, and therefore unnecessary.  But Kierkegaard‘s unconditional 

forgiveness seems to sail safely through Kolnai‘s Scylla and Charybdis.  Kierkegaard 

seems able to love the sinner without separating him from his sin.  If Griswold and others 

want to restrict the reasons for forgiveness and exclude such reasons as Kierkegaard 

offers for some other reason, they need to provide a good argument for such a restriction.       

 But note well that although offering reasons can help Kierkegaard respond to the 

condonation objection, such reasons and arguments are not for him a demonstration of 

the correctness of his view.  For Kierkegaard, the real demonstration of correctness 

comes from action and imitation, not from argument.  It is all well and good to argue 

about whether forgiveness of this kind or that amounts to condoning, or whether 

forgiveness in this situation or that is redundant.  But all of this discussion is worthless to 

Kierkegaard if it is not followed by practice.  Kierkegaard makes this point repeatedly in 

his writings, but particularly in discussing those who have doubted Christ‘s Ascension in 

For Self-Examination.  Some, Kierkegaard says, seek to refute these doubts by giving 

numerous reasons in opposition to them.  In fact, Kierkegaard argues, the causality is the 

other way around.  Reasons are offered as a proof of Christianity, and these reasons, since 

they can be doubted, engender doubts.  But the real demonstration, Kierkegaard argues, is 

to be found in imitation.  Those whose lives are imitations of Christ have not doubted 

because they are too busy living a life of imitation.  All of the sufferings they endure and 

sacrifices they make require comfort of a supernatural kind, and they find this comfort in 
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faith.  Thus their imitation serves as a proof of what they believe.  The need created by 

the life of imitation results in certainty of faith.
67

  Perhaps Kierkegaard exaggerates his 

case here.  But regardless of the particulars of his argument about the Ascension, his 

basic point holds true.  When it comes to matters of practical ethical activity, arguments 

can go only so far.  Discussing Kierkegaard‘s reasons for forgiving as responses to 

various objections is important, but the proof of his view of forgiveness will come only in 

the midst of situations that call for one to imitate Jesus in forgiving. 

 Let us return to contrasting Kierkegaard with the CD view.  For Kierkegaard, the 

only economy worthy of mention is between God and the receiver of love (where both 

the forgiver and the forgiven are such recipients), and this economy is an appropriate and 

beneficial economy rather than a destructive one.  Gratitude and an acknowledgement of 

one‘s debt to God are appropriate.  Kierkegaard‘s comparison of the Christian to the bird 

regarding poverty illuminates the blessedness of being able to give thanks: 

 The bird, which in poverty is without the care of poverty, the poor bird is admittedly 

 no pagan and therefore not poor either; although poor, it is not poor.  But it is no 

 Christian either, and therefore is still poor—the poor bird, oh, indescribably poor!  

 How poor not to be able to pray, how poor not to be able to give thanks, how poor to 

 have to receive everything as if in ingratitude, how poor not to exist, as it were, for 

 the benefactor to whom it owes its life!  To be able to pray and to be able to give 

 thanks—that, of course, is to exist for him, and to do that is to live.  The poor 

 Christian‘s wealth is precisely to exist for the God who certainly did not once and 

 for all give him earthly wealth—oh, no, who every day gives him the daily bread.  

 Every day!  Yes, every day the poor Christian has occasion to become aware of his 

 benefactor, to pray and to give thanks.  Indeed, his wealth increases each time he 

 prays and gives thanks, and each time it becomes clearer to him that he exists for 

 God and God for him, whereas earthly wealth becomes poorer and poorer each time 

 the rich man forgets to pray and give thanks.  Ah, how poor to have received once 

 and for all one‘s share for one‘s whole life, but what wealth to receive one‘s share 

 ―every day!‖  How dubious to have occasion almost every day to forget that one has 

 received what one has; how blessed to be reminded of it every day—that is, be 
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 reminded of one‘s Benefactor, that is, of one‘s God, one‘s Creator, one‘s Provider, 

 one‘s Father in heaven, thus of the love for which alone it is worth living and which 

 alone is worth living for!
68

 

 

Unlike the CD view, it is ―quite a stretch to turn Kierkegaard‘s point into a philosophical 

puzzle whose implication is that there cannot, for humans, be a genuine gift.‖
69

  

Ultimately, Kierkegaard‘s theological commitments to God‘s love as a gift and its need to 

continue giving itself result in an affirmation of the possibility of pure giving, and thus 

pure forgiveness.
70

 

 In the discourse ―Our Duty to Remain in Love‘s Debt to One Another,‖ Kierkegaard 

is clear that ―the one who loves by giving, infinitely, runs into infinite debt‖ (177).  

Kierkegaard contrasts this infinite love economy with an economy more along the lines 

of the thinking found in the CD view: 

 By giving money, one surely does not run into debt; on the contrary, it is rather the 

 recipient who runs into debt.  When, however, the lover gives what is infinitely the 

 highest that one person can give to another, his love, he himself runs into an infinite 

 debt.  What beautiful, what sacred modesty love brings along with it!  Not only does 

 it not dare to persuade itself to become conscious of its deed as something 

 meritorious, but it is even ashamed to become conscious of its deed as a part-

 payment on the debt.  It becomes conscious of its giving as an infinite debt that 

 cannot possibly be repaid, since to give is continually to run into debt (177). 

 

Not only does Kierkegaard think that there is an appropriate obligation to God (and 

thereby to others), his understanding of love flips the normal human economy on its head.  

The one who gives is the one who incurs the debt, and since the debt incurred is infinite 

(one can never stop loving, have loved enough, or have forgiven enough), calculation and 

economy never enter into the equation.  In fact, there is no equation, since ―Christianity 

                                                 

 
68Søren Kierkegaard, Christian Discourses, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and 

Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1997), 16-7.   
 

 
69Ferreira, 162.  

 

 
70Ibid., 165.  
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never dwells on conditions or on describing them; it always hastens to the task or to 

assigning the task‖ (177).
71

  One‘s thinking must be completely reversed; an infinite debt 

might seem the sort of thing to inspire indifference and inactivity, since the debt can 

never be repaid.  But for Kierkegaard, the infinite debt frees us to love and to act since 

the equation is nullified in the infinity.  Accounting requires a finite relationship because 

only a finite to finite relation can be calculated.  When infinity enters into the picture, 

accounting becomes impossible and the destructive economic circle is transcended.  ―To 

calculate with an infinite quantity is impossible, because to calculate is to make finite‖ 

(178). 

 Remaining in love‘s debt to one another becomes both a wish and a task instead of 

just a wish for the coming of the impossible which can never come, so that even the 

divine economy is tempered in human relationships.  One begins to love because of the 

command, but soon the command becomes the desire (see the Apostle John) and the 

lover ―does not wish exemption from any sacrifice‖ (178).  Even so, the task must remain 

in place because of human finitude.  ―If the love in us human beings is not so perfect that 

this wish is our wish, then the duty will help us to remain in debt‖ (179).  This is one of 

the key points missed by the CD view.  The purpose of the commandment is to motivate 

us to do right when our character fails us.  The CD view sees this as an abomination; 

Kierkegaard sees it as less than ideal, but realistically necessary, and a doing of the good 

nonetheless.  The finitude that creates the economy in human relationships is the exact 

thing that necessitates the duty to give from which the CD view recoils.  The focus of 

                                                 

 
71Elsewhere in Works of Love, Kierkegaard describes how love transcends exchange 

and the justice that accompanies it by not seeking its own, by dissolving the distinction 

between ―mine‖ and ―yours.‖  See especially pp. 265-73.  
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Christianity is what should be, not what is (180), and so even supposing that humans are 

essentially economic beings, such an essence is irrelevant to love and to Christianity, 

since something better is possible.  Love and therefore the gift of forgiveness become 

poisoned only when they leave the realm of infinity and traipse back into finitude.  It is in 

the finite that love and the gift die like a fish out of water (180).  This escape into infinity 

through the God-relationship is impossible for the CD view.  The God-relationship gets 

absorbed by human economy instead of vice versa.  For in the realm of the finite, love 

becomes calculable and comparable to other loves.  The love of the individual compares 

itself to the love of others, just as one person compares her gift to the gift of another.  

Here economy becomes unavoidable and love is indeed poisoned.  When love is 

compared, it loses its heart: 

 What does comparison always lose?  It loses the moment, the moment that ought to 

 have been filled with an expression of love‘s life.  But to lose the moment is to 

 become momentary.  A moment lost, then the chain of eternity is broken; a moment 

 lost, then the connectedness of eternity is disturbed; a moment lost, then the eternal 

 is lost. . . A moment wasted on comparison, then everything is forfeited.  The 

 moment of comparison is, namely, a selfish moment, a moment that wants to be for 

 itself; this is the break, is the fall—just as dwelling on itself is the fall of the arrow 

 (183). 

 

The CD view also longs for the timeless moment, the moment when the circle of 

economy is ripped open and the new, the impossible is allowed to come.  But the CD 

view‘s moment cannot escape comparison and thus falls back into being simply 

momentary (and never really comes fully in any case).  The CD view does not have the 

presence of eternal duty, the eternal command, the infinite economy which preserves the 

moment and allows the moment to be eternal, to continue in its timelessness.  The CD 

view does not have the eternal command to sustain the timeless moment of giving. 
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 A double infinity is in fact present in Kierkegaard‘s analysis, for love itself is 

intrinsically infinite and the debt of love is infinite.  And even this debt is doubly infinite, 

since it is one‘s duty to love both God and all others.  The wish to love degenerates into 

mere calculation without the duty to love, like a goblet without a garland, since even the 

wish carries with it ―the appearance of paying an installment on the debt‖ (187).  It is the 

duty to love which keeps the debt in infinity and removes the danger of the momentary, 

the duty which makes the pure gift and pure forgiveness possible, not just (im)possible.  

The duty to love as expressed in Christianity does not stretch the circle of exchange; it 

ignores the circle altogether and acts instead of waiting for something impossible to 

come.  Furthermore, when comparison is prevented with the help of duty, God himself 

takes over the requirement: 

 . . . the debt-relationship is carried over to the relationship between the individual 

 and God.  It is God who, so to speak, lovingly assumes love‘s requirement; by loving 

 someone, the lover incurs an infinite debt—but in turn to God as guardian for the 

 beloved.  Now comparison is made impossible, and now love has found its master.  

 There is no more mention of a festive mood and splendid achievements; love will no 

 longer play, if I may say so, on humanity‘s childish stage, which leaves in doubt 

 whether it is jest or earnestness (189). 

 

Only this love has power to give pure forgiveness.  All other loves, those without duty as 

a ground, are merely human and powerless in that they have no higher power over them, 

no motivation for their existence.  This love makes no fuss over itself because it is duty, 

unlike the CD gift which is a ―new‖ thing, an impossible thing which stretches and rips 

the circle of exchange, drawing attention to itself as a revolutionary event (191).  

Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is a truly revolutionary event, since it is pure and possible, but 

it does not draw attention to itself; instead, it points to its master, the God of love who 

makes it possible in the first place. 
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 In the final chapter, I will examine more specifically the importance of this God to 

Kierkegaard‘s views on love and forgiveness.  In particular, I will examine the 

importance of Christianity to these issues, and whether or not Kierkegaard views 

Christianity as essential to an obligatory forgiveness motivated by love for the neighbor.  

In Responsibility and Atonement, Richard Swinburne argues that forgiveness is not a 

moral obligation, but that one may make it a moral obligation by accepting other 

commitments, such as a commitment to Christianity.  The subject of the last chapter can 

be put in Swinburne‘s terms.  Does Kierkegaard view forgiveness as obligatory and 

grounded in neighbor love because of his Christianity, or can his view be preserved apart 

from such Christian commitments?
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Forgiveness and Kierkegaard‘s Christian Belief 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 In her excellent article, ―Forgiveness:  A Christian Model,‖ Marilyn McCord Adams 

considers views of forgiveness by secular ethicists, including Kolnai and Murphy, both of 

whom I discussed in chapter one, and attempts to formulate her own view of forgiveness 

situated within the context of certain theological and specifically Christian commitments.  

She argues that forgiveness is particularly ―at home‖ in the midst of these commitments, 

and further notes that her ―methodological moral is that, given the differential 

adaptability of forgiveness to (at least some) secular and religious value theories, 

Christian philosophers risk distortion when they fail to integrate their ethical reflections 

with their theological commitments.‖
1
   

 In this final chapter I argue for several points inspired by Adams‘s reflections.  First, 

that Kierkegaard‘s conception of forgiveness, like Adams‘s, is situated within a 

theological and particularly Christian framework.  Second, that, as Adams says, a refusal 

to acknowledge this fact leads to a distortion and even misrepresentation of 

Kierkegaard‘s view of forgiveness and, in a broader context, neighbor love.  Finally, that 

forgiveness, particularly unconditional and unilateral forgiveness, is in fact most ―at 

home‖ within such a framework, and that Christian forgiveness best represents what we 

mean by the word ―forgiveness,‖ and is as close to ―true‖ forgiveness as human beings 

                                                 

 
1Marilyn McCord Adams, ―Forgiveness:  A Christian Model,‖ Faith and Philosophy 

8 (July 1991):  277.  
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can hope to achieve.  Thus I will argue for the superiority of Christian forgiveness as not 

just a Christian ethical concept, but as an ethical concept simpliciter.  Those who best 

understand and exemplify Christianity also will be those who best understand and 

practice forgiveness.   

 Like Adams in her article, my purpose is not to argue ―that the value of forgiveness 

cannot be successfully transplanted in the field of secular ethics.‖
2
  Certainly many 

secular ethicists believe that they have transplanted the value of forgiveness, and perhaps 

do not believe it had to be transplanted in the first place.  My purpose, like Adams‘s, is to 

argue that forgiveness grounded in Christian commitments is superior.  In doing so I will 

refer broadly to the secular theories of forgiveness discussed in chapter one.  In 

particular, I think Kierkegaard‘s Christian view of forgiveness as morally obligatory and 

grounded in neighbor love is superior to these views.
3
  And so the first two points I will 

argue in this chapter become integral to the third.  For I can make my point about 

Christian forgiveness being superior in general by making my point about Kierkegaard‘s 

Christian forgiveness being superior in particular.  But for me to be able to do that, 

Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness must be Christian, and essentially so—that is, a bracketing off 

of his Christian commitments must result in a distortion of his view of forgiveness.  If 

such a bracketing does not result in a distortion, the important parts of Kierkegaard‘s 

view of forgiveness are not essentially linked to his Christian commitments, and thus may 

be transplanted without loss into a purely secular context.      

                                                 

 
2Ibid., 278.  

 

 
3Note that I am not arguing that Kierkegaard‘s view is the only Christian view of 

forgiveness which is superior to secular views, so that should I fail in my more particular 

task, this does not mean that there is no hope for the broader point of the superiority of 

Christian forgiveness.  
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Kierkegaard and Christian Doctrine 

 

 My purpose in this section is not to provide a systematic examination of 

Kierkegaard‘s views concerning all of Christian doctrine, or even of certain central 

Christian doctrines.  Kierkegaard himself does not do this, for reasons his writings make 

obvious; I will mention these briefly below.  In fact, with a few notable exceptions,
4
 

Kierkegaard does not delve deeply into the waters of Christian theology.  His concern is 

always for the application of doctrine, and the expression in subjectivity of an objective 

doctrine.  This reasoning is what motivates his emphasis upon Christ as prototype, and 

his understanding of truth as perfectly expressed in the life of Christ.  That which is 

objectively true in Christianity does us little good if it is not subjectively true for us, that 

is, believed by us and expressed in our manner of living.  Only for God does objectivity 

equal subjectivity; for the rest of us, the Christian life is a striving to match our lives to 

what we say we believe.  And so in this section I will briefly mention something of 

Kierkegaard‘s general attitude toward Christian doctrine, and then make a few points 

about specific Christian doctrines in Kierkegaard‘s thought, including the central 

Christian doctrines of the Incarnation, the Atonement, and the Trinity.   

 Kierkegaard‘s journals express well his general attitude toward doctrine.  The basic 

point is mentioned above and a familiar refrain in the journals:  the issue with Christian 

doctrine for Kierkegaard is not the establishment of its truth, but the individual‘s 

appropriation of it.  In an entry from 1848, Kierkegaard writes that Christian doctrine is 

                                                 

 
4I take The Sickness Unto Death, with its systematic and extensive treatment of the 

nature of sin, to be the main exception here.  Even here, the reason Kierkegaard focuses 

so heavily on the doctrine of sin is not because of an intellectual fascination with the 

doctrine, but because he considers the recognition of sin, the consciousness of sin, to be 

the first and most important step in redemption and the subjective appropriation of the 

objective truth of Christian doctrine. 
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established and taken for granted in Christendom, and that any conflict over doctrine is 

only sectarian.  The real conflict, he writes,  

 ought to be about giving the doctrine the ethical power over one‘s life which 

 Christianity demands.  That means that Christianity‘s teaching cannot be alien to us 

 as to the pagans.  The calamity is that the doctrine has become a triviality to most 

 people, is taken for granted by most of them as a triviality.  Therefore, it is a matter 

 of interiorizing the doctrine.
5
 

 

Later, in 1854, Kierkegaard laments the ―forgery‖ of Christianity in Christendom rather 

than the possibility of falsified or incorrect doctrine.  Christendom produces ―sissy 

swimmers‖ who mock God with their Christian pretenses, but do not represent the true 

Christian faith in action.  This forgery is much more dangerous than falsified doctrine, 

and this is why no one will deal with it; ―they would rather deal with doctrinal 

falsifications, for here the controversy is objective, and the objective always conceals the 

subjective.‖
6
  Kierkegaard nowhere gives the impression that falsification of Christian 

doctrine is unimportant or not dangerous.  Rather, he indicates his fear that endless debate 

about such things is often a smokescreen that obscures the real issue:  the appropriation 

of Christian doctrine in an ethically powerful way in Christian existence.  For all 

Kierkegaard knows, there may again come a time when the basic elements of Christian 

doctrine are under attack and require a defense.  But Kierkegaard does not think he lives 

and writes in such a time.  Kierkegaard claims that he could never ask with Grundtvig, 

―Why has God‘s Word departed from God‘s house?‖  Instead, Kierkegaard asks, ―Why 

                                                 

 
5JP IV, 4544.  

 

 
6JP IV, 5049.  See also JP I, 383.  Sometimes, as here, Kierkegaard will speak 

disparagingly about those who ―accept Christianity as a doctrine.‖  We are not to 

conclude from such language that Kierkegaard thinks that Christian doctrines such as the 

Trinity or Incarnation are not true; such language instead is directed at those who accept 

Christianity only as doctrine, those who do not live the doctrine they claim to believe.  

For an entry where ―doctrine‖ is used exclusively negatively in this sense, see JP VI, 

6917.  
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has power departed from the proclamation of God‘s Word?‖  For, as he writes, 

Kierkegaard does ―believe that it is still God‘s Word which is heard round about the 

country—the trouble is that we simply do not act according to it.‖
7
 

 In an entry from 1851 Kierkegaard writes that ―my position has never been an 

emphasis on ‗doctrine‘; my view is that the doctrine is very sound.‖  His position, 

instead, has emphasized the existential, ―that the lives of men demonstrate that there is 

really no Christianity—or very little.‖  The proclamation of the Word remains only in 

―high concepts,‖ which people refuse to apply practically.  But Christianity ―must be 

done in actuality.‖  This approach further explains Kierkegaard‘s use of the poetic, since 

to affirm the ideals directly he would have to exemplify those ideals himself and thus 

become the judge of all others.  And so he affirms the ideals poetically while striving to 

exemplify them subjectively.  Kierkegaard wants the religious ―to be heard in the midst 

of daily life, in its ideality, which pronounces judgment on [him] also and finds [him] 

imperfect and second-rate.‖
8
  Too often, the objectivity and universality of doctrine is 

used to obscure the God-relationship, the fact that each and every individual stands 

before God, the fact that every I ―is in direct relation to God.‖
9
  And again, in 1850, 

Kierkegaard writes, ―On the whole, the doctrine as it is taught is entirely sound.  

                                                 

 
7JP VI, 6733 (1851). Kierkegaard elsewhere clearly states that the Word, the 

objective truth, must first be heard before it can be acted upon.  In this passage he is 

considering Lutheran doctrines concerning grace, faith, and works, and comments that 

―Lutheran doctrine is excellent, is the truth.‖  See Søren Kierkegaard, For Self-

Examination, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton 

University Press, 1990), 24-5.  
 

 
8JP VI, 6753.  

 

 
9JP IV, 4548.  
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Consequently that is not what I am contending for.  My contention is that something 

should be done with it.‖
10

  

 Again in 1854, Kierkegaard writes that if God intended for Christianity to be only a 

doctrine, then the New Testament is ―a ridiculous book‖ which ―betrays that God as a 

student of human nature is, to put it bluntly, a complete bungler.‖  But God is not a 

bungler and the New Testament is not ridiculous; instead, God desires ―the 

transformation of character‖ rooted in the doctrinal truths of Christianity as expressed in 

the New Testament.
11

  In 1850 Kierkegaard laments that Christendom has turned 

Christianity into nothing but a doctrine, and that ―the test for becoming a teacher became 

a scholarly examination—existence was never asked about at all.‖
12

  True Christianity 

would require its professors to be doctrinally sound as well as above reproach 

existentially.  Most of these points are summarized eloquently in a journal entry from 

1851 entitled ―The Significance of My Life at Present.‖  In this entry, Kierkegaard notes 

that ―the Church does not have to be reformed, nor does the doctrine,‖ and that ―the 

doctrine in the established Church and its organization are very good.‖  The problem, he 

says again, is the lives of the people within the Church, which do not fulfill ―the simplest 

Christian maxim‖ in the New Testament ―even approximately.‖  In this situation 

Kierkegaard views himself as a poet, someone else whose life falls short of the standard, 

but one who strives nevertheless, and proclaims the standard to any who will listen.
13

  

                                                 
  

 
10JP VI, 6702.  

  

 
11JP III, 2626.  

  

 
12JP III, 3018.  See also JP III, 3539, and JP IV, 3870.  

 

 
13JP VI, 6727.  
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Kierkegaard on Some Central Christian Doctrines 

 

 The Incarnation.  Despite the fact that much, perhaps most, of Kierkegaard‘s 

writings concerning Jesus are devoted to the idea of Jesus as our moral prototype, 

Kierkegaard does not subscribe to what we might call a low Christology.  Jesus is not 

simply a moral exemplar for human beings to follow in the hope of achieving some sort 

of temporal ―salvation‖ through moral activity.  Kierkegaard‘s Christology is a high 

Christology, the Christology of Chalcedon, according to which Jesus is both fully God 

and fully man.  If Kierkegaard does not write quite so much about Jesus in this vein, it is 

because the idea of this high Christology is something presupposed in his discussion of 

the prototype.  But he does write about the Incarnation enough for one to draw 

conclusions about his view of it.  Even if we do not choose to infer from his statements 

about Christian doctrine in general that Kierkegaard believes Jesus to be God himself, 

even if we do not take Climacus‘s intellectual-poetical exposition of the doctrine in 

Philosophical Fragments as representative of Kierkegaard‘s own, there is enough 

evidence throughout the Kierkegaardian corpus for us to conclude that with regard to the 

Incarnation Kierkegaard holds the historically orthodox position. 

 Going into too much detail concerning this matter quickly would become tedious, 

but allow me to make reference to a few passages.  In Practice in Christianity, Anti-

Climacus refers to Jesus as the God-man too many times to count.
14

  While Christ serves 

as the example for human beings in love throughout Works of Love, special emphasis is 

given to his nature as Love and his work in fulfilling the law of God through love in 

                                                 

 
14In the index to the Princeton edition, under the heading God-man, the Hongs write 

simply ―see Christ.‖  
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―Love Is the Fulfilling of the Law.‖  The point in this deliberation is two-fold.  First, 

Jesus, through his love and his life, fulfilled the requirement of God‘s law.  Second, Jesus 

was God himself, Love himself, so that it was God himself who fulfilled the requirement 

of his own law.  In ―The High Priest,‖ the first of Kierkegaard‘s Three Discourses at the 

Communion on Fridays, Kierkegaard writes bluntly, 

 Christ put himself completely in your place.  He was God and became man—in this 

 way he put himself in your place.  This is namely what true sympathy wants; it 

 wants so very much to put itself completely in the place of the sufferer in order to be 

 able really to comfort.  But this is also what human sympathy is incapable of doing; 

 only divine sympathy is capable of that—and God became man.  He became a 

 human being, and he became the human being who of all, unconditionally all, has 

 suffered the most.
15

 

 

If we take H.H., the pseudonym of Two Ethical-Religious Essays, as representative of 

Kierkegaard‘s perspective, then the fact that Jesus led a ―divine-human‖ life is the proper 

object of faith.  As H.H. writes, ―To believe is to believe the divine and the human 

together in Christ.‖
16

 

 In addition to these references and more like them, there are a number of very clear 

journal entries regarding the Incarnation.  In one, Kierkegaard writes, ―At every moment 

Christ is God just as much as he is man—just as the sky seems to be as deep in the sea as 

it is high above the sea.‖
17

  In JP I, 297, Kierkegaard refers to Christ as being ―in the 

likeness of God‖ and as ―the fulfilling of the law.‖  In arguing that the historical details of 

Christ‘s life are not as important to our understanding of Christ as the historical details of 

                                                 
 

 
15Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 116-7.  In this vein see also JP IV, 3928. 

 

 
16Ibid., 65.  In fact, I think one should take H.H. as representative of Kierkegaard, at 

least with regard to this point.  Both Johannes Climacus and Anti-Climacus say 

essentially the same thing.  The testimony of Anti-Climacus on this point is enough to 

conclude that Kierkegaard does in fact agree. 
 

 
17JP I, 284.  
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Socrates‘ life are to our understanding of Socrates, Kierkegaard writes that ―Christ is 

Christ, an eternally present one for he is true God.‖  Historical details are still important, 

just not as important as in the case of Socrates, because Christ is not simply or merely an 

historical person.  One can go to Christ in prayer; it would be of no help to go to Socrates 

in prayer.
18

  And in JP I, 533, Kierkegaard writes, ―Here is Christianity.  God decided to 

become man in order really to be able to have compassion for men.‖ 

 

 The Atonement.  In addition to subscribing to a historically orthodox position 

concerning the person of Christ, Kierkegaard also subscribes to such a position when 

discussing the work of Christ.  Again, my purpose is not to enter into a detailed 

discussion concerning Kierkegaard‘s view of the Atonement.  But he writes enough to 

indicate that the work of Christ in atoning for the sins of human beings is central to his 

Christian faith.  For all of his discussion of Christ as our prototype, Kierkegaard 

recognizes that Christ‘s most important work was accomplished by his death, and in this 

he is not our prototype: 

 From the death of a witness to the truth I am to learn to will to die for the truth as he 

 did, to will to resemble him.  But in relationship to Christ‘s death, I cannot will in 

 this way.  For Christ‘s death is not a task for imitation but is the atonement—I do not 

 dare regard or consider Christ as a merely historical person.  When I am reflecting 

 upon his life and his death, I think or I ought to be thinking that I am a sinner.
19

 

 

Later in the same entry, Kierkegaard emphasizes that this understanding of Christ as 

Atoner and as the one who helps us to resemble him is primary to the notion of Christ as 

prototype.  The danger of recognizing the ideal of Christ‘s life and the impossibility of 

our resembling him in death is, however, the complete loss into transcendence of the 
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standard that Christ set for us to imitate in our own lives.  But little doubt is left that 

Christ‘s work as Savior, Redeemer, and Atoner is what makes his role as prototype 

possible.  Kierkegaard makes this relationship clear in the prayer which prefaces Part II 

of Judge for Yourself!, where he describes Christ as ―both the prototype and the 

Redeemer, and in turn both the Redeemer and the prototype.‖
20

  At the end of Judge for 

Yourself! Kierkegaard explains the reason for his emphasis on the prototype as opposed 

to the Redeemer, and does so consistently with the point made above concerning his view 

of doctrine generally.  And yet, in the final sentence, Kierkegaard does emphasize Christ 

as Redeemer. 

  Through the conceiving of Christianity as doctrine, the situation in Christendom 

 has become utter confusion, and the definition of what it is to be a Christian has 

 become almost indistinguishable.  Therefore Christ as the prototype must be 

 advanced, but not in order to alarm—yet it is perhaps an altogether superfluous 

 concern that anyone could be alarmed by Christianity these days—but in any case 

 not in order to alarm; we ought to learn that from the experience of earlier times.  

 No, the prototype must be advanced in order at least to procure some respect for 

 Christianity, to make somewhat distinguishable what it means to be a Christian, to 

 get Christianity moved out of the realm of scientific scholarship and doubt and 

 nonsense (objective) and into the realm of the subjective, where it belongs just as 

 surely as the Savior of the world, our Lord Jesus Christ, did not bring any doctrine 

 into the world and never delivered lectures, but as the prototype required imitation, 

 yet by his reconciliation expels, if possible, all anxiety from a person‘s soul.
21

 

 

 In ―The High Priest,‖ the discourse mentioned above, Kierkegaard further explains 

the notions of satisfaction and substitution associated with the Atonement.  Christ put 

himself in our place and yet without sin.  His ―suffering and death is the satisfaction for 

your sin and guilt,‖ he suffered ―in your place the punishment of sin so that you might be 

saved,‖ and suffered ―in your place death so that you might live.‖  The ―comfort of 

                                                 

 
20Søren Kierkegaard, Judge for Yourself!, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna 

H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1990), 147. The role of the Atonement 

in this relation is more precisely laid out in pp. 152-4.  In this vein see also JP I, 304, 983.  
 

 
21Ibid., 209.  
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Redemption‖ is that Christ substituted himself in my place.  ―I no longer stand in that 

place; I have left it and someone else stands in my place‖ so that I do not have to endure 

the punishment associated with my sin.  ―I stand saved beside this other one, beside him, 

my Redeemer, who put himself completely in my place.‖
22

  Kierkegaard also writes that 

―Christ‘s death is the atonement for our sins principally by its having made satisfaction 

for sin.‖  He goes on to say that it is God the Father who forgives our sins ultimately, and 

that Christ is ―the one who makes satisfaction and thus influences God‘s willingness to 

forgive.‖
23

  From the woman who was a sinner we learn several things, including that 

―with regard to finding forgiveness she herself is able to do nothing at all.‖
24

  However, 

we also learn that we possess ―one comfort that she did not have.‖
25

  This comfort is the 

Atonement itself, the fact that Christ died for our sins.  The Atonement does not obviate 

the need for Christ to be our prototype, but it does provide an ultimate comfort that our  

sins are forgiven, and this comfort is accessible only through faith.
26

  It is this comfort 

that allows Kierkegaard to write so beautifully about the promise that in Christ we have 

                                                 
 

 
22Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 123. 

 

 
23JP II, 1223.  

 

 
24Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 155.  

  

 
25Ibid., 158.  

 

 
26Ibid., 158-60.  In JP VI, 6238, Kierkegaard notes that he is personally ―mindful 

only of my sins and entrusting myself to the Atonement of Jesus Christ.‖  Furthermore, in 

JP VI, 6229, he writes, ―And if I stumble, if sin wins a temporary victory over me, oh, at 

all times for the honest penitent there is a world of help in the Atonement for all our sins 

with him, our Savior and Redeemer.‖  
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rest for our souls.
27

  In discussing the paradox of faith and offense created by the 

Atonement, Anti-Climacus notes that ―Christianity . . . by means of the Atonement wants 

to eliminate sin as completely as if it were drowned in the sea.‖
28

 

 

 The Trinity.  The discussions above concerning the Incarnation and Atonement 

should be enough to convince us that Kierkegaard believes that Jesus is the Son of God, 

the Second Person of the Trinity.  In addition to the distinction between the Father and 

Son cited above (JP II, 1223), Kierkegaard refers to the Father specifically, and even 

discusses why we call him ―Father.‖
29

  In fact, references in Kierkegaard to God, unless 

directed specifically otherwise, should be taken as references to the First Person of the 

Trinity.  Kierkegaard discusses in some depth the work of the Third Person of the Trinity, 

the Holy Spirit, in For Self-Examination, going so far as to say that it is the Holy Spirit 

who brings the kind of love that Kierkegaard discusses in Works of Love (more on this 

below).
30

  But one of the most compelling Trinitarian passages in Kierkegaard‘s 

authorship is the Prayer which introduces Works of Love itself.  Allow me to quote it in 

full: 

 How could one speak properly about love if you were forgotten, you God of love, 

 source of all love in heaven and on earth; you who spared nothing but in love gave 

 everything; you who are love, so that one who loves is what he is only by being in 

                                                 

 
27See Søren Kierkegaard, Christian Discourses, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and 

Edna H. Hong (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1997), 265-7.  For another 

personal comment about reliance on Christ for salvation, see p. 280.  
  

 
28Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 100.  For a brief and clear description of 

Kierkegaard‘s view of the Atonement, see Sylvia Walsh, Living Christianly:  

Kierkegaard‟s Dialectic of Christian Existence (University Park, PA:  The Pennsylvania 

State University Press, 2005), 44.  
 

 
29Kierkegaard, Eighteen Upbuilding Discourses, 98-9.  

 

 
30Kierkegaard, For Self-Examination, 81-5.  
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 you!  How could one speak properly about love if you were forgotten, you who 

 revealed what love is, you our Savior and Redeemer, who gave yourself in order to 

 save all.  How could one speak properly of love if you were forgotten, you Spirit of 

 love, who take nothing of your own but remind us of that love-sacrifice, remind the 

 believer to love as he is loved and his neighbor as himself!  O Eternal Love, you who 

 are everywhere present and never without witness where you are called upon, be not 

 without witness in what will be said here about love or about works of love.  There 

 are indeed only some works that human language specifically and narrowly calls 

 works of love,
31

 but in heaven no work can be pleasing unless it is a work of love:  

 sincere in self-renunciation, a need in love itself, and for that very reason without 

 any claim of meritoriousness! (4) 

 

This prayer is unapologetically Trinitarian, and although it does not identify Jesus 

specifically as the Savior and Redeemer, there is little doubt of whom Kierkegaard 

speaks.  And so the prayer contains, albeit quite briefly, a fairly complete Christian 

theology which mentions both the person and work of each member of the Triune God.  

Not only that, the prayer seems to indicate that only someone who has in mind each 

person of the Triune God can speak properly or correctly about love.  The prayer also 

lays out at the end a few conditions that must be met for a work to be considered a work 

of love, conditions that are at least quite familiar to those well-versed in Christian 

Scripture and theology.  My question for the next section therefore is whether or not 

Kierkegaard views an acceptance and appropriation of Christian doctrine as necessary for 

what might be termed loosely a Christian moral life, a life devoted to loving one‘s 

neighbor as detailed in Works of Love.  And more specifically, my question is whether 

such acceptance and appropriation is necessary for forgiveness.  To that question I will 

now turn. 

 

 

                                                 
 

 
31The better translation here would be something like ―acts of charity.‖  Kierkegaard 

is distinguishing between such acts (Kjerlighedsgjerninger) and the works of love that he 

will discuss in the remainder of the book (Kjerlighedens Gjerning).  
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Is Christian Doctrine Necessary for Neighbor Love or Forgiveness? 

 In this section I want to investigate whether Kierkegaard thinks the acceptance and 

appropriation of Christian doctrine is necessary for someone to exhibit the Christian love 

which he examines in Works of Love.  More specifically, I want to determine whether 

Kierkegaard considers this condition necessary for forgiveness.  As Marilyn Adams says, 

if Kierkegaard views an acceptance of Christian doctrine as necessary for love or 

forgiveness (and if he is right about this), any attempt to remove this condition from these 

concepts will result in a distortion of the concepts.  I am not denying that there may be 

similar concepts which do not require the acceptance of Christian doctrine.  But if there 

are such concepts, while similar to Kierkegaard‘s concepts of love and forgiveness, they 

will not be Kierkegaard‘s concepts of love and forgiveness.  At that point, one will have 

to decide which concepts one thinks are superior.  There are two ways in which 

Kierkegaard might consider the acceptance and appropriation of Christian doctrine to be 

necessary for forgiveness.  First, if he does consider it necessary for Christian love, since 

he considers Christian love necessary for forgiveness, he would consider Christian 

doctrine necessary for forgiveness.  Second, even if Christian doctrine is not necessary 

for Christian love, or not necessary for particular works of Christian love,
32

 forgiveness 

could still be a work of love that does require an acceptance and appropriation of 

Christian doctrine.  That is, while those who do not accept Christian doctrine may be able 

                                                 

 
32I have in mind here the possibility that the acceptance and appropriation of 

Christian doctrine is not necessary for intermittent works of Christian love, or even 

periods of possessing Christian love, but is necessary for a consistent and continued 

expression or possession of Christian love.  So it may be possible that those who do not 

accept Christian doctrine are, for example, nevertheless aware of the commandment to 

love one‘s neighbor as oneself, and have a pretty good intellectual grasp on what this 

means, so that in isolated instances they really do exhibit Christian love in their works.  

But they do not do so consistently or habitually in the way the commandment intends.   
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to perform certain works of love worthy of the name, forgiveness will not be one of them.  

While Christian love still would be a necessary component of forgiveness, it would not 

be sufficient.  Some other component would be necessary, possibly the correct Christian 

reasons for forgiving.   

 A couple of other preliminary points need to be made.  First, I think there are some 

things to be said for taking an initial position that Christian doctrine is necessary for 

Christian love and forgiveness.  The prayer quoted in full above certainly seems to 

indicate this point.  While the prayer does says that one cannot speak properly about love 

unless one keeps in mind the Triune God and the work of each person, it seems 

reasonable to suppose that a real life devoted to loving in the Christian way would require 

the same focus, which certainly seems to require acceptance of such doctrines as the 

Incarnation, Atonement, and Trinity.  Furthermore, the prayer notes that one who loves is 

what he is only by being in the God of love.  This Christian language of abiding is 

prevalent throughout the New Testament, and seems to presuppose the acceptance of core 

Christian doctrines.  One could perhaps view Jesus as simply a moral exemplar and 

understand him as showing what love is in this way, but Kierkegaard seems to indicate 

that the atoning death of Christ is at least the most important component in Jesus‘ 

demonstration of what love is.  I suppose that if one does not believe that Christ‘s death 

accomplished the Atonement, one might still view it as a primary act of love, if a rather 

foolish and unnecessary one.
33

  Finally, the Spirit is described as specifically reminding 

                                                 

 
33John Stuart Mill, for example, tells us that self-sacrifice is to be accorded the 

greatest honor as long as it results in the greatest happiness for the greatest number.  

Whether Jesus‘ death accomplished this is highly debatable on Mill‘s understanding of 

happiness.  See J. S. Mill, Utilitarianism, ed. Roger Crisp (Oxford:  Oxford University 

Press, 1998), 63.  
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the believer to love as he is loved, a love exemplified by the sacrifice made by the Father 

and the Son.  One who does not accept Christian doctrine perhaps could keep the Spirit in 

mind in order to love, but he will not, according to the prayer, receive the benefit of the 

Spirit‘s work, since that is granted only to believers.  But it does seem to be a stretch to 

think that those who do not accept the Christian doctrine of the Trinity could keep each 

member of the Trinity in mind in order to facilitate their lives of love.  Beyond the 

indications in the prayer, the fact that Kierkegaard subtitles Works of Love as ―Some 

Christian Deliberations in the Form of Discourses‖ and that he continually refers to 

Kjerlighed as Christian love should at least lead us to a prima facie assumption that it is 

love that requires the acceptance of Christian doctrine.  Finally, the connection between 

the two commandments to love God and to love our neighbor as ourselves seems to 

indicate at least plausibly that just as loving God properly requires loving our neighbor, 

so loving our neighbor properly requires loving God properly, who is the source of our 

love.  And it also seems plausible that in order to love God properly, one must believe 

true things about him, things about his person and work which Christian doctrine seeks to 

detail.  At the very least, one must admit that Kierkegaard believes that the acceptance of 

Christian doctrine provides an enormous advantage in developing a life of Christian love, 

and that therefore his discussion presupposes such acceptance. 

 The second of the preliminary points has to do with what it means to ―be a 

Christian.‖  Often the phrase is used to indicate whether or not one accepts the core 

Christian doctrines.  In this usage, ―being a Christian‖ is an all or nothing proposition.  If 

one accepts the doctrines, one is a Christian.  If one does not accept the doctrines, one is 

not a Christian.  But in another usage, the usage more common to Kierkegaard, the phrase 
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is not so absolute.  While Kierkegaard‘s usage presupposes the acceptance of the 

doctrines, it refers rather to the appropriation or living out of those doctrines.  And so 

―Christians‖ come in degrees.  One is a Christian to the degree that one successfully 

imitates the prototype, Jesus Christ.  Love generally and forgiveness in particular are 

aspects of this living out of doctrine, and so one may love or be forgiving in various 

degrees.  This means that even if acceptance of Christian doctrine is necessary for 

Christian love or forgiveness, it will not be sufficient.  One may certainly accept 

Christian doctrine and yet not love or forgive Christianly.  In fact, Kierkegaard thinks this 

is the position in which the vast majority of his Danish countrymen find themselves.  In 

fact, their ―acceptance‖ is so thoughtless and devoid of subjectivity that their belief itself 

is illusory. 

 In the remainder of this section, I will investigate the relationship between the 

concepts of love and forgiveness as used in Kierkegaard‘s Works of Love and the 

acceptance of Christian doctrine.  I will do this first by examining how Kierkegaard 

makes use of the concept of faith in Works of Love.  Particularly, I will be interested in 

what Kierkegaard means by ―faith,‖ whether he means the acceptance or belief in the 

truth of Christian doctrine or something else, and then in the relationship between faith, 

love, and forgiveness.  Second, I will examine briefly Kierkegaard‘s discussion of 

Socrates in Works of Love.  Socrates represents the height of the ethical man (and perhaps 

of the religious man who is not a Christian) in Kierkegaard‘s thought, and so if any 

person outside of the Christian faith is able to love in Kierkegaard‘s sense, one would 

expect it to be Socrates.  Finally, I will discuss briefly the position of Joseph Butler on 

forgiveness.  Butler‘s Sermons provide the locus classicus for philosophical discussions 
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of forgiveness, but this is not why I am interested in him.  Butler certainly accepts the 

central doctrines of the Christian faith, but there are a number of indications that these 

doctrines do not specially influence Butler‘s ethics.  And so I want to compare 

Kierkegaard‘s and Butler‘s views of love and forgiveness to see how they are different, 

and whether that difference can be traced to the importance of Christian doctrines to their 

respective positions.  And so with Socrates we have a pagan who may succeed in loving 

Christianly, and in Butler a Christian whose ethical views are influenced little by his 

Christianity. 

 

Faith, Neighbor Love, and Forgiveness   

 Throughout his works, Kierkegaard draws an intimate connection between faith and 

love.  I will not enter into a detailed discussion of Kierkegaard‘s notion of faith, which is 

characteristically deep and complicated.  But in its basic Christian sense, the object of 

faith is God and what he has done:  entered history by becoming man and redeemed 

humanity through his sacrificial death and resurrection.  This is what Evans calls faith in 

the eminent sense.
34

  When confronted with the claims of Christianity regarding one‘s 

sinfulness and need for redemption, along with Christianity‘s claims about how God has 

accomplished that redemption, one is faced with a choice in how one responds.  One can 

respond by resting in God‘s grace through faith, or by remaining in despair through 

                                                 

 
34Evans, Fragments and Postscript, 266-70.  Anti-Climacus refers to offense in the 

eminent sense as a response to the claim that an individual human being is God.  Offense 

more basically is that which conflicts with human reason.  See Kierkegaard, Practice in 

Christianity, 26.  Basic Christian faith is explained particularly well in Philosophical 

Fragments, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, The Sickness Unto Death, and Practice 

in Christianity.  Faith also believes that Jesus fulfilled the requirement of the Law (101).  

In addition, faith is necessary for believing that human forgiveness has power.  I will 

discuss this point and its connection to God‘s forgiveness of us below. 
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choosing to be offended.  The gospel is only gospel (good news) for the centurion in the 

midst of his faith (379).
35

  In The Sickness Unto Death, Anti-Climacus describes the sin 

of despairing over the forgiveness of one‘s sins as offense, a refusal to believe in the truth 

of Christian doctrine, and a willing ―to be oneself—a sinner—in such a way that there is 

no forgiveness.‖
36

  This is a negative rejection of Christianity, but there is also a positive 

rejection which does not just deny the truth of Christianity, but attacks it as untruth.  This 

is ―the positive form of being offended‖ which Anti-Climacus defines as sin against the 

Spirit, and an ―offensive war.‖
37

  Thus positive offense is also the opposite of faith, an 

active campaign against Christian doctrine, which  

 Is the teaching about the God-man, about the kinship between God and man, but of 

 such a nature, please note, that the possibility of offense is, if I may say it this way, 

 the guarantee whereby God protects himself against man‘s coming too close.  The 

 possibility of offense is the dialectical element in everything essentially Christian.  If 

 this is taken away, then Christianity is not only paganism but also something so 

 fanciful that paganism would have to call it nonsense.  To be so close to God, as  

 Christianity teaches that man can come to him, dares come to him, and shall come to  

 him in Christ—such a thought never occurred to any man.
38

     

 

                                                 
 

 
35A similar choice faces the Christian in her striving at every turn.  The initial 

response of faith and the choice to remain living in and by faith correspond to the two 

uses of the phrase ―be a Christian‖ mentioned above.  This second continual choice, 

which deals with ―developing a Christian disposition,‖ is often left out of sermons.  The 

double danger, the nature of Christian self-denial (in which one denies one‘s own desires 

in service of the good and then receives scorn for doing so), is not emphasized.  See 

Kierkegaard, Works of Love, 191, and generally, pp. 191-204.  I will discuss this second 

choice, remaining in faith in the midst of striving, below. 
 

 
36Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 113.  For a beautiful discussion of faith, 

offense, and God‘s mercy, see Part IV, Discourse VI, on I John 3:20 in Kierkegaard, 

Christian Discourses.  The discourse runs from p. 289 to p. 295. 
 

 
37Ibid., 125.  

 

 
38Ibid.  In discussing Luther‘s move away from a works righteousness, Kierkegaard 

writes, ―And he was entirely right; he did not make a mistake—a person is justified solely 

and only by faith.‖  See Kierkegaard, Judge for Yourself!, 193.  
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  In Works of Love, after arguing that the distinctive characteristic of Christian love is 

that it is commanded, and therefore a duty, Kierkegaard laments that people fail to 

recognize the originality and radical nature of Christianity since it has been offered to all 

people for such a long time.  But the fact that the commandment to love has become 

common knowledge does not change that it is a radical commandment, and a completely 

new way to live one‘s life.  As Kierkegaard writes, we are all recently pagans, if we have 

become Christians.  In this context he also discusses the originality of faith, and the belief 

in God that is new to the one who has just come to it, even though Christianity entered 

the world eighteen centuries ago.  In these passages he speaks of faith and love both as 

integral elements to identifying oneself as a Christian, and things about which one cannot 

be indifferent. 

 But the goods of the spirit are only in the inner being, are only in the possession, and 

 therefore a person cannot, if he actually possesses them, be as one who does not 

 possess them; on the contrary, if one is such a person, one simply does not possess 

 them at all.  If anyone thinks he has faith and yet is indifferent toward this 

 possession, is neither cold nor hot, he can be certain that he does not have faith.  If 

 anyone thinks he is a Christian and yet is indifferent toward being that, then he is 

 really not one at all.  Indeed, what would we think of a person who gave assurances 

 that he was in love and also that it was a matter of indifference to him? (26-7) 

 

When one is a Christian, when one has faith in God and love for his neighbor, these 

things cannot be a matter of indifference to one.  If one loves and has faith in God, one 

will desire to fulfill God‘s commandments, and since one of God‘s commandments is to 

love one‘s neighbor as oneself, one will desire to love one‘s neighbor as oneself.  This 

motivation is a core component of what it means to love in Kierkegaard‘s sense.  One 

loves out of faith in and gratitude to God for his love, and in obedience to the 

commandment to love.  A love for one‘s neighbor that lacks the motivation that comes 

from such a relationship with God is missing something significant in Kierkegaard‘s 
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conception of love.  And since such a relationship with God is grounded in faith, love 

without faith is also missing its key motivation.  One can believe all things in those one 

loves only if one‘s love is grounded in belief in God.
39

  God‘s love for us and the 

existence of love itself is an object of faith (5).   

 In describing love as a matter of conscience, Kierkegaard recognizes that his chosen 

text (I Tim. 1:50) also notes that love, if it is to be ―the sum of the commandment,‖ must 

also be ―out of a pure heart‖ and ―out of a sincere faith‖ (137).  This sincere faith refers to 

a belief in and honesty before the other person, but also a belief in and honesty before 

God, or a certain type of self-knowledge that comes only from being rightly related to 

God.   

 If two people are to love each other in sincere faith, is it not simply necessary that 

 honesty before God must first be present in each individual?  Is it insincerity only 

 when a person consciously deceives others or himself?  Is it not also insincerity 

 when a person does not know himself?  Indeed, can such a person promise love out 

 of a sincere faith, or can he—keep what he promises?  Yes, that he can, but if he 

 cannot promise, can he then keep what he cannot even promise?  The one who does 

 not know himself cannot promise love out of a sincere faith (151). 

 

What it means to know oneself best, for Kierkegaard, is to be in a certain relationship 

with God through Christ, that is, to be a Christian.   

 In JP III, 2419, Kierkegaard describes how this God-relationship makes love of 

one‘s enemy possible; in fact, the God-relationship is the only way one can love one‘s 

enemy:         

  Just as faith is a dialectical specification, so also is true Christian love.  

 Therefore Christianity teaches very specifically that one ought to love one‘s enemy, 

 that the pagan, too, loves his friend.  One can love one‘s enemy only for God‘s sake 

 or because one loves God.  Hence the mark of one‘s loving God is quite rightly the 

 dialectical, because one spontaneously hates one‘s enemy.  When a person loves his 

                                                 

 
39For more on believing all things in the other, see the section ―Forgiveness, 

Believing All Things, and Deception‖ in chapter three.  
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 friend, it is by no means clear that he loves God; but when a person loves his enemy, 

 it is clear that he fears and loves God, and only in this way can God be loved. 

 

Love of one‘s enemy, or more generally, neighbor, shows that one loves God, but as we 

learned in Kierkegaard‘s discussion of Christian love, this does not mean that love of 

God is dependent upon love of the enemy.  Instead, it is love of God and in fact God‘s 

love reduplicated through us that enables us to love our enemy in the first place.  A 

particular sort of relationship with God is necessary for one to love one‘s enemy, and that 

relationship is grounded in faith.  Just as one may react with offense to the doctrinal 

claims of Christianity, so one may react with offense when Christianity commands that 

one love one‘s neighbor, and then explains that all people are neighbors, including 

enemies.  True Christian love, then, seems to require true Christian faith.  Recall the 

quote above from The Sickness Unto Death, in which Kierkegaard explains that the 

possibility of offense is the dialectical element in everything essentially Christian.  If true 

Christian love is essentially Christian, as it seems to be, then it will have something to do 

with the possibility of offense.  Kierkegaard has said that true Christian love, like faith, is 

a dialectical specification—but it is a dialectical specification that describes the 

―horizontal‖ aspect of Christianity, one‘s relationships with other human beings.  But this 

horizontal aspect is integrally related, as we have seen, with the ―vertical‖ aspect, which 

deals with one‘s relationship with God.  Just as faith is required to accept the truth of 

what God has done in order to redeem us, and thus love him, so it is necessary to accept 

the commandment to love our neighbor as ourselves as one response to God‘s love.  In 

addition, faith seems to be necessary to fulfill this commandment as well, since it is really 

God‘s love reduplicated through us which enables us to love our neighbor as ourselves.       
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 In Kierkegaard as Theologian, Arnold Come describes this relationship between 

faith and love in the Christian life as an example of ―complementarity.‖  A relationship 

with God rooted in faith requires a transformation of self, or as I have put it above, a 

belief in Christian doctrine that expresses itself in a certain type of life, and a life which is 

essential to the actuality of that belief.  That is, an absence of life transformation indicates 

a lack of belief.  And, as Come notes, this transformation includes one‘s relationship with 

all other human beings in love.  ―In other words, faith includes the ‗works of love,‘ and 

only in those acts or works does one really and finally come ‗to know the divine,‘ know 

the truth.  So ‗faith‘ and ‗love‘ are two different descriptions of the same phenomenon, 

are two sides of a single coin.‖
40

  Believing in God and loving God cannot be separated 

from one another, and loving God and loving one‘s neighbor cannot be separated from 

one another either.  And so believing in God and loving one‘s neighbor cannot be 

separated from one another.
41

   

 The faith that is a key component of the God-relationship and of love for the 

neighbor is thus also an important part of human forgiveness.  In fact, it is only through 

this faith that one can be confident that forgiveness accomplishes what Kierkegaard 

                                                 

 
40Come, Kierkegaard as Theologian, 47.  Come develops his view on pp. 297-320.  

 

 
41Kierkegaard makes this point perhaps most forcefully in his discussion of the 

Spirit‘s work in bringing the gifts of faith, hope, and love.  It is only the work of the 

Spirit which provides faith, hope, and love in the strict Christian sense, and all of these 

gifts are integrally related to each other.  Kierkegaard writes, ―Elsewhere I have tried to 

show what cannot be sufficiently stressed and never made clear enough, that what we 

extol under the name of love is self-love, and that the whole of Christianity becomes 

confused for us when we do not pay attention to this.‖  The Hongs (I think correctly) 

interpret the ―elsewhere‖ as Works of Love and a brief reference to the same distinction in 

The Sickness Unto Death (p. 45).  In describing the gift of love given to the apostles, he 

writes, ―Thus the apostles, in conformity with their prototype, resolved to love, to suffer, 

to endure all things, to be sacrificed in order to save this unloving world.  And this is 

love.‖  See Kierkegaard, For Self-Examination, 85, and more generally, pp. 73-87.    
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claims it accomplishes.  This point has been discussed more extensively above, so I will 

just reiterate the point here.  It is through faith that one believes, according to 

Kierkegaard, that forgiveness takes the seen sin away.  The reason true forgiveness is rare 

is that belief in this power is rare.  One who does not believe that forgiveness can 

accomplish this miracle cannot forgive (295).  But faith in the power of this human 

forgiveness has its root in the forgiveness given to us by God.  What human beings are 

able to do in forgiving is possible only because of what God has done in forgiving us.  

Our forgiveness is modeled upon God‘s forgiveness, and is a testimony to that 

forgiveness.  Thus only those in the appropriate God-relationship, which requires faith, 

can fully experience and understand God‘s forgiveness and therefore practice the 

Christian forgiveness of which Kierkegaard speaks. 

 

Socrates and Neighbor Love 

 Kierkegaard admires few if any people more than Socrates.  Kierkegaard admires 

Socrates so much that he views his own purpose as analogous to that of the simple wise 

man of old.  If Jesus is to be every Christian‘s prototype, then Socrates served as the 

prototype for Kierkegaard‘s particular Christian task.  Kierkegaard viewed himself as a 

modern Christian Socrates, someone who was called to act as a gadfly and a midwife to 

his society and generation, bringing to light uncomfortable and challenging truths.
42

  

Kierkegaard‘s purpose of reintroducing Christianity into Christendom mirrors Socrates‘ 

                                                 

 
42Kierkegaard also saw a similarity in Socrates‘ refusal to defend himself and his 

own such refusal.  See Kierkegaard, The Point of View, 24.  Additionally, Kierkegaard 

saw himself deceiving people into the truth through indirect communication just like 

Socrates.  Here is where Kierkegaard famously writes of Socrates, ―True, he was no 

Christian, that I know, although I also definitely remain convinced that he has become 

one.‖  See Kierkegaard, The Point of View, 54.   
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pursuit of wisdom, justice, and truth in Athens.  For example, in JP V, 5979, Kierkegaard 

notes that his polemical object is ―the crowd‖ and that he has learned this from Socrates.  

In his day, Socrates was ―almost the only one who actually made a distinction between 

what he understood and what he did not understand, and he became that just because he 

‗feared most to be in error‘‖ (232).
43

  Kierkegaard took this distinction a bit farther, 

distinguishing between what he understood and what he could exemplify in his life.  

Socrates is one of those (along with Jesus) who taught Kierkegaard what it means to be a 

single individual.
44

  

 But for all of his respect for Socrates and his method, Kierkegaard realizes the 

limitations that Socrates faced, and concludes decisively that Christianity has surpassed 

the Socratic.  Kierkegaard makes this point clearly in Philosophical Fragments.
45

  While 

                                                 
 

 
43The sum of Socrates‘ knowledge, says Kierkegaard, was that he did not know if he 

was a human being.  See Kierkegaard, The Point of View, 141.  Kierkegaard makes the 

point in ―Armed Neutrality.‖  He says in addition that with many years of effort, one can 

know ―definitely what it means to be a Christian‖ although one can never know whether 

one is a Christian.  This identification ―must be believed, and in faith there is always fear 

and trembling.‖ 
  

 
44Kierkegaard also respects Socrates because he did not worship money, refusing to 

be compensated for his services.  Kierkegaard compares Socrates with the Apostle Paul 

in this regard.  See Kierkegaard, Works of Love, 320.  See also Kierkegaard, Practice in 

Christianity, 12, for the same point and in addition a contrast between Socratic help and 

the help offered by Jesus. 
 

 
45Admittedly, the Socrates of Fragments is ―Plato‘s‖ Socrates, and elsewhere 

Kierkegaard gives Socrates more existential credit than this.  On this point, see for 

example Alastair Hannay, Kierkegaard (London:  Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), 92, 

and particularly note 7, p. 349.  But even the more existentially perspicacious Socrates is 

clearly surpassed by Christian thought.  See also the extensive discussion and criticism of 

the Socratic definition of sin in Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 87-96.  Socrates 

is the first ethicist, but ―naturally is not an essentially religious ethicist, even less a 

Christian dogmatician.‖  He never considers the inquiry with which Christianity begins:  

the question of the origin of sin.  ―Therefore, Socrates does not actually arrive at the 

category of sin, which certainly is dubious for a definition of sin‖ (89).  Anti-Climacus 
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Socrates is the only other individual to use the category of the single individual ―in a 

decisively dialectical way,‖ he used it in a purely negative way ―to disintegrate 

paganism.‖
46

  Anti-Climacus details Socrates‘ religious advancement: 

 Let us never forget—but how many ever really knew it or thought it—let us never 

 forget that Socrates‘ ignorance was a kind of fear and worship of God, that his 

 ignorance was the Greek version of the Jewish saying:  The fear of the Lord is the 

 beginning of wisdom.  Let us never forget that it was out of veneration for God that 

 he was ignorant, that as far as it was possible for a pagan he was on guard duty as a 

 judge on the frontier between God and man, keeping watch so that the deep gulf of 

 qualitative difference between them was maintained, between God and man, that 

 God and man did not merge in some way, philosophice, poetice [philosophically, 

 poetically], etc., into one.
47

 

  

But Christianity uses the category of the single individual positively, through faith, in 

order to make people Christians.
48

  Sylvia Walsh eloquently summarizes Kierkegaard‘s 

assessment of Socrates in this regard: 

  Although Kierkegaard goes to great lengths in his dissertation to show that 

 Socrates lacked any positive content in his thought, he does admit that in this respect 

 [Walsh here refers to Socrates‘ beginning subjectivity] Socrates was positive.  Even 

 so, he argues, Socrates‘ subjectivity was, as a mere beginning, still negative and 

 egoistically turned in on itself, lacking the richness and fullness of a subjectivity that 

 incorporates objectivity and a positive relation to the eternal (CI, 169, 211).  Socrates 

 was aware of the idea of the eternal only negatively, that is, as a limit to the finite 

 realm.  As Kierkegaard puts it, ―He knew that it was, but he did not know what it 

 was‖ (CI, 169).  The positivity of the eternal was dimly intimated by his negation of  

 the temporal, but it remained undefined and elusive, never receiving determinate 

 form or becoming concrete in his own existence (CI, 170).
49

 

                                                                                                                                                 

treats sin much as Kierkegaard treats love in Works of Love; it is an essential Christian 

category that the natural man cannot know, which requires a revelation from God.    
 

 
46JP II, 2004. 

  

 
47Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 99. 

  

 
48JP II, 2004.  

  

 
49Sylvia Walsh, Living Poetically:  Kierkegaard‟s Existential Aesthetics (University 

Park, PA:  The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), 49.  CI refers to Søren 

Kierkegaard, The Concept of Irony with Constant Reference to Socrates, trans. Lee Capel 

(London:  Collins, 1966).  See also Karen L. Carr, ―After Paganism:  Kierkegaard, 
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 Kierkegaard also makes it clear that while Socrates advances quite far ethically and 

even religiously, he falls short of the Christian ideal of loving the neighbor.  What is 

interesting for my purposes are the reasons why Kierkegaard seems to think Socrates falls 

short.  First, Socrates does not love simply because he did not have revealed to him that 

love was a commandment, and thus did not possess a correct understanding of the object 

of love.  In this sense, Socrates‘ failure is simply an historical accident.
50

  Had Socrates 

possessed the Christian revelation, Kierkegaard thinks he would have been a Christian, 

and likely advanced quite far in the achievement of the ideal of loving one‘s neighbor as 

oneself.  Kierkegaard argues throughout Works of Love that the commandment to love, 

which is the distinctive characteristic of Christian love, was unknown to the pagans and 

cannot arise by itself in anyone‘s heart.  The pagans of Socrates‘ day understood what 

love was, but thought it applicable only to friends, and never to enemies.  Thus the 

concept of the neighbor, which only arises given a commandment to love all under the 

rubric of human equality correctly understood, was foreign to the pagans and thus to 

Socrates.   

 In the deliberation concerning ―The Work of Love in Praising Love,‖ Kierkegaard 

describes the way in which Socrates praised love.  Socrates knew better than anyone how 

to praise what was beautiful, despite the fact that he was ugly.  And the more he spoke 

                                                                                                                                                 

Socrates and the Christian Tradition,‖ in Kierkegaard After MacIntyre:  Essays on 

Freedom, Narrative, and Virtue, ed. John J. Davenport and Anthony Rudd (Chicago and 

La Salle, IL:  Open Court, 2001), 173-190.  An interesting investigation which I do not 

have space to pursue would be to compare Socrates to the bird of Part I of Christian 

Discourses, which does not have the cares of the pagans, but which is certainly not a 

Christian.  
 

 
50This point is true unless, of course, the love commandment can be accessed 

through purely general revelation.  Then Socrates would be culpable in a way he is not if 

special revelation is necessary for knowledge of the love commandment.  
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about the beautiful, the uglier he became by contrast.  But the fact that he was ugly 

provided the freedom for his praise of the beautiful, since he would derive no advantage 

from the praise.  Instead, he would just seem to appear uglier and uglier the more he 

praised the beautiful.  But the true love is a love of self-denial, so the speaker would need 

to transform herself into a self-lover.  ―To praise self-denial‘s love and then to want to be 

oneself the one who loves—that is, yes, that is a lack of self-denial‖ (372).  The speaker 

who praises love, but not in full self-denial by making herself into a self-lover, will be 

tempted to gain advantage from her praise or will be embarrassed and thus not speak 

truthfully about the object of love, for fear of seeming to speak in praise of herself (372).   

 Not only is a certain type of speaker necessary for one to praise love accurately, but 

also a certain kind of content.  And here is where Socrates, although he surpasses his 

contemporaries, falls a bit short.
51

  While Kierkegaard notes that Socrates did talk about 

loving the ugly as well as the beautiful, he spoke in this way as a kind of jest or joke, 

failing to understand that the unlovable was the true content of love.   

 [Socrates] did not deny that to love is to love the beautiful, but he still spoke about—

 indeed it was a kind of jest—loving the ugly.  What then is meant by the beautiful?  

 The beautiful is the immediate and direct object of immediate love, the choice of 

 inclination and of passion.  Surely there is no need to command that one shall love 

 the beautiful.  But the ugly!  This is not anything to offer to inclination and passion, 

 which turn away and say, ―Is that anything to love!‖  And what, in turn, is the 

                                                 

 
51Kierkegaard does speak of Socrates as a prototype, although a lesser one, and even 

a prototype for Christendom.  He does say, however, that he is ―sorry to say‖ that 

Socrates is an adequate prototype for Christendom.  I do not think this means that 

Socrates loves in the way Kierkegaard describes, but rather that his human preferential 

love is higher than that found in Christendom, and thus an example for its so-called 

―Christians.‖  Socrates is described as loving the ―young people‖ because they had a 

propensity for the divine that the mature had lost through the influence of the human 

world around them.  And for this reason no one loved Socrates.  I think the description of 

Socrates here indicates that he met the conditions for the speaker who praises love, but as 

I have argued above, he does not understand neighbor love properly and therefore cannot 

practice it or properly praise it.  See Kierkegaard, Works of Love, 128-9.   
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 beautiful according to our conceptions of love?  It is the beloved and the friend.  The 

 beloved and the friend are the immediate and direct objects of immediate love, the 

 choice of passion and of inclination.  And what is the ugly?  It is the neighbor, whom 

 one shall love.  One shall love him; that simple wise man knew nothing at all about 

 this.  He did not know that the neighbor existed and that one should love him; when 

 he spoke about loving the ugly, it was only teasing (373). 

 

The neighbor is the category of the unlovable, and the ugly fit into the category of the 

neighbor.  And while Socrates does speak about loving the ugly, he does so in jest, never 

denying that what it means to love is to love the beautiful.  So according to Kierkegaard, 

Socrates remains within the essentially human conception of love as preference.  He 

knew nothing of love of the neighbor, of the unlovable, and the reason for his ignorance 

was the absence of the commandment.  For, as Kierkegaard says, love of the beautiful 

does not need to be commanded, but love of the ugly must be commanded to be taken 

seriously.  Socrates does not love Christianly, and this should not be a surprise, since 

Socrates is unaware of the commandment to love.  And yet, Socrates advances further 

ethically without the Christian revelation than most people do with it, including the vast 

majority of Kierkegaard‘s contemporaries.  Even if he spoke jokingly about loving the 

ugly, at least he spoke about it.  And in his ugliness his praise of the beautiful, his 

essentially preferential love, was of the highest sort.   

 This comparison of Socrates with Kierkegaard‘s contemporaries is one way of 

illustrating that while the commandment might be necessary for true love, it certainly is 

not sufficient.  In the first place, many Christians who have the commandment do not 

love Christianly or even make a serious attempt to do so.  Thus in a number of places 

Kierkegaard laments that Christianity no longer exists in Christendom.  And since the 

Christian revelation has become general knowledge throughout most of the world, and 

was so especially in Kierkegaard‘s Denmark, one might think that there are many who do 
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not accept the doctrines of Christianity (who are not Christians in the first sense 

mentioned above) and yet who do an excellent job of fulfilling the Christian 

commandment to love the neighbor as oneself (who are perhaps better Christians in the 

second sense mentioned above than those who are Christians in the first sense).
52

 

 But there is more than one reason that Socrates falls short in loving the neighbor as 

himself.  And while many are not hamstrung by Socrates‘ ignorance of the love 

commandment by an accident of history, many fail to love in the Christian sense for this 

second reason.  Kierkegaard thinks that a certain God-relationship is a necessary 

precondition for fulfilling the commandment to love the neighbor as oneself, and in its 

maturity this God-relationship goes far beyond simple knowledge of the commandment.  

This connection between love of God and love of neighbor is supported by the 

connection between the two love commandments themselves, as well as a myriad of 

things Kierkegaard says about love throughout his discussion.  And, as I have tried to 

argue above, part of this God-relationship in its true form involves Christian faith, and 

believing certain things true about God and his work in the world as described in 

                                                 

 
52In what I have said here and in what I say below about the God-relationship, I am 

mindful of the concerns of C. Stephen Evans and others concerning Kierkegaard‘s 

uniqueness claims for Christianity, and I think Evans particularly makes a strong case 

that the uniqueness claim is not that important to Kierkegaard, and that the love 

commandment as the moral law is revealed generally as well as specifically.  I have 

written somewhat absolutely and polemically in order to illustrate the importance of 

Christianity to the love commandment.  Whether one agrees that an acceptance of 

Christian doctrine is necessary for fulfilling Christian moral obligations or that 

Kierkegaard thinks so, Kierkegaard certainly thinks that such an acceptance of Christian 

doctrine is necessary for fulfilling these obligations in the fullest sense.  To love as the 

Apostle John loves, one must understand God and his love, and this certainly does require 

special revelation.  Loving the neighbor and in turn forgiveness will thus be most ―at 

home‖ within a Christian framework regardless of one‘s position on this issue of 

uniqueness.  See Evans, Kierkegaard‟s Ethic of Love, 156-164, for his excellent 

discussion of the uniqueness claim. 
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Christian doctrine.  As the Walsh quote above says, Socrates‘ brand of subjectivity failed 

to ―incorporate objectivity and a positive relation to the eternal.‖
53

 Christianity 

establishes a moral system but cannot be reduced to that system through general 

revelation or otherwise.  And even if it would be popular to do so, to change Christianity 

in this way would be to betray it, even if the requirement is something none of us can 

fulfill.   

 Christianity cannot be changed; precisely this shows once again that it is the very 

 opposite of ―sensibleness,‖ the secret of which is its ability to be changed in every 

 way on every stroke of the clock, all in relation to what the times, the public, and 

 profit crave, or as the wind and the leaves and the newspapers turn.  No, Christianity 

 cannot be changed; to insist on this is to attempt to change it, which is totally 

 without effect—indeed, just as a mountain would look at a child who came up to it 

 and said, ―Get out of my way,‖ so Christianity must listen to this talk that demands 

 of it the eternally impossible—that it be changed.
54

 

 

The second commandment is just that, and while the commandment to love God first 

involves loving one‘s neighbor as oneself, it includes more than that as well, and those 

additional conditions cannot be changed to suit any ―sensible‖ times.  Kierkegaard adds 

that Christianity will not be changed even if everyone or no one will accept it as it 

stands.
55

   

 Socrates understood Kierkegaard‘s point in ―Love Does Not Seek Its Own,‖ that 

―the highest one human being can do for another is to make him free, help him to stand 

by himself‖ (276).  He also understood that the helper must become anonymous; thus he 

became a spiritual midwife.  Kierkegaard says that it is in this understanding that the one 

who truly loves and Socrates agree, implying that Socrates is not one who truly loves.  

                                                 

 
53Walsh, Living Poetically, 49.  

 

 
54Kierkegaard, Judge for Yourself!, 155.  

 

 
55Ibid., 156.  
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The difference between the two comes in the dash.  Socrates says, with a roguish smile, 

―Now this individual is standing by himself—through my help‖ (277).   

 Oh, but for the loving person this dash means something different from a smile; 

 however noble and magnanimous and unselfish that rogue was, he still did not in the 

 sense of concern love the one he wanted to help. . . .  The one who loves has 

 understood that it is truly the greatest, the only beneficence one human being can do 

 for another, to help him to stand by himself, to become himself, to become his own 

 master; but he has also understood the danger and the suffering in the midst of the 

 work, and above all the terribleness of the responsibility.  Therefore, giving thanks to 

 God, he declares:  Now this individual is standing by himself—through my help.  

 But there is no self-satisfaction in the last phrase, because the loving one has 

 understood that essentially every human being indeed stands by himself—through 

 God‘s help—and that the loving one‘s self-annihilation is really only in order not to 

 hinder the other person‘s God-relationship, so that all the loving one‘s help infinitely 

 vanishes in the God-relationship.  He works without reward, since he makes himself 

 nothing, and in the very moment when there could be any question of the possibility 

 that he still could keep the reward of proud self-consciousness, God enters in, and he 

 is again annihilated, which nonetheless is for him his salvation (277-8).     

 

It is the God-relationship of the one who truly loves that enables him to love truly, to help 

another stand on his own before God, and removes the possibility of any self-satisfaction 

such as we see in Socrates‘ roguish smile.  The fact that everyone stands alone before 

God is known only through a certain God-relationship, and this Socrates lacks in the 

necessary form.  In fact, it is this standing alone before God that is the basis of human 

equality.  And so Socrates‘ lack of knowledge here not only prevents him from truly 

loving, it also prevents him from correctly understanding that human beings are equal or 

the foundation of that equality.
56

  The one who truly loves understands all of these things, 

understands that all love is rooted in God‘s love, and does not fail to remember what God 

                                                 

 
56Kierkegaard says elsewhere in Works of Love that Socrates had mastered the art of 

questioning so as to imprison people in ignorance.  Jesus, on the other hand, mastered the 

art of answering so as to imprison people in the task.  Jesus‘ answer ―with divine 

authority grasped the questioner and placed him under the obligation to do accordingly‖ 

(96).  In JP IV, 4545, Kierkegaard writes that ―Socrates‘ shortcoming was that he did not 

have the inward turning of piety but only the averted turning of objectivity.‖    
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has done to enable him to love as expressed in Kierkegaard‘s prayer at the beginning of 

Works of Love.
57

  

 And so it turns out that being a Christian in the first sense is a precondition of being 

a Christian in the second sense.  Socrates‘ problem is not just that he is unaware of the 

commandment to love the neighbor as oneself; it is that he is unaware of the whole of 

Christian teaching and doctrine, including the person and work of Jesus Christ, through 

whom God has displayed his infinite love.  Love of neighbor is rooted in love of God, 

and one can love God only when one understands God‘s love in its fullest expression.  

This understanding is an essential component in the God-relationship and therefore in 

love for the neighbor.  Those who do not accept the truth of Christianity may have their 

hearts in the right place and love in a way that approximates love of neighbor, but they 

cannot exemplify it.  The fact that they love more successfully than many who do accept 

Christian doctrine does not speak well about them so much as it speaks poorly about 

those ―Christians‖ whose lives do not match their profession, at times in such a way as to 

call their profession of faith into doubt.  For the moral aspect of Christianity is a 

signification of one‘s faith, and a necessary one at that.  And yet Kierkegaard argues it 

remains true, as Augustine says, ―Where knowledge of truth is lacking, virtue is false  

 

                                                 
 

 
57In the first of his Two Ethical-Religious Essays, H.H. relates Socrates‘ failure to 

love to his incorrect view of sin and his lack of recognition that the key relation is not 

between human beings, but between God and human beings.  ―The falseness in Socrates‘ 

conduct was that he was an ironist, that he naturally had no conception of Christian love, 

which is known specifically by the concern of responsibility, responsibility with regard to 

others, whereas he thought he had no responsibility on behalf of the contemporaries but 

only to the truth and to himself.‖  See Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 75. 
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even in the best behavior.‖
58

  Anti-Climacus comments on and supports this perspective 

in The Sickness Unto Death:  ―That is what the ancient Church Fathers meant when they 

said that the virtues of the pagans were glittering vices:  they meant that the heart of 

paganism was despair, that paganism was not conscious before God as spirit.‖
59, 60 

 

Joseph Butler and Forgiveness   

 While Socrates may be the pagan who in certain ways transcends paganism, Joseph 

Butler is a Christian who makes little use of specific Christian doctrines in forming his 

ethical theory, and specifically in forming his views on forgiveness.  While there are 

certain theological presuppositions in the background motivating Butler‘s thought, and 

while general revelation plays a key role in his ethics, little if any of his ethical thought 

                                                 
  

 
58Gloss ordin. (VI, 30B).  Quoted in Aquinas, Treatise on the Virtues, 126, 143.  

Aquinas quotes Augustine in Q. LXIII, Art. 2, Obj. 1, and in the Response of Q. LXV, 

Art. 2, respectively.  Admittedly, the standard of Christian love Kierkegaard is putting 

forth is high, and may seem harsh.  So high, in fact, that Kierkegaard recognizes that he 

himself does not come close to meeting it, and perhaps so high that no one meets it.  If 

this is in fact true, if no one can meet this standard of love in practice, what good is it as a 

standard?  Will it not just lead all people, whether they have faith or not, into despair?  I 

will address these concerns below.  
 

 
59Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 46.  Kierkegaard cites Augustine as one of 

the Church Fathers, and refers to The City of God XIX, 25.  The language here is perhaps 

even more difficult than that quoted above.  Here Augustine says that ―if the soul and 

reason do not serve God as God himself has commanded that he should be served, then 

they do not in any way exercise the right kind of rule over the body and the vicious 

propensities.  For what kind of a mistress over the body and the vices can a mind be that 

is ignorant of the true God and is not subjected to his rule . . . ?‖  Augustine concludes 

that what the mind that is not submitted to the true God thinks are virtues are ultimately 

vices.  
  

 
60Anti-Climacus does say that Socrates‘ form of paganism is better than paganism in 

Christendom, since the former ―still is qualified in the direction of spirit, whereas 

paganism in Christendom lacks spirit in a departure from spirit or in a falling away and 

therefore is spiritlessness in the strictest sense.‖  Socrates ultimately transcends paganism 

in some ways and yet remains within it in others.  Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 

47. 
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depends upon specifically Christian revelation.  This lack of dependence becomes 

especially clear in Butler‘s discussion of forgiveness and, in comparison, highlights such 

dependence on the part of Kierkegaard.  The fact that Butler seeks to ground his ethical 

theory solely in general revelation does not of course invalidate what he has to say, 

although, as I am arguing in this chapter, it does result in an inferior understanding of 

forgiveness.  As the locus classicus of philosophical discussions of forgiveness, Butler 

bears discussion in his own right.  But my main purpose in bringing up Butler is to show, 

by comparison with Kierkegaard, one possible way in which removing the specifically 

Christian component of Kierkegaard‘s thought could distort his view of forgiveness.   

 Specifically, I am concerned with Butler‘s understanding of forgiveness as expressed 

in two of his sermons, ―Upon Resentment‖ and ―Upon Forgiveness of Injuries.‖
61

  Butler 

is often quoted as saying that forgiveness is the forswearing of resentment, but this is 

actually inaccurate.
62

  Forgiveness for Butler actually involves not the forswearing of 

resentment, but the prevention of resentment‘s escalation into revenge.  Resentment is a 

natural passion that is an appropriate response to wrongdoing, and often is a result of 

instinct.  Humans have this natural response to protect them against sudden force or 

violence without regard to the moral quality of such a situation, but since such violence 

often does have moral implications, natural resentment may also be thought of as a moral 

remedy.  Resentment that results from enduring or witnessing moral wrongdoing or 

injury perseveres in a way that its purely instinctive counterpart does not.   

                                                 

 
61See Butler‘s Sermons in The Works of Bishop Butler, ed. W.E. Gladstone (Oxford:  

Clarendon Press, 1897). 
  

 
62For an argument as to the reason for the all too often misunderstanding of Butler on 

this point, see Paul A. Newberry, ―Joseph Butler on Forgiveness:  A Presupposed Theory 

of Emotion,‖ Journal of the History of Ideas 62 (April 2001):  233-44.    
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 Forgiveness and love of enemies does not relate to the instinctive version of 

resentment but to this more enduring moral version.  However, Butler is clear that 

forgiveness does not forbid the feeling of resentment, since it is a natural response to 

enduring personal injury.  And so Butler says forgiveness ―must be understood to forbid 

only the excess and abuse of this natural feeling, in cases of personal and private 

injury.‖
63

  When he speaks of the excess and abuse of natural resentment, Butler has in 

mind retaliation and revenge.  Resentment already has a natural tendency to reproduce 

itself in its object, and this repetition and escalation is made almost certain if the feeling 

of resentment translates into actions of revenge or retaliation.  Such action contradicts our 

general obligation to be benevolent as well as the end of resentment in the first place:  the 

remedy of injury.  And so to forgive for Butler is not to forswear or eliminate resentment, 

but simply to prevent resentment from degenerating into revenge.  Thus Butler provides a 

decidedly negative and even morally impotent understanding of forgiveness.  Forgiveness 

does not require that one do anything positive, only that one not do something negative.  

And furthermore, all it means to love our enemies is to forgive them in this negative way: 

  As to that love of our enemies, which is commanded; this supposes the general 

 obligation of benevolence or good-will towards mankind:  and this being supposed, 

 that  precept is no more than to forgive injuries; that is, to keep clear of those abuses 

 before mentioned:  because that we have the habitual temper of benevolence is taken 

 for granted.
64

 

 

Butler thinks we love our enemy naturally, and that resentment becomes a problem when 

we allow it to degenerate to such a degree that it completely destroys this natural 

benevolence.  To forgive injuries is only to prevent that complete destruction of natural 

benevolence.  To forgive is the same as to love our enemies, and this we do almost by 

                                                 

 
63Butler, Sermons, 152.  

 

 
64Ibid., 158.  
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default.  To love our enemies is ―in truth the law of our nature, and what every one must 

see and own, who is not quite blinded with self-love.‖
65

  Butler further describes 

forgiveness and love of enemy:  ―But suppose the person injured to have a due natural 

sense of the injury, and no more; he ought to be affected towards the injurious person in 

the same way any good man, uninterested in the case, would be; if they had the same just 

sense, which we have supposed the injured person to have, of the fault:  after which there 

will yet remain real good-will towards the offender.‖
66

   

 No special argument is necessary to make the contrast with Kierkegaard clear.  

Butler identifies his general principle of benevolence with both love of neighbor and love 

of enemy, and while the principle is part of our given nature, he recognizes that it is weak 

and must be motivated by self-love.  Kierkegaard certainly does not think love of 

neighbor or enemy is natural in us, but he does think a perverse form of improper self-

love is.  Butler thinks all the dictates of morality can be known through conscience alone, 

while Kierkegaard grounds moral obligation in divine commands.  Butler thinks Christian 

revelation adds religious duties but not moral ones.  Even if one thinks that the love 

Kierkegaard describes can be known apart from special revelation, it seems clear that 

special revelation provides the most detailed and accurate knowledge of that love.  But 

the clearest distinction between Kierkegaard and Butler may come in the tone of their 

works.  Reading Butler‘s Sermons and Works of Love side by side, one is struck by the 

consistency and depth of Kierkegaard‘s appeal to authority, both in terms of Scripture 

and the life of Jesus, and simultaneously by the lack of such an appeal in Butler.  

                                                 
  

 
65Ibid., 160.    

 

 
66Ibid., 160-1.  
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Kierkegaard takes the commandments of Scripture regarding love and forgiveness and 

demonstrates how difficult, and perhaps impossible, they are to fulfill.  In contrast, Butler 

takes them and explains how we fulfill them passively and naturally.  Butler believes that 

the dictates of conscience are God‘s commands implanted naturally in us, but that the 

depth of our moral understanding in no way depends upon our recognition of God‘s 

authority.
67

  As I have argued above, accepting God‘s authority is the key component in 

lending the message of Works of Love any authority it may have. 

 While Butler and Kierkegaard do not differ in their acceptance of Christian doctrine, 

they differ greatly in the effect their acceptance of doctrine has on their moral theory, 

particularly with regard to forgiveness.  I have argued above that Kierkegaard‘s 

understanding of human forgiveness is modeled on the forgiveness offered to human 

beings by God through the person and work of Jesus Christ, and is thus primarily other-

regarding.  The concern in Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is for the wrongdoer.  And while 

Butler does have a general benevolence motivating, or rather accomplishing, forgiveness 

naturally, forgiveness itself is primarily self-regarding.  What it means to forgive for 

Butler is to prevent oneself from becoming revengeful.  The continued natural resentment 

that is compatible with forgiveness and love of neighbor for Butler does not seem to be 

compatible with the same ideas in Kierkegaard‘s thought.     

 This difference in the effect of doctrine and authority on morality is further 

illuminated when one considers the reasons for forgiveness offered by Kierkegaard.  All 

of the reasons are Christian in their own way, but certain of them display a Christian 

                                                 

 
67Terence Penelhum, Butler (London:  Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985), 77.  

Penelhum‘s treatment of Butler is the best I have found.  Also excellent is Austin 

Duncan-Jones, Butler‟s Moral Philosophy (Baltimore, MD:  Penguin, 1952).  
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maturity and depth of understanding to which Butler‘s naturally forgiving person seems 

to have no access.  One may forgive simply even if one does not want to forgive because 

one recognizes that love of neighbor is commanded and that therefore forgiveness is 

obligatory.  But one can also have more developed Christian reasons for forgiveness 

which do not specifically refer to love of neighbor.  One may forgive because one 

recognizes a commandment to forgive independent of the commandment to love, because 

one is responding gratefully to God‘s love, because one is responding to God‘s 

forgiveness, or because one is responding to God‘s forgiveness through Christ.  As one 

matures in Christian love, one begins to love and forgive not because of the 

commandment, but because of an internal recognition of the value of love and 

forgiveness, and from what Kierkegaard says throughout Works of Love, this maturity in 

loving is deeply connected to an understanding of God‘s love, and particularly of God‘s 

love through Christ.  This is the kind of maturity displayed by the Apostle John, one who 

is perfected in love (375-6).  The most mature and developed reasons for forgiving, like 

the most mature and developed understanding of love, require an understanding of God‘s 

love and forgiveness that includes Christian doctrine as a central component.  Even if one 

can love or forgive in Kierkegaard‘s sense based on general revelation only, such love or 

forgiveness will pale in comparison with the depth of a fully developed Christian love 

and forgiveness.  An understanding of love and forgiveness that ignores the importance 

and at the higher levels, the necessity, of Christian doctrine will be a distortion of the 

understanding Kierkegaard propounds in Works of Love.
68

  And so even if one does not 

                                                 

 
68These comments about depth and maturity in love and forgiveness will also apply 

to my comments above (pp. 229-30) concerning how some think of condonation.  The 

better grasp one has on God‘s love and the Christian reasons for forgiving, the better one 
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accept that an acceptance of Christian doctrine is necessary for loving and forgiving in 

Kierkegaard‘s sense, one can recognize the importance that such doctrine holds for a 

mature and maturing understanding of love and forgiveness, and therefore admit that 

forgiveness is most ―at home‖ in the context of such doctrine. 

 

Forgiveness “At Home” 

 

 Let us return briefly to the subject of the first chapter, particularly the supposed 

paradox concerning forgiveness established by Kolnai.  Simply, Kolnai argues that 

forgiveness must be either redundant or unjust.  If one requires that the wrongdoer satisfy 

conditions such as repentance or apology as a prerequisite to forgiveness, then 

forgiveness does not accomplish anything morally.  All forgiveness does is rubber stamp 

the repentance or apology.  This is the difficulty with all so-called conditional theories of 

forgiveness.  On the other hand, if one forgives in the absence of such conditions being 

satisfied, one seems not to be taking the wrongdoing seriously enough.  So-called 

unconditional theories of forgiveness are a form of cheap grace, in which the one who 

forgives lacks self-respect or a developed moral sense, and therefore forgives 

impermissibly, and condones wrongdoing.  And while I think Kolnai is ultimately correct 

that his paradox fails as a logical critique of forgiveness, it does present a basic practical 

problem. 

 The first question that needs answering is which side of the dilemma best represents 

the true nature of forgiveness.  I think it is fairly clear that unconditional theories of 

forgiveness best represent what we mean when we talk about forgiveness.  The problem 

                                                                                                                                                 

will be able to communicate these reasons, and therefore protect against condonation in 

the sense discussed above.  I will say a bit more about this below.  
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is that the specter of condonation looms over such theories, threatening an abuse of 

justice often equal to the breach caused by the initial wrongdoing.  And so for the 

conditional theorists, the moral danger of such violations significantly outweighs the 

positive moral activity of forgiveness.  The thinkers on the conditional side of the 

dilemma prefer a just and impotent forgiveness to an unjust and powerful one.  And in 

this I believe they are correct.  So, to be preferable to conditional theories, an 

unconditional theory must adequately deal with the condonation objection.  In fact, I am 

sympathetic with the stronger position taken by Griswold, who understands condonation 

in terms of the wrongdoer‘s perception of condonation.  It would be best not only if an 

unconditional theory did not actually condone wrongdoing, but also did not result in the 

wrongdoer‘s perception that his wrong is condoned.  Of course, one can do only so much 

to affect another‘s perception, but it seems that the most decisive way of addressing this 

concern is to communicate clearly to the wrongdoer the forgiver‘s reasons, assuming that 

these reasons themselves avoid condonation.  In the absence of this kind of successful 

response to the condonation objection, conditional theories are preferable.   

 Where does Kierkegaard fit into this picture?  Keep in mind that Kierkegaard does 

not inquire into forgiveness for the sake of clarifying forgiveness itself.  He is not 

attempting to formulate anything like a philosophy of forgiveness along the lines of many 

of the thinkers who have recently addressed the issue.  Instead, his views on forgiveness 

flow from his primary concern:  love of neighbor as understood by Christianity.  

Kierkegaard begins with love and forms forgiveness from that perception, and thus adds a 

depth and richness to forgiveness that is almost wholly lacking in the contemporary 

literature.  And ultimately, since forgiveness is grounded in love and all love is God‘s 
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love, Kierkegaard understands human forgiveness through the lens of divine forgiveness, 

particularly the forgiveness offered through the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross.  The 

Atonement is Kierkegaard‘s picture of God‘s forgiveness of human beings, and human 

beings‘ forgiveness of each other is a mirror and testimony of that Atonement.
69

  God 

became man, loved us, and sacrificed himself while we were yet sinners.  Through his 

sacrifice he forgave us without requiring repentance or any other satisfaction on our part.  

And thus he forgave us unconditionally.  But he forgave us as a means to accomplishing 

our repentance for our good, the development of a particular relationship with him 

grounded in reconciliation.  Human forgiveness operates in the same way.  When we are 

injured, we should forgive without any requirement of repentance or apology, but 

expecting and hoping that repentance will be the response so that reconciliation may 

result.  Both in divine and human terms, repentance is necessary for the acceptance of 

forgiveness, and therefore for reconciliation.  For Kierkegaard, this story of forgiveness 

and reconciliation becomes the reason we forgive, and in communicating that reason we 

avoid condonation in all of its forms.  We forgive because we are forgiven, and while we 

are concerned about justice on the whole, we are unconcerned to effect justice for 

ourselves, preferring to depend upon God himself for justice.  And contrary to some of 

the conditional theorists‘ criticisms, our lack of concern for what is due us is grounded 

not in a lack of self-respect, but in a strong identity of self, a deep understanding of who 

we and all others are before God—loved and valued sinners in need of forgiveness.  If 

Kierkegaard succeeds in describing unconditional Christian forgiveness as I think he 

                                                 

 
69It is no accident that when Kierkegaard concludes his authorship, as he thinks, for 

the second time, he does so with two small discourses, ―But One Who Is Forgiven Little 

Loves Little‖ and ―Love Will Hide a Multitude of Sins.‖  The second discourse is about 

Christ‘s love hiding a multitude of sins.  See Kierkegaard, Without Authority, 161-88. 
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does, then his view will be preferable to all conditional theories as a matter of course.  

Kierkegaard is able to provide a view of forgiveness in which forgiveness is morally 

significant and avoids even the appearance of condonation.  Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is 

so morally significant that it not only takes care of the wrong, it succeeds in doing so by 

expressing the deepest aspect of human morality, neighbor love, and in addition 

communicates in the deepest way the source of that love, God‘s love for us.  By forgiving 

Christianly, we satisfy the requirements laid out in Fragments to be witnesses for the 

truth.  And since we are not the Teacher, in forgiving we proclaim our own sin and 

failure at the same time we point out that sin and failure in another.  We thus cast off our 

moral superiority in forgiving, and feel our own guilt as deeply as that of the 

wrongdoer.
70

 

 And it seems to me that Kierkegaard‘s forgiveness is superior to other unconditional 

theories as well.  Some, like that offered by Caputo and Derrida, offer no reasons at all 

for forgiveness.  Conditional theories are superior to these efforts.  Others, like pop 

psychological theories, argue that forgiveness is something like a gift the forgiver gives 

to herself.  These theories, when they do not condone wrongdoing, still simply miss the 

point.  Forgiveness is about the wrongdoer, not the one wronged.  Kierkegaard‘s view, 

which preserves the self-respect and good of the one wronged while passionately 

pursuing the good of the wrongdoer as well, seems clearly superior.  But what about 

secular theories of forgiveness grounded in human love or equality?  All I can say here is 

that whatever concepts of love or equality are formulated by a wholly secular theory of 

forgiveness seem thin in comparison with the same concepts formulated on 

                                                 

 
70Kierkegaard identifies the depth of guilt one feels with purity of heart, and all that 

purity of heart implies.  See Kierkegaard, Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions, 15.  
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Kierkegaard‘s Christian conception.  And whatever reasons to love and to forgive can be 

offered from a purely secular position seem to pale in comparison with the Christian story 

of God‘s love, sacrifice, and subsequent moral commandments.  In fact, such secular 

reasons seem inferior to conditional concerns for justice, and sometimes better accounted 

for by such concerns.  If secular benevolence or love is grounded in a desire for the 

other‘s good, and one takes responsibility for that good as the one wronged instead of 

delivering it over to God, seeking justice by requiring repentance may be more in line 

with love than unconditional forgiveness.  The Christian whose forgiveness is met with 

scorn can rest in the fact that the concern to receive justice himself has been given over to 

God, in the fact that God himself will continue to seek reconciliation with the wrongdoer, 

and in the fact that if God succeeds in being reconciled with the wrongdoer, 

reconciliation between the human parties is then likely.  Love believes all things and 

hopes all things.  The Christian forgiver is prompting the wrongdoer to stand on his 

own—with God‘s help.  The Christian forgiver can act in belief and hope and be 

comforted.  The secular unconditional forgiver has no such comfort and therefore may be 

compelled, out of love, either to refuse forgiveness outright or to make it conditional.  

And so it seems to me that Adams is right that forgiveness is most ―at home‖ in a 

Christian context.  Kierkegaard has provided the best expression of that forgiveness of 

which I am aware.    

 

A Concluding Thought 

 

 All of this talk of love and forgiveness is well and good, but morality is worthless 

unless it is practical, and there are some indications that Kierkegaard‘s view of these 

matters fails to satisfy this condition.  I have remarked repeatedly that the standard of 
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love and forgiveness that Kierkegaard sets is high, so high in fact that he clearly states his 

own failure in this regard.  After all, the primary example Kierkegaard gives us of love 

and forgiveness is Jesus himself, and certainly none of us is Jesus.  We may be slightly 

more encouraged by the example of the Apostle John as one perfected in love in the 

Conclusion to Works of Love, but only slightly.  After all, none of us is an apostle either.  

Kierkegaard is famous for going out of his way to make things difficult, but we may 

wonder whether it was necessary for him to make them impossible.  The sort of love and 

forgiveness Kierkegaard describes certainly seems to be impossible for those of us who 

are not God-men or apostles.  And, given Kierkegaard‘s own acceptance of the principle 

that ought implies can, we might be tempted to think that Kierkegaard is not really 

serious about all of this.  We might agree with Hannah Arendt, who says that because 

love is so otherworldly and rare, and because love leads to such an absolute obligation to 

forgive, we should ground forgiveness in respect instead.
71

  We might be tempted to 

reject such an ideal view of love and forgiveness as untenable and settle for something 

lower, something more reasonable, something prudent.  We might be tempted to trade in 

Kierkegaard‘s view of forgiveness because the world, even the ―Christian‖ world, sees it 

as eccentric at best and simply stupid at worst (202).  At the 2008 meeting of the 

American Catholic Philosophical Association, a meeting devoted to the topic of 

forgiveness, I witnessed a conversation between two fellow conferees.  They were 

commenting on how difficult forgiveness itself was, and concluded that it was so 

difficult, that we should try to avoid having to forgive by simply not judging, and even 

commented that our own fallen state could serve as justification for such leniency.  In one 

                                                 

 
71Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, 2d ed. (Chicago:  The University of 

Chicago Press, 1958), 242-3.  
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sense, of course, they were right—as Kierkegaard says, we ought to be masters of 

mitigation, masters of understanding, ones who fight on the side of those who injure us.  

But I do not think they had Kierkegaard in mind as they came to this conclusion.  It truly 

sounded as if they were deciding just to look the other way, to condone and justify 

wrongs against themselves, even those that could not be justified, because it would 

simply be easier. 

 But to act in this way, to reduce the requirement in any way, especially for our own 

comfort, would be, according to Kierkegaard, to be deceived, to refuse to believe in love 

and its power.  Of course, the recognition that the standard set for us by Christianity is 

impossibly high is for Kierkegaard part of Christianity‘s plan all along.  It is this 

recognition that Kierkegaard describes as the consciousness of sin, and is the first and 

perhaps most important step in coming to faith and being reconciled with God.  Once we 

recognize the requirement and then recognize our failure to meet it, we are led to throw 

ourselves upon God‘s grace in faith.  The problem is that this process repeats itself 

constantly in the life of the Christian, so much so that the Christian life itself can lead to a 

type of despair.  According to Kierkegaard, this is exactly why we need Christ as our 

Redeemer and not just as our moral prototype.  Kierkegaard addresses this issue in the 

prayer which introduces part II of Judge for Yourself!, ―Christ as the Prototype.‖ 

 Lord Jesus Christ, it was not to torment us human beings but to save us that you said 

 the words ―No one can serve two masters.‖  Would that we might be willing to 

 comply with them by doing accordingly—that is, by following you!  Help us all, 

 each one of us, you who both will and can, you who are both the prototype and the 

 Redeemer, and in turn both the Redeemer and the prototype, so that when the 

 striving one droops under the prototype, crushed, almost despairing, the Redeemer 

 raises him up again; but at the same moment you are again the prototype so that he 

 may be kept in the striving.  O Redeemer, by your holy suffering and death you have 

 made satisfaction for everyone and everything; no eternal salvation either can or 

 shall be earned—it has been earned.  Yet you left your footprints, you, the holy 
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 prototype for the human race and for every individual, so that by your Atonement 

 the saved might at every moment find the confidence and boldness to want to strive 

 to follow you.
72

 

 

The requirement can become a burden and lead to despair not only in an initial 

consciousness of sin, but in the continual striving of the Christian life to resemble the 

prototype.  This is why Christ is both prototype and Redeemer, so that we do not become 

despairing in our striving to love and to forgive.  When the requirement becomes too 

much, too difficult, too burdensome, we can again rely on the forgiveness God has given 

us in his grace. 

 But it would be a mistake to stop here.  This, as I understand her, is the mistake Amy 

Laura Hall makes in her book Kierkegaard and the Treachery of Love.  Yes, the 

requirement is too high for us to meet, and yes, that should lead us to throw ourselves 

upon God‘s mercy, but this does not mean that Jesus is just the Redeemer and ceases to 

be the prototype.  In fact, it is because Jesus is the Redeemer that he can remain the 

prototype.  For while Kierkegaard does believe that ought implies can, ought does not 

imply can without help.  The requirement remains the requirement; Jesus remains the 

prototype, but God‘s grace enables us to meet the requirement in striving, gives us the 

strength and the endurance to continue striving.  So grace both saves us from the 

consequences of our failure and gives us the capacity to strive toward the fulfillment of 

God‘s commands.  Our sin points us to God‘s grace, but God‘s grace also makes possible 

our moral triumph.  After all, since all love is God‘s love, we cannot succeed in loving or 

forgiving in love unless God is working in and through us.  In a journal entry from 1849, 

Kierkegaard writes, ―It is by no means man‘s effort which brings atonement, but it is the 

                                                 

 
72Kierkegaard, Judge for Yourself!, 147.  For an excellent summary of this dialectic, 

see also Walsh, Living Poetically, 236-9.  
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joy over the reconciliation, over the fact that atonement has been made, it is the joy which 

produces an honest striving.‖  He continues:  ―According to Luther, one becomes a good 

man by faith.  Consequently, faith first of all.  It is not by a good life, good works, and 

the like that one achieves faith.  No, it is [by] faith which works that one does truly good 

works.‖
73

        

 Kierkegaard‘s favorite word for this struggle to live up to the Christian requirement 

is ―striving.‖  And he recognizes that even in the midst of grace, we fail perhaps more 

often than we succeed.  In particular with regard to forgiveness, toward the end of his life 

Kierkegaard sounds bleak: 

 To forgive is divine not only in the sense that no one is able to do it except God, but 

 it is also divine in another sense so that we must say that no one can do it without 

 God .  If men really were able to forgive sins, they still are not adequate for it.  

 Indeed, how poor, pinched, and reluctant, how very conditional is their forgiveness; 

 so the sinner may say:  No, thank you, may I rather ask to be punished and suffer my 

 punishment and be spared your miserable, wretched forgiveness, which, even if I 

 were properly saved and become somewhat meritorious, would probably turn up 

 again and in the form of envy the forgiveness would be charged to my account. 

  How different is the divine from the human!  Actually it is man‘s disposition to 

 detect sin, to find out something evil about a man—then we know that he is no 

 different from the rest of us.  The only kind of forgiveness which can be sustained at 

 all is a mutual repaying.  It is the Deity‘s joy to forgive sins; just as God is almighty 

 in creating out of nothing, so he is almighty in—uncreating something, for to forget, 

 almightily to forget, is indeed to uncreate something.
74

  

 

Perhaps we may read this entry and conclude that in the end, the striving became too 

much for Kierkegaard himself, and he sank down into a sort of despair, a perspective that 

despaired of successfully striving, that admitted a final failure regarding the requirement, 

and succumbed as a result.  And certainly Kierkegaard is correct that our forgiveness is 
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often poor, pinched, reluctant, and conditional.  He may be correct that we often fail in 

our attempt to love and to forgive as we are commanded, and as God desires.   

 But that failure is not determined, is not certain, and so we continue striving toward 

the ideal in faith.  Whether Kierkegaard himself despaired of success in striving is not our 

concern, and has no effect on the truth of his earlier thought.  Kierkegaard never 

described himself as the prototype we should follow.  For as he says repeatedly, the 

commandment to love and to forgive speaks to us individually, and it is with ourselves 

and our own striving that we ought to be concerned.  Our concern is to follow the 

prototypes we have been given, and, like the apostles, ―to love, to suffer, to endure all 

things, to be sacrificed in order to save this unloving world.‖
75

  Forgiveness is an 

important part of this task, perhaps even the paradigmatic example of this task.  And so, 

with Kierkegaard, we can recognize that the abilities to love and to forgive are in the final 

analysis gifts, and with Kierkegaard we can desire that God would grant us these gifts as 

he did the apostles, for ―truly they are certainly needed in times like these!‖
76

 

___________________ 

  75Kierkegaard, For Self-Examination, 85. 

 

  76Ibid. 
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